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I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2

(]} NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 .-x-------_--------.

:

() 4 In the Matter of: : Docket Nos.
: 50-275
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:

6 :
----------------x---

7

8 The Bay View Room
'

San Luis Bay Inn
9 Avila Beach, California

10 Friday, January 22, 1982

11 Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled matter

12 was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:00 a.m.

13 BEFORE:

14 JOHN F. WOLF, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
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pl 1 PROCEEDINGS

f. 2 9:01 a.m.

3 JUDGE WOLF: On the record. '

4 Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I will-

5 begin by asking counsel to state their appearances for

the record.6

7 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, Mr.' Chairman. I'm William

8 Olmstead and with me this morning is Mr. George Johnson

9 and Mr. Donald Hassell, counsel for the NRC Staff.

JUDGE WOLF: Thank you.10

MR. LANPHER: Lawrence Langher and Herbert H.
11

Brown, appearing on behalf of Governor Brown and the
12

State of California.
13

O MR. REYNOLDS: Joel Reynolds, Center for;4

Law in the Public Interest, appearing on behalf of Joint
15

ntervenors.
16

s
; .MR..NORTON: Bruce Norton with Richard Block and

37
!

Phil Crane, appearing on behalf of Pacific Gas and Electric,g,

!
Company.

39

a
j JUDGE WOLF: Thank you. Are there any preliminarf

20g

s matters that should be taken up now?
21.

i
MR. REYNOLDS: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have really

22

two things but they're related. You will recall at the

beginning of the hearing one13f my first concerns was f
24

|
the possibility in Mr. Norton's statement where he was going

A 25

to call Mr. Ness and Mr. MacElvaine to testify in this
l
:
! ;

f
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1
m2 hearing and I raised the problem of no pre-filed testimon/

2 and no assurance of the time that he was going to testify,

3 so Mr. Norton and I got together and we discussed it also

4 with other counsel, I believe and it was agreed that we
7-]x\~

5 would try and arrange, to have those gentlemen with
,

6 Mr. Kerns who was scheduled to come on Monday.

7 With that understanding, we have been proceeding

I
8 ' this week and I informed two of my witnesses that I wanted

9 them to be available on Friday and Saturday, namely today

10 ~and tomorrow. Accordingly, Dr. Erickson has arrived last

11 night from the East Coast and Dr. Johnson will be arriving

12 this morning.

13 The problem there is that both cannot stay beyond

14 Saturday and so it's necessary"to get their testimony on

15 either late today or tomorrow morning. Mr. Norton has

'
16 said.that he would prefer to have it on tomorrow morning

:
$ 17 and I think that's probably agreeable to all of us.
:

18 The .p roblem is , that as I was waiting for,

i
; 19 Dr. Erickson at the airport last night, I learned from
a

! Mr. Lanpher that Mr. Norton was going to call Mr. Ness20
3

$ 21 and Mr. MacElvaine today instead of, as I had been led

I.

I : to believe on Monday _with Mr. Kerns. The problem with22

that is, one, it may make it difticult to get the two23 ;

witnesses that have come from Los Angeles and the East
24

') Coast. It's difficult to get then on. Second and
25

1

- . .. . . - - ,. .-..--- , - - . - - - , . - . . - , - - - - - . , - - - . -
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4

-3 equally important to me is th".t I believe Mr. Ness is

2<

j< probably one of the critical witnesses on the County

3
Plan and my preparation to this point has been focusing

,

#
- on PG&E's pre-filed testimony and I've been planning

to prepare for Mr. Ness over the weekend. Mr. MacElvaine,

6j I don't really have any problem with coming today because

7 I don't anticipate a very extensive cross-examination,
1

8 but Mr. Ness, i.t's very important, I think to prepare.

9 So, we have a little bit o'f a problem on
:

to scheduling of witnesses and I think we should be able to
,

11 work it out, but I think it-could be useful at .his point

'

12 to discuss it.
i

13 JUDGE WOLF: Who has a comment?

I 14
MR. NOR, TON : We have put in a call for Mr. Ness

15 or,we have someone trying to contact Mr. Ness to see,

16 if it's possible for him to come later. The problem,
. !

17 as it turned out with Monday is the County Board of

18.g Supervisors meets all day Monday and Mr. MacElvaine-apparently
a

.

; j 19 just aren't available on Monday and if you will recall what
' .;

i
'

j 20 I said on Tuesday, we had hoped to have them on Monday

i 4

| 21 and at.that time I didn't know of the problem they had"

:
*

22 with the schedules and somebody from our organization

O contacted them, I believe yesterday and Mr. MacElvaine[ 23 '

,

24 said about the only time he could be here was today after

( 25 lunch. He hopefully will be here at 1:30. He said he had
'

.

i

!

!
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E4 1 a scbeduling problem and would try to get here as close

2 tos l:30 as he can. It would only seem to make sense to'

)
,

3 schedule Mr. Ness at the same time so we did that and

(' 4 I informed counsel yesterday. Apparently, I. thought I
%.))

5 had informed Mr. Reynolds. I know I informed Mr. Lanpher

6 and apparently Mr. Reynolds wasn't sthnding there when

7 I did.

8 I have no problem trying to accommodate counsel

9 whatsover, but we have someone contacting Mr. Ness now

to to' find out if he does'have availability sometime.

11 He clearly won't on Monday, I guess, so that leaves

'

12 Tuesday and if he's available Tuesday, we have no problem

13 putting him on Tuesday as opposed to-today.

14 JUDGE WOLF: Where is Mr. Ness from?

15 MR. NORTON: He's here in San Luis Obispo, but

16 he may be scheduled for a conference or something else. I

* \

$ 17 don't have any idea. 'If that would be the case, however,
! .

W
18 we would want to put him on this safternoon.-

!
j ig MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, this is Bill Olmstead.
a

! I do have some problems. Nobody has talked to me about any20
a

of this and as you recall, we made special arrangementsI 21

i
* with the Board yesterday for Mr. Urbanik to be here on22

Saturday and it's my understanding that Saturday is only23

a half day session to begin with and it now sounds as though24()
we'rea g ing to put 4 or 5 witnesses in on Saturday morning25'

i
.

|
. .

_ _. )
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1
>5 and I have some reservation.

f r's 2 JUDGE WOLF: Well, we're already committed on;
%)

3 Mr. Urbanik for tomorrow.

4 MR. NORTON: Your Honor, I'd like to point

5 out that I'm a little bit puzzled by the urgency of putting

6 Mr. Erickson and Johnson on Saturday morning because during

7 the entire discussion yesterday of Mr. Urbanik being

8 here Saturday, that was never mentioned. I don't understand-

9 how it became so urgent overnight.

10 MR. REYNOLDS: When we were' discussing Mr.'Urbanik

11 yesterday, I assume that we would get Mr. Johnson and

12 Mr. Erickson on probably this-afternoon.- In any event, I

c 13 don't anticipate very much for Mr. Urbanik and I'm not
'a ~)g

14 sure that he's really going to take very much time on

15 Saturday morning. I don't know, Bill, how extensive

16 your Direct is going to be with him.

!
g 17 MR. OLMSTEAD: 'If I had my preference, I'd put
2

18 him on after your two witnesses are on so I have no objection.

!
; 19 myself to your witnesses going this af ternoon.
a

20 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, this is Mr. Lanpher.
&
.

! 21 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Lanpher?
i
I MR. LANPHER: I guess the best thing to de is22f-

(/I
23 wait until we get the result of Mr. Norton's call tos-

Mr. Ness to find out if there is other availability. I24

25 was informed by Mr. Norton last night after the close of
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i the hearing that he was hopefully going to be. calling Mr.

P6

2 Ness today and after consulting with my-witnesses, I had

O
3 to prepare witnesses for today last night,.first of all,

and then I' attempted to prepare for Mr. Ness. I had planned4

(
to use the weekend. I also was under the belief that5

he was coming on Monday. I find it impossible frankly
6

to fully prepare examination on Mr. Ness last night so
7

I would join in the hope'of putting it off until next
8

week, just from my point of view, just so I could be9

adequately prepared..;g

JUDGE WOLF: Well, we can bring this up laterg

in the day and see how it works. I'm sure we cang

work so,me kind of a session out to take care of it.
33

O Mr. Norton, are you prepared to go ahead?g

MR. NORTON: Yes.
15

MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, I have one other

I preliminary matter and I'm not going to be conducting
g 17
2

cross-examination on this panel, but two days ago Mr. Skidmore

handed me a document during his cross-examination on an
g

1. earlier panel and it took me awhile to get it copied.|j
!.

20

;J I'd like to have it marked for identification and I don't
21

! have any cross-examination with it but I'd like to get it
22

marked and then I'll sort of duck out of this, okay?

JUDGE WOLF: Yes, you can give it to the-

24

( Clerk to mark it for identification. Give it to the Reporter.
''

25

t

i

i

$

<
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Ilo7 MR. LANPHER: The documenc I've handed to

2 Mr. Skidmore, I'd like to have marked as Governor Brown

3 Exhibit 7 for identification.

4 JUDGE WOLF: All right.

5 (The document referred to

6 was marked for identification

7 as Governor Brown's Exhibit

8 No. 7.)

9 MR. LANPHER: Mr. Skidmore, can you identify

10 this document?

11 MR. SKIDMORE : This is a result of our on-going

12 efforts to work with the county as they work on their

13 emergency preparedness plans and procedures. You'll

O
14 note that in the upper right-hand corner of the pages,

15 although unfortunately, the second page I see, the copy

16 you're given me, the date didn't quite get duplicated nor

!
17 did it on-the third, but you'll see it. It does appear

18 on the 4th page. Those are dates of updating thoseg
a

j 19 individual sheets. The first page, it says the date

i

I 20 is January 16th, 1982. The fourth page says January 6th,
s
4

j 21 '82, which is correct. The fifth page is missing and
:
#

22 I see the sixth page has the correct date on it.

,#)
N' 23 This was prepared for me by a rumber of my staff,

24 Mr. Edward Woggy, so I would be provided with where the

O
b 25
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1 current effort is in the County._g

2 MR. LANPHER: I apologize for some of the dates4

(t
*

3 being deleted. It was prepared -- the status of county

4 of efforts in, as of early January, 1982? Would thats
'

\)-

5 be fair?,

6 MR. SKIDMORE: Yes, I think actually to the
,

,

7 best of my memory, the first two pages the date was 1/16/82j

8 and I believe the rest were all as of 1/6/82.

1

9 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, I move the admission

10 .of-Governor Brown Exhibit 7.into evidence.

1; JUDGE WOLF: Any objections, Mr. Reynolds?

12 MR. REYNOLDS: No objection.

13 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton?,,

!
i 14 MR. NORTON: No objection.

15 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Olmstead?

MR. OLMSTEAD: I don't have'any objection.! 16

j 7 JUDGE WOLF: ..Without objection, the document
( :
;

18 containing 6 pages identified as Governor Brown's exhibit-

' 3
3

4

7 will be received in evidence.,! .4
ig

i
(The document referred to,! 20

| 3

$ having been previously marked
21,

i
. * for identification as

22

G vernor Brown's Exhibit 7,
b 23,

i

was received in evidence.)
24

() MR. LANPHER: Thank you, Judge Wolf. That completes
: 25'-

i
(

p

i
L
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1 my preliminary matter. I didn't want to break up latar

2 cross-examination.

3 JDDGE WOLF: Thank you.

4 MR. NORTON: Your Honor--

5 JUDGE WOLF: Just a moment. I want to ask Mr.

6 Reynolds, you said you had two matters you wanted to

7 bring up.

9 MR. REYNOLDS: They were both related and

9 we covered both of them.

10 JUDGE WOLF: Yes, Mr. Norton?

11 MR. NORTON: Mr. Ness will be available early

12 next week. Someone did contact him.

13 As you will recall, yesterday we had the

O
14 problem with the earthquake TERA Report in terms of

15 evidence. We have taken Section 4 of that report and

16 I have given counsel this morning copies of section 4 and
:

i 17 what we did is bracketed those sentences where it has
e

18 something to do with an earthquake. However, most of;
:
j 19 the section has to do with the traffic model and so on

and we would like to mark this as a new exhibit at this20

5 | point in time because the next panel, panel 6, this is21

i
* indeed, these are the people that did this evacuation22

23 study and as you look through the document, you

24 can see that many pages have absolutely nothing to do with

O
25 earthquake particularly. And I'm all the way through, like

i

_ . _ . . . . . . __
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,-10 i 4-11 of this section which is out of 4-1 and it has

2 almost nothing to do with earthquakes so then you get to
O

3 4-14 and there's a rather significant half a page there

4 that does and we bracketed it and then on 4-16 there

5 are some new sentences that do and then 4-17, 4-18, there

is quite a bit that does and then there are -- 4-17, 4-20,6

4-19, 4-22, 4-21, some of these are backwards in my copy7

8 here which is-the original, that we've blocked the whole

9 page. We could actually pull those pages if that makes

10 sense as opposed to just having blocks around them but

it would be my intention to move this exhibit into evidencey

except for the part that's blocked which has to do with

earthquakes leaving the modeling of the evacuation study33

'~ and that sort of thing in tact. I thought it might be,4

best to look at this and get it out of the way at the

moment rather than in the middle of a canel.
16 '

I
You'll fine that in section 5 which is the: 17

:
appendices really to section 4, this is just data, access

18-

t
* ,

to c"acuation routes and so on and really doesn't have
19

i. anything to do with earthquakes at all except for pagej 20

f 5-14 which we would again block out that whole page.
21.

$
E

22

23

''

c:>
25

I
,

b

. - - - - - r - . -- - , . . . , , - - - - .-r,,. ,. . -,_.v-- r. _.-. . . ,-.-,m- . - - - , . . _ - . -.,,._r.-.,.,,-e , , . ,---_
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IT2.1 MR. LANPHER: Mr. Norton, what Exhibit are you

2
S marking this as?

3 MR. NORTON: This would be Exhibit 84.

4
(~} JUDGE HOLF: Pardon me. Before we go on, we had
D

5 looked at the copy of earthquake emergency planning at

6 Diablo Canyon that we have, and our five does not agree with
~

7 the one set forth he're. The one we have in the. publication

8 I just mentioned is called communications, earthquake effect

9 on' communications is the --
'

10 MR.'NORTON: Yeah, except -- all right, yeah. That

11 section, five, is out of the volume three appendix. In

12 other words, we have taken two pieces which have to do with

13 the modeling. One comes out of the volume three appendixp .

14 and that is the section five. It isn't a consecutive four,

15 five. It is just out of a dif ferent volume.

16 And incidentally, the -- page 5-14, which is blocked,

!
: 17 shouldn't be blocked. It has nothing to'do with earthquike ---

:
18 it did, it said northern evacuation, dash, no damage , so itg

a

j 10 was -- but it is the same as no earthquake, if you understand

i

i 20 what I am saying. It was in a sequence of tables with
a

:

21 damage, but this particular one would be the same as
i
*

22 assuming no earthquake, or an earthquake with no damage, so

23 that 5-14 really shouldn't be blocked.

24 I would suggest that if Counsel have no objection,

O
25 that,we can do it either way you want. We can block those

_ . _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ . - _ , . - . _ _ _ _ - . _ -

. _ _ . _ _ _ . ___ . _ _
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3

2.2 things out, and have copi.s and block those out, as opposed

2 to having them bracketed, or we can just leave it
(~j1
~

3 bracketed and have it admitted, excepting those parts that
,

4 are in bra'kets.c

5 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. R'eynolds ?

6 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate an

7 opportunity to review this a little more carefully , before

8 responding to this offer of proof. We just got it a little

9 thile ago, and perhaps if we could postpone argument on this

to -one until later'today, that would give me an opportunity to

11 look at it, and I think I would be able to respond more

12 e f f ective ly .

13 MR. NORTON: Except, Your Honor, the next panel

O
14 is the one that -- are the people who did this, did this

15 evacuation study and time schedules and modeling and so on,

16 that is the next panel, and it doesn't make much sense to

!
17 argue it after the panel is done. They are going to have tog

18 testify about it.y
a

j 19 JUDGE WOLF: Well, when we complete this panel, I

Y
j 20 guess we will just have to take time to give Mr. Rc ynolds an

,

21 opportur.ity to look it over..

5
*

22 MR. NORTON: At this time, Your Fonor, we would
I)

\_) 23 like to present panel number two, which consists of Mr.

24 Jhiffer, Mr. Skidmore, Mr. Donald J. Baxter, who is a new

25 vitness , Ms . Kathleen M. Godfrey, who is a new witness Dr.
;
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l

2.3 Dennis S . Mileti, who is a new witness, and Miss. Faith J.

2

[
Rockmaker, who are new witnesses, so we have four new

3 witnesses to swear in.
I

# JUDGE LOLF: Will the new witnesses please rise?(}
5 In turn will you state your name and your business

6 for.the record?

7 MR. MILETI: My name is Dennis S. Mileti, and I

8 am Associate Profess 6r of Sociology at Colorado 5 tate

9 University.

10 M3, GODFREY: 'My name is Kathleen M. Godf rey. I

11 work for Pacific Gas and Electric Company. My title is

12 Environmental Specialist.

f-
MR, BAXTER; My name is Donald J. Baxter. I am13

%)g '
.

14 manager of public information for Pacific Gas and Electric

15 Company.

16 MS, ROCKMAKER: I am Faith Rockmaker. I am a
3

17 public infornation representative for PG & E.

?18 Whereupon,g
a

j 19 DENNId S. MILETI

i KATHLEEN M. GODFREY

h 20 DONALD J. BAXTER*

FAITH J. ROCKMAKER
e

$ 21

i were called as witnesses and, having been first duly sworn,
t

22

0', JAMES D. SHIFFER

23 STEVEN M. SKIDMORE

24 having been previously duly sworn as witnesses,

O
' 25 were examined and' testified as follows:

!

i
t

__
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2.4 1 JUDGE h0LF: Thank you. Please be seated.

2 DIRECT EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. NO RTON : --

4 Q Mr. Skidmore, are there any changes or corrections'

5 to be made to the testimony of panel 2 or the attachments

6 thereto?

7 A (LITNESS 5KIDMORE) Yes, there are.

c Q All right, would you give us those, please?

9 A On page 2-3 of the testimony, line 14, there is a

10 -sentence.that begins, the system will be owned and maintained ,

11 and the next word is "at." If you wou?i strike the word "at, '

12 the sentence reads correctly.

13 On page 2-5, starting with line eleven, at the

O"
14 end of the line, the last three words, are " final draf t

15 form," if you would strike the word " draft," and continuing

16 on line 13, a sentence begins, it is expected to be, if you
'

k 17 would change.that to read, "it was," so the sentence then
2 ,

18 reads, "it was mailed."-

i:

j 19 On the following line, 14, it should read, "Obispo
1

residents on January 18 and 19, 1992." And the rest of
20

f line 14 is correct.
21

i
: On page 2-6, line 20, the beginning of that line

22

23
says, "is being," and it should say "has been," and at the

l end of that sentence, it ends with a period on line 20, if *

24

y u would insert af ter the word " parks," but before the25-

. . ._ . -- _. _
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'
2.5 period, the phrase "and State Office of Emergency Services."

2
gg And finally, the last correction is on page 2-7, line 21,

3
towards the und of that line, it says, " resolution 30-94." 1

4
ggg If you would insert af ter the word " resolution," the word '

5 " number," so it reads " resolution number 80-94."
6 That is all.

7
Q I will ask this question collectively, and ask that

8 each of you answer it individually.
9 Is the -- well, excuse me. Dr. Mileti, your piece

H) of testimony is of course separate, so let me ask you first,
11 Dr. Mileti, are there any corrections to your piece of
12 testimony?

13 A (WITNESS MILETI) No, there are not.

14 Q All right. And Dr. Mileti, is your testimony and
15 the professional qualifications you have inserted in this

16 section true and correct to the best of your knowledge?
'

17 A Yes, they are.

18 Q All right, to the other panel members, the panelg
:
; 19 2 testimony, I will ask this collectively and ask that you
i
'

j 20 answer individually, is the testimony, professional

f 21 qualifications and attachments thereto correct to the bedt
3 !*

22 of your information and knowledge?
O

23 A (LITNESS SHIETER) Yes. j

24 A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Yes.
O

|'
A (LITNESS GODFREY) Yes.25

i

|
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12.6 A (WITNESS BAXTER) Yes, they are.

2 A (WITNESS ROCKMAKER) Yes.{)
3 Q Mr. Skidmore, on page 2-5 of the testimony, you

4

{J% made a correction at line 13 saying it was mailed to San

S Luis Obispo residents on January 19 and 19. Do you want

6 the next -- the next sentence, should that be corrected to

7 the past tense also? It will be sent, changed to it was

.8 sent?

9 A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Yes, that ia correct.

10 Q To make it concistent?

11 A Yes, that is correct.

12 Q All right.

13 MR. NORTON: Your Honor, we vould ask that thef-s
(

14 testimony of panel 2, and Dr. Mileti, and the attachments

15 thereto, be placed in the record as though read at this

16 time.

!
: 17 JUDGE WOLF: Any objection, Mr. Reynolds?
2

18 MR. REYNOLDS: No objection.-

!
; 19 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Lanpher?

i
E 20 MR. BRCbN: No. .
a

:

21 JUDGE EOLF: Mr. Brown. Mr. Olmstead?
i
E MR. OLMSTEAD: No objection.22 -

JUDGE h0LF: Without objection, the panel 2 written23

24 testimony with the attachments will be received and bound

O
25 in the record as if read.'

(The testimony was bound in as ordered) !
!

I
i
'

,
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1 PANEL'#2

''

2

Oi 3 JAMES D. SHIFFER

4 STEVEN M. SKIDMORE

5 DONALD J. BAXTER
:

6 KATHLEEN M. GODFREY
-

.

7 DENNIS S. MILETI

a FAITH J. ROCKMAKER

9

'
10 ADDRESSING

11 PLANNING STANDARDS:

12 #b(5,7)

13

14
10CFR50.47 b(5)

15

16
CONCLUSION,

17

18 Proceoures have been established for notification by PGandE of State and
l9 County response organizations and for rotification of emergency personnel

;

20 by all organizaticas; the content of initial and followup messages to
<

21 response organizations and the public has been established. Means to
22 ,,rovide early notification and clear instruction to the populace within the
23 plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone have been established.;

24.

1 25

26+

.
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SUPPORTING BASES1

2

Plan Sections 5.4 ani 6.1.4 provide a general description of procedures
3

that are to be employed to notify both State and local response4

organizations. Details for notification are included in Diablo Canyon
'

5

Emergency Implementing Procedures G-1, " Accident Classification and6

Emergency Plan Activation", and G-3, " Notification of Off-5ite
7

Organizations". The County Plan, Section: I.6.E and II.2, provides a-8

general description of government notification processes. County Standard9

Operating Procedure 111.02," County Sheriff's Department", provides the10

details of implementing steps which accomplish the notification of county11

emergency response organizations.12

PGandE initial and followup messages to the County are referenced in the14

Plan, Section 6.1.1.3, and detailed in Emergency Implementing Procedure15

G-3, " Notification of Off-site Organizations". As part of this16

17 notification process, the State Office of Emergency Services and the ,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission receive notification. The initial message18

includes specific text for the Emergency Action Level classification (see19

Appendix 1 of G-3). -

20

21

Based on the information provided by PGandE through Energency Implementing22

Procedure G-3, as augmented by direct contact with the PGandE's Advisor to23

the County Emergency Organization, the County provides information to24

off-site response organizations and early netification to the public as25

delineated in County Standard Operating Procedures III.02, " County26

2-2
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v
1 Sheriff's Department", and 111.08, " County Public Information Officer".

2 Means of early notification of the general public is described in the
O

3 County Plan, Section I.6.E. Assurance that instructions given to the
4

4 public will be clear is provided ty use of prepared messages which are

5 described in Section 11.5. Methods to provide the highest level of

6 assurance of delivering clear information and instructions to the public

7 are included in Standard Operating Procedure III.08, " County Public,

8 Information Officer", which further delineates notification implementation

9 steps.

10

11 PGandE is providing an Early Warning System (EWS) consisting of 83 radio-

controlle'd sirens located throughout the Basic Emergency Planning-Zone.12

13 The conceptual design of this system is included in the Plan, Section

14 7 . 2 . 7. . The system will be owned and maintained at by the Company but will

15 be under the operational control of SLO County Sheriff's department. The

16 negative environmental impact declaration received by PGandE from the
'

17 County requires that a full system test be limited to mid-day during the

18 months of August and September unless otherwise directed by Federal or
,

19 State authorities (Exhibit 9). The system will be tested during the

20 permitted times.

! 21

22

23

O- 24

25

26p
G

I
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t

9 10CFR50.47 b(7)1

2

CONCLUSION
3

4

Information is made available to the public on a periodic basis on now they5

will be notified and what their initial actions should be in an emergency6

(e.g., listening to a local broadcast station and remaining indoors), the7

principal points of contact with the news media for dissemination of8

information during an emergency (including the physical location or
9

locations) are established in advance, and procedures r coordinated10

dissemination of information to the public are established.11

12

SUPPORTING BASES13

14

Education of the San Luis Obispo County general public on notification15

methods and initial actions in the event of a nuclear emergency has been16

initiated through PGandE periodicals, print and radio media and in public17

f o rums . Ongoing planning for implementing an annual public education18

program in conjunction with the County of San Luis Obispo is in place.19

Put'lic information p ogram responsibilities relative to State and County20

Plans are included in Sections V.H and I.6, II.6, and III.08, respectively21

f the Plan. The outline of the public education program is prceided in22

the Plan, Sec tion 8.1.2.3.
23

g 24

PGandE will routNely publish and issue to residents of San Luis Obispo25

County a publication entitled "Diablo Canyon Newsletter" containing26

2-4
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Q
1 information about the power plant, general nuclear issues and emergency

2 planning. The first issue of this periodical was published and mailed in

3 August,1981 to residents of San Luis Obispo County (see Exhfuit 10). This
-

4 issue contained articles about low power licensing; radiation; emergency

5 response planning the Mobile Environmental Monitoring laboratory used to

6 monitor radiation. levels; emergency communications, including the use of

7 the siren system and emergency broadcast stations; how Diablo Canyon

8 Nuclear Power Plant operates, including diagrams; and a glossary of nuclear
.

j 9 terms.

10

11 The second issue of the Diablo Canyon Newsletter is in its final draft form

! 12 and has the approval of the State Office of Emergency Services, FEMA and

13 the County of San Luis Obispo. It is expected to be mailed to San Luis

14 Obispo residents in January 1982. It will be sent by mail to San Luis

15 Obispo County residents both within and outside the State Basic Emergency

16 Planning Zone using PGandE's customer mailing list and to those individuals

17 otherwise identified. The text of that publication is appended as Exhibit

18 11. The content of future issues of this Newsletter will be consistent
i

19 with the needs identified to supplement county public education information

20 program publications.

21

22 The Pacific Telephone directory for San Luis Obispo County, page A-4 of the

23 October, 1981 issue, contains information on public response in the event

24 of an 3mergency at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant and provides contacts for

25 additional infermation. A copy of page A-4 is included as Exhibit 12.

26

n%J|
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O A public information booklet, to be issued under the ayspices of San Luis1

Obispo County and with the concurrence of FBiA and State OES, will be made2

.available to the permanent and transient adult populations ~within the basic3
' Emergency Planning Zone. This material is scheduled for annual review and4

updating and will be distributed to customers of PGandE and those otherwisei 5

I identified. The special needs of the handicapped are addressed in this
6

* booklet.
. 7

8

Messages will be posted in public hotel and motel rooms within the State
; 9

Basic Emergency Planning Zone of San Luis Obispo, and in institutions, such10

as schools, public assembly areas, hospitals, and public buildings, to-11

direct transients and those in the institutions to tune radios to Emergency12,

'Broadcast System (EBS) stations to receive instructions on emergency13

Procedures ~ in the event sirens should sound. Sources of additional14

information will be given.15

16

Parks -- state,1ocal, and federal -- within the San Luis Obispo County
i 17

area or State Basic Emergency Planning Zone are to receive special postings4 18

of evacuation information. The text of these messages is in draft form and19

is being evaluated by the State Department of Beaches and Parks. Approval20

has been asked not later than February 1,1982.21

.
22

| The principal news media in the northern and central portions of23

California, including representatives of the Associated Press and United24

Press International, have been briefed by PGandE News Bureau'

25

representatives on the operation cf the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
26!

O
,

'
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1 radiation, and the principal points of contact in the event of an

2 emergency. Briefings of the media took place on July 21, 22 and 27,1981

3 in Sacramento, San Francisco and San Luis Obispo in order to better

4 acquaint the media with the Corporate Emergency Response Plan and radiation

5 characteristics and effects. Exhibit 13 was distributed to members of the

6 news media so briefed. This exhibit lists points of contact and primary

7 and secondary telephone numbers. Additionally, the news media participated

8 in the August 19, 1981 Field Exercise. (See Exhibit 14).
,

9

10 The centralized physical location for news dissemination to the media is at

11 the Emergency Response Media Center (ERMC), located at Cuesta College.

12 Discussion on public information and media interfaces is included in the

/'~T 13 Plan, Appendix A, Sections 4.6.4, 5.4.1, 6.1.3.4 and Inplementing Procedure
V

14 3.2 and County Plan, Sectinn I.F.

15

16 Information from the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) is coordinated
,

17 with the County Public Information officer; state and federal agencies, and

18 is integrated in releases to the pcblic by the County which assumes the

19 role of principal spokesman for all emergencies involving or potentially

20 involving off-site responses. The County of San Luis Obispo Office of

21 Emergency Services and PGandE have been authorized by resolution 80-94 of

22 the San Luis Obispo County Community College District Board of Tmstees to

23 use the Cuesta College auditorium (Old Campus) building 1572 and building'

(] 24 1500-6 as the ERMC in case of any civil disaster or emergency. A copy of

25 the resolution, dated May 26, 1981, is attached as Exhibit 15. The

26 auditorium (building 1572) seats approximately 800.p)
't

2-7 |
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1 Building 1500-6 has been converted into a telephone center for the media

2 and has telephone and desk facilities for approximately 25 persons. This

3 facility is located within two miles of the Emergency Operations

4 Center / Emergency Operations Facility.

5

6 The methods and general arrangements for the coordination of dissemination

7 of information to the public are discusseri in the Plan, Section 5.4.1.

8 Procedures describing the responsibilities for the utility Public

9 Information Recovery Marager PIRM and his response staff are detailed.in

10 Appendix A, Section '4.2.2.

11

12 The PIRM .is the principal public information officer for the Company in the

13 event of an emergency at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, has access to
' '

14 all necessary information, and may act as the principal spokesperson for

15 the Company in the event of an emergency. (Refer to Plan, Appendix A,

16 Section 4.6.4).

17

18 Arrangements have been made for the timely exchange of information among

19 designated PGandE spokespersons with the establishment of an InfoMedia

20 " Notepad" conferencing teleconsnunications system. This system links the

21 ERMC, the E0F, the PGandE Los Padres District Offices in San Luis Obispo

22 and Santa Maria, the PGandE Corporate Incident Response Center (San

23 Francisco), PGandE News Bureau (San Francisco), and the PGandE Governmental

24 and Public Affairs Offices (San Francisco, Sacramento and Washington,

25 0.C.). Additionally, the Institute of Nuclear Plant Operations (INP0) can

26 be, and has been, quickly tied into the system. " Notepad" is theO
2-8
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O
1 registered trademark of InfoMedia Corporation, 801 Traeger Avenue, Suite

2 275, San Bruno, California, 94066. This system provides "hard copy" to all

3 participants simultaneously, or to one or more participants privately.

4 . Transmissions are automatically timed and dated to provide an accurate

5 record of events. If desired, all transmissions can be automatically and

6 electronically stored for retrieval at any future time.

7

8 The Rumor Control Center has been established by San Luis Obispo County as

9 noted in the County Plan, Sections II.6 and 111.08.

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

.19

20

21

22

23

24)
25

26O
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1 TESTIMONY OF

2 DR. DEllNIS S. MILETI

3

4 Public and organizational response to emergency warnings and

5 notifications have been researched by behavioral and social scientists for

6 several decades. This research has been cu.aulative and now provides us

7 with knowledge about how to notify and instruct a population at risk. It

8 is known, for example, that notifications and instructions work best if
.

~

9 they come from credible sources, are frequent and consistent with each

10 other, and specific about what the public should do, when to do it and

11 precisely who should engage in that behavior. This knowledge can be used

12 to assist a public in forming accurate perceptions of the threatening

('] 13 situation and in performing appropriate responses.
V

14 The knowledge that currently exists in the behavioral and social

15 sciences is sufficient to assure early notification and the delivery of

16 clear instructions to the public during an emergency. This knowledge

17 includes, as well, the use of the news media and the important role of the

18 ccordinated dissemination of public information across different

19 organizations'.

20 While existing research and scientific knowledge about the

21 usefulness of general public information and education programs for
.

22 emergency preparedness is inconclusive, the knowledge does exist to develop

23 such a program for nuclear plant emergency planning. Knowledge is

sufficient to conclude what would be appropriate topics for this campaign' - 24

25 to cover, as well as alternative ways for the program to be conducted.

O 26

i
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O
1 In summary, sufficient knowledge exists about public behavior

2 during emergencies that would apply to those that might result from a

3 nuclear power plant accident, to assure early notification and delivery of

4 clear instructions during emergencies as well as to assure proper pre--

5 emergency public information without the conduct of a social !.urvey of the

6 populace within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

O 4

25

O '
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1 PANEL #2

' 0 8&A%4
3 .,EXH RIIS

|

khW( ,

5 EMtIBIT

6 NUMBER Title / Document Date
.

7

8 9 Notice of Environmental
.

9 Determination on PGandE Early

10 Warning Siren System ED 81-C4,

11 Ellen Kognas, San Luis Obispo

12 County letter dated 5/1/81
'

13

34 10 PGandE "Diablo Canyon Newsletter",

15 August 1981

16

17 - 11 PGandE "Diablo Canyon Newsletter",

18 January 1981 (Draft)

19

20 12 Pacific Telephone director for San

21 Luis Obispo County, October 1981,

22 page A-4

23

24 13 News Media briefing handout for

25 sessions in July 1981

26
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! 2 NUMBER Title / Document Date
O4

a
,

: -

1 4 14 Invitations to Media

5 representatives to attend July 1981

6 media briefings
,

' 7

8 15 Use of College Facilities (Cuesta

9 College) for County Emergencies

10 Services, San Luis Obispo County,

i

{ 11 Community College District, Board
,

.

12j of Tnistees, Resolution No. 80-94,-

13 5/26/81

14
1

15

16 |

17
.

18

19

20,

!
j 21

22

; 23

.

| 25

|O '

|

'
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County of San Lu. Obsispo
,

is '

S4u tuis osisro. cAUFORNIA 934o8 , 8o5 549-5011 yyouRinouse asuax .

,..

n
Orricz or rus

T0: RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES & INTERESTED CITIZENS Couxrr AourN!sTRATOR
-

FROM: LLEN ROGNAS, ACTING ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATOR

DATE: MAY 1, 1981
'

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION ON P. G..& E. EAPLY WARNING
SIREN SYSTEM ED81-04

Attached is a copy of the recomended Conditional Negative Declara-
tion for the proposed P. G. & E. Early Warning System. This is being
sent out in order to allow for coment from citizens as well as from
governmental agencies.

The Conditicnal Negative Declaration will be issued today, May 1,
1981. This starts a 21 day appeal period. Anyone wishing to coment
on, or appeal the Conditional Negative Declaration should do so by

O sending a letter to the Office of Environmental Coordinator, Courthouse
V Annex, San Luis Obispo, CA 93408, by 5:00 p.m., May 22,1981. Letters

of appeal must include a statement regarding the basis of appeal.

I The recomended Conditional Negative Declaration will be discussed and
| final action will be taken by the Board of Supervisors during a public

hearing scheduled for May 26, 1981. The hearing will be held in the
Board of Supervisors Chambers, Courthouse Annex, San Luis Obispo, CA.

kp

t Attachment

O

o
V

M
' EXHIBIT 9
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
.

FORM G2-1 Part 1
j
I COUNT * OF SAN LU!$ 0815P0

ENVIROFMENTAL DETERMINAT10N
and

NOTILE OF DETERMINATION

Project Number ED 81-04 Date April 28, 1981

Project Title / Description P.G.1 E Early Warning Siren System; a request for an
,

Environmental Determination on the p;oposed methodnlogy for siting of sirens, and
i installation, testing and maintenance of tne Early Warning System.

Project location / Address / Legal Description enunty of San Luis Obisoo Basic
Erergency Planning Zone.

Property size va.

Primary Entitleeant: N/A Supa. District i ALL

REC 0mENCAT10N

THE ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATOR RECortiENDS THAT THE BOARD OF SUPERVISOR $ TAKI THE
FOLLOWING ACTION:

flNDING N0. 1: NEGATIVE DECLARATION
The Board of Supervisors after examination of the preliminary environmental descrip-
tion of this project and review of the Environmental Coordinator's recomndation
and the attached statement of reasons supporting this finding. finds that t!.is pro-
ject will not have a significant effect on the environment and that this Board issue
its Negative Declaration. *

FINDING NO. 2: ENVIRONMENTAL DtPACT REPORT

The Board of Supervisors after examination of the preliminary environmental descrip-
tion of this project and review of the Environmental Coordinator's recomndation
aid the attached state ent of reasons supporting this finding, finds that this pro-
ject may have a significant effect on the environment and requires the submission of

O' an environmental impact report prepared in accordance with the Environmental Impact
Report Guidelines.

FINDING N0. 3: FOCUSED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

The Board of Supervisors after examination of the preliminary environmental descrip-
tion of this project and review of the Environmental Coordinator's recorriendation
and the attached statement of reasons supporting this finding, finds that this prc-
ject may have a significant effect on the environment and requires the suMission of
a focused environmental ingast report prepared in accordance with the Environmental
Impact Report Guidelines and including the topics as listed in the attached Staff
Report prepared by thf Office of Environmental Coordinator.
FINDING N0. 4: CONDITIONAL NEGATIVE DECLARATION

The Board of Supervisors after examination of the preliminary environmental descrip-
tion of this project and review of the Environmental Coordinator's recocmendation
and the attached statement of reasons supporting this finding, finds that this pro-
ject will not have a significant effect on the environment and that this Board issue
its Negative Declaration subject to the conditions contained in the Environnental
Coordinator's staff report.

FINDING NO. 5: REFER PROJECT TO SUBDIV!510N REVIEW BOARD
'

The Board of Supervisors after examination of the preliminary environmental descrip-
tion of this project and review of the Environmental Coordinator's recorrencation
and the attached statement of reasons supporting this finding, finds that this pro-
ject be referred to the Subdivision Review Board prior to environmental detemination,
for a recommendation on consistency with the adopted general plan.

ACTION 8T BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

On . the San Luis Obispo h unty Board of Supervisors tookp the follcwing action on the above referenced Project:
Adopted the Envircreental Coordinator's Recorrnendation No. ,_, as stated above.
Adopted finding No. _ as stated above based on the following:

.

U #

-1-.
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1 FORM B2-1 Part 3

COUNTY OF SAN.LUIS OBISPO

STAFF REPORT

(~h
Project Number ED81-0a Cate April 28. 1981

Project Title PAtlFIC GAS & ELECTRIC EARLY WARNING 51REN SYSTEM

THE FOLLOWING STAFF REPORT WAS PREPARED BY THE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINATOR AND
INCLUDES BASIS OF DECISIONS FOR YES AO P.AYBE RESPONSES ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST
(Form B2-1. Part 2).

PROJECT CESCRIPTION 1
,

A. Specific Recuest |

i.This application is for an Environmental Determination on the proposed methodology
for siting individual sirens and the installation. testing and maintenance of the .

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Early Warning System (EWS) * The system would be
a part of the County's Emergency Response Plan.

The proposed methodology to be used for the siting of sirens includes the fellow-
ing design criteria standards for locating sirens:

(1) Sirens will be reunted at a height above the ground sufficient to avoid risk of
hearing damage to pedestrians as shown belowl:

Rated Siren Output Minimum Mountinc Height

125dB(C) 50 feet

Os
150 dB(C) 30 feet
115 dB(C) 20 feet
110 dBfC) 12 feet

(2) Location of the strens will be a prescribed distance from occupied buildings to
avoid risk of hearing damage to ocqupants of adjacent buildings located in the
sound " beam" of the warr.ing deviceZ:

Rated Siren Output Minimum Distance to Occupied Bu11 dines
9 100 feet With Operaole ' windows with sealeo windews

125 dB(C) 40 feet 7 feet -

120 dB(C 22 feet 4 feet
115 dB(C 15 feet 2 feet
110 d8(C 7 feet 0.5 feet

(3) To protect views, sirens will be sited to avoid lands between the first public
road and the ocean.

(4) Sirens will be sited to assure that projected sound levels during full siren tests
will not exceed 80 dB(C) within known nesting areas or critical habitats of rare
or endangered species. |

(5) Sirens will be sited to insure that projected sound levels during full siren tests
will not exceed 80 dB(C) within the ciritical habitat area of the endangered Morro
Bay Kangaroo Rat.

(6) Sirens will be sited in close proximity to existing electric distribution lines to
minimize the need to construct additional electrical facilities to serve the
sirers. .

IPages 15 and 16. Outdoor Warning Systems Guide, published by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (CPG l-17; Maren 1.1980).

Ibid.
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EC81-04

) P.G.8 E. Early Warning Siren Study
Page Threej

The pr' system will be adjusted as needed to insure adequate coverage of.

populam areas and to account for new development within the basic Emergency^ Planning Zone. P.G.8 E. has established an internal procedure to insure that each
new request for electric service received by Marketing representatives will be
reviewed to determine if the new development, when located in the Basic Emergency
Plar.ning Zone. is within an area of siren coverage.

,

The primary component of the EWS is a network of radio-controlled sirens. Initial
plans call for installation of about 77 strens. The strens would be activated by
the County Sheriff's Department when such activation is authorized by procedures
contained in the existing or any revised San Luis Obispo County Emergency Plan.

Most of the stren sites will be located within public rights-of-way. A few sirens
will be located on P.G.& E. property. A few sites are in State parks. A few
remote sites are located on privately-owned land. P.G.8 E. has stated that sites
were selected to allow: (1) minimal potential impacts to plants and wildlife; (2)
good sound propagation through the surrounding area; (3) utility poles with sirens
to blend into their surroundings wherever possible: and (4) ease of access for
siren installation and maintenance.

The system will utilize 5 stren models at different decibel levels: 85. 102. 107
115. and 125. Smaller sirens consist of an integral component (containing both
horn and compressor) mounted on top of a utility pole. The largest siren unit
consists of two primary components; a rotating horn on top of the pole end.
attached to the pole a few feet below the horn, a box containing the compressor.
Each stren unit requires electric service. All sirens will be painted a neutral
color to blend into their surroundings (see Attachment A: Siren Drawings).

Current plans call for siren activation by radio signals emanating from a trans-
mitter controlled by the County Sheriff's. Department in accordance with the San

.'
Luis Obispo County Emergency Plan. The sirens are designed to be sounded for a
period of about three minutes during annual testing.

' Siren system tests will be conducted in accordance with FEMA and NRC regulations.
These regulations reconnend annual full sound tests and more frecuent silent and
growl tests. Full sound tests of the siren systsm are not expected to be needed
more than once a year. A full sound test will be publicized beforehand to alert.

the public to the nature of the test. Full system tests normally would be an
essential part of County emergency response plan annual exercises required by fiMA
and the NRC. Silent tests of other components of the system (e.g., radio trans-
mitters. motors, encoders, etc.) will take place more frequently. A quarterly
maintenance check of each stren will require the siren be manually activated.
This quarterly test requires only low level partial sounding of the siren in a
* growl * test, approximately 20 d8 less than a full siren test.

4 discussion of the EWS. and its role in alerting the public of any emergency
condition, will be included in the revised San Luis Obispo County Emergency Plan.
P.G.& E, will participate with public agencies in a program of public education to*

inform the public of the meaning of the alert signal and the appropriate responses
to take when they hear the siren signal.

STATEMENT OF FINDINGS

A. potential Environmental Impacts *

The potential environmental impacts that may be associated with the proposed EWS
include: noise. vegetation removal, grading, visual quality and archaeology.

I Each potential igact is briefly discussed in the following section. It appears
that these impacts can be mitigated through iglementation of: (1) P.G.8 E.
design criteria standards for locating strens; and (2) the conditions as listed on
page 6 of this report.

~

|

|

.
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utilized. Where ground disturbance is necessary for the construction of new
access ways and/or new poles for sirens. a botanist will be retained to survey-

each site. In the event that rare and/or endangered plant sper.ies exist on the
site the site will be relocated. Destruction and/or disturbance of any rare
and/or endangered plant species will be avoided. Removal of vegetation, other
than rare and/or endangered species, will De kept to a minimum.

*

Grading: As noted above. P.G.8 E. has stated that wherever feasible, sirens will
be located at existing utility pole locations and that existing access will be
utilized. In areas where new poles and/or access will have to be established,
grading will be kept to a minimum.

Visual Ouality: Some of the sirens will be visible from public roads, as well as
resioences ano other veas. Visual impacts can be partially .nitigated so that
sirens will not significantly change the overall vist.al quality of the area.

P.G.& E. has stated (page 2. design criteria standard No.10)) that. where feas-
ible, sirens will be backdropped by hills or trees. Also, the sirens will te
located in such a manner as to avoia lands between the first public road and the
ocean (page 1. design criteria standard No. (3)). In addition, the sirens should
be painted a neutral color in order to blend in with the surrounding landscape.

Archaeology: P.G.8 E. has submitted an archaeological records search which covers
the proposed stren sites. No disturbance of known significant archaeological

resources will occur as a result of the proposed project.

In order to assure that placement of future sirens will not disturb archaeological
resources, a records search for each new site should be accomplished and the
report should be submitted to the County Envnironmental Coordinator's Office. If
recornended as a result af the report. a surface reconnaissance should be per.
formed by a qualified archaeologist. Results of the reconnaissance should be

O submitted to the County Environmental Coordinator's Office. Appropriate mitigation
measures, if necessary. will then be established and implemented. This may
include relocation of the stren outside the sensitive area.

In the event that an archaeological site is discovered during installation of a
siren, work will cease and the County Environmental Coordinator's Office shall be
contacted. The site will be appropriately relocated.

B. Conclusion

It is important to note that this Environmental Detemination pertains only to the
proposed methodology that will be followed when siting sirens for the EWS.
Impacts associated with this methodology have been discussed in the preceding
sections of this report. With the implementation of (1) the design criteria
standards as listed on pages 1 and 2; and (2) the conditions as listed on page 6
of this report. the project will not have a significant negative impact on the
environment.

ENVIRON" ENTAL CETERMINATION NOTIFICATION PROCEDUoEl
. .

This ,onditional Negative Declaration has been prepared in accordance with the Califor914e

Envirereental Quality Act EIR Guidelines (as amended through Acril 8.1980) and the San
Luis Obispo County Environmental Quality Act Guicelines as approved by the County Board
of Supervisors.

All the cities within the Basic Early Warning Zor.e have been contacteo by P.G.& E.
regarding individual siren siting.

Notice of the issuance of the Conditional Negative Declaration shall be printed in the
Public Notice section of the Telegram Tribune. Notice shall also be placed on the
Board of Supervisors Consent Agenda. In addition. a public hearing will be scheduled
for the Board of Supervisors meeting of May 26. 1981.

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -___w
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O
About this Newsletter Response Plan that we are activities. We invite your ques-

Diablo Canyon Newsletter working on with your county tions and comments. They
will be published periodically officials. It will also report ori may be sent to D.on Kennady,
by PG&E to keep all residents the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Los Padres District Manager,
of San Luis Obispo county Power Plant, its licensing 894 Monterey Street, San Luis
informed about the Emergency procedures and other plant Obispo 93406.

"~

g ,g g g Ag gp -
~~ '"

serLowPower -

a.

Licensing- -

.

1t

. .

= , -

On July 17, a federal U '

Atomic Safety and Licensing . f,

Board authorized the director I ' N
.. m.

of Nuclear' Reactor Regulation f.~ ] h
,

- to issue a license for fuel J
t

''loading and low power testing >

,,_

at Diablo Canyon Nuclear un
_

~

ym
Power Plant.

WWhen the Nuclear Regula- M g
tory Commission approves the j

-

license, Diablo Canyon will
~~

g g%
become the sixth nuclear
plant in the nation to go

_ _

through a special low power - ~

test program. PG&E's mobile lab is used for routine environmental studies and is

Low power testing is the equipped to analyze and transmit information in case of an emergency.
See st ry n pages 4-5.first part of starting a nuclear

ipower plant. The particular
tests donc under the demonstrate the plant's safety The 193 fuel asse nblies are
low power license are a capability even with certain moved on a trolleym;ar system
combination of routine tests equipment not operating. from the fuel storage area,
of the reactor which are The tests are done at only through a tunnel and into the
performed during all plant five percent or less of the reactor area.
start-ups plus a special series reactor's heat capacity. The fuel assemblies weigh
of tests developed since the The regular plant operators 1,500 pounds each and are

O- Three Mile Island accident of and a crew of engineers called made up of long, thin zirco-
March,1979. the start-up group are respon- nium-steel tubes filled with

The special tests provide an sible for conducting the ceramic uranium. The opera-
opportunity for additional special tests and other start-up tors use a crane to place

O operator training and to activities. continuec on page s

EXiii IT 10
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. <g % r u, .
- - , . . r= .-m reactor occurs when uranium

atoms split or " fission" pro-I

ducing heat to generate elec-
Radiation: A Mm. . Lesson tricity. Three easic types of

. .

i-m
/ radiation which are produced

by fission are alpha particles,'

Nuclear radiation is energy exists in all plant and animal beta particles, and gamma
-

in the form of particles or rr.ys life. rays.

C-)
given off by unstable radia- Sun ight is an exa ple f Alpha and beta particles

^

active atoms. Radiation is a one type of radiation. Other' have low penetrating power.
normalpart ofliving; we have types are cosmic rays from For example, alpha particles
always been surrounded by it. space, microwaves used to cook can be stopped by a piece of
Though some of it is man- food, radio waves for radio and paper. Beta particles can be
made, most ofit comes from television, and X-rays for blocked by a thick piece of
natural scurces-the air, rocks, medicine. cardboard. Gamma radiation is
water, buildings, and food. It Radiation inside a nuclear electromagnetic energy, the

Some Sources of Radiation Average Annual Dose
(millirem / year)

NATURAL

(. ~ *

; ...

' '

/,- - 50Soil and Rocks - '
7

'

.X.s ..

W 40Sun and Outer Space (sea level) -

*
Food 25

Average Total Background from ljving in San Luis Obispo County 115

MAN-MADE

Medical Chest X-Rays (each) J 60

g
i. A||tMb \

Round Trip Cross Country Air Flight Y 449 L-- - -

mw s myu
3 % _ yr

O c :
a .

Television Viewing c 'E .05

p Standing at the two-unit Plant Boundary for1 year. 2*

* Based on mdustry operanns cipenence

-. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



same as visible light and exceed 2 millirems with both drafted an emergency plan to
X-rays. Ilowever, it has much units generating electricity. protect you in the unhely
higher energy and penetrating Ilowever, San Luis Obispo event of an accident. It is
power. licavy shielding oflead County officials, with federal described elsewhere in this

(V)
or concrete, such as a nuclear and state guidance, have publication.O
power plant's containment

, , , ,

structure, is required to stop
. _ ., _

Emergency Response Plan .8>>"=. m_ The umt used to measureb'f
biological exposure of humans
to radiation is called a rem. An emergency response plan be notified through the emer-
Because most norma; to help San Luis Obispo gency' communication system

exposures involve only a frac- County residents prepare for which includes sirens, radio

ture of a rem, the most the unlikely event of an emer- and television broadcasts, and

commonly used unit is the gency at the Diablo Canyon public address systems.
P wer Plant has been drafted The plan classifies the levelsmillirem-only one thousandth

(.001) of a nem. by the county with the help of. of sericusness of possible
The amount of radiation to state and federal governments accidents at the plant, and

and PG&E.
. tells what steps to take in anwhich you are exposed

The purpose of the plan isdepends on where you live emergency, from simply shut-
to notify and protect the ting doors and windows toand the concentration of
public m case of an emergency evacuating the ar:a.radioactive minerals in the resulting from a potential orground. The chart on this In addition to the countyactual release of radiationpage shows examphs of radi- administration, the Board offr m the Diablo Canyon plant.ation sources. Supervisors and PG&E, the

For example, you receive Parts of the plan can also be
response plan involves federal

25 millirems a year from the used for respondm, g to other
agencies such as the NRC and -

emergencies such as earthfood you eat. One medical quakes, tidal waves, extens! city agencies such as policeo
iveX-ray can give you about twice and fire departments. PG&E

that amount, still a minute fires, and chemical spills.'

will supply all pertinent infor-
quantity. Additional safety guideh.nes' mation from the plant to the

Nuclear power plants are established by the Nuclear
county and assist in evaluating

designed to contain the radio- Regulatory Commission, the
the seriousness of the problem.

* "logical by-products of fission.
and the An exercise to test thet gn EEach plant is built with a effectiveness of the plan is -

, State Office of Energyseries of physical and mechan-
Services (OES) for areas near

tentatively scheduled for
scal safeguards to prevent August 19. It will be followedthe Diablo Canyon (or any

j possibly harmful radiation
other) nucleu power plant, by a public hearing to evaluate

re eases.

Diablo Canyon's design. have been made part of the the drill. Federallaw requires

pg that a similar exercise be
makes a large release of radia-

The plan currently is being conducted each year. If a
tion extremely unlikely. The drill shows that revisions arereviewed by the county, OES

|
regulations require that the

and FEMA for any necessary needed in the plan, the changes
maxunum allowable additional will be made before the nexti

revisions.
exposure to a person standmg The plan would go into exercise.
at the plant's inner boundary effect if there ivere an indica- A booklet describing the
(about 975 yards from the tion of a problem at the plant, plan in more detail will be
plant) for a fullyear of routine either upon notification from distributed to all residents

(m)I opeintions not exceed 10 mil- PG&E or from an independent after the plan has been
lirems when both plants are radiation monitoring system reviewed and adopted by the
operating. However, industry through OES. Residents would county. O
operating experience indicatesp)( the actual exposure would not

3
;
i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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g - is transmitted to numerous 7 .s -w - . _P m __ _i ;

agencies for assessment. - p*Mobile Lab u an emergency exists, % .
.

'

-

O To Monitor j e pO-' qq
%g 'iexperts at the Emergency 'F*

,3operations yacility can
1

.

transmit data and maps to the f ~_- o

mobile lab crew for viewmg a
_

--

{gg on 'a video screen so the Q =_- 6 c.
- '

" *

O i r <==ti c== de iet#tiv ' --<w.
. ,

-
' '

Advanced computers and analyzed. ms ' Tyr:TM h;

scientific testing equipment The information gathered - [&;$GfU. .d3.,
O fMmake PG&E's new Mobile would be used to inform >-

Environmental Monitoring
Laboratory a valuable commu- - : -r." N'
nity resource. [ .N['[.5 _ ,' i. L . . f

*

.- ,

''Normally it will help out s '^ G < b- A.
yh i '

.

N' A((3'tgy ^''S' I S.dkIN$$.h5.DY5'[ .ENY$#'.N(p'-8&.$?
with the environmental studies ,-

PG&E routinely makes of the
4 %4 # '

area about its Diablo Canyon % ; f ..
e - ' N/Power Plant. It may never

~ ;r#have to do more than this. gf ''

But if there's the threat of . EP -
-

an emergency, the mobile lab i' ''pE$- jI

is ready. , . . . Q
'

It can be sent immediately L . .:r '-

to key locations to determine f5 I[fk h- (
..2

'

'
,

,

' ~ ' 7if there really fr a radiation <

threat to pubiic health and,if
O- so, of what nature and how

great. It will speedily provide . ;!' ' '

scientific data on whic,h to
base emergency action. gg,, -~

In the event of an accidental p .g| g
radiation release, the mobile

'q/p. '
-

lab would be sent to a location
'

'
,

where it could make a detailed

///analysis of radiation condi- -

g% '/. . etions. Within minutes of arri-
ving, the lab can analyze . .) ,

,

samples of air, water, soil, milk,
and crops. This information is-

'

displayed on a computer screen . ,

and t..msmitted to a central
computer at the power plant. p;

'

-

The lab is an integral part of A -

PG&E's emergency response .
M

system, supplementing data - -

,

gathered at 9 fixed monitoringO stations placed strategically
throughout San Luis Obispo
County. All data from the The mobile lab can transmit inf ormation to a central computer at Diablo
mobile lab goes through a Canyon Power Plant.O central computer system and - ' ~

-

-- - ' -~ "~~'

4
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g people in the area whether or
, ;

not there was any danger and f. - 1
.

to decide what action would '

,:

be appropriate.
' * e'

,

The mobilelab has computer C.
~

* $.. -and instrument capabihty
..Igf f

7 ,

greater than many university i
__

MO}pb2 . j.$ ~,-
'

,. .

radio analytical laboratories. It " .W
YUM.i.W - T N '%NNM

.

O has a mobile telephone, radios i -

with which the two-person ;@; rf -

(j'@h'
.dN '~

crew can talk with staff at
the plant, and computers ps .g.

which can process data, write = 1

hk
. '

gd.I'h,W_ J,[shg .k*ij information and draw maps,

~
fMT*.|

and at the same time send the "ZNA .uf iA.

information to similar equip- yKF 6 *

ment at the plant and offsite d
Mg [.f,g
7 i y',

'

-

emergency centers. The unit d3
p

.cr.g
.

g JJIL -
'

M M gk m..,dd
.,

also contains a variety of * f
radiation measuring devices.

The siren system, contrclied from the sheriff's office, alerts the public
| With this equipment the

to tum radios or televisions to the Emergency Broadcast systems,
unit can provide fast, accurate
information to guide the

Emergency Communicationsactions of PG&E and govem-
; ment agencies in the unlikely

event of an accidental release If there should be a nuclear minutes, tum on your radio to _

of radiation from Diablo or other emergency, you will KVEC (920AM) or KSLY,

Canyon Power Plant.O be kept informed by a number (1400AM evenings). These are
. . . ; . 7c f; ; . of sources. The county, the part of the Emergency Broad-e . . . ..

'-j~'~ state, PG&E, and FEMA, are cast System (EBS). They .j .

~

x.d % several key organizations. To will broadcast instructions
' '

. work effectively, they will from county and state officials.
~

;

' need the full cooperation of This is the best way to
i. , all area residents. receive information. -

. .If If there is a threat of any;.d // kind to the safety of the area, * * **#8'"#Y '*
. . cast System, you willlearn thecounty officials will order, .

nature of the hazard, the nea, , .

j,_5 v. fg loud warning sirens to be
that could be affected, and

1
'

-

sounded'
what action to take. This>' e *' - The siren system is con-.

c . trolled from the sheriff's mf rmation will be broadcast*

office. The sirens will alert the regularly and continuously}! C"
' "'

. public to tune in the Emer, updated.

i '. .
'

~

gency Broadcast System on DO NOT CALL FIRE OR
'

"..
$ ,irW - radio or television. Mobile OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY

'+ units with public address DEPARTMENTS; they willM,, ,
7 '. N

O
- '

systems will alert people in need to have their phone lines
' "* parks, beaches, and remote clear for emergency bulletins.

Sophisticated equipment in the rural areas. The U.S. Coast Do not use your phone at all
j mobile tab can analyze samples of Guard will alert people in except for personal emergen-

hn inutes f rri i at its boats off the coast. cies. Officials will make sure

OI destination. When you hear a steady that everyone in the area is
- tone lasting three or four notified.

5
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In1 In any steam-electric power Nucharfission occurs inside called the reactor coolant.
radiat pl.at, heat boils water to the fuel pellets when billions of The steam drives the stead,
lab w' make steam, which spins a atoms are split by neutrons- turbine and electric generator
wheri turbine-generator to make panscles of matter even It then flows through a '
analy electricity. In most California smaller than atoms- and give condenser cooled by ocean
tions. power plants, oil or natural gas up their energy to create heat. water. The steam becomes
ving, is burned to make the steam. The water in the reactor is water again and is pumped
samp At Diablo Canyon the heat kept under pressure to prevent back to the steam generator t
and c will come from a nuclear it from boiling as it is heated. repeat its cycle.
displi reactor. The fuel is uranium, It flows from the reactor to a Ocean water does not comi
and 1 sealed in metal tubes about steam generator There it in contact with the steam

| comt 12 feet long and half an inch passes through many tubes from the turbir.e, and the
; T1 in diameter. The sealed tubes of special alloy that are steam does not come into

PGi with fuel inside are called immersed in water. This water contact with the pressurized
syste fuel rods. The 12-foot high from a separate piping system water from the reactor vessel.

v gaths reactor core consists of these absorbs the heat and boils into Only heat is transferred fron
static rods arranged in groups callt.d steam while the pressurized one to another of the three
throi fuel assemblies. The entire water circulates back to the systems.O
Cous core is inside the steel reactor reactor for reheating. Because
mob ressel. it removes heat, this water is -s

cent e

4
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gdg ggg power plants to assure safety,
llZED Pressuri:ed Water Reactor
ATERp) (PWR) is a plant in which.the

C ; TOR Background radiation is the two new atoms, neutrons, and primary coolant is kept under
radioactivi that occurs heat se produced. ~

paturally m;ty
ITEM enough pressur: so the is does

our environment. Fission products are the not boil. The steam that turrs
The level of background radia- atoms formed when uranium the turbine is produced in a

-m

h, (ion in San LuisObispoCounty fissions in a reactor. The separate secondary coolant
is about i 15 milhrens a year. fission products are usually system of water. The Diablo

Chaia reaction is the self- radioactive. Canyon plant uses pressurized
, sustaining reaction that occurs Fuelrod is a cylindrical rod water reactors. ~
when a neutron splits an atom,

e ng mat contm.sth Primary coolant refers to' releasing enough neutrons to
uranium fu I pellets. water that circulates throughcause other atoms to split in

the same way. Geiger counter is an instru- the core and is used to transfer
. . ment used to detect and heat in the reactor system. It

Cladding is a metal (zirco-
, measure radiation. also acts as a radiation shield.

mum alloy) cover surrounding
'the uraniam fuel. This clad. Half-lifeis the time required Radioactivity is the proper-
Iding acts as a barrier between for a radioactive substance to ty possessed by some elements

the fuel and the reactor lose one-halfits radioactivity. that spontaneously give off
' system's coolant water. Half-life can sary from energy in the form of waves or -

Cold shutdown refers to the seconds to years according to particles. Radiation may be
the substance. alpha, beta, or gamma.situation when the coolant

| water in the reactor is below Naximum Permissible Dose Reactor is a large steel
the boiling point, the pressure is the legallimit of radiation a vessel that contains the urani-

~

I,o is reduced to atmospheric person may be exposed to um fuel, primary coolant,
(j fpressure, and the nuclear from a nuclear power plant. control rods, and stmetures
'

fission process has been The Nuclear Regulatory that support the uranium fuel.
stopped. Commission has established

-

.

p Reactor trip refers to the
Controlrods are made of a tlu.s at 500 millirems per year

% rapid insertion of all control -

material that absorbs neutrons. for members of the pubhc.
. rods into the fuel core of the

colant. When inserted into the nuclear For plant workers, the maxi-

'le steam fuel, the rods stop the fission- mum has been established at

enerator. ing process, thus shutting 5,000 nullirems per year.
Relief valve is one of the -gh a I down the reactor. Neltdown refers to the

ocean Core is the central part of a unlikely situation in which all valves that opens automatically
to release steam and reducecomes nuclear reactor that contains or part of the fuel core would
pressure.Jmped the fuel. melt following loss of primary

erator t Dosimeter is a device to cooling water and failure of Secondary coolant is the
measure the amount-of radia- numerous backup safety nonradioactive water that is

ot come ! tion received. systems. heated into steam which turns
the turbine.Emergency core cooling Nillirem is the unit used tat

. into system is a series of backup measure radiation dosage to Shielding is the material

surized systems of cooling water body tissue. It is 1/1000th of within the nuclear plant that
designed to cool the reactor in a rem. prevents the escape of radia-vessel. ,

d from case the primary cooling Nuclear Regulatory Com- tion. At Diablo Canyon, -

three system fails.
mission (NRC) is the federal shielding includes steel, lead,

Fission is the splitting of an governmental agency that is c nerete, and water.O

p atom into two new atoms. responsible for the regulation
M When a uranium atom splits, and inspection of nuclear - - - -- ~ ~ ~

7

.-.
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|
ble t ms nd cause them to toring the amount of neutron

Low Power Tes!S fission, also. Criticality occurs activity.
continued irorn iront cove,

when the fissioning becomes a The stage is now set for the
the assemblies in the reactor

stable chain reaction, where speciallow power tests.
[] one at a time.

one fission causes another that At no time during these
G/ An 88-ton, solid steel

reactor-vessel head is bolted causes another and so on. tests will the reactor heat go

over the reactor to close it In a reactor, enough above five percent of the
~

fissionable materialis brought reactor's total heat capacity.
m after the fuel is in place.
b Next, the reactor is filled together so the fissioning of At this level, the plant cannot

with water. The fuel is not one atom will almost certainly be run to produce electricity
result in free neutrons hitting for our customers.yet activated, br* tests are

run to make sure 5portant and fissioning other atoms, - While all the testing is

pumps, heaters, monitoring if nothing prevents it, taking place, other plant

devices and other equipment The fissioning can always be personnel will be doing

are working correctly. controlled or stopped with Surveillence Test Procedures

Criticality, the term psed to control rods. Control rods are (STPs).

describe activation of the fuel, moveable devices which are The STPs involve instru-

follows the successful comple. inserted into the reactor to ment calibration and test

tion of these tests. shutit down(or are withdrawn operation of the general plant

it is a natural property of to start it up). They are made equipment. This has all been

certain radioactive atoms that from a substance that will done before, but it is routinely

they will break apart or absorb neutrons without itself repeated for safety's sake.

" fission." fissioning. The low power tests will ~

When an atom fissions, Tests are done at this time mean a more thoroughly tested

some neutrons fly out. These to check and calibrate the plant, better trained operators,

neutrons can hit other fission- sensitive instruments for moni- and a safer plant.O
.
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A - J. Plan Being
3 ,,_ , ww -w Prepared :,

%

SV-,- [-

1,., gy
~~ ' *

- Pacific Gas and Electric -

'~

1
' $ .[ig. Company is interested in ~

O ] "E.- assuring that the residents ofy
-

; San Luis Obispo County are
' .

. - w ,t able to respond quickly to any -

-

NfdO ' nuclear power plant emer-+
., _-

."
' TtWC gency, actual or threatened. -g 1 -

' .. -M" Right now, the county is.

,,

,
, ",'

putting together the final -j ; ,

c~,
e* ^ g_

5, tf; .
. , . , details of an emergency

|
,

response plan. When the plan.
.. n / is completed, a booklet will be

r+ - - - published to inform you about
,[i-

*

the measures feveloped by the-
,

"' - '" 8 county for your protection in
, j f the event of an actual or

j gv potential emergency at Diablo,,y 9/fic Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
en or elsewhere in the county.

j , g" Up In the meantime, PG&E is
' " ~ ~ ~ -

devoting this issue of Diablo
W-f b 'N . ' .'^ ^

-

'
'

Canyon Newsletter to helping
i

|| you know more about the '

^ *C '*
.. Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

~

!)l. .. Plant and what you should Jo
' '

m the very unlikely event of

O . an accident at the plant that
,

- - ' - '

might require some action on-

in an emergency, siterts wil alert the publ.c your part.
to tune red os to the Emergency Broadcast systems If you should need assistance
for information on what action to take.

ContinutC C'1 Cagt 2
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Ab=t PossibleAccidents
~

C Ieketter Classified

D!able Canyon Newsletter Many safeguards are built ting circumstances. No releases'

is published periodically by into the Diablo Canyon of radiation would be
PG&E to keep all residents of Nuclear Power Plant, but the expected. The event would

'
San Luis ObispoCounty in- federal government requires an not have any effect outside of

formed about the Emergency Emergency Response Plan be the Diablo Canyon plant

Response Plan that we are adopted and tested because of boundaries. As with all the

working on with your county the remote chance of a nuclear accident categories described

officials, and about the Diablo accident. here, proper local, state, and

Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Emergency action levels or federal officiais would be .

We invite your questions categories have been estab- notified.
and comments. 'Diey may be lished by the Federal Govern- An alert is an event which

-

sent to Don Kennady, Los ment for emergency planning involves a substantir' actual or

Padres District Manager, purposes to help define the potential threat to the safety

894 Monterey Street, magnitude and severity of an of the plant. Any radioactive

San Luis Obispo 93406. emergency event. release would be limited to a
-

'

The rationale for establish- small fraction of the federally

O- ing an emergency action level established exposure levels.
classification system is to The public would be advised
provide early and prompt of the situation. Precautionary -

notification of minor events measures might be advised by

ergeng which could lead to more officials.
'''i "' c = a = " ' * *" ^ " " " * " = "re"cr isPlan Being operator error or equipment considered more serious. -

h g gygd failure or which might be Radioactive material would
indicative of more serious be, or could be, released to the .

connnsee trom tront ene' conditions. atmosphere. Events would be
These graduated levels of in process or have occurred

response are part of a system which involve major failures of

during an emergency, call the to assure that full emergency plant functions. The public

San Luis Obispo County response preparations are would be notified and told

Sheriff's Department (543- available for more serious what protection measures to

7911). Additional phone emergencies-either actual or take,if any would be needed.

numbers for specific types of potential. There are four A generalemergency is the

information or assistance will categories of nuclear power most serious type of acciden;

be announced by Emergency plant occurrences or that could occur. Extremely

Broadcast System radio, tele- accidents: abnormal plant conditions

J vision stations and other An unusual event is a would have resulted in the ;

media. For more irformation relatively minor incident, but release, or threat of release, of

about the Sr.n Luis Obispo one that is potentially threat- sufficient radioactivity to

County Emergency Plan call ening to the safety of the require protective actions by

the County Office of Emer- plant. It might only be some the public well beyond the

gency Services (549-5011).O variation from normal opera- plant site boundary.O

_
..

2
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Planning Zones
'

O Established For Emergencies'

Feder*al, state, and local Both are illustrated on the ordered for the entire planning
authorities have established map on the center page of this zone.
emergency planmng zones for issue. The areas that officials
use in the unlikely event of These planning zones designate for protective
radiological accidents. include the areas considered action would depend

Two key zones are the most significant for emergency on the direction and
state's Basic Emergency planning purposes. It is speed of the wind and the
Planning Zone and Extended doubtful that precautionary amount of radioactivity
Emergency Planning Zone. measures would ever be released.O

~

_

The primary EBS stations in :
l this area are:

HowYouWould Be y=
OOOd (5 ' "' ' "'d"i*')

'

~

KSLY
.

1400 AM
(24 houn) .

If an emergency should county in areas considered -_

occur at Diablo Canyon, plant even remotely vulnerable to
officials would automatically radiological emergencies. KATY

notify local, state, and federal if the sirens sound a loud, 134 AM
authorities, steady tone for three to five (24 hours)

In any em e rgency, minutes, turn on your radio to
cuthorities would quickly alert an Emergency Broadest
you of any need for protective System (EBS) station. Other broadcast stations

"

The EBS is a group of have the ability to repeat EBS
O action by means of the news -

.

media. Special provisions stations that has agreed to messages.

would be made to be sure the immediately broadcast and Officials will make sure that
media get frequent, accurate repeat official messages during persons with special needs,

an emergency.These messages visitors and area recreational
O updates.A siren warning system has would advise precautionary users are properly notified of

been installed throughout the measures and give instructions. any emergency.C

. . . . . . . . - . :. .c,,~ ~

3
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An emergency respome plan to help San Luis Obispo County residents prepare for the unlikely event of an
,

emergency at Diablo Canyon Power Plant is being put together by the county w'th the help of state and federalr

governtne sts
- -

. . , - . . ,

e or other available enclosedPrecautionary - e.
Instructions for sheltering

Qd8@hh or any other protective mea-
sure would be announced
through the news media and n

Evacuation is one protective advised, this would include the Emergency Broadcast

O - sere ta=> misst se avisea t vi=> imaeers -ita wimaew- svstem st>tieas. -

~

in the event of an emergency. and doors tightly closed and The Emergency Broadcast
Sheltering (simply r.taying air conditioning and ventilating System stations would repeat
inside) is another; this is often systems tumed off. and update these instructions.
just as effective and much less if you should be in transit, Schools have their own -

disruptive. sheltering would include going plans for sheltering and other
If sheltering should be into the nearest puble building protective actions.O

5
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O PG& E's mobile lab is fully equipped to analyze and transmit information to a centrai computer at Ciablo CanyonPovver Plant. The unit also contains a variety of radiation measuring devices andcan provide fast, accurata
information in case of an accidental release of radiation.'

- ,,.e,,,. . - . . . . .

:

hospitals and residents of population would probably beEvactiation ~

health care facilities would be unable to use a vehicle of

j ej j p evacuated in accordance with their own or get a ride from
1111n,Olh 1.) institutional plans. relatives, friends or neighbors.

All state highways and U.S. For such people, special

@8 6$$ 101 are evacuation routes. The assisttnce is being planned.
California Highway Patrol When the county adopts its

Urged
~

weuid ceere1 ate evac aiiee E m er8encv Resvense ela .
traffic. these procedures will be

Police officers and other publicized.
Evacuation is a remote officials would be along the If an area were to be

possibility. If the San Luis routes to help direct traffic. evacuated, local law enforce-

Obispo County emergency Reception and care center ment officials would patrol
"

organization decides evacua- locaticas would be announced that area,if possible.
over the Emergency Broadcast if radiation were present, or

O tion is advisable, specificinstructions and routes would System. even suspected, monitoring -

be announced '.hrough the Evacuee registration, lodging equipment would be operated
Emergency Broadcast System and feeding would be provided continuously 'oy local authori-

at these facilities. ties and PG&E. These officials

O and the news media.
'

in the event of evacuation, If an evacuation were would determine when it is
children in school, patients in ordered, some members of the safe to reenter the area. O

e

.
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OSen Luis Obispo County, state end federal ageneses joined with PG&E to test the readiness of the emergency
-

1

'

respoase plan for Diablo Canyon Nueseer Power Plant last Ausst. The Emergency Operadons Center (above) in the
county sheriff's building was the nerve center of the drill. The test was conducted by the Federal Emergency ~

M:nagement Agency for the Nuclear Reguletory Commission. The drill was closely watched by 28 federal disaster
observers.
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]San Luis Obispo Area ^TAsc4ceRo

Nuclear Power Plant N 1F.f
Emergency Response Plan 't '%...g*. bf 9% m

%._
. CAYUCos%

%A radiological emergency can occur as the result of an accidental - 4

rel;asa of radioactive matena! from a nuclear power plant or as the-
~

q '. .result of an accident invching vehicles carrying radioactive material.
H;alth hazards can result from crotonged exposure to radiation levels

MORRO 8 AY . = TA i

above normal back;round radiation, from short exposure to hign f g .iARGAniT b ! .

Les oses : ''
. '

Icvci3. from breathing in radicactive matenals or from taking in
BAYWooo ' ,,'

.

;radioactivs matenals through food and dnnk.
PARK 4

Local govemment agenc:es have instruments and trained personnel to - M/ S'AN LUIS .

dItect tha presence and level of radioactrvity. If necessary, waming / OSISPO .

will tu given so that protective measures can be taken. g c$8[og -0
,

\. 22$ .- I

-4 -

SirWyrtem #c
sN d

,o ,
D ~ ' Eo N A

in ( Mnt cf a threat to pubhc safety because, of an actual or e

AVILA BEACH \ s::
~
.

pok J unplanned release of radiation from Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plart, waming sirens will be sounded. The sirens are placed A

' 't

' SHER BEACH
-

tnroughout the snaded area shown on the map at nght and are 4 w .

designed to be heard clearly by everyone in the area. % [ ,E A |
,

ARROYO GRANDE

in soma cases, mobile sirens, telephone calls. Coast Guard vessets ocEANo)
~ ' -

offshora or home visits may be used as an altemative or additional .
,

mIans of alert. 1 . ..) ___
/ in ~rNIPcMo

If Ycu Haar Strens ' ')
.

([. '-
'

If you should hear sirens sounding a loud, steady tone (about three to //
fiva minutes in duration), you should tum on your radio or television ( sg~ ' -

_
s.nd listen for instructions over the Errergency Broadcast System

# "'% [-GuAoALuPE V ^8'^(EBS). You wdl be kept informed as long as the emergency or threat g (of an emergency exists. Please do not use your telephone except for
personal emergenc:es. -

The pnmary EBS stations in this area are:

KVEC 920 AM For More Information
KSLY 1400 AM (evening hours) If you would hke rrore infermation en the emergency resconse plan or
KS'aY TV ( Channel 6) on the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. wnte or call the San Luis

Obisco County Office of Emergency Services or Pac 2fic Gas and
Other area AM and part:c:cating FM stations will repeat EBS Electnc Company.
broadcasts from these primary stations.

San Luis Obisco County Pacific Gas and E!ectnc Company
Em:rgsncy Actions Office of Errergency Serv ces 894 Monterey Street
Tha sounding of sirens requires nothing more than your tuning into an Courthouse Annex. Acom A205 San Luis Cbisco. CA 93401
EE' Ntion for information County officials will provide current San Luis Obisco. CA 93408 Telegnone: 544-3334 '

:ntVtion on the errergency and advise you to tame any prctective Teleonono: 549-5011 -

accens whicn rray te necessary. Protective actions may involve
staying incocrs w>tn cocrs and wincows closed and ventitating or air information en this page was provided by Pac:fic Gas ard E'ectneconcit:ening systems turred ett Temocrary evacuation et certain
a'tr~1 areas mignt be recemmenced Suen instructions would be Company. Pac:fic Teiecnene is net resconsibte for and does not

assurre any habd'ty for any errers or orrmissions in tnis rratenal or forgf ;er tre tocat radio or teievisten stations tnrougn the Emergency

ahacton uncertamen by any person in utdiz:ng the informatenBrust System.
c ned en this pa;e. Any person revying on tnis ir formation coes so ,

or her own r:sk
La i Emergency Telephone Numbers

1 7

5434911 EHectve cate ter te'ecnone hst:ngs and addresses en inis page is July
County Ctfice cf Emergency Senoces 549-5011

. 24.19Sh_ __ - g
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|||g[||||P||||||PGwEt
77 Beale Street, San Francisco, CA 94106

Tel. 541-S930 (8 a.m. to S p.m. Weekdays)
'( ) 781-4211 (After 5 p.m., Weekends and Holidays)
%.)

MEMBERS OF NE NEWS MEDIA
-

p In the event of an incident at Pacific Gas and Electric Company's '

td Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant in San Luis Obispo, the company has
arranged facilities which will be made available to the press.

The location of these facilities will depend upon the nature of the
incident.

The Company's San Francisco News Bureau will utilize Associated
Press, United Press International, and Business Wire for first
notification of an incident.

Preliminary telephone numbers will be:

* Primary.....PG&E News Bureau, San Francisco (415) 541-5930
* Secondary...PG&E News Bureau, San Luis Obispo (805) 544-5741 ~

1
-

I In the first hours after an incident we will provide actualities
through the wire services and networks.

Within four hours media facilities will be open and operational in
San Luis Cbispo, and a duplicate facility will be open in San Francisco at

_

-

PG&E's headquarters at 77 Beale Street.(p)
"

Two locations have been set aside for the members of the media in San
Luis Obispo. -

* In the first few hours of an incident affecting Diablo Canyon -

Nuclear Power Plant, facilities will be located at the San Luis
Cbispo County Sheriff's Office on Kansas Avenue--off Highway 1. -

Should an incident continue past four hours, a media facility will*

be opened at the old Cuesta College auditorium. (Take Morro Bay / Hwy 1
,

turnoff north from San Luis Cbispo.) The media center is slightly
more than 10 air miles from Diablo Canyon NPP, and about a mile west
from the Sheriff's Office.

Telephone facilities at the Sheriff's c.ffice will be very limited
while an expanded, but limited, telephone service will be provided at the
Cuesta College facility.

You are encouraged to discuss the needs of the news media in covering
an incident at Diablo Canyon NPP with any PG&E News Bureau representative,
or with the News Director. We welcome your comments and suggestions to
help you cover any incident involving PG&E. '

v

Den R. Hanes,

News Director
.Ov)t

t/JilfLIT 13
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OQ PACIFIC G-A S AND ELECTR,IC C O M PANY
<. _

2h5I;
{ 77 BEALE STREET . SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94106 . (415)781 4211 . TWX 910 372 6587li

O
.

July 13,1981

Mr. Joe Bigham, Correspondent*

Associated Press
1626 E. Street, Room 235
Fresno, CA 93786

Dear Mr. Bigham: -

-

You or a representative of Associated Press are invited to attend a program on
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on July 22, 1981
at PGandE Office, 1401 Fulton Street, Fresno, California 93760. The six-hour ~

program will focus on three areas critical to reporting on nuclear energy: how
plants operate, radiation, and emergency response planning. !

The sessions will focus on those subjects only. Experts in these areas will( make a straightforward presentation with ample time for questions. A morc-
detailed program is attached. - -

This backgrounding is particularly timely because a simulated accident at -

Diablo Canyon has been arranged to test the emergency response capabilities of
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Luis Obispo County, and other public
agencies. This will be a field exercise to which the media will be invited.

_

The emergency response exercise is required by the Nuclear Regulatory '

Commission and is just one of many procedures as a result of the lessons
learned at Three Mile Island. As you know, another of the lessons learned was
that most news reporters had little advance knowledge of nuclear power
technology. As a result many found it difficult to report on the events at
Three Mile Island.

So, we hope you will be able to send as many representatives of your news
organization as possible, specifically those who would be assigned to cover
Diablo Canyon.

L

Please indicate your attendance plans by calling Richard P. Davin,
Coordinator--Special Projects, at (415) 781-4211, Extension 1053, by July 18. ;

Sincerely,

Attachment

EttBIT 14
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SAN LUIS 031SP0 COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
-

,

BOARD OF-TRUSTEES

RESOLUTION NO. 80-94

.

USE OF COLLEGE FACILITIES FOR COUNTY EMERGENCY SERVICES*

WHEREAS, the San Luis Obispo County Community College District Board of
Trustees approved a motion on October 27, 1980, indicating their willing-
ness to cooperate and offering to make available the services and facilities
of the College District to the County of San Luis Obispo in case of any
civil disaster or emergency, and

WHEREAS, because of this offer the San Luis Obispo County Office of Emergency
Service and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company have jointly determined
that Cuesta College facilities would be suitable to serve as a " media center"
during the activation of the County Nuclear Power Plant Response Plan or
any other declared emergency within the County, and

WHEREAS, it has been determined that an acceptable facility for this
function would be the College Auditorium (Old Campus) Building 1572 and

_
Building 1500-6,

.
,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the college staff be directed to make these
facilities listed above available for use, maintenance, and repairs as needed
at no expense to the District for any actual declared emergency and for field~ ~ " - '
exercises as required by State, Federal, and County emergency services.

Motion by: Dr. S. R. Bryant Seconded by: Mr.FredRighetti

i

! Ayes: 4

Noes: 1 (Mrs. Ellen Harper)
|

Absent: 0,j
| ______________________________________________________________________________

I hereby certify that the above action is a true and accurate copy of the
action taken by the Board of Trustees o,f the San Luis Obispo County Comunity

2E, 1981.College District at its regular meeting on(

g,72&[ kh|

May 26,1981
ere"< a ">r '"ez secre* re

O

{O
,

FRM/sc

'' 15-

. - . - - - . -
. - _ .
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O
1 PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF

2 DONALD J. BAXTER

3

4

5 1. Education

6

7 a. AB Journalism - University of. California,1947

8

9 2. - Employment History - Joined PGandE on July 21, 1958.

10

11 a. 7/21/58 to 3/1/65 - Joined PGandE Advertising and Publications

12 Department to develop and publish'the Company's new employee

13 magazine, PGandE LIFE. Was editor.

14

15 b. 3/1/65 to 2/1/76 - Editor of PGandE PROGRESS. The Company's

16 monthly publication sent to some 3 million customers and

17 stockholders, and publications supervisor. Wrote and edited

18 PROGRESS and directed the activities of the Publications

19 Section in producing internal and external booklets, brochures

20 and miscellaneous publications.

21

22 c. 2/1/76 to 5/1/78 - News Director in the Public Information

23 Department, supervising the operations of PGandE's News Bureau

24 which provides information to the media and the public=

25 thrcughout the Company's 94,000-square mile service area of

26 Northern and Central California,

huu



-.

O
1 d. 5/1/78 to present - Manager of Public Information Department,

2 directing the activities of the News Bureau, the publications
O 3 section, an audio / video section, a photographic and slide show

4 activity and related communications efforts in helping provide

5 public relations programs and counsel for management.

6

7 3. Experience

8

9 a. Managing Editor of the Mill Valley Record, tri-weekly

10 publication from 1947 to 1952.

11 '

12 b. City Editor of the Daily Alameda Times Star from 1952 to' 1955.

13+

14 Writer and Editor with Kaiser Services and Kaiser Steelc. .
,

15 Corporation.

16

17 4. Professional Affiliations
18

19 a. President of Bay Area Society of Industrial Communicators

20 (BASIC) 1960.

21
.,

22 b. Former Executive Ccmmittee !! ember international Association of

23 Business Communicators (IABC)

'

O
25 c. SF Press Club

'6

O
'

d. Public Relations Society of America (PRSA)
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!
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; PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF
KATHLEEN M. GODFREYs-

i.
1

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

! ([[)
2

; 3 1. Education: M.A., Biological Science--Botany, 1977
California State University, Sacramento

: 4 - .

2. Employment History: Joined PGandE it. October, 1978;

!
.| 5

I
I a. 1977-1978: U.C. Davis Lab Assistant, Department of

6 -Comparative oncology

7 b. 1978-1980: Clerk, District Marketing Representative, East
Bay Division of PGandE1

8.

c. August 1980-June 1981: Engineering Trainee, Nuclear Plant
9 Operations, PGandE

10 d. July 1980-present: Environment Specialist, Nuclear Plant
Operations, PGandE

11
3. Nuclear Experience2

12
a. PGandE Coordinator for Early Warning Siren System to be used

13 for alerting the public in response to an accident at Diablo
\- Canyon Power Plant (DCPP).

1 14 .

,

b. Participation in 1980 Spring fuel outage at Rancho Seco Power
! 15 Plant in Sacramento.

16 4. For=al Training Course
,

; 17 a. Rockwell International Radiation Protection Technology

| Course, 15-lesson home study course,

i 18

j 19

20

21
;

22;

i

23

() 24i

.25
!

:
!

;
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF

DENNIS S. MILETI
1

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

: 2 )

1. Education3
4

University of Colorado, Boulder, Ph.D., Sociology, 1974a.4
1

5 b. California State University, Los Angeles, M.A., Sociology,
; 1971

6
University of California, Los Angeles, B. A. , Sociology,1968c.

; 2. Specializations

8
a. Complex organizations, policy, disasters, methods.

'

3. Academic Appointments;

10'

a. 1978-date: Associate Professor, tenured, Department of
11 S ci 1 Sy, Colorado State University.

12 b. 1974-1978: Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology,
-Colorado State University.

'

13v c. 1971-1972: Instructor, Department of Sociology, University
'

14 of Colorado.

15 4. Other Appointments

; 16 a. 1981: Policy Analyst, Seismic Safety-Commission, State of
-

California.

!
' 17

i 5. Guest Academic Appointments<

18
a. 1978-1979: Instructor, American Association for the

i 19 Advancement of Science, Chautauqua Short Course Program,
Christian Brothers College and Miami University.,

20
b. 1975-year: Visiting Assistant Professor, University of

21 S uthern California, Graduate School of Public
: Administration.

, 6. Associatien Memberships
>

, 23
: a. American Sociological Association.
! 24
( b. Pacific Sociolegical Association.

25
, c. Midwest Sociological Society.

!O ''

;

i
1

l-
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d. American Association for the Advancement of Science.

1 e. Earthquake Engineering Research Institute.

2 f. New York Academy of Sciences.

3 g. Academy of Political and Social Science.

4 7. Research Grants and Contracts

5 a. 1980-1981: Principal Investigator, " Power, Process,
Organizational Networks, and Land Use," Colorado State-

6 University Experiment Station.

7 b. 1979-date: Principal Investigator, " Behavioral Aspects of
the Accident at Three Mile Island and Mitigation-Strategies,"

8 contract with General Public Utilities for Metropolitan
Edison.

9
c. 1977-1980: Principal Investigator, " Impacts of Migration of

10 Non-metropolitan Areas in the West," U.S. Department of
Agriculture Regional Project, Colorado State University

11 Experiment Station.

12 d. 1977-1979: Principal Investigator, " Adoption and
Organization Implementation of Policy for Community Land Use

13 Regulations," grant from the National Science Foundation.

14 e. 1975-1977: Coprincipal Investigator, " Socioeconomic,
Political, and Organizational Response to Earthquake

15 Prediction " grant from the National Science Foundation.
,

'

16 f. 1972-1974: Research Sociologist, " Assessment of Research on
Natural Hazards," grant from the National Science Foundation.

17
8. Committee Memberships

18
a. 1981-1982: Program Committee, Pacific Sociological

19 Association, Annual 1982 Meetings, San Diego.

20 b. 1981-year: Governor's Emergency Task Force en Earthquakes,
Committees on Disaater Reconstruction, and Threat Assessment,

21 State of California, Sacramento.

22 c. 1980-1981: Governor's Science and Technolocy Advisory
Council, Corr.ittee ca. Uranium Mill Tailings Relocation State

23 of Colorado, Denver.

O 24 d. 1979-year: American Association for the Advancement of
Science Commi: tee on Intergovernmental Research and

25 Development on Fire Safety and Disaster Preparedness,-
Washington, D.C.

26
-



,

( ) e. 1976-1978: National Academy cf Sciences, National Research
'v' Council, Commission on Sociotechnical Systems, Committee on

y Socioeconomic Effects of Earthquake Prediction, Washington,
D.C.

2
v 9. Awards and Honors

3
a. 1980-year: Listed in Outstanding Young Men of America.

4
b. 1977-1978: College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences,

5 Colorado State University, cited by Dean for Excellence in
Teaching, Service, and Scholarship.

6
c. 1973-year: First Prize, Student Paper Competition, Pacific

7 Sociological Association.

g d. 1973-year: Honors on Ph.D Comprehensive Examinations.

9 e. 1969-1970: N.D.E.A., Fellcw.

10 10. Journal Articles

11 "On Organization Dif ferentiation " with David Gillespie, Social
Forces 61 (forthcoming), 1982.

12
"A Reviev of Research on Public Policy Adoption," Public,.

( ) 13 Administration Review (t'orthcoming), 1981.
u

14 "The Multidimensionality of Organization Size,'' senior author with
David Gillespie and Stan Eitzen, Sociology and Social Research

15 65(4):400-414, 1981. '

16 - " Heterogeneous Samples in Organizational Research," with David
Gillespie, Sociological Methods and Research 9(3):375-388, 1981,

17
"Hu=an Adjustment to the Risk of Environmental Extrenes,"

18 Sociolony and Social Research 64(3):327-347, 1980.

19 " organizational and Technological Interdependencies," renior
author with David Gillespie, Journal of Contenocrarv Scylonv

20 17(3-4):132-158, 1980.

I 21 " Structure and Decision Making in Corporate organi:ntions," senior
author with David Gillespie and Stan Eitzen, Sociolocy and Social

22 Research 63(4):723-744, 1979.

23 "Actien and Contingenc3 Postulates in orSanization-Environment
Relations," with David Gillespie, Hu an Pelations 32(3):261-271,(g

! 24 1979-
j

25 "Technolocy and creanizations: Deficiencies and Lucunae," senior
author with David Gillespie and Elizabeth "orrissey, Technolaev

[] 26 and Culture 19(1):93-92, 1978.

! U
!

!



1

" Organizational Technology and Environment Adaptation-
Manipulation," with David Gillespie, Scottish Journal of Sociology

1 2(2):205-219, 1978.

- 2' " Size and Structure in complex Organizations," senior author with
David Gillespie and-J. Eugene Haas, Social Forces 56(1):208-217,

3 1977-

4 " Technology and the Study of Organizations," with David Gillespie,
Academy of Management Review 2(1):6-19, 1977. Reprinted in

5 Readings on How Managers Manage. Englewood-Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1981.

6
"An Integrated Formalization of Organization-Environment

7 Interdependencies," senior author with David Gillespie, Human
Relations 29(1):80-100, 1976.

8
"A Refined Model of Differentiation in Organizations," with David

9 Gillespie, Sociology and Social Research 60(3):263-278, 1976.

10 " Organizational Adaptations to Changing Cultural Contingencies,"
with David Gillespie, Sociological Inquiry 46(2):135-141, 1976.

11
" Attitudinal Variables as Estimates of Behavior," with Ronald

12 Perry, David Gillespie, and Roy Lotz, European Journal of Social

es Psychology 6(1):74-90, 1976.

""# " Explaining Evacuation Symbolically: Communication in Crisis,"
14 senior author with E. M. Beck, Communication Research 2(1):24-49,

j 1975,
i15

j "The Analytic Use of Case Study Materials," senior author with
16 Ronald Perry and David Gillespie Sociological Inquiry'

45(4):72-50, 1975.

17
" Collective Stress and Community Transformation," with Ronald

18 Perry and David Gillespie, Human Relations 27(8):767-788, 1974.

! 19 " Change Ratios in Age-Specific Percent Contributions to
Fertility," Pacific Sociology' Review 17(1):3-26, 1974.

i 20
" System Stress and the Persistence of Emergent Organizacions,"

21 with David Gillespie and Rcnald Perry, Sociological Incuiryi.

i - 44(2):111-119, 1974

22
i "An Integrative Approach to the Study of Organization Technology,

23 Structure, and Behavior," with David Gillespie, Current Sociolony
; 23(1):189-200, 1974.-

; 24
"Nine Demographic Factors and Their Relationship Toward Abortion'

25 Legalization," senior author with Larry Barnett, Social Bioloey
19(2):43-50, 1972.

26

!
,
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r') 11. Other Articles, Book Reviews, and Comments:
V

1 Book review, Uneaual Care: A Case Study of Interorganization
Relations in Health Care by M. Milner, Jr. , New York, Columbia

2 University, 1980. Social Forces (forthcor.ing), 1982.
V

3 B k review, Whistle-Blowine: Lovaltv and Dissent in the
Corporation by Alan Westing (Ed.). New York, McGraw-Hill.

4 Sociolocy: Review of New Books (forthcoming), 1982.

5 " Stress and Transformation," with Ronald Perry and David
Gillespie, Indian Journal of Sociology 21(2):139-147, 1980.

6
Book reviews, Aftermath: Communities After Natural Disasters by

7 H. Paul Friesema et al. Beverly Hills, Sage, 1979. After the
Clean-Up: Lone-Range Effects of Natural Disasters by James Wright

8 and Peter Rossi et al. Beverly Hills, Sage, 1979. Journal of the
American Planning Association (October):484-485,1980.

9
" Correcting for the Human Factor in Tornado Warnings," senior

10 author with Patricia Harvey, Disaster Preparedness '

2 (Feb ruary) : 5-9, 1978.
11

" Socioeconomic and Political Consequences of Earthquake
12 Prediction," with J. Eugene Haas, Journal of the Physical Earth

25(4):283-293, 1977.

V) 13(
" Social Scientists and Applied Research in the United States," The

14 American Sociologist 11(4):220-221, 1976.

'15 Book review, A Sociology of Organizations by J. Eldridge and
A. Crombie. New York, International Publications, 1975.

16 Contemporary Sociology 5(6):784, 1976.

17 " Earthquake Prediction and Other Adjustments to Earthquakes," with
J. Eugene Haas, Bulletin of the New Zealand National Society for

18 Earthauake Encineerine 9(4):183-194, 1976.

19 " Historical and Paradigmatic Uses of the Goal Concept," with David
| Gillespie, Roy Lotz, and Ronald Perry, International Review of

20 Historv and Politten1 Science S(3):1-14, 1976.,

I

21 "organizaticnal Tensiens, Decentrali::ation, and Fenber
Co m itment," with David Gillespie, Ronald Perry, and Roy Lotz,

22 International Jcurnal of creun Tensiona 5(2):26-37, 1975.

23 " Response to Research and National Needs," Footnotes
2 (Oc t obe r) : 1974g

O'I 24
12. Books, Chapters, Menegraphs, and Reports

25
Earthcuake Prediction neenence and Ontions for Public Polic",

O 26 senior author with Janice Huttoc and John Sorensen. Boulder.
( ,/ Institute of Behavioral Science, 1981.
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_

() " Earthquake Prediction and Public Reaction," with Janice Hutton
and John Sorensen. Pp. 129-166 in T. Rikitake (Ed.). Current

! 1 Research in Earthquake Prediction.. Boston, D. Reidel Publishing
Company, Center for Academic Publications, Japan / Tokyo, 1981.

'

| Impacts of Population Growth in Agricultural Colorado Communities,

i 3 with Frank Santopolo. Fort Collins, Colorado State University
j Experiment Station Bulletin, 1980.
'

4 .

Technostructurer and Interorganizational Relatiuns, with David

5 Gillespie. Lexington, Massachusetts, Lexington Books, 1979.

6 Analysis of Adoption and Implementation of Community Land Use
Regulations for Floodplains, with Janice Hutton. San Francisco,-

-7 Woodward-Clyde, 1979.

g Fire StTety and Disaster Preparedness, with Committee on Fire
Safety and Disaster Preparedness. Washington, D.C., American

9 Association for the Advancement of Science, 1979.

10 A Program of Studies on the Socioeconomic Effects of Earthquake
Prediction, with Committee on Socioeconomic Effects of Earthquake

11 Predictions. Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council, 1978.

12
Socioeconomic Impact of Earthquake Prediction on Government,

13 Business, and Community, with J. Eugene Haas. Boulder, Institute*

of Behavioral Science, 1976. Edited and reprinted in California

14 Geology 30(7):147-157, 1977. San Francisco 20(4):60-68, 1978.

i15 organizational Response to Changing Community Systems, with David
Gillespie and Ronald Perry. Kent, Ohio, Kent State University

16 Press, 1976.

17 Interorganizational Relations and Community Service Delivery
Systems, senior author with David Gillespie. Boulder, Center for

18 Action Research, 1976,

19 Human Systems in Extreme Environments: A Sociolecical
Perspective, senior author with Thonas Drabek and J. Eugene Haas.

20 Bculder, Institute of Behavioral Science, 1975. Portions
reprinted in Joseph Perry and Meredith Pugh, Collective Behavior:

21 Response to Stress, 1978.

22 Natural Hazard Warnine Systems in the United States. Boulder,
Institute of Behavioral Science, 1975. Portiens reprinted in

23 Gerald Williams, Public Information Ascects of Warnines. Geneva,
-

. United Nations, 1978.
'

24
Disaster Relief and Rehabilitation in the United States: A

25 Research Assessment. Boulder Institute of Behavioral Science,i

1975.
26
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n
( ) Earthouake and Tsunami Hazards in the United States, with Robert
'"' Ayre and Patricia Trainer. Boulder, Institute of Behavioral

1 Science, 1975.

('') 2 Landslide Hazard in the United States: A Research Assessment,
\_j with John Sorensen and Neil Erickson. Boulder, Institute of

3 Behavioral Science, 1975.

4 13. Papers at Sociology Conferences

5 "Interorganizational and structural Determinants of Decision
Making," coauthor, Midwest Sociological Society, Session on

6 Complex Organizations, Milwaukee, April, 1980.
,

7 " Perceptions of Growth Impacts in Energy Impacted Com= unities,"
coauthor, Rural Sociological Society, Ithaca, August, 1980.

8
" Resident Perceptions in growth Impacted Western Agricultural

9 Coc= unities," senior author, Rural Sociological Society,
Burlington, Ver=ont, August, 1979.

10
"The Epiphenomenality of Organizational Size," coauthor, Midwest

11 Sociological Society, Complex organizations Session, Milwaukee,
April, 1979.

12
" Organizational Si:e, Complexity, and Decision Making," senior,-

(s's-) 13 author, American Sociological Association, Organizations Session,
San Francisco, September, 1978.

14
I " Corporate Si:e as Work," coauthor, American Sociological
| '15 Association, Organization of Work Session, San Francisco,

September, 1978.
16

" Action Postulates in Organization-Environmental Relations,"
17 senior author, Midwest Sociological Society, Organizations-

Environment Session, 0=aha, April, 1978.

18
" Size and Organizational Differentiation," coauthor, Pacific

19 Sociological Association, Formal and Complex Organizations
Session, Spokane, April, 1978.

20
" Organization and Environment Adaptation-Manipulation," senior

21 author, American Sociological Association, Organizaticnal
Relations Session, Chicago, September, 1977,

22
"The Uses and Abuses of Scenarios in Policy Research," coauthor,

23 American Sociological Association, Social Policy Session, Chicago,

_s September, 1977.

# " Organizational Growth and Managerial Efficiency," coauthor,
25 Pacific Sociological Association, Social organization /Fornal/

Cc= plex Session, Sacramento, April, 1977.

I'_ ) 26
V
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ig " Organizational Manipulation and Adaptation to Complex\~# Environments," Midwest Sociological Society, Complex Organizations

1 Sesson, Minneapolis, April,1977.

2 " Size and Structure in Complex Organizations," coauthor, American
| \

'

Sociological Association, Organizational Change Session, New York
3 City, August, 1976.

4 "A Methodology for Future Collective Events," senior author,
Midwest Sociological Society, Collective Behavior Session,

5 St. Louis, April, 1976.

6 " Operations Technology and Organizational Structure," coauthor,
Midwest Sociological Society, Formal Organizations Sesson,

7 St. Louis, April, 1976.

8 " Consensus Perspectives for Organization-Environment Relations,"
senior author, Pacific Sociological Association, Organizations

9 Session, San Diego, March, 1976.

10 " Technological Uncertainty in Orr3nization-Environment Relations "
American Sociological Association, Formal Organizations Session,.

11 San Francisco, August, 1975.

12 "A Resolution of Inconsistencies Between Size, Complexity, and the
Administrative Component in Organizations," senior author, Midwest,

13 Sociological Society. Formal Organizations Session, Chicago,
's April, 1975.

14
" Technology and the Study of Organizations," senior author, |

i 15 Pacific Sociological Association, Formal Organizations Session,
,

'

Victoria, British Columbia, April, 1975.
16

"An Interaction Model for Organization-Environment Relations,"
17_ senior author, Midwest Sociological Society, Interorganizational,

Session, Omaha, April, 1975.
18

"A Formalization of Organization-Environment Dependencies," senior
| 19 author, Pacific Sociological Association, Formal Organizations
~

Session, San Jose, March, 1974.

20
"Value and Role Issues for the Involved Social Scientist,"

21 coauthor, Pacific Sociological Association, San Jose, March, 1974

22 " Drowning: A Communications Disease," American Sociological
Association, Mass Contunication, and Public Opinion Session, New

23 York City, August, 1973.

O- 24 " Response to Inpending System Stress," American Sociological
Association, What Do b*e Know Session on Euman Eebavior and

25 Disaster, New York City, August, 1973.

26
,
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O- "A Paradigm and Sociology of Knowledge for Theories of Natural
Law," Midwest Sociological Society, Theory Session, Milwaukee,
A ril, 1973.P1

14. Papers at Other Conferences2
LJ

3 " Planning Initiatives for Seismic Hazard Mitigation," Conference
on Social and Economic Impacts of Earthquakes on Critical

| 4 Lifelines, American Society of Civil Engineers, San Francisco,
'

May, 1980.
5

" Perceptions of Community in Growth Impacted Communities,"
6 e auch r, Western Social Science Association, Albuquerque, April,

1980.

7
" Human Response to Earthquake Prediction," Conference on

8 Earthquake Prediction Information. Status-of-Knowledge Session,
Los Angeles, January, 1980.

9
" Perceptions of Growth Impacts in Non-metropolitan Colorado,"

10 e author, Impacts Session, Conference on Regional Migration
Trends, St. Louis, October, 1979.

11
" Soc.ial Factors and Response to Earthquake Prediction," senior

12 author, International Symposium of Earthquake Prediction, UNESCO,
Paris, April, 1979.

13
" Factors Affecting Earthquake Warning System Effectiveness,"

14 c author, International Symposium on Earthquake Prediction,
UNESCO, Paris, April, 1979.

15
" Institutional Management of Risk Information Following Earthquake

16 Predictions," coauthor, International Symposium on Earthquake
Prediction, UNESCO, Paris, April, 1979.

17
" Social Aspects of Earthquakes," senior author, State-of-the-Art

18 Session, Pp. 179-192 in Proceedings of the Second International
Conference on Microzonation. San Francisco, National Science

19 Foundation, November, 1978.

20 " Correcting for the Human Factor in Tornado Warnings," senior
author American Meteorological Society, Conference on Severe

21 L cal St rms, Omaha, October,1977,

22 " Learning Theory and Disaster Warning Response," Society for the
Study of Social Problems, Issues in Environmental Analysis

23 Sessi n, New Y rk City, August, 1976.
'

" Consequences of Earthquake Prediction on other Adjustments to24b Earthquakes," coauthor, Australian Academy of Science Symposiun,
25 Canberra, Australia, May, 1976.

26



O-I j " Assessing the consequences of Earthquake Prediction," coauthor,
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Social Risk

1 Session, Boston, February,1976.

(~'I 2 " Response to Hazard Warnings," Organizational and Community
L%- Response to Disaster Seminar, Disaster Research Center, Ohio State

3 University, Columbus, July 1972.

4 15. Legislative Testimony

5 Testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Science, Technology,
and Space in the matter of the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act,

6 Washington, D.C., April, 1980.

7 Testimony before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the matter
of the impact of floating nuclear plants on tourist behavior,

a Bethesda, May, 1977 and July, 1978.

9 Testimony before the California State Legislature in the matter of
Senate Bill 1950 on liability of the State and Governor in an

10 earthquake prediction, Sacramento, June, 1976.

11 16. Editorial and Review Activities

12 Proposal Reviews:

[) 13 Sociology Program National Science Foundation, 1981;
'- ' Earthquake Hazards Mitigation Program, National Science

14 Foundation, 1981;XDivision of International Programs,
National Science Foundation, 1978; Division of Advanced

i15 Environmental Research and Technology, National Science
Foundation, 1978, 1977, 1976.

16
Program Reviewer:

17
Applied Research Evaluations, National Science Foundation,

18 1978-1979.

19 Legislative Reviews:

20 Final Regulations for floodplain management and protection of
wetlanda, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Federal

21 Reeister 176(45):59520-59538, 1980.

22 Guest Editor:

23 Special Issue on Environmental Stress, Threat, and Social
- System Response, Mass Emercencies 1(4): 247-346, 1976.

24

25

[v~h 26
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! Article Reviews:

m -

1 Soci 1 ey nd Social Research, 1981, 1979, 1978, 1976; Social
Forces, 1980; The Social Science Journal, 1981, 1980, 1979,

r' l' 2 1977; S ciological Focus, 1980; Human Relationq, 1978, 1977;
.

Mass Emereencies, 1978, 1976, 1975; Policy Analysis, 1978;

3 The Sociological Quarterly, 1975.

4 17. Other Professional Service

5 Organizer and Presider, Session on Disaster and Cataclysms: Can
Sociology Help, Pacific Sociological Association, San Diego,

6 April, 1981.

7 Organizer and Presider, Session on Collective Behavior, American
Sociological Association, New York, August, 1980.

8
Discussant, Session on Public Response to Earth Science

9 Information, Natural Hazards Research Applications Workshop,
Boulder, July, 1980.

10
Organizer and Presider, Session on Complex Organizations, Pacific

11 Sociological Association, San Francisco, April, 1980.

12 Participant, Symposium on Earthquake Prediction, Preparedness, and
Human Response, San Fernando, June, 1976.7_

'
i 13

Discussant, Session on Warning Systems, National Confercace on
14 Natural Hazards, Boulder, June, 1976, and July, 1975.

'15 Organizer and Presider, Session on Complex Organizations Western
Social Science Association. Tempe, 1976.

16
Participant, Seminar on Disaster Research, Colorado State

17 University, Fort Collins, February,1975.

18 Participant, Symposium on Complex Organizations: Research and
Applications, Western Social Science Association, El Paso, April,

19 1974

20 Discussant, Sessions on Disaster Relief and Warning Systems,
National Conference on Hazards, Estes Park, June, 1973.
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1976
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,
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12,119

2.87 1 JUDGE GOLF: Are you ready, Mr. Norton?

2 MR. NORTON: Yes. We would ask that this panel

3 be cross-examined at this time.

4 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds?

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

7 Q Good morning. The NUREG 0654 criteria that apply

8 under this notification standard, do they apply to all three
._

9 leve ls , in other words, the licensee, the state and the

10 local levels?

11 A (UITNESS SKIDMORE) If I may, could I turn to the

12 text you are talking about?

13 0 Yes.

O
14 A Lhich I believe starts on page 43, is that correct?

15 Q That is correct.

16 A Referring to the reference you have cited, it has
3

h 17 Seven -- excuse me just a minute. It has seven evaluation
:'

n3 criteria. Not all of those apply to all three parties, the,

!
j n3 licensee, state, and local, as seen by the pages that I am
a

! referring to.20
a

d Q But there are some that do apply to all three, is21

i
that right?22

i s/ A Oh, most definitely.23
,

0 Your testimony does not address the state plan3

O
explicitly, is that correct?25

,

. , , , _ , _ _ - - _ - - _ - . . . . - ,
--- _ - - - -
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2.8 1,_ A As it is written, it does not, but if you would.

2 like me to, I could clarify that, and add that in.

3 Q No. If Mr. Norton wants to ask, that is fine. I

'

a just wanted to see if that was the case.

5 A 1. ell, but let me say -- let me take one last look.

o I don' t believe so. '

7 Q All right. Now, are you familiar with the way

8 that emergency workers for the county would be notified?

9 A Okay, on page 2-2 of our testimony, starting at

to line 9, it-says, county standard operating procedure III.02,

11 County Sheriff's Department, provides the details of

12 implementing steps which would accomplish notification of

13 the County emergency response organization.

O
14 Q Okay. Are you familiar, though, with whether that,

15 is a se.quential or a cascade kind of notification?

A Well, I am familiar with the notification sequence,16

s

h 17 'Let me get specific. For"the~ emergency services director,
:

ja the first person on that callout is to call Don stiluell,,

i
i 19 uho is the county administrator.
.". 'l

Failing that, Mr. Tim Ness, the county emergency* 20

$ services coordinator, is to be called in his place.21

i
Q I am not asking you to -- I don't expect you to22

know it so well that you can just tell me. I just I am--
23

interested to know whether or not it is a cascade or ag

sequentia1. You don't have to name names. Obviously that25

I
_. - _



1 '2.9 vould be much too specific.

2 A (WITNESS SHIFFER) Unfortunately in all the
)

3 shuffling of the papers here, I.seem to have mislaid my copy

4{} of their procedures, but my recollection of having reviewed

5 | them is that it is more of a cascade system in the sense that

6 department head _s are notified, and then each department

7 notifies its group.

8 Q And then within each department, there would be

9 further cascade notification, is that right?

10 A I presume so. I would have to look at the

11 procedures in detail, but that is my recollection.

12 Q To what extent was this notification procedure

13 tested during the August 19 exercise, if you know?

14 MR. MORTON: Unfortunately we took Mr. Kaefer of f

15 this panel, because we had two, four, six panel members , and

16 he is the one that was at the county EOC.- He is sitting

i

: 17 right 'here. lie can bring him up to answer the question.
2

18 WITNESS SKIDMORE; Well, let me answer it to the-

!
j 19 best of my ability, even though I was, at the beginning of
i

{ 20 the exercise in San Francisco, and then flew down when I
:

8 uas activated. My familiarity of the process had Tim Ness21
s
i
*

22 being called at one point, and he in turn, through his

23 notification procedure called other members of the County

24 organization. As to who he called next, I don't know, but
O
U

25 I assume that hu would be able to answer that.

,

.- . ,- - -
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2.10 1

WITNESS SHIFFER: Yeah, I am sort of in the same

2
7_. situation that Steve is, in the sense that we started out in
C/

0 San Francisco on this, but my recollection, of course, is
4 the whole exercise was starting from scratch, basically, and,-

Qi
5 certainly to the extent that we activated the EOC and got

all the County decision makers at certainly that aspect of6

7 the thing was drilled, to get all those people there.
8 | I couldn't tell you how many people were out in

_

9 the environment doing various other things. Certainly

to radiological emergency monitoring teams, and things like this,

so they had to have made all of those notifications as well.11

12 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

13 Q But you don't know how far down into the cascade
\ ''

14 they went?

15 A (WITNESS SHIFFER) I couldn't tell you how f ar

16 down in the cascade they went, but they certainly went past
-

the key decision makers, and -radiological monitoring teams,3 : n
'

e

is and so on.,

''

.

; 19 Q To your knowledge, has the cascade ever been
a

! fully tested?20, a1

a
MR. NORTON: May we have a clarification of what weg

i,

j i i mean by fully tested? Is that to the last possible22 g
,

23 e ergency worker, or what?
,

1

MR. REYNOLDS: Yes.g

(~)'t

l ' -

25 WITNE3S SHIFFER: I don't have any knouledge.of that.
. !

! i
'

!

|
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2.11 1 MR. SKIDMORE: Nor do I, but --

2.-~ JUDGE.bOLF: Uell, if you know, you may answer,
V)
,

3 but we don't need all these guesses in the record. The

473 record is too long not .
%)

5 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

6 Q There are certain individuals, I assume, who will

7 be notifying the public, is that right?

8 A (MITNESS SKIDMORE) Now, you are saying in the

9 County emergency plan and procedures, is that what you are
,

10 ' talking'about?

11 0 Yes.

12 A Yes. There is a public information officers

13 procedure in the County plan.
(,_)
'~^'

14 Q Do you know to what extent the people doing that

15 notification have been identified and trained?

16 A I know that Dave Richter is in that function
:
h 17 'eithin the County EOC as a part of the direction and control
!

,

18 group, and Duane Lieb, who we saw him on the videotape making.

2
3

| ; 19 presentations in the media center has been in that function

20 a ls o . Both of those people have been through the training
a

| program that wa.s administered by the State OES personnel,21

| 3
| starting in June, and culminating at its first phase in2;

23 August.

l 0 Now, the principal public notification method is24
(~b ,

'') ''

s 25 going to be by the early warning system sirens, is that ['

,

1
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2.12 1 correct? '

2 A The early warning system is for alerting. The%
U

3 notification is for the emergency broadcast stations.

- 4 Q Fine. I appreciate the distiction. And.those

5 sirens are only going to be located in the basic emergency

6 planning zone?

7 A That is correct.

8 Q And they are not placed in the remainder of the

9 extended emergency planning zone of the state?

10 'A 'No, to the best of my knowledge, no.

11 Q Now, under the County plan, there is provision,

12 is there not, or there is the possibility you stated, that

13 evacuation would be ordered within the extended emergency

O
14 planning zone, is that true?

15 A I can't recall of f the top of my head. If I had

16 a copy of the county procedures, perhaps I could refer to
3

h 17 it,+and --
2

18 Q Well, that is okay. I can ask that of Mr. Ness.-

!
j 19 A (WITNESS SHIFFER) Certainly, to answer part of

the question here, certainly there is nothing that precludes20

5 an evacuation beyond any given distance, but certainly it is21

i
E a cpestion of ' timeliness , I think, more than anything else.22

Q Right, but my question, Mr. Shiffer, is simply, do23

y u kn w if the County plan provides for the -- or mentions
24

0 the possibility that there would be evacuation within the25

. - _ _ _ _ .- ._ _ _
_. ._ _ _ _. _.
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e

4;13 1

extended emergency planning zone beyond the basic emergency
^

. 2 planning zone?

3 A I don't know if there is a specific-reference to

4 that.

- -
5 Q Thank you. How long do you anticipate that it

vould take to notify people in the basic emergency planning6

7 zone -- excuse me -- to sound the sirens and then to notify
8 the people of an emergency within the basic emergency

9 planning zone?
.

10
.-

- 11

i

! - '
12

i ~
_

. ,,

13

O . _
'

'

'
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*
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T3-1 1 A (UIT!!ESS SHIFFER) Hell, certainly to sound the

2 sirens, we're talking -- I think there's a 15-minute

)U
,-

3 critera. I wouldn't see any reason why we couldn't do it

4 within that length of time.
(e- )

s

w/

5 0 And how long for notification?

i 6 A Well -- yeah, over the EDS. As I read the county

7 procedu res , you were supposed to have the EDS activitated

8 and your messages -- at least, your initial message worked

9 out. And so I would say that it would be just, you know --

a matter of a few minutes later.10

Q A few minutes later to be able to notify --gj ,

A Well, to start getting your messages out on the
12

EBS.13-

/T

Q So it's your position that you could notify the'

i4

population withing the basic emergency planning zone withinig

about 20 minutes?
16

3
; A Well, I think you could probably do it in less

37
!

than that.18-

3

Q Has that ever been demonstrated?
3 39

a

| 3 A Well, no because we've never had the sirens.
1 a

5 C And is that for 100 percent of the population
21.

3
3 within that zone?

22
/^Tt

| (,) A (WITNESS GODFREY) I believe that the federal
23

requirements are that we notify 100 percent of the popula-
24

f)
('# tion within a five-mile radius within 15 minutes, and that

25
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3-2 1 we notify 95 percent of the population within a 10-mile

2 radius within 15 minutes. Our siren system is designed
f-( )'

-

3 so that we can notify basically 100 percent of the

.. 4 population within the state basic emergency planning zone

5 within 15 minutes.
.

6 Q And that, as --

! 7 A We can't say 100 percent.

8 Q Okay. But that is, at this point, not a
.

9 demonstrated fact. Is that correct?
.

10 A No, it's not.
4

ii O Hould you agree that the area around Diablo Canyon

12 is characterized by fairly rugged terrain?

i, A Yes, it is.

O
i4 Q And is it a possibility -- it is a possibility

'that -- do you agree that notification would occur in the15

16 middle of the night when people are asleep?
;

! A I'm.not sure= exactly.what. area you're talking17
| !

'

|. about. Could you give me, like, five miles, four miles?is
: s
'3

; ig Q Basic emergency planning zone.
a

i A That is not all rugged area then.20
a

e

8 Q No. My question with reference to the basic
21

S'

3
2 emergency planning zone'is,.is it possible that you would

22

have to notify them at night?23

'

A Yes.
24

O
Q Now, your estimate as to the notification, as to' 25

|
1
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3-3 1 the time for notification, would that also include notifica-

2 tilon of the deaf, for example?

3 MR. NORTON: I'm sorry. I couldn't hear one word

4 in that question.- Notification of -- and I couldn't hear

5 it -- and then, for example.

6 MR. REYNOLDS: Of the deaf population, people

7 who cannot hear.

8 (Laughter. )

9 MR. NORTON: What can I say? That's great.
.

10 They can~be reache'd.

11 WITNESS GODFREY:. Obviously, those people can't

12 be alerted by the sirens. The County, in conjunction with

13 PG&E, is developing a program where they'll have a master

14 list of all of the people that are disabled in any way, in.

15 .the County. And those people, as far as -- to the best of

16 my knowledge, the County Standard Operating Procedure,
!

17 which deals with that is the Social Services Standardg

18 Operating Procedure. And I think, they're planning to call
.g

s;

| j 19 those people, but I'm not sure of the exact details, how

- 20 they're going to notify them. I know they are going to
,

-

,

have a master list and they are working out the details ofi ! 21
I .::'

22 that. But you'll have to ask the County for the specifics.'

/
23 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

| 24 Q To your knowledge, has that list been prepared?

_ UITNESS GODFREY) To my knowledge, no.(25 A
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3-4 1 Q How will people be notified'on the water, in!

2 other words, in' boats?
7

3 A The federal requirements state that transientI

4

4 populations are to be notified on a best-effort basis. I

5 think the Coast Guard.

A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) There's going to be, as I6

7 understand it -- and it's a tentative understanding right'

8 now -- some early warning system si'gns posted in public

9 places, both in parks and in beach areas and in areas where

; . 10 , people with, boats and. businesses of that sort -- those

signs would have an additional message which would address3,

what they should turn to. In fact, uhat I'm referring to
12

is a letter dated January 18, 1982, from Ann Flook of the
33

- o.

Of fice of Emergency Services, to Tim Ness, which points
4.

j4

towards some proposed words, which has been -- to date,
15

p e level, both within parks
j 16 ,

:
and. recreation, within.the State Office of Emergency

,7

i
~

| Services, and the county organization, their office of
18~

i
emergency services, and with PG&E, and FEMA representatives

3g

e
i : were present. That-siren information is what -- the title
| _j 20
,

i s of the sign would start with, siren information. And it
f 21,

-2
t :- says, if you hear a steady blast -- three to four minutes --

22

'
! tune your AM radio to 920 or 1400 for information. And
! 23

then it would go on in the marine areas and say, when at
''

C:):
sea, turn to marine channel 16.

25'
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3-5 1 Q That assum:s that they're within ear-shot of tha

2 blast.
I i
xs

3 A If they can't hear the sirens, they won't know

4 what to do.
' )
k/ I

5 Q Nould you agree that there will probably be a

substantial segment of the population that would be indoors
6

at anytime that the sirens would be sounded?7

A That's possible. They could be outside too.
8

9 Q In your opinion, does that pose any problem for'

.

notification of those people who are indoors?io

A Okay. If they were inside and were just sitting
i3

and reading a book in a very quiet background, I don't
12

think it'd make much difference. If it's like a teenager,
'-

13

;
> listening to a rock-and-roll station, he might have some

14

trouble. You know, it's all very relative. And you'd have
15

to be specific in that.
16

t

j Q Could you turn to Section 7.2.2.1-B of the PG&E
37

:

onsite plan.jg,

!

} A Could you repeat the section.
ig

e

j Q Sure. Se tion 7.2.2.1-B. Could you read that
20

a

section, please.a
g

i |
: A All right. This is at -- starting at the top of

! page 7-24. The title of the section, under B, is " Indoor
|23
i
|

W rning." It says, large groups of people may be gathered
24

,'' together inside of structures may preclude detection of the:
-

25 |
!
i
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3-6 I warning provided by the outdoor warning system or may

2 Present particular response problems. Structures in this
'

j

3 category would include: schools, hospitals, detention'

facilities -- and the last thing on the list is factories.4, s

( )m
A device initiated by radio signals may be provided to5

alert one or more responsible people at each location.
6

Q Have those such devices been distributed and if
7

I

8
so, to whom?

A Okay. To date, the only tning -- to the Dest of
9

my knowledge -- that's occurred is I've reced isd approvalto

from our senior vice president at facilities development
3j

to provide some tone alerts for schools. As I remember,
12

it was over 100. The number that comes to mind was 140
13

/ )
\'' of these. And they've either just been ordered or will bey

rdered shortly. I'm not quite sure of the status with
15

that, but that's the direction we're heading with the
16

2
schools.j 37

.*

Q Now, the listing of structures of types of
,g,

8

buildings in the plan, which you just read, is that an
,g

Y all-inclusive list or is that kind of a list of examples
j 20

d
of the kinds of structures that might pose a problem for

21
|

.

)
$ indoor notification?

22

A Well, like the sentence says, structures in this
23

category would include -- I don't think that precludes --

(' ') ! O Fine. Is there a backup system to the early
25 I

i

!
I
1

I
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3-7 i warning siren system?

2 A Let me ask for a clarification. When you say
,

O
3 backup, are you -- a backup system that does essentially

4 the same function or a component? I want to make sure.

O
,

s 0 Let's start with that.

6

7

8

9
,

10

11

12

13

' 14
,

i

15

16

3

: 17
2

IO.I
:

j 19

$
j 20

21

.
'

22

0 2,

24

O
25
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T4-1 1 A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Well, clearly the early the

2 early warning system, you know, is provided for a timely --
,

3 or alerting and hence, through the EBS notification.

-4 Without that, one would be left with more traditional
-

5 methods, which would be using public telephones or relying

on the Sheriff's Department to alert people per his6

7 procedures.

8 Q Has this sort of backup varning system ever been

9 tested?

10 A (WITNESS SHIFFER) There have been -- this goes

back to way back in antiquity, I guess, emergency planning
ti

antiquity, back before we had an early warning system.12

And there were runs by the Sheriff's Department -- oh, I
13

O
14 forget the years now, but, you know, sometime ago. It runs

up and down, for example, Sea Canyon Road to -- these
15

kinds of things to identify locations and dry-run notifica-
16

t

tions.17
!

Q So that was the kind of thing that was discussed
18-

i
at the low-power hearing back in May?; ig

a

| A That''s correct.
20

a s
Q Fine. Which classification in the County's

21
3

E classification level system is the public required t6'be
22

n tified at?
23

A Well, it's -- as far as notification by the early
24

O warning system, or alerting by the early warning system,
25

|
.

,, . .
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4-2 1 it's rcquired to be done for a general emargency. It's

2 optional for the site area emergency.
i

s

3 Q Is there any reason -- or what is your impression

4 of the reason that public notification is not required at

\' /
5 the alert stage?

6 A Well, again, I'm not saying that there would be

7 no public notification. I'm simply saying, use of the

8 early warning systen.

9 Q Fine. What I'm referring to is a mandatory
.

-10 requirement of public notification at the alert stage.

11 A By any neans or by the early warning system?

12 Q By the best means, which I -- based on your

13 testimony, I would assume to be the early warning system.
:

'

f
'' A Well, okay. The County procedure there, says14

that at these two lower levels, unusual event and alert,
15

they do not want to use the early warning system because16

:
they want -- I guess it's a question of crying wolf, sok 17

2
'

18 to speak. In other words , they want the early warning
:

i i
system to be something that people really take seriously, ; ig

'

a

j as a significant, potentially significant event. So that's
20

a

f why they prefer not to use at the two lower classifications.
21 i

| 3
*

* Q Don't you think it'd be possible, if that wereI

22

throughthemessagewhichwouldberead|the case, for them,
23

1

'
at that time, to inform the population as to exactly what

24

! ( '
'# was going on?'

25
!

i

!
1
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4-3 1 A I think it would certainly be possible to do that.

2 I mean, it's a matter of preference. I would also like to
,

U
3 point out to you that the radiological releases we're

4 talking about in those two classifications range from zero
,._,

I )
'J

5 to virtually nil anyway, so, you know, it's a question of

6 what's the incentive, I suppose, to sound that siren.

7 Q Your comments suggest to me then -- and if you

8 disagree, please tell me -- that the alert stage would be

9 reached often enough at the plant that the public would

10 become basically susceptible to this crying wolf syndrome

11 which you refer to?

12 A No, I don't really -- I don't think the alert

13 stage is going to be reached very often at all. In fact,
,

k- ,
14 hopefully never going to be reached. So I wouldn't agree

15 with that statement. But I am saying that their procedure,

16 as I read the' procedure, simply says they wanted to reserve

8

! 17 that particular method for these two more severe classifi-
2

18 cations or at least for the most sever classification and-

!
; 19 possibly in the site area emergency.
.

! Q All right. Now, if I may, I'll move from the --
20

a

A They also -- let me recall something else. They
21

$ also wanted it to be associated with the need to take'

22

[^j') 23 protective actions , I believe. So that was another reason,
t

l

as'I recall, in their procedure.24

A
kl Q Let me move to the next planning standard, which

25

!
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4-4 1 has to do with public education and information. I wonder

2 -if you would turn to the attachments on your testimony.

O
3 I'm not sure which attachment it is. It's the second news-

f- letter, which Mr. Skidmore just changed the discussion of4

' b)
5 in the text to mean that it's no longer in draft form. It's

6 now in final and has, in fact, been mailed out, after

7 approval by OES and San Luis Obispo County. That is

8 attachment 11."

9 A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Excuse me. Did I use the

10 word " approval"? =Well, whether I did or not, let me --

11 early drafts of this text, this newsletter, were sent to

12 FEMA, State Office of Emergency Services, and the County

13 Of fice of Emergency Services. And I did ask them for their

O
14 concurrence and any corrections as to its accuracy. I want

15 to couch it right.

16 Q Which draft is this?

!
17 A This is the final version that was mailed out.

18 Q All right. Fine. I wonder if you could turn to
.:
a

j 19 the second page and go to the right-hand column and read
a

! the first full paragraph.20
a

t

3 A Okay. Is this under --
21

t
3

f 22 Q The paragraph that starts: An alert --

$) A Oh, okay. An alert is an event which-involvesu 23

a substantial, actual or potential threat to the safety
24

O
25 of the plant. Any radioactive release would be limited to

__
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4-5 1 a small fraction of the federally established exposure

2 levels. The public would be advised of the situation.

3 Precautionary measures might be advised by officials.

(3 Q Uow, could you show me where in the county plan4

G
5 it requires that the public be advised at the alert stage?

6 A Well, the way I've read this is it says the public

7 would be advised of the situation and precautionary measures

8 might be advised. I mean, they can if they wish.

9 Q The sentence that I'm interested is the one you

10 just read --- the public would be advised of the situation.

11 I think the language speaks for itself, but I would submit

12 that that suggests certainty that the public would be

13 advised. And haven't you just testified that the county

O
14 plan does not require notification until the site area

15 etaergency stage?

16 A The way I read that is a bit different from your

!
17 interpretation. 'Now, what that,says to me is that, you

g

18 know, there's going to be newspaper coverage; there's going
.g
:

j 19 to be radio coverage. At the alert level, PG&E is calling

a

! the county and the state. And the word will go from there.
20

a

d There's things in their procedures, through their public21

i
* information officers, that will get the word out. I mean,

22

23 there's going to be press coverage. Now, that's essentially

what it means to me. I'm not talking about anything more
24

25 dramatic than that.

I

!

_ ___-__ _ _ __- -______ _- . . . . ___
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I A (WITNESS BAXTER) I think if you'll look in the

2 procedures, it does dlearly state that in an alert stage,-

_

3 the media center would be opened by the county, and press

' 4 conferences would be called. And that's what I'm sure this
v

5 is referring to.
,

6 Q You don't think it implies that the public would

7 be notified not just limited to those who happen to be at

8 the media center?

9 A Well, the purpose of the media center is to get

10 the messages out to the public. The public would be notifi-

11 ed through the use of the media.

12 Q In fact, when was the public notified during the

-
13 exercise?

.

14 A Well, the media center was activated at the alert

15 stage and the first press releases begin to flow -- I

16 couldn't tell you the exact time, but it was fairly promptly

2

; j 17 from the time that the alert started. Again, remembering

18 that this was all in compressed time too.g

|

j 19 Q You've testified that the primary warning system'

!
j 20 I upon which notification will be based is not going to be

' s
: 21 sounded until the general emergency stage. In other words,
3
;'

22 it is not required to be sounded until that point. And'

23 here, what you've just read in this newsletter,. indicates

24 that the public would be notified. So what you're saying
7,

!
L_) '

'

25 is that at the alert stage, you'll be using less than the'

l
i

!

|

|
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1 primary means for notification. Is that right?

2
( A (WITNESS SHIFFER) Yeah. That's basically what
V

3 we were talking about, as I explained before. By the way,

4 you were talking about procedures here. I mean, there is

5 a standard operating procedure for the public information

6 officer in the county. I happened to finally get it in my

7 hand here.

8 0 Which says that the media center would be activat-

9 ed at the alert stage?

10 A It certainly does.

11 Q Now, if we could move to, again, to the NUREG-0654

12 criteria for this planning standard. And if you could tell

13 me whether or not the evaluation criteria apply to the-
,

L.A
14 licensee, state'and local levels?

15 A Mhich --

16 Q This would be on page 49 of NUREG-0654.

!
: 17 A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Well, in looking at those
.*

18 evaluation critera, as I stated earlier, some apply to all

j 19 three; some don't.

$
j 20 Q Would you agree that each level under this

!
21 standard has obligations in the area of public education?

-!
22 A Public education in this standard, which is

e !

23 entitled " Notification Methods and Procedures"?
I

z-~ 24 O No. We're now on page 49, "Public Education and j

C/'

25 Information."

i I

! !
i ,
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1 A Okay. Looking at page 49, under evaluation

,
2 criteria 1, there's -- yes, each of the three parties has

i ()
3 an involvement. And turning the page, I see that continues

<

4 under criteria 2, down to 3(a). 3(b), though, just points

5 to the licensee. And the rest of the evaluation criteria

in this planning. standard do apply to all three parties.6

7 Q Thank you. On page 2-6 and 2-7 of your testimony,

8 you describe briefings which have been held by PG&E with

9 the news media. Are you familiar -- are any of you familiar
:

j with FEMA Guidance Memorandum #19?10
.

A (UITNESS BAXTER) I'm not. Not under that name
11

12 anyway. Not that I'm aware of.

:

Q I'd like to read you something out of a document'

13

('

entitled, FEMA Guidance Memorandum #19. And I'd like tog
,

ask you whether or not you agree with it. I'll give you
15,

!

a copy, so you can read along.
.

16

s,

j MR..NORTON: Could we all have copies, please?'

37
e

MR. REYNOLDS: Why don't we mark this as Joint
18-

!
Intervenors' Exhibit 121, I believe, for identification.j 19

:

.j (The document' referred to was
20

-a

i marked for identification as
21g

: Joint Intervenors' Exhibit No.
22

121.)
23

MR. REYNOLDS: Now, on page 8 --
g

O MR. NOaTOu: excuse me, Your sonor. sefore
23,

.- .--. _-. -- _. - . . , . . _ - - - , - - _ _ . .- - .-
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.

I questions are asked about this docunent, may we have some

2 foundation as to where it's from. I mean, it --
. : k-s .t

3 JUDGE WOLF: Yes. Will you do that, Mr. Reynolds,
4

4 please.
(')Nt

5 MR. REYNOLDS: Well, I'm not -- I don't intend

6 to offer it at this time. I simply want to ask the panel

7 whether or not they agree with it.

8 JUDGE WOLF: Well, you might enlighten us as to

9 the source of it.

; 10 MR. REYNOLDS: This came through the discovery

11 process. And I'm not sure whether it was --

12 JUDGE WOLF: By whom?

13 MR. REYNOLDS: I think it was provided by PG&E

.O
14 at some point.

15 MR. NORTON: It doesn't have our document numbers

16 on it.

!
,= 17 MR. REYNOLDS: Actually, it may have been

18 FEMA, that came from the FEMA document discovery.-

-!
j 19 MR. NORTON: See, that's my point. I don't know

i
'

5 20 whether this is a document that was published and sent out4

1 3

f or this is a draft document they had sitting around their21

i
* office or this is something sone guy typed up..in the FEMA22,

0
l >1 office and had sitting on his desk. That's why I'd like23

some foundation as to where it's from before it's read24

O into evidence as if it's an official FEMA document.25'

I
l

-.
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1 MR. REYNOLDS: I don't intend to read it into

2 evidence at this point. I am going to ask Mr. Eldridge_s

3 when he comes -- when the Staff puts him on -- about this.

4 And I think he'll be able to probably get some more

5 information on it. But at this point, there are foundat~ ion

6 problems, so I'm not going to try and offer it. But I

; 7 would like to get their reaction to this.

8 JUDGE WOLF: Well, you may go ahead.

9 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

10 Q Page 8, beginning where it says, G-5 -- and I'll

11 read. A common method for acquainting news media with

12 emergency public information plans is a briefing or a news

13 conference format. There are two problems created by

O
\"

14 satisfying this requirement in this manner.

15 First, such briefings are inevitably covered by

3

16 news reporters as news events in and of themselves. Rather

I+

: 17 than.taking comprehensive note of the information presented
:

18 at the briefings for further dissemination within their-

.g,

j 19 news organizations, the reporters cover the briefings in.

i
short stories noting that the event took place and perhaps| @ 20

a
,

highlighting one or two of the major points. The whole
21

i
picture is not presented to the staff of the news medium.E

22

.s0
(_) 23 Secondly, because these briefings are viewed merely as events

often worthy of stories, reporters and not news management
24

OU- personnel normally are in attendance. High turnover among
, . 25

.-. . - - -
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'

I reporting staffs and thh very nature of general assignment

2 reporters means that there is little continuity represented+

3 at the briefings. In summary -- and the following is

4 underlined -- it is individual reporters and not news

5 organizations that are being acquainted with-the emergency

6 public information plans. End underline. This is not

7 the intent of Standard G. A more time-consuming but

8 effective solution to this problem is for the organizations

9 to make personal visits to key media to conduct briefings on

10- "the plans, points-of contact,,and nuclear power. Standard

11 fact sheets should be prepared as handouts for these visits.

12 It is suggested that FEMA and local governments be partici-

13 pants in addition to licensees and states. Meetings should

14 be scheduled for key news management and editors; if

15 reporters are present for potential stories, they should be

16 Welcome.
!

17 Now, my question is,.do you agree or disagree

18 with that analysis?
g
3

j 19 A (UITNESS DAXTER) I agree to quite a bit of it.
a

! I disagree with the part where it says that it's an20
3

unfortunate thing that only reporters go to these briefings,
21

3
3 because those are the very people that we want. Those are'

22

the ones who are going to be involved if there is an
23

accident or even a field exercise. And those are the ones
24

who will be writing the stories. They're the very people'
25
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1 that we want to talk to.

2 Now, as far as the rest of it, I do agree with it.

O 3 And as a matter of fact, we'va been following these

4 procedures.

O
5 Q How many news organizations has PG&E visited with

i N

6 FEMA and local governments?

7 A We have held a series of briefings in San

8 Francisco --

9 Q Excuse me. I think we just talked about briefs

to and..I think your testimony talks about it.

11 A Yes.

12 Q What I'm talking about is personal visits to news

1:t media accompanied by FEMA and local governments.

14 A We've had personal visits with the media, but not

15 in company with FEMA and local government.-

16 Q All right. On page 2-7, you refer to the County

s

17 Plan, Section . Roman Numeral I, capital F. I couldn't

18 find that section. I wonder if you could tell me~if that's
.-2
:

j 19 a nisprint or if I'm just missing something in the County
a

|- Plan.20
3

A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Are you on line 14?
21

!
Q Yes.'

22

A In looking at the Table of Contents of the
23

County Plan, under ' Roman Numeral I, which is the adminis-
24

\ 25 trative plan, following the period -- it says I.1, I.2 --

-. _____-___
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1 they're all.. numbers.. There aren't any I-F's_that I see

2 at this point. I'd have to get back to you as to exactly

3 if it's the I that's a typo of the F is a typo.

/~ 4

V) Q Fine. It's not a trick. I'm just curious to

5 see whether -- on page 2-9, line 8, you refer to the rumor

6 control center. And again, I was unable to find any
~

7 specific reference to a rumor control center. I wonder
;

8 if you could direct me to where that is in the County Plan?

9 (pause.)

'10 A (UITNESS SKIDMORE) Okay. .T. found Section 2.6,

11 entitled "Public Information," in the County Plan. Well,

12 on quick scan, I don't find it in the section. Mr. Shiffer

: 13 is looking in the Procedure to see if --

14 Q Why don't we go on and if you find it -- or we

4

15 can pick it up a little later and you can tell us.whether
,

16 or not you've found it.

!
17 A Certainly.g

18 Q I have a few questions for Mr. Mileti. In the
g
*

!

| j 19 first few sentences, you refer to a body of cumulative
,

{ i

f 20 research, which you state provides knowledge with respect
' *

!-j. 21 to how to notify and instruct a populace. I wonder if you

2
*

22 could tell me roughly how many cases are you relying on?

f
23 A (WITNESS MILETI) Well, there are three or four

basic documents that summarize the findings of, perhaps,24

Osi

| 40 to 60 studies of how human beings in populations respond' 25

l-
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1 to disaster warnings or warnings of an impending disaster.
.

2 Q So that would be 40 or 60 separate cases?

3 A About that, yes.

4 Q And of these, how many are -- how many involve

5 a nuclear power plant accident?

6 A About three.

7 Q And could you tell me what those accidents were?

8 A There was some investigation of the Flixborough

9 disaster, some of the Three Mile Island incident. There

to -=have'been at least three-or four studies of Three Mile

it Island. There's also been a few studies of the nuclear

12 experiences in Japan during World War II.

13 Q How many opportunities have there been to observe

O
14 a large-scale public and organizational warnings and

15 notification in the context, in the actual context of an

16 evacuation from a nuclear power plant accident?

3

h 17 A Very few, I'm happy to say.
:

18 Q Can you quantify that a little more specifically?-

'!
j 19 A In a nuclear power plant accident, just Three
a

Mile Island, as far as I know.20
a

f Q As far as -- I'd like to find out a little bit
21

3
: about what involvement you've had with Diablo Canyon. Have

22

y u ever done a profile of the population in San Luis23

Obispo County?24

O A No, I have not.
25
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1- Q Have you ever done a survey to determine the

2 social and demographic characteristics of the community?

3 A Not in Can Luis Obispo County, no.

4 Q Have you ever done a survey of the population to

5 determine attitudes towards nuclear pover?

6 A No I have not.

7 Q !! ave you ever done a survey to determine whether

8 the public in San Luis Obispo County have used Pacific
_

9 Gas and Electric as a credible source of information?

10 A No. I have done no surveys in San Luis Obispo

11 County.

12 O You state several times -- or twice, I believe,

13 in your testimony that knowledge exists in behavioral and

()
14 ' social science sufficient to assure early notification.

15 I fail to understand how this body of knowledge can assure
,

16 public notification. And I wondered if you could explain
'

i

17 to me -hou -that body of -knowledge to which you refer gives

18 a certainty that the public will be notified early in a
g
a

I j 19 nuclear power plant accident?

i

! 20 A The intent of what I was saying was that
a

5 knowledge exists to design a warning and notification1
21

2
:

;; system that if implemented could get the word out to the''

0(/ endangered population.23

24 Q I see. So a necessary element of that is the

O
25 implementation of any program. Is that correct?

!.
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t
,

i 1 A Absolutely. If the knowledge sat in books in

2 a library, it certainly couldn't warn a public.

3

|

'

O
5

6

7

8

9'

|
' 10

11

12

13

0
14

15

16

I
: 17
*

1

! i 18

2

| 19

$
'i 20
1*

d|$'

21

i
.
'

22

O ''

22

1
| 24

! O
25

. . - - _ . . _ - - . - _ . . . _ . __.
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01 1 Q Do you consider the notification which occurred

2{) in the Diablo Canyon August 19th exercise to be early

3 notification?

4 A (WITNESS MILETI) Although I viewed that exercise{)
5 film, I haven't explored it in elaborate detail. It seems

6 in reviewing that film the notification would have provided

7 that if it were a real event, it would have been early.

8 Q Are you aware that the sirens were not sounded,

9 were not simulated in that exercise until over an hour
.

'to after'the general emergency was called which is the highest

11 classification level?

12 A No, I'm not aware of that.

13 MR. REYNOLDS: No further questions.

14 MR. SKIDMORE: Excuse me, Your Honor. Mr. Reynolds

15 asked me to reply just before he talked to Dr. Mileti

16 and I have the information.

!
17 ~ JUDGE WOLF: 'Very well, you may use it.g

18 MR. SKIDMORE: Okay, on page 2-9 of our testimony-

i
; 19 on line 9, I have found information in sections 3.08 which -

a

! is the standard operating procedure for the public information20
a

d
21 officer and in that procedure on page 22 --

t
2
3

22 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

23 Q Will you wait one second while I get it?

24 A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Yes.

O
25 0 Which volume is that in? Is that the thick volume

__
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P2 or the thinner voluma?i

A There's about 3/8" paper from the back.2

O
Q I have it. Page 22?3

A Page 22, yes. (Holds up very thick volume)4

O-
5 Under section 7 right at ~.he top of the page,

it talks about phone assistance center and the first sentence
6

reads phone assistance center, 20 outside phone lines will
7

be established at the media center and the next sentence
8

say , e m p one assistance center / rumor control
9

switchboard is available at the county office of emergencyg

services in San Luis Obispo, telephone 549-5032.

Q So if I understand that correctly, this interim,

phone assistance center, room or control switchboard,
13

will be at the county office, county OES office, the
14

fact that it's interim suggests it will terminate. Once

that has terminated, where will the rumor control center
16

I be?
g '17
'

A Well, to me, the word interim there means
18-

!
*

that it's going to be there until it's replaced by
; 19

i something else and I can't specclate as to what the county
j 20

; wculd like to do in place of the center.
j 21

| Q Thank you.
22

MR. REYNOLDS: I have no further questions.
23

JUDGE WOLF: ~Before continuing, we'll-take a

15 minute break.
25

. _ . . . . . . . . . _ . .
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.

o3 1 (Whereupon, a 15 minute recess took placc.) ,, .

'

,

~ ~ ,
-,L, . , g.,

/ -
,

"

2 JUDGE WOLF: On the record. --

' 'sO Your Honor, Mr. ,Reynolds a?
''

3 MR. SKIDMORE: sked'
j. -,

4 me about a section that was referred to ds ITF on page

O
5 2-7 of our testimony. . During the. break,.i..was able to

find that. That was incorrectly referenced in our testimony6

and on page 2-7 on line 14, it should say sectionsl.7 -7
-, - -

item F and that is on page I'.7(9) in the county plan. I'm8

sorry but it was incorrectly --g
,

~

JUDGE UOLF: Thank you.10

, .

-

Are you ready to proceed, Mr. Brown?, [j, ,

MR. BROWN: ,Yes. I12

JUDGE WOLF: Are you going to-examine? Nould you -

13

please?
_,14

~

15

*
~

16

s
Q Mr. Mileti,.you mentioned 3 events I believe-

g 17
-

which were related to nuclear matters, disasters, f think,
18g

a
and one of them, I believe -- if you would just repeat all

g

I. three, I believe one was Fix burrow or fox burrow, I
j 20

4 didn't know what that was.
j 21 .

! A (WITNESS MILETI) I mentioned Flixbo ough and I

apologize. I meant to say Windscale. I always confusy
~

the name of those two events.
24

Q And this is the Windscale reactor in England?
25

'

.c , (
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3 A In England, yes.

,

2 Q Just for the record, that's a re-processing

3 facility as opposed to a power plant?
,

4 A I don't know what it does technically.

3 5 Q All right. Could'you please state for the

6 record what the purpose of your testimony is on this

^

7 panel?,

8
_

A My purpose is to state my opinion and professional
~~ .,

9 opinion'about what I think the status of knowledge on

~ ' ~

10' issues related"to this contention are. |
'

11 Q Thag was your understanding prior to the moment, ,,

'

12 that Mr. Skidmore just conferred with you?'
,

15 K; My understanding when I was first contacted to-

'O.
*

.

14 do'this work as well as now, was to give my opinion about
4; -

15 these pointed issues.'

!> 16 Q Okay, I really wasn't clear. What I'm really
3

[' 17 isking for if y0u could just state for the record the
r ' -s .

18 substantive -pointi that is being made in your testimony?g
,a i.

-

| . A There are several. One of the basic ones isj 19

i.

'O 20 a comment in reference to thestatus of knowledge in the
a3

f 21 ~ behavioral and social sciences about how one goes about
't ,

22 informing an~ endangered public and carrying the word to

b them and in my experience and in doing research and in23

-24 reading the research of others, there is a great deal of

, 25 evidence to suggest that the key factors that explain human
; .

..
,

00"

<~

$ ":

4

_e < - - - __ _ _ _ _ _ - _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1- response :to warnings of impending disasters are known and-5- .

,

- 2 the key social processes that explain how those factors"O ~

-3 relate - to one' another are known and that enough work has

4 been'done in. exploring how those factors might be best
v i

implemented and used is on the books, such that the social'
5 ,

sciences and behavior scientists can see those factors6

and help install- (ph) those factors in such a way that- 7

populations can be adequately warned of impendincf disaster.8

g Another point is on public education campaigns,

public informati'on campaigns, prior to an impending catastrophy.10

The existing scientific evidence is unclear whether or not
jj

public education helps, however, the knowledge is clear-
12

in terms of if it does. help, what issues those information
13

bl
'

campaigns should address and the alternative ways that
34

that information and education is best presented to a public.
15

Q Now have you worked with PG&E in the development

:
; of their plans so-that the knowledge and factors youg .

!
just addressed have been put into the plans?jg,

8

919
.

j in many regards found their way into the plan, although it
20g

f was not through me. I did not work with them. The knowledge'

21.
;

i must have come a different way.
22

| s) Q Are you familiar with anyone with the experience
23i

or knowledge or qualifications that you have being a part

(~>1 of the development of PG&E's plan?'-

25
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I A I did not participate in drafting or constructing-6

2 PG&E's' plan, however, I have read it and I have read
drs

3 other documents and I have talked with many PG&E personnel,,

4

{
.'for example, Don Baxter and the bases that exist, ... '.

5 that need to exist in such a system are contained in PG&E's -

6 plans. In fact, the concepts that from a social scientific

7 point of view were just academic a few years ago -- for

j 8 example, taking note that in order to adequately warn

9 a public, just getting the word out isn't enough. One

10 . ~needs to provide consistent confirming information.

11 The confirmation process a few years ago was

12 an academic word.and in PG&E's plan the confirmation process
.

13 is built into it. The consistency of information is built

~4 into it. In fact it's'quite impressive to see what was

15 an academic concept put and installed in a plan and exciting

16 from my point of view.

!
= 17 - Q 'Does that relate to'the statement in yourl
!

18 testimony that the notifications and instructions worki ,

I *
.a

| j 19 -best if they come from credible sources which,,I'm reading
a

20 directly if you want to refer to lines 8 and 9 of your
-

| 21 testimony, it's part of your second wentence if you'd

i.l-

I like to furthe. your own testimony.22
0
kl '

23 A Yes, I've seen that. That information may be
,

24 delivered from sources that a public can perceive as

h'

25 credible, helps the public form perceptions of risk in a
!

|

|

.., _ _ _ . _ , _ . . . . _ ~ , . . ._
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1 warning situation and that's a requisite for response.

2 - Credibility is one of 6'or 8' key factors that should be

3 designed into a warning or notification or emergency

4 information system.

5 -Q When you speak of credibility I take it you're

G. referring not to credibility of the message but credibility

7 of the' source from which the message comes also?

8 A Yes, that's indeed the case.

9 Q What are some characteristics of a credible source?

10 A There are many different. ways that a source

ti can be defined as credible and different examples and

12 I'll elaborate on that. There have been some studies that
.

13 have shown that information that is consistent, people

O
34 receive the same words or the same intent of words, makes

that information credible. If for. example, the information15

comes from a source, a person that may be perceived16

as credible, someone.they may be, for. example, familiar37
.

18 with like a local news commentator that they're used to

.
'

; ig listening to, and/or someone in a uniform and/or someone
a

_| who is defined in the process as credible for example,20
a

$ a county information officer, especially if that person; 21

i'

r is backed up with a variety of other local credible persons,
22

s f r example, a California Ifighway Patrol person or a panel23

f persons that present a cental image of being credible
24

Di
by the public receiving that information.v

25

i

i

,,..m,- , - - - ,, - . - - -- - m. - . . , - _ - . _- , - . ,
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I

Q Do you have any personal knowledge that PG&Eg

2 .is a credible source in this community?

3 A No, I do not.

4 Q Actually, I just want to refer to the last sentence

5 of your testimony which is 211 and if you'd like to refresh-

6 yourself, just go ahead and read it and let me know when

7 you're finished.

8 A I'm a pretty familiar with it.

9 Q I'm going to focus on the end, but answer.the

'10 question any way you want. If you'd like to bring

11 in early parts of the sentence, I just want to focus

12 on the conclusion of your sentence which states that

13 sufficient knowledge exists about public behavior ands

14 it goes on and it ends with a statement to assure proper

15 pre-emergency public information without the conduct of

16 a social survey of the populace within the plume exposure
!
: 17 pathway emergency planning zone and I'd like to know in

; your expert opinion, would it be possible to conduct such18

:

j 19 a survey if one wished to do so.

i

E 20 A Any survey could be conducted for any reason1

a

f 21 if one wanted to do it.
i
*

22 Q I mean, there's no, I take it, there's no

23 technical preclusion or scientific preclusion or other^-

24 preclusion within your field of expertise that would') >

25 stand in the way of a conduct of such a surv.ey?! x

- - -. . .
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1 A Sociologists are famous for doing surveys,

'-9
2 however, I don't feel that one for this purpose is needed.

,

3 0 Would you, for example, have the qualifications

4 to conduct such a survey if requested?

5 A Most sociologist including myself, would be

6 able to do any number of surveys. That's one of the skills
~

7 we learn. *

8 Q So you would be qualified to make one? I take it?

9 A Yes, I would. A survey on this matter as well

to as a-host of others. If one--wanted to do it.

11 Q If you were then requested to perform such a

12 survey, how would you design it? Where would you start,
,

13 what would it's steps be and how would it proceed?

14 A There are a number of things that any person

who was about to conduct a survey would need to take into15

16
account, not the least of which is whether or not he

a

k 17 had time to do it.and how it was set up.to be done. The
2

n; generic methodological principle behind how one goes about
.

i
conducting a survey are somewhat standard and exist in; n3

. e
!

| any basic method book in the discipline of sociology,
20.

a

5 f r example. Some of the basic principles that one would
21

!!

: want to take into account is sampling, how you would go
22

about selecting a sample and before you wanted to do that,^

23

y u pr bably would want to learn a great deal about how
24

O- ne w uld learn about the size of a population and
25

, - , _ _ _ _ _ ., _ . . _ _ - . _ . _ . _ . _ _ . . .__
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1

B-10 the degree of error 'that he wanted in the sdrvey results.
-

2
'

You would want to decide what it is you're trying to measure

3 and I assume you'd be asking questions in your survey and,

~4 each handling'those basic concepts. Once you have a list

5 of those~ basic concepts, you would seek to do what we

6 call operationalize them and that is come up with less-

7 abstract ways of going'about trying to measure them.

8 You probably want to' define a sacle of measures

9 or battery of measures so'that you could ask a question-

10 -5 or'6 or 10 or 20 different ways trying to measure the

11- same thing.

12 You would probably want to go somewhere else

.
13 to use a population that isn't being studied to pre-test

'

14 that battery of questions or set of battery of questions. -|

15' Develop some indices, do some measurements to see if they-

16 are indeed measuring what they want to measure. You would
8

- 17 - then probably put that interview schedule together and
.

g see if the questions are in an order that don't bias18

a

| j 19 the results. You would also I would imagine, if one
i

| ! 20 were doing a large scale survey, want to train people doing
i a

.t

8
21 the interviewing. One needs to make trade-offs, for

|i
i: 8 22 example. If you as one individual did a' survey over a

i 23 year's length of time, there could be a problem on who

24 answered on the last day of the survey might have had

Q.
25 opinions change because of-events that occurred inbetween
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1 when you started the survey and when it ended and there

2 are trade-offs in terms of whether you bring a whole

3 host of persons to help you do the interviewing or not.

4G- There are many different considerations to take into

5 account, most of which, in fact all of which are well known

6 to most trained sociologists.

7 Q What benefits would come out of doing such a

8 study? Why have you done it in the past or why would

9 other sociologists perform social surveys?

10 MR. NORTON: Pardon me. May I ask for clarification?

11 Are we just talking about the general question of sociological

12 surveys and not about the study or survey reference in

13 Dr. Erickson's testimony? .

O
14 MR. BROWN: We're asking exactly that. Why

15 do sociologists -- what benefits come out of a social

16 survey.

!
17 'MR. MILETI: Speaking as a sociologist, the

18 key benefits that come to sociologists from doing social
g
:

j 19 surveys is getting data so that they can draft potential
.;

! publications so that they can get tenure and raises.in20
3

21 universities.
3
E

22 (Laughter)

\- ' BY MR. BROWN:23

24 Q I take it that you don't want to be quoted back

O
25 at the university on this testimony?'
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I,-12 Q (WITNESS MILETI) -I'm sure that most of my

2
. colleagues wculd agree with.me.

3 (Laughter)

4 Q Well, getting specific, right here to this

5 community, is there any benefit to the public that you have

6 knowledge of that accrues from not doing.a social survey

7 here?

8 A If I may restate your question so that I>

,

9 understand what it is I'm answering, are there any benefits

to 'from not'doing a survey?

11 Q Exactly.

12 A In my opinion, there are potential benefits

i 13 from not doing a survey such as this. One, sociologists'()
14 when they go out and ask questions, can in the process

! 15 of doing that, alter people's opinions, perceptions,

16 beliefs, notions, whatever sort of words you want to

i

'17 use. 'One would if a-survey were done, hopefully it would

18 be done in a way that doesn't direct or bias the people
g
3

i

j 19 involved in the survey. It is conceivable, therefore,

i

E 20 ( if it were a poor survey, that it could have some negative
.a

21 impacts on the community by altering people's perception of'

i
22 the concepts that are being asked about. That is possible.'

23 It's not unreasonable to suggest or suspect that if a survey
1

1

24 were done, hopefully it would be done in a competent fashion.
,

()*

'' 25 I can't think of any needed benefits from doing the survey
i
|

|

|
. . ~ . - - __ _ .~. ~r - , . _ . _m.- . . - - . _ . _ , - ,..-.-...p - . _ ,
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that would warrant it in that the knowledge is on board.-13
2 and able to be implemented to design a warning system ,'

3 in such a way that one doesn't need to go and do a survey

4

{ in order to design that warning system. We have that

5 knowledge, we're confident in that knowledge and we'he.

6 happy to see that knowledge be implemented in this arena

7 as well as others and there are several persons in the

8 profession that are trying to communicate that knowledge

9 in a way that it is put to use and it has taken many

10 years'to generate it and it's one of the few arenas that

11 I feel confident in the social sciences, in saying we

12 have something to offer. We have it in how to design

13 a warning system and how to warn a public.

14
4

15

16

I
17

h

'8
'l
j 19 +

i
$ 20
4

$
21j

5'
22 i/~T

Ys
23

''

(:)
25'

._

_ . ._
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T.6.1 1
Q Now, if you were to be asked to perform a social

2 survey, do you believe, and you did it in the way that was
3 effective and competent according to your own professional
4 standards, do you believe that any benefits could accrue
5 from that study? '

6 A (WITNESS MILETI) I would think that that human
7 e ffort and that energy could be better spent in other
8 directions.
.

I think we have enough knowledge to design a
9 warning system for San Luis Obispo County as well as anywhere

'10 else in reference to a nuclear reactor, in reference to
11 tsunamis, in reference to an earthquake prediction warning,

that doing a local specific survey would not produce results12

' (' )
that would be all that usable in assisting in designing and13

installing that warning system. That effort might better be14

spent in in f act designing and installing that warning system15

16 from the knowledge we already have on the books.
*

17 -1 R . BROWN: Thank you. Tu3t is all.
=

8

18 JUDGE 5;OLF: Mr. Olmstead?,

!
19 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes.

.

I have a few questions at this

20 time for Dr. Mileti.
.

j FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION21

i
-

22 BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

! 23 Q Are you aware of any sociological studies which have

been conducted of a population, where the population has24

O
25 never experienced the event being surveyed about, and then

!

|' i

|
'

r
__ _ .. - - - _
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I

6.2 subsequently did experience that event and a followup survey
2 was made?

3 A (WITNESS MILETI) Again, let me rephrase that

#
(~} question so I think I know what I am answering. Are you
V

5 asking me if a study has ever been done of a population where
6 they were asked to speculate about their future behavior to "

7 a future possible event or scenario, and then the event

8 occurred, and then another survey was done to see how indeed

9 they responded?
.

'10 Q That is correct.

11 A Yes, I am aware of such studies.

12 Q And in your opinion, what is the correlation, if

13 any, between the responses received before such an event, and
O

14 the re.sponses received after such an event?

15 A There is somewhat of a raging controversy in the

16 various behavioral sciences about how what people say about
!

17j their behavior and/or how what people say about their,

18.g potential future behavior correlates with actual behavior.
.

j 19 There is a good body of' etridence, and it has
i

j 20 existed for years, decades, to suggest that how and what

f 21 people say about their behavior and their actual behavior are
i
*

22 two very different things.

|

23 For example, a study was done many years ago at the

24 University of Chicago, when department stores were first

25 integrated, in which black clerks were given, for example, I

,

_ __. - _ _ _ _ - - - - - . . .
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'6.3 don't remember the color, orange shopping bags to give
2

(G purchases to customers in, and white clerks were givenw

3
. green bags, and . some sociologists without National Science

#
(~1 Foundation funding, because times were poor, asked and
v

5
interviewed persons as they walked into the store, uould you

6 buy from a black clerk, now that we have this innovation

7
'

called integration.

8
And the -- most of the persons said, no, we would

9 not buy from a black clerk, and they also interviewed persons
to as they held orange bags in their hands, illustrating in
11' fact that they had bought from a black clerk. Would you buy *

12 from a black clerk, and those persons mostly said no. That

13 is an example of how people answer questions and their
34 actual behavior may not be the same thing.
15 That doesn't suggest that asking questions about
16 behavior may not be in general principle useful in studying

}
17g how people answer question. That is, without question,

18 useful. But also in studying and appraising behavior, ing
.

j 19 that how people report attitudes or Values or beliefs or

i
j 20 notions, whatever it is a survey person may be measuring, can

a! and does play some small role in causing behavior.
.

22 That does not suggest there is a perfect

O
23 correlation. There are some uho disagree with the notion

24 and think that attitudes and behavior do correlate highly,
O'

25 however the proof of burden (sic) has yet to be presented.

I
i
!
, ,

! !

_ - -_____ - _ - -_-_-_ A
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1

6.4 Q so that if a survey were conducted, there is no

2 guarantee, in your opinion, that there would be a correlation
)

3 between the responses and the ability to rely on those

4r~T responses as a predictive of behavior?
V

5 A It would be my best guess, and I would anticipate

6 that most prudent sociologists would join me in answering

7 this way, that how people report about past behavior is

8 suspect enough in terms of correlating with past behavior,

9 that future behavior and questions about it is even more
.

-10 suspect.

11 I would not expect that there would be a good

12 correlation between the two. That does not suggest, in

13 general principle, however, that those sorts of studies don't

14 have some place in the social sciences . They do. But it

15 depends on the purpose that they are being conducted for.

16 0 Thank you.

!
: 17 MR. OLMSTEAD: No~further questions.

18 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton?;
s

j 19 MR. NORTON: No questions.

i

! 20 JUDGE h0LF: If there is no further -- there are
!,

| j no further -- I am sorry, Judge Kline has some questions for21

I
'

22 this panel.

23 JUDGE KLINE: For Dr. Mileti. I am interested in

24 exploring a little bit more about the basis of technical

O
25 knowledge that you say is in the literature, and I am

i

I i

- . . . . .
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6.5 1 wondering what fraction of it is based on actual experiences,

2 of 'a real disaster, and how much of it is based on survey of

3 let us say hypothesized events?

4 WITNESS MILETI: Well, it is hard to distinguishO.,
5 between the two, sir. Many surveys were done on actual

1

6 disasters. That is one of the, for some reason, key tools

7 that social scientists keep using, even though there are

8 others, but in terms of actual warning events where people

9 have gone in and through a survey technique or another

10 > technique explored actual behavior, I would say there is

it some 40 to 50, at least, perhaps 60, of how human beings

12 responded to warnings.

13 JUDGE KLINE: Okay. And does the knowledge that
(

i4 is contained in the literature also address the question of

15 how warnings should be issued, or how the warning system

16 should be designed?
:

!.

{ 17 hITNESS -MILETI: Yes,<it does. Abs olu tely .
:

'

18 JUDGE KLINE: What c oes that experience show, not,

!
i 4 ig only in terms of what is now known, but also in terms of
|

"

! what goes wrong? Are there examples in the literature20
4

.

*

| 21 showing that a f aulty warning system exacerbated an accident
; i

: r made it worse, or jeopardized the public more than the22

actual event itself ? Are there ways in which warning systems'

23

| can actually make the situation worse, based on experience?24

O WITNESS MILETI: I don't know of any study that has25

i
:

! _.
- -_. . - - - _ - --_----_ - - _ . . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
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'6.6 claimed that the warning system has caused more harm than
2 good. In general principle, if a warning system is not a

3
sound one, and does not communicate information well, or as

4(~ best we know how to communicate it in such a setting. It mayL}t
5 be the reason why more loss was incurred than could have
6 been the case.

7 JUDGE KLINE: But is there actual experience to
s

1 8 show that, or is that speculation?

9 WITNESS MILETI: Well, for example, we can look
.

10 at the Agnes floods in '' 72, I believe, where most of the

11 northeast of this country was inundated by a great storm
12 surge and hurricane and what have you, and see that the

13 warning system worked very well. Many people were evacuated
0-

14 and did appropriate things, and on the other hand, the same

15 time period in 1972, we can look at Rapid City, South
16 Dakota, and see that so many people, proportionately, drowned,

I
: 17 because they didn't heed the warnings that they got, and therd

1

| g 18 was good reason for that. The warning system in Rapid City
a-

j 19 suffered from some needs, and was part of t'he reason why
I
j 20 those people did not get to safety in time.t

.

; 21 JUDGE KLINE: How often does it happen in the
i
*

22 literature or the survey of disasters tr at the public would
'

| 23 receive a message and not heed it, and that in other words,
'

l

24 be instructed to evacuate or be instructed to take cover, and
1
'

25 in fact not do so?
|

|

.

t

- __ - _ . - . _ . _ ,m _ . _ _ -. - - ..v4 -
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16.7 UITNESS MILETI: The sorts of times when that

2 happens is in communities that are the opposite of, for

3 example, those that flood along the Missinsippi, where the

4 locals have had a great deal of experience, and therefore,

5 through trial and error have a very good and workable

6 warning system in place.

7 There are communities that, for example, don' t

8 perceive the need to have a warning system, don' t develop

9 emergency plans, don't splice in either the local way of

to ' learning how to build in confirmatory information or

11 consistent information into giving warnings, where when

12 warnings are issued, they don't work well.

13 By and large if emergency plans are developed

14 soundly, you can design those principles into a community,

15 or surrounding plant or whatever, dam, in such a way that you

16 can take advantage of the lessons, and help make -- and
8

: 17 ensure that warnings when they are needed, if they are ever

18 needed, are used well, and given well, and therefore the.

!
j 19 public can respond to them well.

i

i 20 JUDGE KLINE: For this case, have you formed an
1

3 opinion based on whatever you reviewed in this case, whether21

i
* that is likely to happen in this locality?22

23 WITNESS MILETI: On the basis of PG & E's plan,

24 and on the basis of the San Luis Obispo County plan, I can

()
25 offer several judgments. They are that -- I have been very

!

!
!,

.. . --- . - ._
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6.8 1 impressed and pleased, and it has been professionally

2 rewarding to me, to see so much of what the academics havenus
3 put together as important to a warning system, to see those

4 concepts identified and work trying to get them on board and

5 implemented there.

6 A couple of years ago, that simply did not exist.

7 I was impressed that through'whatever means those

8 heretofore academic concepts have worked themselves into

9 PG & E or the private sector.
.

10 If you are asking, do I think it will work or

11 not, I will say that I think it has as good a chance of

12 vorking as any I have seen. There certainly is the key

13 bases -- the key bases are identified, in both the county
()

14 plan and P G & E's plan. Work has been mounted to ferret
:

15 out those bases, and is there room for improvement? Yes,

16 there is, and I think everyone is proceeding to improve, as
3

| h 17 they. learn.
1 2

18 I think future exercises and testing will-

i
; 39 illustrate some now-unobvious pitf alls if there are any ,
e

| and they can be corrected for.20
;

JUDGE KLINE: Are there cases in the record in21

i
:

22 which the public upon receiving a warning has panicked or

l gotten so disorganized in other ways such that they23

~ inhibited their own evacuation?24

O hITNES3 MILETI: Indeed, the only recorded events25

*

|

|
. _. . - . . - - --. ..
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16.9 where publics panic because of hearing that an impending

2 catastrophe is to occur, have come from the movie builders

3 in Hollywood. The Godzilla movies, the King Kong movies, the

4 invasion from Mars --

5 JUDGE KLINE: Okay, but are there any real cases

6 where that has happened?

7 UITNESS MILETI: There are very specifiable cases

8 where panic has occurred. However, not from warnings. In

9 fact, the problem with warnings is just the opposite.
.

10 People have a'hard time' believing that they, their f amily

11 vill indeed experience a negative event. The problem is

12 just the opposite: getting them to believe and act on it.

13 Panic simply only occurs un-ler very, very unique

O
14 sets of circumstances .

15 JUDGE KLINE: On the question of public warning,

16 does the public, that is, upon receiving a warning mescage,
8

; ; 17 does the public then warn one another?
:t

18 WITNESS MILETI: Yes. In fact, the public -- very-

!
j 19 few members of the public do things on receipt of their

i
|| 20 first warhing message. One of the mo9t typical things to do

f 21 when you first hear that you get a warnir.g, is to look fur
,

i
*

22 confirming evidence to try to get it again before you are

0
23 willing to believe it, to see, if for example, you are being\-

24 told to evacuate, if your neighbors are evacuating.

O
25 JUDGE KLINE: Is the warning that the public gives

i

.

-- - - . - - , - , . p _ , _ _ _
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'6.10 to one another, is that a net benefit, or if it were rumors,

2 would it be a net negative ef fect?

"
3 11ITNESS MILETI: If it were rumors --

4 JUDGE KLINE: Well, I mean what do studies show in

5 terms of this kind of word of mouth warning?

6 WITNESS MILETI: It depends totally on what is

7 being communicated, and that depends very much on what the,

8 public perceives the risk is. If their perceptions are

9 formed'on the basis of accurate information, it can help.
'

!

!

to If'it'is formed on'the' basis of wrong or misinformation, it

11 can hurt.

12 For example, if you are thinking of leaving, and

13 your. hear a warning, if it is for a flood warning, for

O
14 examp le , floods don't happen here. That may confuse you and

15 keep you from leaving in a timely fashion. However, if your
:
1 16 neighbor does tell you, yes, floods do happen here and we
; '

e

17 should ' leave, that is additional information that you are
'

:

18 taking in that can confirm the official warning, and that may,

!t ,

I

j 19 help you decide to leave.

I

{' 20 JUDGE KLINE: Is any credit taken in this plan for
:

$ 21 the messages that the public might give to one another?
I
*

22 That is, either positive or negative, that you know of?

23 WITNESS BAXTER: Yes, I think there is. The County

24 has set up a telephone system and a call-in number, which

A 25 they have designated as a telephone assistance center, rumor.

,

!

. . - - - _ _ . - - . .--
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t

I''6.11(7) control center, so that people do have a number that they

2 could call if they did get conflicting information. I think

3 the very repetition of the early warning EBS systems over the

4 air, which would come on all the time, and the consistency

5 of the information, having one single spokesman, I think all

6 would tend to address that problem.

7 JUDGE KLINE: Let me ask you, sir, then, on the

8 question of credibility, would the -- where will the
_

9 principal messages come from, that is, what kind of persons

10 or agencies will the principal messages come from, that the

11 public first hears?

12 UITNESS BAXTER: It would come from the media

13 center. It would come f rom the County PIO, the single

O
14 spokesman. He will be at the media center, and he will have

15 with him a panel of other PIOS from -- representing the other

16 agencies.
8

: 17 JUDGE KLINE: hhat are PIOS?

18 WITNESS BAXTER: I am sorry. Public Information-

*

; 19 Officers, in the trade jargon.

i

h 20 JUDGE KLINE: Would they be identified as county*

;

3 people, or -- that is, would the public (be) likely to21

3
E

22 perceive them as county people or state people, or --

23 WITNESS BAXTER: Well, the public wouldn' t see
,

24 them directly because they would be talking to the media.

25 JUDGE KLINE: Or hear.'

i
~

|

!
! 1
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I6(7).12 WITNE3S BAXTER: Yeah. Although they would appear

2 on television, and yes, that is true. They would beO
3 identified as -- primarily it would be the County spokesman.
4 On the EDS warning system, that comes directly from theO
5 warning that goes out over the radio, comes from the

6 emergency operating center, and that is A different

7 spokesman , who identifies himself by name.

8 JUDGE KLINE: Let me ask Dr. Mileti one more

9 question on credibility, and that is, that the -- I guess I
,

10 -want to'know.about the ingredients of credibility and how

11 much public affections play in this role. For example, if

12 an event were to happen at the plant, and for example a

13 company spokesman were to report it, would that or would that

(^)
14 not be a credible message, whether or not people like the

15 source? -

16 WITNESS MILETI: I would imagine that if somebody
3r

17 hated PG & E, .did .not trust them now and doesn't believe them| g
18 now, that if that was their source of information in an.

5

j 19 accident, they may not believe them then. The best judge cf
i

'

| 20 future behavior is current behavior and past behavior.

21 However, one can design a system in which the
3
*

22 person giving information, a county person, for example,

23 could have credibility around he or her built.

24' For example, in the Iranian' crisis, the only source

,' 25 of information that I recall on what was going on there was

1

-. . ._ _. __ __.
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36(7).13 Hodding Carter was his name, I believe? For some reason, I

2'

came to believe whatever he said, and most of the folks that

3 I know did, because he was the single source of information

4

O and presented it in an official capacity. I came to believe

5 him. In the general sense, if one were asking generally,

6 would a person be more inclined to heed a warning if it came
7 from their neighbor versus the police, I would have to say
8 the police, because it is more of an of ficial source.

9 So, one could design a system, the system that

to PG & E-has' designed, I think does much in the realm of

building credibility, especially given that they are working11

12 so hard to have it be the only source of information.

13 JUDGE KLINE: Okay, thank you.

14 JUDGE UOLF: Is that all? Judge Bright, do you

15 have any?

16 JUDGE BRIGHT: I don't have any questions, but I
I

-g 17 did want to offer an opinion on a minor technical point that
:

9 came up earlier, when the Windscale incident was mentioned,18

.

j 19 the Windscale incident did involve a reactor, and it was a
i,

| 20 gas-cooled, carbon dioxide specifically, graphite-moderated
.

21 system, that is nothing like anything that we had, but it
i
*

22 did involve a reactor.

-UDGE WOLF: Thank you.T23

24 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, can I just ask one or

25 two followup questions on Judge Kline's questions?~

i
!

--.
- ,- . . .



12,1756(7) .14 1 JUDGE WOLF: Yes, you may.

2 MR. REYNOLDS: I will be very brief.

3 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION,

4 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

5 Q You have made several references, Dr. Mileti, to

6 warning system. I wonder if you could define what you mean

7 by that term?

8 A (WITNESS MILETI) I am sorry. I know I do use

9 that differently than how it has been used in the plans. I
.

10 don't 'mean by' that just air raid = sirens, or sirens. I: hat I

11 mean by that is the communications system that gets the

12 information from those who know that there is a potential

13 threat to those who need to respond to that information or

14 the public, that entire system, most of which is a -- or at

15 least half of which is a social system, in that it is going
|

16 from one organization -- information from one organization

s

$ 17 =to another, and then to a public who then has to make some
:

18 decisions on the basis of perceptions that that information.

*

j 19 helps them form, and then respond.

\:

20 Q So that system would be anything from a news
'|

(f re leas e , for example, to the actual EBS broadcast after the21

! i
| : sirens were sounded.22

A It would include all those things, yes.
23

|
| Q Yeah.24

O MR. REYNOLDS: I have no further questions.
, 25

|

|
l

.
. . - .
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1T6 (7) .15 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Brown, do you have any questions ?

2 MR. BROWN: Just a couple of brief ones, Judgeq
L

3 wolg,

4 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. BROWN:

6 Q Dr. Mileti, does the mindset of the affected

7 population influence how the -- how that population would

8 1 react to a warning?

9 A (UITNESS MILETI) What people think, what is in

10 their heads, can influence their behavior. The point I

n uas trying to make earlier is that in an emergency situation,

12 one can help people form accurate perceptions on the basis of

13 the information that they receive, and to some degree, some

| 14 folks think that the information they receive ahead of time,

15 a public -- generic public information campaign, can help

16 prime some people.

h 17 We are not sure that that does help, but the key

is in determining how human beings respond to disaster impending --
,

!
; 19 | excuse me, disaster warnings, warnings of impending disaster,

:.
t

!

|
is the information that they get at the time.| 20

-
,

E ! Now, yes, a grouchy person who is generically21
i
':

8
22 grouchy, and a happy person who is generically happy, may

O
23 form perceptions of the risk and the situation at that time, j

i

24 When the warnings are issued, differently, but the knowledge

O
25 exists now to know how to get the word out in emergency ;

!
!

!,

|
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6(7).16 situations to cover grouchy and happy people, to help both

2 of them at that time, as well as the uneducated and the

3 educated, as well as the untrusting and the trusting, and

4 however else you would like to distinguish between

5 subpopulations in the community.

6 Now, to go and find out in a local community that

7 10 percent of the people are grouchy and 90 percent of the

8 people are happy would not give you any added information

9 about taking happiness and grouchiness into account in

10 giving warnings.

11 Q Uhat if you were to find, though, that -- well,

12 excuse rae. I will just start differently.

13 Would it be useful information if there were a

14 particularly fearful population? Would that aff ect in any

15 way how that population might react ;;o a warning?

16 A There is probably no social, social-psychological,
!
g or psychological factor that somebody if they labored long'17

g enough could not find to covary with warning response, and18

.

j 19 if you vant to talk about fear or if you want to talk about
i

{ 20 nose length, I am sure some sociologist somewhere could*

:

21 correlate it with warning response. All I mean to say is
i
#

22 that how to take into account the fact that some people may

O
23 be fearful, you don't need to know how many people may be

24 fearful to take that into account. You can design a warning

25 system that helps people of all sorts form proper

__
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6(7).17 1 perceptions in an impending disaster situation, such that

27, you maximize the chance that people perceive things
V)

3 accurately . In other words, the knowledge base about what you

4 need to take into account in that warning system exists,

5 and doing a descriptive study to find out what percentage

6 of the population is A type and what percentage is B type

7 and what percentage is C type doesn't help you, or doesn't

8 give you any added information in terms of taking A, B and

9 C into account when you are building the warning. system. You

to 'can generically take A, B and C into account in building the

11 warning system, and then if you have no percent of Cs in

12 your population the day you need the warning system, if ever,

13 it doesn't matter, you have got that base covered, or ten,

O
14 percent or 50 percent, i.e., the variables, the factors that

15 need to be taken into account in the design of such a

16 system.
:

17 Q Well, how do you validate this system, though, to

18 assure that you have covered variables A, B and C?-

'!
j 19 A I feel confident, given the accumulated

i

j :o knowledge from all the studies that have existed and have
.

*

21 been done on how people respond to warnings, many of which
i
*

22 I have participated in myself, has providdd a sound basis

23 for knowing what needs to be taken into account.

24 For example, one needs to take into account that

O
25 some people will heed a warning the first time they get it

I

!
l |
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6(7).18 1 and other people need to hear it more than once. That

r 2 suggests that you give the information out multiple times,

3 so people hear it, in many different ways, over and over

(} again, and if, for example, a type A person needs to hear it4

5 once, and they will do something appropriate, and a type B

6 person needs to hear it ten times and .they will do somethir.g

7 appropriate, if your system is set up to give the warning

8 out ten times, you have got that base covered, and knowing

9 what percentage of a particular community is type A and type

10 B becomes a moot issue.

; 11 MR. BROWN: There is nothing else, thank you.

12

|
14

15

16

!
17

| 2

18a

|
'

19
'

i

f 20

21

.!
!

'
22

0
23

,

25 '

,
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I
}-1 - JUD'GE WOLF: Mr. Olmstead?,

,

2 MR. OLMSTEAD: No questions.f,

V
3 i

q.
, JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton?

<

- 4 MR. NORTON: We would ask that this panel.

'

, .
'

6 be excused..
.

.

6| JUDGE WOLF: The panel may be excused, thank you.
w 1-

7
~

(Wherupon, the panel was excused.)

8 MR. NORTON: Your Honor, it's 11:22 but we
,

9 had planned-perha'ps to go later this evening. Would it

10 ~be-'possible to put the next panel on at least.and get them--

11 sworn in and get the testimony on the record and so on before'

12 we break for lunch because I think it's going to be a very

13 long afternoon, otherwise?

14 JUDGE WOLF: Yes, we may.i

15 off the record.

16 (Discussion off the record.)
2

17 JUDGE WOLF: On the record,'

g

18 Mr. Norton?y
2

j 19 MR. NORTON: Yes, Your Honor, this is panel 6.

i
| ! 20 As you will recall, I think day before yesterday I approache4

a
i ,

f 21 the bench and explained that Dr. Mileti's testimony from
i

' *
22 Panel 2 had also been placed under panel 6 as opposed to the

23 two pages of panel 6 testimony. We did pass that testimony

24 out to the other parties yesterday, the Dr. Mileti panel 6

25 testimony. We also give 11 copies of it to the Court Reporter'-

,

f

!

i
, -- - -. _ . . . - . . . , , . . . _, .-
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1 but this bound volume you.have in front of you doesn't

- 2 contain it. I believe I gave copies to the Board yesterday.

3 I see that you have 'it in front of you.

'T 4 At this time, I believe we have two additional
(O

S. witnesses who have not previously been sworn, Garrison

6 P. Smith and Reed H. Winslow and we've asked that the

7 Board swear them in at this time.

*

8 JUDGE WOLF: Very well.

9 Whereupon,

10 GARRISON P. SMITH

11 REED H. WINSLOW

12 having been first duly sworn, were called as witnesses

13 herein and were examined and testified as follows:

O
14 And Whereupon,

t

15 JERRY V. BOOTS

16 DOUGLAS P. SERPA

!
g 17 STEVEN M. SKIDMORE

13 DENNIS S. MILETI-

'I
j. 19 JAMES D. SHIFFER

- ,;

! WILLIAM B. KAEFER20
a

I having been previously duly sworn, were recalled as21
2
3
C witnesses herein and were examined and testified as follows:22,

JUDGE WOLF: Would each one of you state your
23

name and occupation for the record?
24

O MR. WINSLOW: My name:is Reed Winslow. I'm a
25'
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I

J-3 consulting civil engineer specializing in planning engineering
2 and management of transportation systems.

3 MR. SMITH: My name is Garrison Smith.. I'm'a

4 project manager with the TERA Corporation.

5 JUDGE WOLF: You may be seated.

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

7
~

BY MR. NORTON:

8 Q Mr. Skidmore with the substitution of Dr. Mileti's

9 testimony for panel 6, do you have any additional changes

10 or corrections to panel 6's testimony?

11 A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) There's one change I'm aware

12 of. On page 6-12, at lines 14, the third word in~that

13 line is with and it should be within. So it would read

O'

14 transient population within 10 mile NRC EPZ which is
.

15 enclosed in quotes.

16 That is all..

.!
ig 17 Q Gentlemen, I'll ask this question collectively,

:4

( 18 excluding Mr. Boots and Mr. Kaefer who are not sponsoring-

i.
; 19 the testimony and excluding Dr. Mileti who has his separate

,

a

$ piece of testimony. Is the testimony and attachments20
a,

d thereto of panel 6 correct to the best of your knowledge21
3
1
E- and information?22

23 A (WITNESS SHIFFER) Yes.

A (WITNESS SKIDMORE) Yes.! 24

' A (WITNESS WINT"'W) Yes.25

I

.- _ - - . . .
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I

. 8-4 A (WITNESS SMITH) Yes.

2 A (WITNESS SERPA) Yes, it is.,O
3 A (WITNESS BOOTS) Yes.

4 Q And Dr. Mileti, is the two page testimony that

5 was attached to panel 6 testimony true and correct to the

6 best of your knowledge?

7 A (WITNESS MILETI) Yes, it is.

8 0 And I believe there was a typographical error

9 the last word, first paragraph which had exist, e-x-i-s-t-s

10 and the "s" didn't belong on it and it was a typographical

11 error that I believe I corrected on the copies we passed out

12 but I'm not sure if it was corrected on all of them.

13 A Thank you for doing that.

O
14 MR. NORTON: At this time, Your Honor, we'd ask

15 that the testicchy of panel 6 and Dr. Mileti be placed in

16 'the record and any attachments should be placed in the

!
'17 record as though read.

18 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds?;
! 3

j 19 MR. REYNOLDS: No objection.

$
j j 20 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Brown?

21 MR. BROWN: None
2.

E
[ 22 MR. OLMSTEAD: No objection.

f 23 JUDGE WOLF: Without objection, the testimony

I .
24 of panel 6, together with the testimony of Dr. Mileti --.

'

k 75 are there attachments to it?
i
1

I

|
, .-_
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MR. NORTON: The only attachments were the |
2 professional qualifications of Messrs. Winslow and Smith,

3 I believe.

4 JUDGE WOLF: And the professional qualifications.

5 They will be received and bound into the record as if read.

6 (Whereupon, the written testimony of Panel 6
i

7 And attachments thereto were received and bound in the F
'

i

8 record as if read.) L:

i '

4

| 9
2
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11
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1
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CONCLUSION

16
4

17
l' A range of protective actions have been developed for the plume exposure
|

|
18 pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) for emergency workers and the public.

19 Guidelines.for the choice of protective actions during an emergency,
;-

20 . consistent with Federal guidance, are developed and in place, and

21 protective actions for the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ appropriate to

22
j_ the locale have been developed.

| 23
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O
U Onsite Protective Actionsy

2

Onsite protective action criteria are based on minimizing exposures to
3

onsite personnel consistent with the need to accomplish protective actions.
4

Protective actions and associated guidelines are developed for
5

,

n n-essential personnel and emergency workers. These are described in the
6

Plan, Section 6.3.
7

8

Evacuation is the principal protective action for non-essential personnel.
3 9

It is considered at the Alert emergency level when such action can prevent10

significant radiation exposure. Evacuation of non-essential personnel is-11

generally conducted at the Site Area Emergency level and is mandatory at12

the General Energeny leveh Evacuation guidelines are described inp la

d Emergency Implemetting Procedure G-5, " Evacuation of Nonessential Site
4 14

Personnel".15

16

Sheltering is used as a protective action for non-essential personnel in17

the event the dose expected during evacuation is higher than that which18

would be received in a shielded or protected area.19

20

Certain measures may be utilized to provide protection to individuals21

remaining or arriving onsite during an emergency. As described in the22

Plan, Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, these measures include use of resniratory23

protective equipment, protective clothing, thyroid blocking agent,
. 24
1

dosimetry and contamination control.
25

26
.

6-2
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1 Protective action guioes for emergency workers are described in Emergency

2 Implementing Procedure RB-2, " Emergency Exposure Guides".

3

4 EMERGENCY EXPOSURE GUIDES (rem)

5

Sampling Under Corrective or Lifesaving
6

Accident Condition (a) Protective Action (c) Actions (c)7

8
Whole Body 5 25 75

9
Thyroid 15 125 No Limit (d)

10
Extremities 75 100(b) 203(b)

11

12
A projected or calculated dose of 10 rem to the thyroid is the guideiine

13ps
(] for use of a thyroid blocking agent. The administration of potassium

iodide for emergency personnel under emergency conditions is described in
15

Emergency Implementing Procedure RB-3, " Stable Iodine Thyroid Blocking".
16

17
Offsite Protective Actions

18

19
Criteria for plume exposure pathway protective action reconmendations for

20
the general public are described in Section 6.3.4.2 of the Plan and are

21
i sumarized in Section 6.3.2 of the Plan. Offsite authorities are

22

23
(a) NUREG-0737, November 1980.

| 24 (b) NCRP Report No. 39, 1971.
k^ (c) EPA Protective Action Guides, June 1980.

|' 25 (d) Thyroid exposure should be minimized to the extent feasible by the use
: of respiratory protection and/or thyroid prophylaxis. However, no upper

26 limit is specified for lifesaving action since complete loss of thyrcid
f) function may be considered an acceptable risk for saving life,
v

6-3



O
V responsible for the decision to implement protective actions. PGandE has ay

responsibility to recommend protective actions to appropriate County and2

other offsite authorities.3

4

Some protective actions will be mandatory as a function of the declared5

emergency classification. R ese are described below.6

7

Alert Emergency Classification and Higher - Montana de Oro State Park and8

Avila Beach recreational areas will be closed to the public by appropriate9

state and local officials if the emergency is radiological in nature. (See10

County Plan, Sections I.E. and 11.7.1).11

12

General Emergency - PGandE will recommend to San Luis Obispo County13

officials, if action has not already occurred, evacuation of the Low-

14
,

Population Zone ("LPZ").15 ,

16

Under conditions where protective actions would not be mandatory, an17

evaluation would be made to determine the most effective protective action;; 18

For the plume exposure pathway, the principal protective actions19

recommended for the public would be sheltering and/or evacuation. Diablo20

Canyon Emergency Implementing Procedure RB-10, "Protec.tive Action21

Guidelines", describes the bases for the choice of the recommended
22

protective actions for the plume exposure pathway during emergency
. 23
!
'

conditions.24O
25

, 26

| O
,
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(
3

| 1 The effectiveness of evacuation in limiting a radiation dose is a function

.

2 of the time required to evacuate. In any case where there is insufficient-

3 time to evacuate prior to arrival of the plume, or where the projected'

4 evacuation time and the plume arrival time are nearly equal, the dose

i 5 reduction factor for whole body and thyroid doses would be determined for

6 sheltering and evacuation. The dose reduction factor depends upon plume

7 composition, plume concentration, plume arrival time, duration of release

8 (duration of plume exposure), projected evacuation time, and plume transit

9 time. The protective action which has the greatest dose reduction factor

10 would be the protective action recommended.

11

12 In cases where the dose reduction benefits are nearly equal, shelteringi

i

13 would be recommended with evaluation of advantages gained by subsequent

14 evacuation.
I'

15
,

16 Ingestion Pathway Protective Actions

17

18 Ingestion exposure protective action guides are described in the Plan,4

19 Appendix J. , and Emergency Implementing Procedure RB-10, " Protective Action

20 Guidelines".

21

22 INGESTION PATHWAY PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES (PAG),

23

24 Preventive Emercency

25 Whole Body 0.5 Rem Whole Body 5 Rem

26 Thyroid 1.5 Rem Thyroid 15 Rem

6-5
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O
1 A preventive PAG establishes a level at which responsible State and County

2 officials should take protective action to prevent or reduce the

3 concentration of radioactivity in food or animal feed.

4

5 An emergency PAG establishes a level at which responsible State and County

6 officials should isolate food :ontaining radioactivity to prevent its,

7 introduction into commerce, and at which the responsible officials must

8 determine whether condemnation or another disposition is appropriate.

9

10 Protective actions may involve actual interdiction of certain food supplies

11 and crops, placing dairy animals on stored feed, decontamination, or

12 replacement of food and water supplies, as appropriate.

14 Recomendation and implementation of ingestion pathway protective actions

15 are a coordinated responsibility of San luis Obispo County and the

16 California Department of Health Services, Radiologic Health Section. The

17 State Radiological Health Section has primary responsibility for ingestion

18 pathway sampling and analysis. This effort is supported by the County

19 Agricultural Commissioner and his staff. Unified Dose Assessment Center

20 (UDAC) will interpret and evaluate measured levels of radiation in light of

21 the guidelines and make recommendations regarding protective actions-to the

22 San Luis Obispo County Emergency Organization Decision and Control Group.

23 The' Decision and Control Gruup is responsible for the decision to implement

24 ingestion pathway protective actions. The State Department of Agriculture

25 will assist in this effort. This coordinated effort is described in the

'26

6-6 |
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O 1 County Plan, Section 11.10 and the State Plan, Section IV.B. and Annex 2,

2 Vol. 1, Section IV.

O -

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

,
11

12

13

14

15

16

1 17

18

19

20
1

21

'

22

23
|

| 24

25

26
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O:
1 TESTIM 0f;Y OF

2 DR. DENNIS S. MILETI

3

4 Public and organizational response to emergency warnings and

5 notifications have been researched by behavioral and social scientists for

6 several decades. This research has been cumulative and now provides us

7 with knowledge about how to notify and instruct a population at risk. It

8 is know, for example, that notifications and instructions work best if they

9 come from credible sources, are frequent and consistent with each other,,

10 and specific about what the public snould do, when to do it and precisely

11 who should engage in that behavior. This knowledge can be used to assist a
a

12 public in forming accurate perceptions of the threatening situation and in

i 13 performing appropriate responses.

14 The knowledge that currently exists in the' behavioral and social

15 sciences is sufficient to assure early notification and the delivery of

16 clear instructions to the public during an emergency. This knowledge

17 includes. as well, the use of the news media and the important role of the
,

18 coordinated dissemination of public information across different

19 organizations.

20 While existing research and scientific knowledge about the

21 usefulness of general public information and education programs for

22 emergency preparedness is inconclusive, the knowledge does exist to develop -

23 such a program for nuclear plant emergency planning. Knowledge is

; 24 sufficient to conclude what would be appropriate topics for this campaign

25 to cover, as well as alternative ways for the program to be conducted.

J 26
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1 I
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!O !
1 In summary, sufficient knowledge exists about public behavior !

!

! 2 during emergencies that would apply to those that might result from a i

j 3 nuclear power plant accident, to assure early notification and delivery of
.

4 clear instructions during emergencies as well as to assure a proper >

,

}

-| 5 pre-emergency public information without the conduct of a social survey of

6 the populace within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone.
i
j 7

|
3 !

! 8 r
r r

i 9
j !
t 10 ;

I !

} 11 [;

i
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! 13
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+
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'
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!
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!
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bq
1 TESTIMONY OF

2 GARRISON P. SMITH, JR.

3 AND,

4 REED WINSLOW

5

6 The standards that are relevant to onsite and offsite emergency
,

7 plans and preparedness include: 10CFR50, Section 50.47, Emergency Plans

8 and NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1, " Criteria for Preparation and

9 Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in

10 Support of Nuclear Power Plants".

11 Specifically, this testimony addresses the adequacy of the

12 evacuation time analysis prepared to comply with the " Protective Response

13 Planning Standard" as defined in NUREG-0654. This " Protective Response

D 14 Planning Standard" is defined as follows:
;
' 15 "A range of protective actions have been developed for the

16 plume exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the public.

17 Guidelines for the choice of protective actions during an emergency,

18 consistent with federal guidance, are developed and in place, and

19 protective actions for the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ appropriate

20 to the locale have been developed."

21 Of the 12 Planning Standards evaluation criteria specified for

22 the " Protective Response Planning Standard," the requirements associated

23 with Planning Standards Evaluation Criteria nos. 8,10a,10b,101,10j,

24 10k,101 and 10m are addressed herein.

25 The basis for this testimony is an independent analysis of the

26 evacuction components of the County Plan and the supporting Standard

6-10
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1 Operating procedures (50P) which constitute Part III of the Plan. This

2 independent analysis included a review of " Evacuation Times Assessment for
r

e \

V 3 the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Parts 1 and 2," prepared by

4 FRC/Voorhees ("Voorhees"), September 1980; participation in the development

5 cf " Earthquake Emergency Planning at Diablo Canyon," TERA Corporation,

6 Septemoer 1981; followup meetings with Voorhees personnel; personal site

7 visits; and independent analysis using the TERA Corporation computer model

8 for calculating evacuation times of alternative evacuation scenarios.

9 Although the TERA report focused on the impact of earthquake on

10 evacuation times, baseline analyses were conducted assuning no earthquake

11 related disruption of the highway evacuation network. These independent

12 analyses provide additional confirmation of the evacuation time estimates

13 included in the Plan.
( ;
'~' 14 Planning Standard 8 indicates that the "... plan shall contain

15 time estimates for evacuation with the plume exposure EPZ, and done in

16 accordance with Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1." This

17 information is included in the County Plan as Taule 1.5-6. The Voorhees

18 " Evacuation Times Assessment," Parts 1 and 2, demonstrates that the

19 methodology used to develop the time estimates included ivi Table 1.5-6 was

! 20 consistent with NUREG-0654,

21 Planning Standard 10a requires in part that * ... the plan to

22 implement the protective measures for the plume exposure pathway shall

23 include maps showing the evacuation routes and evacuation areas, ... and

i 24 relocation centers in host areas." The required maps are presented in the

25 County Plan as Figure 1.5-9", Evacuation Thrugh Routes, including Major

26 Roadway Control Points"; Figure 1.5-10, Sheet 1, "Cayucos Local Evacuation(m,
N.J

6-11
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0
1 Routes"; Figure 1.5-10, Sheet 2, "Morro Bay Local Evacuation Routes";

2 Figure 1.5-10, Sheet 3, " Baywood /Los Osos/ Cuesta-by-the-Sea Local

,I 3 Evacuation Routes"; Figure 1.5-10, Sheet 4, " San Luis Obispo Local
i

4 Evacuation Routes"; Figure 1.5-10, Sheet 5, "Avila Beach Local Evacuation

5 Routes"; Figure 1.5-10, Sheet 6, "Five Cities Northern Area Local

6 Evacuation Routes"; and Figure 1.5-10, Sheet 7, "Five Cities Southern Area

7 Local Evacuation Routes".

! 8 Planning Standard 10b requires that "... the plan to implement

9 the protective measures for the plume exposure pathway shall include maps

10 showing population distribution around the nuclear facility, by evacuation

11 area, and the licensee shall also present the information in a . sector

12 fo rmat. " The County Plan includes the sector maps as Figures 1.5-2,

13 " Residential Population within 10-mile NRC EPZ", and Figure 1.5-3,
A 14 " Transient Population with 10-mile NRC EPZ". The population information

:

15 for the various protective action zones is presented as Figure 1.5-7,

16 " Protective Action Zones", and Table 1.5-2, " Protective Action Zones

17 Estimated 1980 Population and Dwelling Units".

|
18 Planning Standard 10i requires that "... the plan to implement

.

19 the protective measures for the plume exposure pathway shall include

20 projected traffic capacities of evacuatior routes under emergency

.

21 conditions." This infore-ation is presented in the County Plan as Table

22 1.5-5, " Capacity of Major Evacuation Routes".

23 Planning Standard 10j requires that "... the plan to implement

24 the protective measures for the plume ex.cosure pathway shall include

| 25 control of access to evacuated areas and organizational responsibilities
,

i 26 for such control.'' The County Plan shows the location of the designated

10 .

| 6-12
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I

i roadway and traffic control points on Figure 1.5-10, Sheets 1 through 7, as
,i

2 defined above relative to Planning Standard 10a.

V 3 Planning Standard 10k requires that "the plan to implement the

4 protective measures for the plume exposure pathway provide identification
i

5 of and means for dealing with potential impediments (e.g., seasonal

6 impassibility of roads) to the use of evacuation routes, and contingency

7 measures." The County Plan indicates on Table 1.5.6, " Evacuation Time
,

a Estimates", the potential increase in evacuation times due to "the most

9 likely event of a heavy rain or fog which could reduce the roadway

10 capacities." A more comprehensive treatment of potential impediments to

11 the use of the designated evacuation routes and the contingency measures

12 was included in Section IV-B of the Voorhees report, " Evacuation Times

13 Assessment, Parts 1 and 2, Appendix A".
'

14 In sumary, it is our judgment that the estimates of evacuation

15 times as co'ntained in the County Plan do conform with NUREG-0654, Planning

. 16 Standards 8,10a,10b,101,10j,10k,101, and 10m relative to the plume
:

17 exposure Emergency Planning Zone.

18
'

19

20

21
s

22

23

24
%

25
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V 1

PROFESS 10fiAL QUALIFICATI0 tis OF
2

GARRIS0fi P. SMITH, JR.
V 3

4
1. Degrees: a. University of Texas at Arlington, M.S. Civil

5
Engineering (Transportation Emphasis), 1972,

6
b. Lamar State College of Technology, B.S. Civil

7
Engineering, 1968.

8

9
2. Profession: Licensed Civil Engineer in Texas

10

11
3. Educational Experience: Mr. Smith has received extensive

12
instruction which is pertinent to

O evacuation time estimation at both the
' 14

undergraduate and graduate level. Some of
15

the subject areas this instruction encom-
16

passed include traffic estimation,
17

highway capacity analysis, traffic flow

| theory. traffic operations and control,
19

transportation planning, and computer
20

modeling of traffic flow.

| 21

22
4. Professional Experience: a. For approximately the past 14 years,

23
Mr. Smith has been professionally

24
(G involved in several transportation)

25
engineering problems. During the

26
/^') tirst three years of his career, Mr.
N.)

Smith Sas directly involved in the

-1-
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h

i O
1a

design of transportation facilities
2'

as an engineer for the City of Fort

Worth, Texas, Public Works
4

Department. Significant
5

transportation considerations were
6

required in the design of several
7

street and highway facilities.

i 8

9
b. During the next year Mr. Smith

10
conducted a thorough analysis of the

11
privately owned public transportation

j system in Fort Worth, Texas and

. developed a plan for the public;

14
acquisition of the system and its

-15
{ subsequent modernization and
'

16
expansion.

17

18,

| c. In the subsequent eight years, as

Deputy Director of Transportation and;
'

20
Energy at the North Central Texas

21'

| Council of Governments, Mr. Smith
'

2 conducted or directed several major
23 transportation studies,.many of which

.

are similar to evacuation studies in
-

,
.

25
tiieir methodology. Examples of these

1 26
i studies include the development of

capacity restrained highway traffic
,

2

i
. __.- .-_- -



O
estimates for the existing situation

2
and several future growth and

transportation system development
4

scenarios; development of land use,
5

population, vehicle ownership, and
6

car occupancy data for use in
7

transportation forecasts; preparation
8

of contingency plans for emergency

situations such as an energy
10

shortage; and development of subarea
11

transportation studies in several
12

areas within Dallas and Forth Worth.
13

d. For the last two years, Mr. Smith's
15

consulting experience at TERA has
16

included community planning studies

associated with rapid growth
18

situations such as power plant
19

construction, analysis.of the
20

transportation impacts involved in
21

the movement of large volumes of
*2'

energy commodities such as coal, and
23

the analysis of evacuation times

.O associated with the Diablo Canyon
'

'S'

Nuclear Power Plant. These projects

have required extensive studies af,

travel demand, community

-3-
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4

(3
1 -

transportation requirements, public

I - p. transit needs, traffic circulation

3
and access requirements, and

4
transportation facility planning.

54

5. Professional Memberships: a. Transportation Research Board
74

i b. American Society of Civil
8

Engineers

c. American Society of Traffic and-'

10
Transportation

d. Chi Epsilon (National Civil

i
2

Engineering Honorary Society)
13

e. Tau Beta Pi (National
14

Engineering Honorary Society)
; 15 '

6. Publications:
17

,

a. " Losses at 90 Open Channel Storm Sewer Junction," Senior
'

Theses, Civil Engineering Department, Lamar State College of-

20
Technology, Beaumont, Texas, May 1968.

21

22
b. " Analysis of Ranking Techniques Used for TOPICS Projects in

23
.

Terrant County, Texas," Masters Thesis, University of Texas,

[' 24
Q Arlington, August 1972.

25

26
c. "Public Tra.nsportation in the- Community from a Planning

Perspective," as essay prepared for the Forth Worth Human ;

-4-
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V
1'

Relations Commission for inclusion in their report on the
2p State of the City of Fort Worth 1973, June 1973.,

d 3,

4 d. " Mode Split Model," with Dr. Gordon Shunk, prepared for
5 distribution by the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
6 Highway Administration, Washington, D.C. June 1973.
7

8 e. " Systems Analysis of the Dallas-Forth Worth Regional Goods

9 Movement System - e Proposed Approach," with Don McChesney,
10 presented at Engineering Foundation Conference on Goods
11

j Transportation in Urban Areas, Berwick Academy, South Berwick,
12 Maine, August 1973.

| 13

14
f. " Urban Goods Movement Planning Methodology," with Arnim H.

15 Meybert and Walter J. Diewald, Transportation Engineering
16 Journal, ASCE, Vol. 100, No. TE4, November 1974.

17

18 g. " Goods Movement Planning in the Dallas-Fort Worth Area," with
19~

John Roark, presented at Engineering Foundation Conference on
20 Goods Movement, Santa Barbara, California, September 1975.

21

22 h. " Urban Transportation Planning Methodology," panel discussion
23 presented at Urban Mass Transportation Administrative Research
24 and Devel(pment Priorities Conference, Arlington, Virginia,
25 February 1976.

26p;

V
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4

i

O4 i PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF
4

2 REED H. WINSLOW, .

u 3
.

! 4 1. Education:
;!

5 a. University of California at Berkeley, Institute of Traffic and

6 Transportation Engineering,

! 7 b. Master of Engineering,1957 Massachusetts Institute of
1

i 8 Technology,

i 9 c. B.S., Civil Engineering,1954

10

i 11 2. Profession: Transportation Planner and Engineer;

i 12 Registered Professional Engineer in New York,

Alabama, F'lorida, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Southi - 13

14 Carolina, and the District of Columbia

i 15

16 3. Professional Experience:

17 a. From 1954 to 1956, Mr. Winslow worked for William H. McFarland,

18 Engineer, as a highway and structural designer on major roadway

| 19 projects, such as the Indiana Turnpike, Connecticut Turr, pike

20 and Baltimore Harbor Tunnel. While a student at Berkeley, he

21 worked as a structural engineer for Alameda County, evaluating

22 roadway structures and designing repairs and modifications,

23 particularly for the bascule bridges and tunnel crossing the

24 Alameda Estuary. '

w.t
25 b. From 1957 to 1962 he was a highway engineer for the Automotive-

26 Safety Frandation. During this period he worked on the

classification and evaluation of functional and structural

- .. . - .- - . - . . -- . -



adequacy of highwey. road and street systems, and the
1

develcpment of estimates of statewide, long-term needs for
2

construction and maintenance of highway systems.
3

c. From 1962 to 1965 Mr. Winslow was Director of Highway Planning
4

and Economics for Wilbur Smith and Associates and conducted5

several comprehensive, statewide studies of highway
6

classification ar.d needs, as well as finance studies treating
7

such issues as highway user tax structure, revenue forecasts,
a

allocation cf cost responsibility for highway system capital
9

improvements and operations, and equitable sharing of highway10

user revenues among state and local agencies.n
d. From 1965 to 1967 he managed a joint venture under contract ~to

12

the State of Indiana for the classification and appraisal of
13

all public roads and streets and the development of a 20-year14

highway improvement and funding program.
' 15

e. From 1967 to 1977 at the MITRE Corporation, Mr. Winslow managed16

a team of engineers and scientists providing technical support17

services to the U.S. Department of Transportation. During this18

period he participated in diversified research and studies on19

topics relating to public transportation and the planning,20

engineering, operation, and management of transit services,21

equipment and facilities.22

f. Since 1977 he has been an independent transportation consultant23

to federal, state and local agencies engaged in planning of20b transit services, development of operating scenarios and25

facility requirements for intermodal freight terminals,26

management and operations surveys for transit systems, and

-2-
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development of procurement and cost analysis procedures fory

vehicle fleets.2

O 3

4. Publications: Mr. Winslow is the author of journal articles
4

treating such topics as transit system configuration,5

highway retwork evaluation, aids to productivity of6

engineering personnel, and highway cost allocation -7

procedures and practices. He has served as technical8

advisor to the Virginia Governor's Council on9

10 Transportation and as a member of Transportation

11 Research Board comittees dealing with highway

finance and planning and transit operations and12

service, and of American Public Transit Association13

comittees on scheduling, manpower and training, and14

inf rmation systems.15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

O
25

26

,
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I- 6 - 1 MR. NORTON: Your Honor, we are ready to

2 turn the panel over for cross-examination, but we do have
O.

3 the problem of Mr. Reynolds not having reviewed section 4

4 of the TERA Report.

5 JUDGE WOLF: Would this be too early to take.

6 our lunch break?

7 MR. NORTON: It's not too early. It's past 11:30.

8 MR. REYNOLDS: I thought that was the plan,
_ . . .

9 that we'd swear this panel in and break for lunch. I can

lo review it over lunch, and I just think that would be

11 a more orderly way to deal with it.

12 JUDGE WOLF: Very well. We'll return at 12:45 p.m.

13 (Whereupon, at 11:32 a.m., the hearing in the

O
14 above-entitled matter was recessed to reconvene at

15 12:45 p.m., this same day Friday, January 22nd, 1982,

in the same place.)16

!
t I

'
..

.

j 19

i
! 20
*

*
21

1 1
ie

22

0
23

i 24

25
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1

bEEEEESSE SEEEISE
(12:48 p.m.)

3
JUDGE WOLF: Back on the record.

MR. NORTON: Your Honor, at this time, we would
5

like to move Exhibit 84 into evidence, with the clear

6
understanding that the bracketed material on Exhibit 34 is

not in evidence, only the unbracketed material, with the
8

one exception of page 5-14, which was mistakenly bracketed,
9

which is the last page. . That should not have been

to
bracketed.

'I
JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds, what is your --

12
MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I have reviewed the

I
i Exhibit 84 briefly over the lunch hour, and my conclusion

" is that it should not be admitted for several reasons.
15

First, it is only one small part of a document

16 entitled " Earthquake emergency planning at Diablo Canyon."
!

'7

|! It was devised to deal with earthquakes. That is the
f

'8
.| principal focus of the report, and to pull one section out

'9
of it at this point of the hearing would seem to me to be

~

a

'

20 improper.
d

h The other thing is that to excise it in the way21

E
22 that it has been done by PG & E, with little brackets here

,

O 23 and there, does not seem the appropriate way to handle that.

24 I think there is some confusion in my mind as to exactly

25 how significant these things are, and over that period of

I

!

i

_ _ _ _ - ._ - - - -
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1 time, I am really not able to gut c vary good senso for it

2 without having to talk to my people about it, but in light

3 of the circumstances, the exclusion of earthquakes f rom

4 this proceeding, to take one part of that report, I think,

5 is something that should not be done, And we would oppose

e it.

7 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Lanpher?

8 HR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, we also oppose

9 admission of this. I have made my views known before so I

to " won ' t belabor the -point . I don't believe a partial

document should come in. To examine this small portion of
11

the whole document, without being able to refer to the
12

13 entire document, and cross-examine on all of the other

O assumptions and possible things that impact this portion of14

i

| 15
the document, it just would not be proper, so we oppose it.

JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Olmstead?
16

!
101. OLMSTEAD: Well, the Staff has no objection

: 17

18 to it coming in. I think it is appropriate for the basis of
'g

a

the studies that have been done on evacuation time to bej ja

i exposed in cross-examination of the witnesses who arei
' ! 23

a

testifying, and this includes the Joint Intervenors'*

21

| !
E witnesses as well. Since the reports that are referenced

22

1 derive some of their data from those tables, it seems to me
23

| appropriate to bring that information into the record, so

!)
24

C we have no objection.
25

|
!

! 1

i
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MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor. To perhaps put

2 this in a little bit different focus, to make the

| decision a little bit easier, I could ask the witnesses that !3

4
(~3 are on this panel, what model did you use, and they could
GI

5 sit here and they could read each and every word as it

6 appears in this Exhibit as the model, which --

7 JUDGE EOLF: Well, I am not going to permit that.

8 MR. NORTON: Well, but Your Honor, that uould be
_

9 a permissible line of questioning, to ask them what model

to they used. That is my point. I mean, it seems silly to

11 resort to that sort of time-consuming tactic, when we have

12 it in printed form. It has been available to everybody here

13 for months, literally. It was submitted in, I believe,

O
14 September of 1981, and it isn't that they have just now seen

15 it.

16 In fact, their witnesses have relied on it, and I
*

g 'am"not ' talking about the earthquake portion of it at all. I17

.g am talking about the models for- the tra ffic flows and so on18

a

j 19 and so forth, which is what we are offering into evidence.

. I
j 20 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, we indeed have had this

i i

! 21 for months and months, but purse,ns ec your order of last
i
*

22 month, we didn't bring it hv r, Jidn't bring our notes on
b
\/ 23 it, we didn't bring other materials that would be relevant 1

1
24 to examination on this document. We were frankly taken by

|(~Tt

i \_) '

25 surprise when it came in. I think maybe the alternate is to

. - - _ ____ - _ _ - - __ _
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I

excise those portions of the testimony of various witnesses

2 which rely upon the TERA corporation report, in view of your

3 order of December 23.

4
fw MR. REYNOLDS: If I might make a suggestion, too.
U

5 We have the Voorhees studies, and we have the County plan,

6 and it seems to me if we can rely on those two documents, and,

7 I would be willing to excise from my witness's testimony the

8 references to TERA, and let it go at that, it would seem to

9 me we would avoid this, and if there was some question to the

10 . panel, which called-upon"them, as Mr. Norton suggests, to

11 get into this material, then we can deal with that uhen it

12 comes, but at this point, I don't see any necessity to have

13 this thing in the record.

O 14 MR. NORTON: Your Honor, I would like to make one

15 further comment. They said they didn't bring anything.

16 This material, these sections, dealing not with the earthquake
8

g portion lof -the ' study .at all, =but the evacuation model, the17

18 automobile flow model, and all that, was referenced in theg
:
j 19 testimony of both our witnesses and the Joint Intervenor's
i
i 20 witnesses, and for Mr. Lanpher to say, well, he didn't
a
,

! 21 prepare, that is -- you know, I don't know what to say. It

!'
22 was in the testimony, it was referenced in the testimony,

23 and if he didn't, he didn't. That is not the criteria by

24 which an Exhibit is. admitted.

O
25 JUDGE UOLF: Applicants ' document 84 for ,

I
!

!

!

!
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1 identification, bearing the heading " evacuation time

2 estimates, and evacuation network," except for the portions

3 that are in brackets, and except that page 514, the last

page of the document, which was bracketed in error, will be4

5 received in evidence as Applicants' Exhibit 84.

6 (Applicants ' Exhibit No. 34

7 was thereupon received into

J

8 evidence)

9 JUDGE WOLF: I might suggest, Mr. Norton, that it

10 might'be'-helpful if you took this Exhibit thS t you have

11 turned in, and actually strike through the portions that are

12 not included. They are within the brackets.

13 MR. NORTON: Fine. That would have been the

14 preferable way, but if we had done that, then people wouldn't

15 be able to know what we have blocked out, so we had to put

16 it in brackets first, and we will be happy to take the
, !

17 copies ~with a wide black marker, and I will block them out.I
g

18 JUDGE WOLF: All right, would you do that?,y
3

:

| 19 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, so that it is clear on

i

| 20 the record, what your ruling is, however, examination will

d

; 21 not be permitted on any of the earthquake portions of the

I
22 TERA Corporation report, is that correct?'

23 JUDGE KOLF: That is correct, yes.

24 MR. LANPHER: Thank you.

O
25 JUDGE WOLF: The earthquake question is just not

_ _ _ _
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I

before this Board.

2 MR. NORTON: Ex cu se me, Your Honor, what we will
)

3 do, rather than retrieve all of the copies, we will take

4

(}
this master copy that I had, and we will block it out and

5
make new copies and give them to people rather than trying

6 to block out each and every copy.

7 JUDGE WOLF: Whatever way you do it, satisfactory.

8 Are we ready to proceed now?

9 MR. NORTON: Yes. This panel is available for

10; cross -examination .

11 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds?

12 MR. REYNOLDS: Thank you.

13 CROSS-EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. REYNOLDS:
t

i

15 Q I wonder if one of you would define " protective
|

16 response."
' 8

17 A (UITNESS SERPA) Protective response vould be

18g defined as an action that would be taken to prevent or
, 2
| j 19 protect someone from some potential or actual hazard.

| 20 0 So this standard implies that the actions required
.

|| 21 by it are capable of implementation, is that correct?

i!
''

22 A On a general basis, yes.

I 23 Q The standard explicitly requires protective

24 actions, does it not, for both the plume exponure EPZ nnd

| ()
i' 25 the ingestion pathway EPZ, is that correct?

!

:

_ - . - _ .
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1

A Yeah, that is correct.

2 I believe several witnesses testified earlier this''(]) Q

3 week that the ingestion pathway zone for Diablo Canyon
#

(]) includes San Luis obispo County, Santa Barbara County, and

Monterey County. Is that correct?

6 A No, that is not entirely correct.

7 Q In what way is it incorrect.

8 A Well, the emergency planning zones as defined by

9 the NRC and the regulations are approximately ten miles

for the plume exposure pathway, and approximately 50 miles10

11 for the ingestion pathway.

12 Q So which of the counties that I listed would not

13 f all within the ingestion pathway zone?

U
I4 A Ventura County would not.

15 Q I don't believe I mentioned 'lentura County.

16 A I didn't? Excuse me.

!,

; Q So,.the Counties-that I listed are San Luis17

.g Obispo County, Santa Barbara County, and Monterey County.18

:
j 19 A Okay, those are all inclusive of the ingestion
ij 20 pathway.
*
.

; 21 0 The discussion at page 6-6 of your testimonyO

:
22 states that the ingestion pathway zone is the coordinated2

O 23 responsibility of San Luis Obispo and the California

24 Department of Health Services. Your testimony does not

! 25 address any coordination between the State and the other

| |

. . . .
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I counties that I mentioned, is that true?

2 A What are you referring to again, please?j}
3 Q Page 6-6, and that would be line 14 .

4 A Those lines do not mention Santa Barbara County,
(]}

5 that is correct..

6 Q Or Monterey County.

7 A Or Monterey County.

8 Q Page 6-5, line 1, your testimony states that the

ef fectiveness of evacuation in limiting a radiation dose is9

to a function of the time required to evacuate. What, in your

11 opinion, is the purpose of an evacuation time assessment?

12 A (WITNESS WINSLOW) The basic purposes of the

13 evacuation time estimates are to permit the persons who
O- manage the evacuation and are responsible for safeguarding14

15 the people within the environmental -- the EPZ, to make'

informed judgments about whether to do such things as16

: sheltering versus evacuation, how to conduct the evacuation,17

and how to manage the traf fic that will be generated duringis,

!
19 an evacuation.

i

20 0 Would you agree -- I am sorry if. I cut you of f .
|

:

Go ahead and finish.*
21

3
A That is all.22

23 Q Would you agree that the evacuation times

assessment, to be useful, has to be realistic in its
24

25 assumptions? In other words, bascd on what might actually

|
|
i
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I be expected to exist, under the circumstances assumed?

2
fs A Yes, I would .e

L )
3 0 What are the principal freeway or expressway

4 evacuation routes for Diablo Canyon in San Luis Obispo(}
5 County?

6 A The principal freeway routes are route 101 north

7 and south. I would classify route 1 as an expressway even

8 though parts of it are -- route 1 north as an expressway,

9 even though parts of it are built to freeway standards'.

H) Q Do you have any idea what percentage of the

population would be expected to use those routes at some11

12 point during an evacuation?

13 A I can give you that information, but I don't have
s

14 it at the tip of my tongue. I haven't worked it out that

15 way.
1

16 0 Okay. Well, if you could, I would be interested

!
17 in the answer.

18 Page 6-12, line 18, you cite the San Luis Obispo
| g

| 2

| j 19 County plan, table i .5-5, to demonstrate compliance with|

i a

! 20 NUREG 0654 requirement, that the plan include projected
1

f

; 21 traffic capacities, of evacuation routes under quote,.

!
22 " emergency conditions." Are those capacities stated, based'

on the assumption that all the traffic would be going in one23
,

!

24 direction, in other words, all lanes would be going in onel
'

)
25 direction?

.

!
i,

- - - _ .
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A No, the' capacity figures contained'in Table 1.5-5I

2 are capacities of -- in the case of four-lane highways are/

}
3 capacities for two lanes in one direction, and in the case

4 of two-lane highways are for a single lane.
{}

5 And as those are directional capacity figures --

6 Q Right.
:

7 A -- with normal operation, and not normal in the

8 sense of normal everyday traffic, but normal in the sense
1

9 that the highway'is operating the way it is designed to

10 operate.

11 Q And the footnote at the bottom of that table,

12 footnote 2, the reference to one-way capacity, is only

13 referring to one side of the highway?

-J
14 A Yes.

Ib Q I wonder if you could describe some of the

16 assumptions that underlie these capacity figures? For

3

h example,'what weather conditions are assumed?17
2

18 A These capacity figures, it is my understanding,
g
:

are very general capacity figures for the type of highway,| 19

i

20 there is a four-lane freeway, a four-lane expressway, or a
|
i

21 two-lane rural highway, for example. They are very general"

.

i capacity figures for a highway of that type, operating under'

22

O normal fair weather conditions.23

24 Q Are any accidents assumed on the freeway?

A There are no accidents assumed in these capacity
25

I
l
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figures which are quoted as the capacity of the highway, notI

2 the capacity that might result if there was an accident or

3 blockage on it.

Q Right, so no blockage is assumed with these4

5 capacity figures, either?

6 A No.

7 Q Any stalled vehicles?

8 A No, as I said, these are capacity figures, general

capacity figures that you could assume for this type of9

highway operating in fair' weather, and under normal10

5

11 conditions.

12 Q In fact, on page Roman Numeral i .5 (4) , the County

13 plan states the following assumptions: The California

^O Highway Patrol will coordinate control of evacuation14

15 traffic throughout the EPZ to provide optimum usage of

available capacity, indicated on Table Roman Numeral i.5-516

i

17 is a listing of-the. capacities of the evacuation routesj

18 under fair weather conditions..;
2

j 19 I wonder if you could give me your opinion as to
i

20 the likely ef fects on road capacity of fog or heavy rain.
|
'

; 21 A I would expect in heavy rain or in average fog.

i
to reduce the capacity by 15 to 20 percent. A very heavy'

22

23 fog, there would probably be an additional reduction.

24 Q Do you have any idea what that would be?

O
25 A Perhaps in an extreme case, an additional'

|
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reduction of the sama ordar of mngnitudo, in other words,1 "

2 down to 60 to 70-percent of the possible capacity.

O
3 Q So a reduction of 30 to 40 percent.

4 A Yes.

O
5 Q What would be the likely effects on road capacity

f an accident?6

A Unless you could define exactly what type of7

g accident you are talking about on what type of facility,

9 it would be very difficult for me to answer that question.

10 Q So it..would vary, obviously, with the kind of

accident. Let us assume a two-car collision, resulting inij

ne lane blocked.12

A A two-car collision resulting in one lane blocked?13

O- 0 Yes.34

A on a four-lane divided highway?
15

Q es.
16

t

A With total blockage o.f one lane, I would expectj 37
:

that the capacity of that route smuld drop to somethingjg,

8

moderately less than half of the quoted capacity, the
ig

| directional capacity quoted in Table i.5-5.
; 20
.

.

i O Uhat do you mean moderately less? Can you be

i
i more specific?

O A aa1e the cavaciev ou1d e 4e00. 1 weu1e exeect
22

that you would still be getting 1500 to 1600 cars through

the highway during the time that the accident remained on' 25

,

|

-r-.
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1 the highway.

2 0 What is the basis for that estimate?
O

3 A Well, you still have one lane of traf fic open,

but I do have some deterioration in operating condition,4

5 because of the attention of drivers passing the accident, the

6 morbid cdriosity phenomenon, would have on the movement of

7 cars past the accident.

8 Q So ther'e would be some additional congestion as a

result -- congestion in the unblocked lane as a result of9

10 blockage in the other lane?

A Yes, I think that is reasonable to expect.
13

12 0 Now, what is the basis for your estimate of a

reduction to only 1500 to 1600?
13

,

A Well, I would say that is judgment, dealing with'
14

traffic figures, from working with circumstances, with the
15

differences in capacity that you encounter, for example,
16

.between highways that have 10-foot lanes versus 12-foot
} j7

?
lanes, and have shoulder restrictions and things of that

18-

'$
kind.; 39,

! 0 What -- I wonder if you could elaborate on that
20

i

a just a little bit. What would the diff erence be between a
21:

: ten-foot lane and a 12-foot lane? In terms of capacity?
22

'(O A I w uld say ten to 12 p ercent reduction for a,/ 23

ten-foot lane versus a 12-foot lane.g

O
-25

|
|

i

..__ .____ _ _ ______ . _. _ . _ __ __
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10-1 1 Q Do you know what the lanes are on Highway 101, ,

...

2 north and south?
O.V

3 'A (WITNESS WINSLOW) Highway 101 has 12-foot lanes.

4 .Q What about Highway l?

O.

5 A Highway 101 in the rural areas has 12-foot lanes

6 too.

7 Q And would the effect of a stalled vehicle be about
.:

8 the same as an accident?

9 A No. I would expect that a stalled vehicle vould

"10 "have much less effect. first of all, a stalled vehicle

11 would be very ecsily moved out of the traffic lanes and
,

far enough out on the shoulder so that it would have very12

little effect. Within a few moments of a vehicle that'13

O stalled in the traffic lanes, I would expect you would
14

,

recover full capacity. The other factor would be that even
15

as long as a stalled vehicle was in the traffic lane, it
16

'

:
; -would not attract as much attention and disrupt the traffic

j7

!,

,

I in the other lanes nearly as much.is.

!
Q Would sycu agree that a possible consequence of; ig

,

'

a

li either a stalled vehicle or an accident -- an accident may-
20. a

l ,

; 3 be not even involving lane blockage would be that another
21

I
'

accident would result from the oncoming traffic from the
22

/Os/ rear?23

A I presume when you asked that question, you mean
. 24

! () under the operating conditions that we assume would exist
25

i

1

'~ ' ~ ~~ - - - - , _ _ . ~ , _ , - , __ g _
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10-2 1 during an evacuation?

- 2 Q ~ No. I mean, under normal. highway conditions.

3
-

A A ll. . ri_ght . -Under normal highway conditions, with

f- average speeds of 55 to 60 miles an hour and traffic flow4
s

5 probably a third to a half of the capacity that we're

6 quoting, then an accident in a-traffic lane is very likely

7 to cause an additional accident because of driver inatten-

8 tion, driver inability to detect the pressence of a stalled
_

9 vehicle.

10 0 Now, under the conditions that you assume, is it

11 your view that an additional accident would be less or

12 more likely?
;-

13 A. Under the conditions in the evacuation, the average
:

i 14 ooerating speed will be considerably less and I would expect''

!

f 15 it to be very unlikely that there would be either an

16 ' . accident caused by inattention of drivers or the so-called

!
accordian effect as drivers come up on an accident and are= 17

8
.

18 unable to apply their breaks or don't sense the pressence-

- l

19 of the accident in time to apply the breaks. These drivers)
a

! would be moving at moderately close headways and speeds in20
a

1

3 the order of 30 to 35 miles an hour. And under those
21

s
g.4

circumstances, the type of accident that frequently happensE
22

is a mass crash on a freeway highspeed -- doesn't usually
23

i 24 occur.
-

U In fact, you could say that the operating25

i
i
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110-3 conditions that you expect during an evacuation are more

2- similar to the urban arterial street type of operating

3 conditions than they are to the typical rural highway '

4 conditions.

5 Q What would your opinion be as to the effect on

6 capacities if this evacuation were being conducted not in

7 the fair-weather conditions assumed, but let's say, for

8 example, under fog conditions?

9 A Under fog conditions, the operating speed would

10 decline somewhat and the density of vehicles would also

11 decline, so there'd be a greater gap between vehicles.

12 That would be the source of the reduction in capacity that

13 I quoted earlier.

14 Q Maybe I misunderstood. You said that the-reduc-

15 tios in capacity would result from a reduction in density.

16 Would there not also be a reduction in highway speed?

!
g 17 A It would come both from a reduction in speed

18 and a reduction in density..g
a

j 19 Q And could you estimate what those reductions'would
i

| 20 be? And we're not talking about heavy fog here. We're
d

; 21 talking about light fog, as you characterized it earlier.
:

22 A Perhaps a 10 percent reduction in speed, a 10

O' 23 percent reduction in density. It's a little hard to say.

24 Q Okay. Now, let's try heavy rain.

25 A I would be inclined to expect very similar'

. . . . . . . _ . . . . . . _ _ _ . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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10-4 1 operating conditions between a moderate fog and a heavy rain

2 -- a typical fog and a heavy rain.

3 Q And how about a heavy fog?
I

~ 4 A As I said earlier, a somewhat greater reduction-

5 in capacity and commensurate reductions in speed and density ,

6 Q Now, I wonder if you could describe what the

I 7 basic assumptions were in this study underlying highway

} 8 capacity? You said fair weather. You said 30 to 35 miles
i

,' 9 per hour. You said no traffic accidents, no blockage of

'

10 lanes, no stalled vehicles. Is that correct?

11 A In which study, please?
i
.

12 Q Let's take the Voorhes Study.

I 13 A It's my understanding of Voorhes Study that the()'

14 basic case, those would be proper statements.

15 Q Let's take the TERA Study.

16 A In the TERA case, yes. In the basic case, we

!!
| _ .* 17 assumed what we call possible capacity and speeds in those

18 ranges in the rural areas, speeds somewhat lower in urbang

| j 19 areas and on some of the very low capacity rural roads,

Y 'j 20 some of the very narrow county roads.

E

y 21 0 Okay. And the third one would be the County
2

- r
22 Plan. '

O 23 A The County Plan information is derived from the

24- analysis that were done by voorhes and, I understand,-also
O-

25 consideration of the analysis that were done by TERA.

., - . . . . _ - . - - . _ _ . _ - _ - .. .-. -- _
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10-5 1 O Would those basic assumptions also apply to the

'2 County Plan?

'

3 A The evacuation times used in the County Plan

4 came from the analyses done by P.R.C. Voorhes and TERA,

5 therefore, I'd assume that the assumptions have to apply.

6 Q Would you agree that a reduction in the highway

7 capacity would be likely to result in a reduction -- excuse

.i 8 me -- an increase in the evacuation times?
I
l 9 A Yes. It'certainly would.

, ,

ico Q Assuming a reduction in highway capacity of 15

11 to 20 percent,_ what increase would you expect in evacuation

12 times?

, . 13 A In the -- what we call the adverse weather"

a
14 condition that we ran in the TERA Study, the evacuation

time for the entire area went up to eight hours fromi 15

approximately six when we assumed fair weather conditions.16

:
17 Q How -did that dif fer from Table I -- Roman Numeral5

18 I.5-6 of the County Plan?
-

s'

3

j 19 A They -- oh, right. I'm sorry. I get mixed up
,

a

! on my tables sometimes. The County Plan quotes 6-30,
20

3i

,

| 3 six hours and 30 minutes, or in other words, approximately
21

!
E 25 minutes more that the TERA analysis showed, and an

22,

increase to seven hours and 45 minutes in the heavy rain
! .

23
!

Case.! 24()
Q Can you explain the basis for the difference?

25 ,

;

.

,

L
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1 A Yes. Basically, the ranalysis that was done by

2 P.R.C. Voorhees and the analysis that was done by TERA

3 used acceptable traffic engineering procedures, but a

4 somewhat different approach. They also made different
.O

5 assumptions regarding the routes that would be selected

6 by various people in leaving the area. Now, I can't say

7 for sure, but I would think that in the heavy rain case

8 in the County Plan, which is from the Voorhees Report, that

g they may have assumed a more favorable distribution of

'

10 traffic on-the" network than the TERA model assumed. In the

11 Voorhees case, they ran the' area in two separate blocks'

; 12 with all traffic north of a line that crosses Highway 101
~

13 around Avila-Deach going in a northerly direction, and all
,

-

traffic south of that point going in a southerly direction.14

TERA's model permits people to make' additional choices on
15

i

route than that and may have some effect. Also, I think
16

:
; - TERA's model loads Highway 101 North more heavily than the

37
8

others do. And that would mean that on that one route that18-

1

we'd get an additional time. I'm quite sure that the 10-j ig

| i

! hour -- or the 8-hour figure that I quoted is the time to
20

a

3 clear Highway 101 North.
21

' i ~

: Q Now, let's talk about the heavy fog case, which
22

you said would result in a decrease in capacity by about
23

1

30 to 40 percent. What kind of increase would that'cause
24

O
in the evacuation times?

| 25

t

i
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10-7 1 A Wa did not run a heavy fog case. We ran what we

2 called an adverse weather case that handled the 15 to 20

3 percent decrease in capacity. But I would expect that the

4 effect of a heavy fog case would be to increase the time

(--))u
5 by approximately the same number of hours. Now, there's

6 the difference. So that we would have an evacuation time

7 then of approximately 10 hours.

8 Q Just so I understand that. When you have this

9 10-hours evacuation time resulting from heavy fog, does

10 that still-assume.no. accidents, no blockage of lanes, no

stalled vehicles?33

12 A Yes, it does.

13 Q All right. Now, assuming one lane blocked as

a result of an accident in this heavy fog condition 10-hour~

14

evacuation time, how much would the time increase?
15

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor. I think
16

that question cannot be answered as vague. You have one
17

!
lane blocked, but it doesn't say how long. I mean, is that

is,

!
for five minutes or five hours or whatever. I don't thinkj 19

a

i the question can be answered as posed.
20

a

d BY MR. REYNOLDS:
21

s
i
2 Q Well, let's assume the same thing that the

22

witness has been assuming throughout our discussions thus
23

far when I've said lane blockage.
24

O JUDGE WOLF: Can you answer that question the way' 25
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10-8 1 it's stated?

2 WITNESS. WINSLOW: No. I can't really answer it
7,

NJ
3 the way it's stated. I can --

4 JUDGE WOLF: Would you restate it, Mr. Reynolds.

5 MR. REYNOLDS: Certainly.

WITNESS WINSLOW: I can discuss the merits of the6
,

7 accident's effect on the highway and the reduction in

8 capacity that would occur while it's still there, but I

9 can't say very much about the effect on evacuation time

n) unless we define the time for an emergency response to move

vehicles and things of that kind.ij

BY MR. REYNOLDS:12

0 Well, why don't we assume -- you said that this13-

T
was 10 hours in the evacuation time in heavy fog. Now,

34

if you assume that one lane is blocked fer the full 10 hours,
15

what effect would that have on the evacuation time?
H3

; A Let me answer.that this way. Basically a blocked
37

?
-

lane on the highway for the full 10 hours would mean thati

n3,

.3
3

the person in charge of the traffic management program
) 39
.

Ij would want to reroute his traffic, redefine how he managed
j 20

,

|s5
his highway system. If you had one lane blocked and let's

g

:
r say, for example that it was on Cuesta Grade, then yourg

! strategy would be to close down interchanges in San Luis
l 23
L

Obispo and start rerouting traffic in other directions.'

g
('i,

And there would be an effect on the evacuation time under'

( 25
i

I
;

I

_ - _ . . . , . , . , . _ , -
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1 those circumstances, but'it would depend heavily on the

2' r s, capacity of other routes in the system. And you, in effect,
(_/ '

3 would've degraded both the capacity and the importance of

4
(~N Highway 101 North in your evacuation plan.
V

5 Q That's not really a very realistic assumption

6 anyway. I mean, a 10-hour lane blockage. Would you agree?

7 That isn't a very realistic assumption under the circum-

8 stances anyway, is it?

9 A What isn't a very realistic --

10 Q That the one lane would be blocked for the

11 entire 10 hours of evacuation?

12 A No, it is not a very realistic assumption.

13 Q Now, what if you had a heavy truck, for example,,s
t ;
%j

14 that jack-knifed as sometimes they will do on highways,

15 creating a very difficult situation to remove it. In that

16 situation would it be more realistic to assume that there

i
17 would he a long term lane blockage?

18 A You'd certainly assume that it would be a long-g
a

j 19 term lane blockage. And in that sort of situation, I think
a

20 your nornal strategy would be to close on-coming traffic*

d

: 21 and reroute the traffic into the south-bound lanes as the

.I
'

22 case may be.
I i
t

<
,

! 23 Q That could create complications, couldn't it, for'~

24 people already on the roads who had been informed that the
f.s

U,

25 route would be open south-bound, as opposed to those maybe
i

,

!e

i

,
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;

i

1 who were still waiting? )
2 A Under the County Plan, we would expect the south-

3 bound lanes on 101, north of San Luis Obispo, to be closed

4 to all traffic except returning emergency vehicles.- And

5 to implement the use of the other lanes for north-bound

6 traffic would mean radio or other communication with the

7 California Highway Patrolmen manning the barrier and blocking

'8 off further traffic down that route.

9 Q But whenever you reverse flow in the middle of

to an emergency situation, wouldn' t you agree that that could

11 result in complications in from some evacuees heading for

12 that route unaware that the reverse flow had been' ordered?

13 'A I don't think I understand what you're proposing.

14 Q I would assume -- let's take it a step at a-time.

15 I would assume that when an evacuation order.is given'that-
.

16 the public would be directed to go to certain routes. Would
*

g 17 that be a correct assumption?
'

|

18 A We would expect first of all that most if not all'

,

3
a

j 19 people in the evacuation stream were listening to their'

ii

radios and other sources of information, and that theyi | 20.-:

21 Were pretty well aware of what was going on and what
:

- advisory information is being given out on traffic opera-''
22

/'T-'

J
| 23 tion. Also, I think, in most cases, in preferred manage-
.

ment of evacuation, we would not be specifying which routes24

25 the evacuees would take. And certainly given the geography,

i

,
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i

1 the terrain of the San Luis Obispo area, we would expect --

2 out towards the boundaries of the EPZ, we would expect

3 very little traffic going contrary to the main evacuation

4 stream.

5 ,

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
.

-

14

15

16

I
j 17
.

18
3:
j 19

'

i

!' h 20
,

;

21.

i-

r

O I
:

23
,

24

O1

25

1

.n. . , - - - - , - - , , - - . , - . , - - - . - - , . . - - ,. . . - . . - . - - - . . . - - --
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1 Q So this table of evacuation routes in ths county
,

2 plan which appears on Figure I.5-9, indicates the evacuationO%J
3 routes and the direction of the flow. You wouldn't tell

4 any-particular segment of the population to take one(~)g%
5 of those routes as opposed to another one of the routes?

6 A (WITNESS WINSLOW) Under some circumstances, they

7 may advise people to take specific rout'es. Under other

8 circumstances, they might not.

9 Q Based on what you've just said previously,

10 'you wouldn't assume any complications resulting from a

11 change of flow in the middle of an accident, a change of

12 highway directions in t he middle of an accident situation?

13 A I don't understand what you mean by a change
^O

~ 's' )
14 of highway direction.

15 O Well, you had talked about if there was a

is long term lane blockage you would re-route and you would
3

17 probchly send the traffic into the other lanes, into the'

:
18 other southbound lanes -- I've forgotten which one you,

E
'

.,

j j 19 were referring to.

| i

| 20 A Well'if'it's Cuesta ~ande, North when the evacuation

f

! 3 stream is proceeding north in a northbound lane, then21

I
i E to reroute them into the other lanes would be into the22

s- 23 southbound lanes; normally the southbound lane traffic would

i

24 still be travelling North.

A 25 0 You limited it to Cuesta grade. Is there a

:
i
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1 reason for that?
l-2

2 A Not necessarily but it's one of our most

3 heavily traveled routes and probably one of the most

'' 4 . critical locations in the network.

S Q Would you agree that a very substantial part'

6 of the population within the plume exposure pathway zone

7 would utilize highway 101 and highway 1 at some point during

8 the evacuation?

9 A Yes, they would.

-10 Q I asked it earlier-and you said you didn't really

11 know the exact percentage and you said that you'd get

12 that so I'll leave that.

13 Let me just ask one more question about theg
t<J

14 effect of an accident on evacuation and then I'll move

15 onto something else.

16 You talked about the possibility of long term

!
17 lane blockage resulting from one accident. Could you

g

18 estimate the effects of not one accident but several;
a

; j 19 short term accidents, in otherwords, where the wreckage

i
i ! 20 would be movec within say a period of an hour, but
t a
: ,

21 one occurring at one point and another occurring at'

i
*~

22 another point, such that the flow is restricted at various

i 1
' \/ points at different times?23

: 24 A First of all, I don't think we did talk about

O
25 the possibility of one long term accident, one accident

|

|

|

t ' --p
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11-3 causing long term lane blockage but we've talked about --

2 Q I thought you said you would reroute in that,

3 instance?

4- A What we talked about was the effect of having
,

5- an accident that blocked one lane for_a long period of time.

6 The possibility or probability that that will happen is

7 an entirely different issue.

8 Q Right, I don't think I asked necessarily about

9 probability.
' # *

,

'10 A 'Well, you said the~ possibility of that-happening.

11 Q Okay, fine. I'll concede that I may.have.

12 Now, could you address the effects that you would

13 . estimate on evacuation times resulting from the multiple

.O.
14 short term accident scenario that I outlined?

15 A We consider it highly unlikely that there

16 will be very many minor accidents,.short-term accidents,-

:
k 17 whatever you want to call them occurring in the evacuation

18 stream. All of the informaton and experience that we've-

!
j- 19 reviewed on behavior of drivers and expected accident
a

! frequency during an evacuation says that to use national20
a

$ highway average traffic accident frequency is probably21
2
2

conservative and in fact that we can normally expect drivers
22

will behave more responsibly under these circumstances23

than they would in their normal commuter driving for24

. O
example.25

_ _ _ _ . . . _ . . . .
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131-4 Q What is the basis for that conclusion?

2 A _There are a number of publications dealing with

3 risk evaluation and evacuation from disaster areas on

,g which that observation is based and reported in the litera-4

U r

5 ture.

6 Q_ Has there been any empiracle analysis of a

7 vehicle evacuation from a nuclear power plant accident

8 that you're aware of?
_ _ _ _

9 A To my knowledge, from a nuclear power plant

'

~10 accident, no there'has'not. I'm not aware of a situation

it in which an evacuation from the type that we were trying
.

12 to mcdel in the studies for evacuation times, of a

13 situation in which an actual evacuation was conducted.
~O'#

14 Q Would a stalled vehicle or_a vehicle accident

15 bo the only sources of lane blockage?

16 A It's certainly not the only. They're probably
:
;'

37 ,among-the most likely sources of it._ We're not permitted
!

18 to talk about earthquakes and I couldn't discuss that,

'!
; ig possibility here.
a

| Q I didn't hear that.20
3

$ What about highway construction, for example,21

i
would that be a possibility?22

A Highways are normally blocked during construction23

as part of-the regulat day to day activity, highway mainten-24

ance and construction crews.25

____
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1 Q On page 6-12, line 8 of your testimony, you
,

2 referred to population figures which were used in composing

3 various maps and tables.

4 A What page?~

ss
5 Q This is page 6-12

6 A What line?

7 Q Line 8. Beginning at line 8. It's in that

8 entire paragraph that.you talk about the population.

9 Can you tell me whether those maps, the population estimates

10 in~ 'those maps and figures were based on 1980 census

11 data or were simply estimates based on another census?

12 A The population figures that were used in

13 both the Voorhees and' TERA Analyses were initially 1970

10
14 census figures and they were corrected when the.1980 census

15 data became available and the analyses were rerun at least

16 in the case of the TERA study and I understand it was

a

h 17 also the case in-studies'that PRC Voorhees did under their
: .

18 contract with the County.-

!
; 19 A (WITNESS SMITH) I'might add to that that answer

i
was in the written form in page-I-5(2) of the county! 20

a

f plan where they indicate data sources reflected updates21

i
3 f 1980 census-that was sited in the plan.

22

O'' Q I'm aware of that. I'm just trying to gets-
23

a sense for what it means to be corrected or be updated.
_ 24

' In otherwords, did you just redo all the analyses and throw25
,

i

1
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11-6 .out the 1970_ figures and put in the actual 1980 figures

~

2
.

from the census or did you just try to estimate it based'O 3 on other 1980 data?

4
A (WITNESS WINSLOW) No, they took the new l'980

5 figures and inserted them into the data base model.

6 0 Why does it say estimated 1980 population

7 and dwelling units?

8 A I believe that's because the analysis area
P

9 boundaries, the numbered areas zones, within the zone,

10 do not agree-exactly with the census track data.

11 Q I.see, all right.-

12 Page 6-12, line 23. You refer to NUREG 0654

13 requirement that "a plan to implement protective measures

'O 14 shall include control of access", and you site the figure

15 I.5-10 as compliance with that requirement. In fact the

16 figure only-indicates where the access points are
!

17 supposed to be, is that correct?g

18 A The figures in the county plan show where theg
a

| 19 control points will be in the evacuation network.
'

i

| 20 Q What is the function of those control points?

d |
*

.

The function of the control .21 A (WITNESS SMITH)
$

~

|

. 22 ' points'would be for officers of the California Highway

v 23 Patrol to restrict, if you will, access into the main
1

'g lanes of the exit routes so as not to disrupt the flow of24

25 those routes, the density if you will, and the speed, but
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to only allow entrance when there would be an opportunity1

ll-7

2 to do so without disrupting traffic flow.

3 0 What would be the effect if one or more of {

those access control points were not mann'ed, in otherwords,4

5 no control was actually exercised?

6 A It would depend on the particular location. If

it were a location where traffic was not operating at7

8 it's densest point, then that merge could take place
_

9 without disrupting the traffic flow. If it were at a

to critical location, it might have the effect of restricting

the volume of traffic that moves past that point.ji

12 0 If we were to take an on ramp in the San Luis

Obispo, the center of San Luis Obispo, would you consider13

O
34 that to be a critical control access point?

! A That would be important, certainly.15

0 And so if there were no control, for example,16

,h 17 on that one, you would have a greater number of cars
:

ig entering the freeway and as a result, the flow would decrease|
, ,

!
is that right? But there's no way to estimate how muchi 19, *

i
! J
'

.! the flow would decrease?,,0
g .

f A We have tried to make an estimate of what wouldi

g

i
e happen to the total times if there were no traffic control

numbers. To give you some sense for that, our analysis23

g- would indicate perhaps 10 hours total time would be

O'

required if there were essentially no traffic control

|

I
'

,

!
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'
11-8 anywhere within the network.

2 O What's that --

3 A That's some perspective for you.

4 Q What is that based on?

's A That was based on the analysis utilizing the

6 TERA model where we allowed, if you will, the traffic

7 modeling t'o not operate at optimum but operate at stop

8 and go if that's a familiar terminology to you. Within

9 that environment, we tried to model stop.and go traffic

'10 'and'the time it would take-to clear up. -

11 Q In the stop and go model, what was the

12 average traffic speed? |

13 A (WITNESS WINSLOW) When we' assume that the

14 capacity of the highway system is pushed up to the point

15 where it stagnates, the traffic stagnates, we get severe

16 declines in operating speed, then we arbitrarily assume

!
17 -that when the speed declines to approximately 3/10ths

18 of the optimum speed, or in otherwords about 8 or 9-;
a

j 19 miles an hour, we would have a critical condition. In

i

E 20 otherwords, we didn't assume that any more cars got onto |
'

3

21 the system after that point. Total stagnation.'

) 't*
22 O Okay, I guess I don't quite understand. You

O''

23 said it want down to about 8 or 9 miles per hour?

| 24 A Yes.

o i

| 25 0 You assume no more cars got onto the freeway at I

| I,

I

*- ., -, . r- , nu
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1-9 1 that point? !

2 A We would -- our system would then be stagnating

O
3 and nothing would be getting on at those ramps anymore.

4 The density of cars approaching from down stream would

5 be such that there just wouldn' t be entry opportunities.

6 0 Did you account for the possibility that certain

7 people might try to get onto the freeway anyway? Or did

8 you assume that that was not a possibility?

g A Yes, they can try, but the effect will be just

to to delay people from passing the ramp that are actually

on the freeway.ij

Y u can force a car into almost any traffic
12

stream if you've got enough nerve.
13

Q That's true. All right, one more set ofg

questions on this access control.
15

The figure which you cite which indicates the
16

; location for the access control, that doesn't say anything
j7

!
about the number of persons that are required to man them,

33,

i
does it?j 19

20
a

5 at most of those ramps would be to decide how many ramp 3
g

i
r I could permit to operate reasonably and calls for the

- Cal-Trans people to erect a barrier similar to thatg

Iused in construction along several of the streets that
24 |

provide access to those ramps. That would cut down on the !s ,5 te
I

__
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11-10 1 total number of ramps that were providing access to the

2 freeway and' effectively limit the amount of people that.

3 would enter in any given area and that's definitely a

4
~

good strategy in San Luis Obispo where the design.of the

5 freeway through the city is a very old design, one when

6 the philosophy of design was to provide many access points

7 and many close ramps. The Cal-Trans people right now

8 would prefer to have a more modern design in which there

9 were many fewer access points.

'10 Q You mentioned a certain kind of barricade.

11 Could you describe the barricade?

12 A Saw horses, heavy timbers with a fence like structure

13 and about a 10 foot section, 8 to 10 foot section erected

'

14 on it so it can be carried in on a highway maintenance

15 truck and dropped off at the locations where it would be-

16 used.
!

17 Q And that assumes also that in an emergencyg

.g_ situation where a lot of people are getting out that18

a

j 19 those barricades wouldn't be moved, is that correct?
i

| 20 A I would think that they could be moved. I

f 21 would think that there would be a few people in the traffic
i
*

22 stream that would drive up on the sidewalk or somebody's

O
23 lawn to get around them.

24 The type of traffic that you'd encounter under

O
25 | those cirumstances would be a trickle compared tog

_ _ _ - -
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1 what would use that ramp if it were permitted to operate -
1-11

2 at full capacity. We know for example that under most

3 circumstances there are a few persons in the traffic

4(} stream who would ignore a stop sign or a stop light

5 or speed limit or what have you. Even if it's a reasonable

6 traffic control system, I think you can reasonably expect

7 that if there's no police office present, there will

8 be a certain percentage of those kinds of people trying to

9 get around the barrier and if there is a police officer

10 present, there will'be a significantly lesser percentage

11 of them trying to get around.

12 Q It only takes one person to move a barricade,

13 though, doesn't it and then after that the barricade

14 isn't there anymore, so any number of people could use

15 the ramp, would you agree with that?

16 A Well, I'm not an expert on moving barriers,
' !

17 personally.
| -g
|

18 Q Well, I'm just trying to focus -- this is-

!
; 19 your suggestion for access control as preferable to having
.

| them actually manned. What occurs to me as a problem20
a

| E with that system, if you can move those barricades, somebody21
2,

i
E will and they're not going to get out of their car after22

' they've' gone through it and move the barricade back.
| 23

A .All right, with a police officer present or a24'

()
cruising control car will note that the barrier has been

|' 25
i

,

i

| I

l
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11-12 moved and ask that it be replaced. There are presumed to

2 be maintenance crews and various kinds of personnel arocad, . ,,

(s)
3 that can restore the barrier. -

4 Q I'm no't trying to be difficult, it just occurs-

L]s
5 to me that it would~be a possibility and I was wondering

6 if the models which you've used and have been discussing

7 have considered that kind of a possibility, kind of a

8 possible problem with control of access.

9 A I really think the line of questionning and
.

10 pursuing of me right now is probably better addressed to

11 Dr. Mileti.

12 Q Well, that would be the case if I was just

13 trying to focus on that they would do. I'm just trying
7s
b

14 to see what's actually in those studies which you've

15 done and so my question is, are those kinds of problems

16 with control of access assumed or incorporated into your
:
h 17 studies?
:

18 A (WITNESS SMITH) We've tried to indicate that,

i
; 19 we made one analysis and assumed no traffic control to
a

! find out how sensitive the time estimates might be to that20
a

f kind of disregard of the traffic control measures and we've21

I
E

22 indicated there might be -- increase the total time to
n
k-) about 10 hours. That could be a function of any one23

24 of the events that you've described. I think -- we're
Il { operating in an environment where-the people are behaving\~'

25

n
i
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1 rationally for the most part following the directions of

2 people that are trying to help them.

- O
3 Q Okay, yes, I think that's where we started actually

~

4 when we talked about the 10 hours -- I was asking what the

5 assumption was and I was told that there was -- stagnation

6- was assumed about 8 or 9 miles per hour and no more

7 vehicle access and I think that's where we got off, is

8 that right?
*

9 A (WITNESS WINSLOW) I think there's one point

10 I should>makesabout-the no traffic control case. We

ii don't consider that a practical or responsible way to

12 manage an evacuation and we only think that -- we think

13 it should be run but only because of it's educational

h
34 value to the people who.are going to be making decisions

on how to manage the traffic. The traffic management
15

responsibility rests basically with the California Highway16

Patrol and. secondarily then their support personnel fromj 37
:

Cal-Trans and City Police and so forth and these people18-

!'

are trained professionals and we think that they are
) ig

'

well-prepared to understand the significance of these
20

5 different strategies and options and perturbations thatg

i
c might be introdueed to the evacuation time estimate andg

| V take that kind of information into account in developing
23

|

,| a strategy based on the actual situation as it exists when!

g

O they ordered the evacuation.i
25

!'
i
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11-14 1 Q One more question on this and then I'll move on.

2 In the no access control situation where you have

3 ten hours, what was the traffic speed? What was the

4 average traffic speed assumed on highway 101.
,

J
5 A I don't know what the average traffic speed

6 was. The traffic speed during the period when the traffic

7 was at stagnation levels where we were getting 30% or

8 approximately 9 miles an hour operating speed, that would be

9 the major length of time for the evacuation from the time

10 when traffic first started to accumulate after notification

ij until we reached the tail of the distribution of people

12 getting out.

13 Q When stagnation was reached, people didn't enter

O
14 the freeways. Did you assume they found other evacuation

routes?15

A some of them would certainly find other evacuation
16

s

37 routes, but-for the most part, we assumed that they queued;
8

18 up and waited.
,

!
; ig Q I see, all right.

a

! (Pause)20
a

$ MR. NORTON: Your Honor, may we approach the bench
21

t:
: please?

22

JUDGE WOLF: Surely. Off the record.
23

(Discussion off the record.)3

O |
25
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T-12-11 JUDGE WOLF: On the record. Please come to order.

2 You may go ahead, Mr. Reynolds.g3
U

3 BY .'!R. REYNOLDS:

/ 4 Q In the evacuation times estimates and in the

5 County Plan estimates as well, how much time was incorporated

6 for evacuation of hospital patients?

7 A (WIMSS WINSID1) There's no specific time estiniate. It's

8 assumed that the' hospital' patients'iwill be evacuated in the regular

9 traffic stream.

10 Q How many evacuation vehicles do you assume for

11 the hospitals?

12 A For various classes of vehicles, there are
.

13 estimates of the contribution to the traffic stream. I
; (')v

14 don't have those figures at my fingertips.

15 Q If you could turn to the Voorhees, Phase 1, Roman

16 Numeral IV-5. Could you explain to me what the hospital

*,

| { direct evacuation 725 signifies?17
?

18 A We cannot give you an exact definition of that
,

.3
a

j 19 number.

i
MR. REYNOLDS: All right. I am done with thist

! 20
-a

, f panel with the reservation of simply learning what the
21

fI estimate of the percentage of the population that's goingEI

22

O to use 101 and 1. If, when I get that information, there
23

are a couple of more questions that occur to me, with the
74

!
information, I'd like to pursue that. Other than that,

25

!
,

, m - - 3
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1 I'm finished with this panel. Thank you.

2 JUDGE WOLF: You may have that permission.

3 UITNESS WINSLOU: Could I ask for one clarification
,

- 4 on that number you asked for? You said that use 101 at
Or

r

5 sometime during the evacuation at one time. And another

6 time, I think you used the term evacuated'by 101. What I

7 would propose to calculate for you is the percentage of

8 the total people crossing the EPZ who leave by routes 1

! 9- North or 101 North or South. I9 that the number that you

'
10 wanted.

11 BY MR. REYNOLDS:

12 0 You're saying crossing the EPZ, namely --

13 A The EPZ boundary.>

O
14 Q We're talking about the basic emergency planning

~

15 zone? ,

16 A Yes.

I
17 0 Is that what you're referring to?

g

18 A The basic emergency planning zone, yes.
g
:

*

j 19 Q So starting in the zone and going out?

I i
20 A Yes. See, particularly on Route 1 North, we have

| |~
|f traffic that crosses over by Routes 41 and 46 to the

21

>I
# Atascadero and Paso Robles areas.22

23 Q I guess the reason that I feel like that should

I be included is because they are going to be contributing
. 24

to the traffic flow on 101 North. So I guess what I mean
25
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1 to have you calculate -- first of all, maybe if you could

2 do both, that would be the most helpful. If you could

3 calculate only going from one to the out -- inside to the

4 outside. In the other one, incorporating things like this,<

5 going from Route 1 to 101 using Highway 40.

6 MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor. Mr. Reynolds

7 has got experts, Dr. Plotkin and Dr. Pulido, that I presume
.

8. can do whatover calculations Mr. Reynolds wants them to do.

9 I thought he was asking our witness to look up a number that

to he had, which he'd be happy to do; but our witnesses are

11 not going to do Mr. Reynolds' calculations for him. And

12 I don't think they're required --

13 MR. REYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I don't think that

14 I'm asking Mr. Norton's witnesses to do a lot of calcula-

15 tions for me. I asked this gentleman a question. He said,

16 I don't have that; I'll be happy to provide it. And that's
.

3 .

17 all I'm simply doing. If he's willing'to provide it forj
18 me, I would appreciate that very much. And I think it

,g
:

j 19 would probably contribute to the record :in the case.
-;
E 20 JUDGE WOLF: You may do that for Mr. Reynolds,
a

d

| 21 Mr. Witness.
I
#

22 WITNESS WINSLOW: Right.

O
23 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. B rown , are you ready to proceed?

I

24 MR. BROWN : Yes.
7,

d
25

!

!
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1 . CROSS EXAMINATI'ON
.

2 BY MR. BROUN:s

3 Q Dr. Mileti, I have a couple of questions for you.

4 Is it a proper characterization of your testimony that

5 there are common threads or factors which apply to all

6 human behavior and that those factors would apply here as

7 well in San Luis Obispo?
,

8 A (WITNESS MILETI) Yes. In fact, that's thei

9 reason that social sciences can exist.

10 Q That's the only reason social sciences can exist?
.

11 A That's the reason one can perform studies on
.

12 human behavior from a scientific point of view, looking "

13 to see what's in common, discovering the pattern that's-

14 repeatable.
.

I
15 Q I see. Now, earlier you testified that you

16 didn't do a study or a profile, analysis, or survey on

!
! 17 this community.

,

18 A That's correct. I have not.
g
a

j 19 Q Now, how are you able to draw any conclusions,

with respect to similarities between the generalizedE 20
a
,

population universe that's part of your own experiencej 21

{' and knowledge and the specific community here?; 22

23 A It's called the scientific inference and rests~

|

24 on the following: There have been, for example, 50, 60, |

()|

|' 25 . 100 studies done across the United States in different
! t

I

a

l

! ,
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1 communities, some of which have been in California and some

2 of which have not been in California. There also have been
~ Os

3 studies done in different cultures, for example, Mexico,

4 Japan, China, the Soviet Union. And if all those studies
CS)

5 make the same conclusion, it's very likely that that would

6 hold in San Luis Obispo, if there have been no other

7 exceptions the other 100 times people have looked for them.

8 Now, that particular study hasn't been done in San Luis

9 Obispo, but because San Luis Obispo is occupied by human

10 beings, it therefore is a logical conclusion that the

11 principals that guide you in behavior would exist in this

12 county.

13 Q Now, is there any significance you would attach

.O.:

14 to the fact that in this conmunity, the potential disaster

is , we're. concerned involves the emissions of radiation from
i

16 a nuclear power plant, whereas -- I suspect, and correct
8

,

17 -me if I'm wrong -- the preponderance, if not nearly all_of

18 the cases in Mexico and elsewhere in the United States you'

=

\ 'i
( j 19 referred to, did not include a potential emission of

i a

radiation from a nuclear power plant.20-

.

21 A I understand the basis for that question. And

| $
22 it's a fair question. So I'm happy to try to answer it.'

O The principals of flight are applicable and hold whether23

24 one talks about a 747 or a 707. And the principals that

O I |

guide human behavior in risky situations are applicable in25
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1 response to a nuclear plant as they are a hurricane as they
,

2 are an earthquake prediction.

O
3 Q So then you would, I take.it -- correct me again

4 if I'm out of bounds, but as I interpret what you're saying,

O-
5 you would not find a qualitative difference in the

6 behavior or response or a community confronted with a

7 radiation accident than any other kind of accident?

8 A No, that's not what I mean to say. What I mean

9 to say is that the causes of human behavior remain the same.

10 ~ Now,.the coefficients in front of all those causes and the

11 grand equations explaining that behavior can differ from

12 event to event to event. For example, in one community

13 where you had very good warnings, you could get very --

0
14 in whomever's values -- good response. In another community

15 where you had very poor warnings, there could be a dramatic

16 qualitative difference in the way that community responds,

!
: 17 .but the causes of that behavior remains the same. - Now,

18 there are some general transcending principals that seem;
a

j 19 to apply across the board. They are, for example, that

i

i 20 people simply, because they go through an event or are
a

f heard -- or hear that an event is about to happen. By in
21

i
8

22 large, I can't think of one case where people have taken

(,

that as the reason to -- to shed the thousands of years23'

i

worth of human culture that we have learned, that we've'

24

been socialized into nor the norms that guide our behavior.
4

' 25

!.

I

I
''

:

y , - -
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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1 And it's for that reason that it's easy to conclude and I

2 feel that it is the most prudent hypothesis-that people

O
3 don't panic in these sorts of situations. They never have

4 in the past.

5 Now, that's not'to say.that we haven't studied

6 an event or mishap at a nuclear plant that hasn't been

7 plugged in yet. But that is, without question, the best

8 quess. It's a hypothesis. And I believe it would hold.

9 Q So just so we understand it -- the reason I'm
i

-10 trying to paraphrase it is to use common parlance to the

11 extent to which I can rather than some of your technical

12 words. But what I believe you're saying -- correct me if

'

I'm wrong -- is that the variables involved in human13,

!O
14 behavior in response to any disaster are the same. It's'

the values of the coefficients of those variables which15

16 are different, depending on the nature of - .well, you

<8

3 17 gave an example of the warning system. It could also be,
*

1
.

: is ! I take it, the nature of the-disaster.,

!
j j 19 A That was a good paraphrasing, almost using my

i
8 own jargon. But let me say that that's. correct. However,

|a- 20

$ I'd like to qualify that statement by adding that that'

21

i
2 does not mean that what that qualitative result is in a

22

Oi

community cannot be managed. And I'm not suggesting that*

23
,

we can control human behavior. Indeed, if we could,
24

O sociologists would be a much more wealthy group of% 25
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1 individuals than they are. What I'm suggesting is that if

2 one is concerned with the dependant variable of how a

O.
3 population might respond to the warning of an event or an

.

. 4 actual event that we have, because we know the causes of

5 that human response, keys to give us the ability to manage

that response in the most prudent direction.
6

Q I think earlier today, you referred to specifically
7,

1

three events which involved releases of radiation as part8
-

of this universe of knowledge upon which you were relying.9

-You referred to a Japanese experience. Am I correct top)

assume that you were referring there to the dropping of the
33

bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasake or were you referring the
12

Matsui, the ship that had some difficulty? What are you
33() referring to exactly?
34

A Well, first, let me say this. In terms of the
15

universe from which the body of knowledge, from which I'm
16

,
.

quoting, comes.from, it's not just limited to three particu
'

37
.

lar incidences that happen to-involve nuclear fission.
18-

!
What I'm talking about are the hundreds of studies that have> jg

j. been done about how human beings behave in response to
20g,

$ warnings of impending catastrophy or in response to

i
e catastrophies, whatever has been their cause. And the

22

s evidence that exists suggest that those variables that
23

transcend, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, so on and
, g

( so forth, by in large have also applied in the few incidences
s . ,54

i

- , ,. .
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1 involving nuclear materials or what-hava-you.

2 In terms of the actual cases that we have on board

3 -- and I don't think there's anyone in this room who wishes

4 to have a larger H involving nuclear material -- the Three7-s
(_

5 Mile Island incident, by far, has produced the most informa-

tion about human behavior, even though it's not what a6

7 sociologist would contrive of as the inventory he'd like

8 to see. We've got many studies, so that one event produced

9 many studies, more than just one. And the information that's

to been-gathered in reference to the bombings in Japan has --

those studies were performed well before the disciplined
11

state of the art -- are where they are. So many of the
12

basic concepts that could've been explored were unknown and13r
b

14 unexplored. So we have very little that we learned there

given the kinds of concepts we would use today.15

In reference to the Windscale incident, the same
16

s

j- - is also true and there was very little research done on
j7

:
that. So in terms of actual events involving nuclear

18-

'! materials, we have a very small number of cases, which Ij 19

think we should be happy about. And when one goes to look
20

{
at those cases and the sorts of behavior that went on there,

21

a to the extent that that research has been performed and is
22

(')/ completed and can be looked at, I think the case is mades- 23

that it's apparent that what ue've concluded about other
3

O sorts of hazards seems applicable there. And the most
25'

|

.1
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I prudent hypothesis about how people might behave in the

2 future associated with nuclear hazards are followed fromg-
V

3 the natural hazards that are entered.

4
(] Q Well, I really find that you've opened up something
V

5 that just deserves clarification, because I really don't

6 understand how any information resulting from the surprise

7 detonation of two nuclear bombs in Japan has a predictive

8 quality to it to suggest to us how people were given early

9 warning of a potential release of radiation at a nuclear

10 power plant might have a common characteristic that would'

11 be useful to this Board in deliberating the issue here.

12 A Sir, I agree with you. I don't think that's where

13 the comparability between those two specific things exists,
,s

b
14 I think, however, if we look at how people responded to the

15 actual distruction that occurred in Japan and say how was
~

16 that comparable to how people responded to the Wooster (Ph)
!

17 Tornado in 1953 when the disaster syndrome, for example, wasj
18 first coined by a man named Wallace. And we can find;

a

j 19 comparability between how human beings responded there.
!
2 20 Now, the Japan experience with the bombings is
a
:

an extreme in that it involved a great massive area and$ 21

i
there wasn't a very productive periphery to come in and*

22

(''- 23 help and yet there was some comparability there. So the

general principals about how humans behave seem to transcend24

'- 25 these events and now are transferrable from one to another.

.
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1 Q Could you just continue with part of that answer?@-1

2 How human beings seem to behave? Could you relate that to

3 bombing situation, am I correct in saying, if I were to

4 finish that sentence, how people behave in response to

5 a disaster that has occurred? Would that be correct?

6 Am I putting words into your sentence or not?

7 A (WITNESS MILETI) Let me see if I can restate

8 that.

9 0 I would appreciate it; where I'm having difficulty

'10 is comprehending it anyway, how that surprise attack which

resulted in very large numbers of death, an explosion
33

for very deliberate purposes was not disclosed to anybody,12

has any utility to a situation here where we're asking13
'

fundamental questions, where this board is asking the34

fundamental question, how will people respond if told
15

that there is a potential release of radiation and thus
16

s
they,should prepare to-either stay in heir homes, to leave,j j7

!

to turn on a radio or something else?
18-

$
A The reason I brought up the research on thej ig

apanese events I beHeve was in de conted of sMes
20

d f human behavior, not qualifying the words studies of
21

a
2 human behavior and studies of human behavior after ag

O disaster occurred in Japan. Now, I don't think that
23

gives us any information or any data base on how people

respond to de warning of a possMe or potendalw
' 25
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I
13-2 disaster. There were no warnings in Japan, that's true,

2g however we can look at how the Japanese responded to

O
3 going through this disaster and seeing was that comparabic

4 t7 how they responded to going through the Rapid City flood.

5 The Japanese case is a very extreme one and that was a very

6 large event, not like most of the ones we've had in this

7 country, be they associated with whatever contact.

8 Q Now, what kind of research have you done as

9 to the Windscale accident?
.

10 .A I:have done no-research on Windscale. I have

11 read some of the reports and accounts that have come

12 out on Windscale, and there have been many, especially

13 if one looks and reads the different newspaper story.

14 There really wasn't much done in the way of elaborate

15 social scientific research at that time. It was

16 back a few years. The area of researching the disasters
!
g 17 and the warnings of disasters just began in this country,

.g in the late late 50's and blossomed really in the early18
1

j 19 60's. It started by the way at the National Academy of
i

| 20 Sciences in a sub-division called the National Research

21 Counsel, originally because it was thought to be able
i
*'

22 to produce information that would be useful in planning

[
23 for nuclear emergencies when the threat of the cold war

,
.

24 first came out and that's why the federal government

N 25 initially started funding it.'

;
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3-3
1 Q Would you'happan to recall many or any of the

2 principal characteristics of the population area surrounding

O
3 the Windscale facility?

4 -A What do you mean by population characteristics?

u)
5 Q Oh, demographic, physiographic-density-biases

6 perhaps, any significant characteristics that go to the

7 profile of the community, those kinds of things?

8 A No.

9 Q Are there, I'll ask you first. Are you familiar

10 with the body of literature that's developed concerning

social behavior flowing from the Three Mile. Island incident?
11

A I've read many if not most of.those reports.12

13 Q No, I am just focusing on the characteristics

y of the population. I recall earlier, I believe, your

testimony was you had not done a survey of the population
15

here so I take it, would it be a sound conclusion for me
16

:
to draw that.having.not done that survey, you could notj 37

:
draw comparisons between the populations here and the

18-
'

!
population in the Three Mile Island area?| 39

[
a

-j A I'm sure that I could make some general comparisons.-
g

a

d For example, I know that there has not been a nuclear
| 21.

i<

r in cident and I know there has been one there so on that-,

22'

~

criteria which is a very significant one, I can draw ag

distinction. In terms of looking at specific attitudinal
24

,

|'' 25
' '

1

1

!
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- t critoria.
3-4

2
,

MR. BROWN: Thank you very much. I appreciate
t ,

-

3 your answers.

4 JUDGE WOLF: Do you have any more, Mr. Brown?

'5 MR. BROWN: No, Your Honor.

6 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Olmstead?

7 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, I do have a couple of questions

8 for Dr. Mileti but I'm perfectly willint to have this

9 panel excused and take those questions later if Mr. Mileti

10 prefers.

11 JUDGE WOLF: Well, if you wish, Mr. Norton,

12 we can do that.

,_

13 MR. NORTON : Mr. Mac31vaine, as I understand it,

\ )
14 that's why I approached the bench wants to get Mr. -- to''

15 get the permission of the parties to have Mr. MacElvaine

16 testify now without having to wait and Mr. Brown said

1

: 17 he had two or three questions which took 20 minutes.
|

2

| 18 I would like to have Mr. MacElvaine on now to keep him from
g
:

j 19 waiting.
i

| i

20 JUDGE WOLF: Well, suppose we excuse this panel
|

| 3 21 and --
|

$'

22 MR. NORTON : Well, I think Mr. Olmstead had'

[
\~/ 23 some q uestions.

24 JUDGE WOLF: Yes, he does but he's willing to
c

i ( '
25 stand aside.' ''

I
:

!
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:13-5 i
MR. NORTON: Well, what I mean is we don't

!

2 have to excuse them. I think Mr. MacElvaine will be very

() 3 brief. I have just one or two questions of Mr. MacElvaine.

#
3 JUDGE WOLF: Well, let's bring him up then.

4

5 (Pause)

6 JUDGE WOLF: State your full name and occupation.

7 MR. MacELVAINE: My name is William Steven

8 MacElvaine. I dm the vice chairman of the San Luis Obispo

9 County Board of Supervisors.

10 JUDGE WOLF: Would you repeat that?

11 MR. MacELVAINE: My full name is William

! 12 Steven MacElvaine. I am the current vice chairman of the

13 San Luis Obispo County Boa'rd of Supervisors.

O 14 Whereupon,

15 WILLIAM STEVEN MacELVAINE

16 having been first duly sworn was called as a witness herein
8

g and was examined and testified as follows:17

18 JUDGE WOLF: You may be seated.g
:

j 19 DIRECT EXAMINATION
i

| 20 BY MR. NORTON:
,

8
21 Q Mr. MacElvaine, I have what is supposedly

3

!.
'

22 a transcript of a motion that was made and carried by the

23 San Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors on January 20th

| 24 and I'd like to ask you -- I'll read it and ask you if
1 -

25 indeed -- excuse me, January 18th, 1982 and I'll read it and'

|

|

-. _- -. . _ _ - . _ - -.
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,

.3-6 1 ack you if indeed that..was the motion that was mada and

carried ~3 to 2. The motion is to approve. draft plan2

O
3 revision B of October, 1981 of.the San Luis Obispo County

4 Nuclear Power Plant, Emergency Response Plan, including

\

5 addendum. Was that motion made before the Board of

Supervisors on January 18th, 1982 and carried by a 3 to 26

role call vote?7

A (WITNESS MacELVAINE) Yes, sir.
8

Q Now Mr. MacElvaine, you probably haven't seen9
.

the film you were_in,. August 19th, 1981, that was shown10

last week on the drill, on the exercise that was held at
3,

that time. What was your role in that exercise?g

A Basically, I worked as -- I assigned myself
13

D
V to the decision control group. Now as you know, theg

m rgency plan does not have officially any supervisors
5

as part of that decision making group. As the chairman,
16

{ though, I ask that I become a part to the point that
!

I had some idea as to what was going on in the decision
18-

!
19

Y listening and participating in all the decisions.
j 20

i Q Have you in your role as a county supervisor,
21

t ,

! taken it upon yourself to familiarize yourself with the
22

| plan, with the county plan and the county procedures

for the nuclear power plant emergency?

A Yes, sir.
' . 25
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3-7
1 Q Do you feel that the county is capablo of

2 responding under it's plan and procedures?
r~x

'

3 A Could you define what you mean by the county?

4 0 Well, the San Luis obispo County, by that, I guessb)V
5 I mean, the various -- sheriff's department, the radiological

6 health department and so on, the various departments that

7 are identified in the plan. Are they capable of carrying.

8 out their functions as identified in the plan'.within the

9 10 mile emergency planning zone?

10 A That-would. depend on.the individual agencies. I

it believe the higher echelon department heads that were

12 involved in the EOC training are capable of their function.

13 The UDAC, I think with the training that they've

14 had is going to be capable of their function and I qualify

15 that based on the fact. that there are not pieces of equipment

that I feel are very necessary.16

:
; 17 Many of the he'alth department vehicles do not
:

is have radios which is very much a part of our plan. That,

!
) ig would be the. qualification I have throughout our ability
a

! to respond, is that I believe the plan is a draft document20
a

d as, with the qualifications made before the Board of
21

3
E Supervisors at our last meeting, could be a workable22

plan, but it calls for items such as ring-down telephones,w/ 23

it will allow us to talk with individual jurisdictions,24

'() tone devices, etc, that in my opinion if those devices are25

i

I

I |

_
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(3-8 1
not out in the field, it is not a workable plan.

2 Q And is it also your understanding that thosep
!

'

~

3 devices are indeed being furnished and there is a time

4 schedule for those devices to be furnished, those instru-

5 mentations, if you will?

6 A That is my understanding and I've also asked

7 the staff in the process of discussion on that motion--

8 we here words like it's being studied, it's eminent,

9 it's on the way, that prior to any final adoption of

10 this plan, that they give us a timeline for each item

11 that we feel is necessary, so that if it's two months

12 away, we know that and the board can make whatever financial

13 commitments that are necessary to ensure that equipment
''

!

14 Comes.

15 Q Is Mr. Ness the .one that could tell when those

16 timelines, what the schedule is for those timelines?

!
: 17 A I believe that he would be the one most qualified.

|

| 18 If it's radio gear, I'm not sure that he would know wheng
:

j 19 that company could provide that information but he would

i

! 20 be the one coming back with the information for the Board.
2

|
21 MR. BROWN: I have nothing further.

|i i

*
22 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds?

t
> <

' v' 23 CROSS-EXAMINATION

24 3Y MR. REYNOLDS:
I; i

\~'
25 0 As I understand your testimony, it's your view that

|

:

|
,
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13-9
3 the plan has to be completed before it will finally be -

2 acceptable and ready for final approval, is that right?,,

3 A (WITNESS MacELVAINE) That's my personal opinion.

4"

I don't want to give final approval to that particular

5 document until I'm assured that significant pieces of
4

'
6 equipment such as the ring-down phones, etc., are very
7 much a part of the county's plan and the board, for an

.

8 example, there is a recommendation of 11 radios for the
._

9 health department. If we can't have-them all the first year,

10 I would'like to know what is considered an acceptable limit

i 11 by the health department. 6 this year and 5 next year

12 that's fine, as long,as the board makes that kind of

13 a commitment to eventually have all 11 if that's what,

i

14 is necessary to make that work.

15 0 You mentioned some qualifieations that were

le discussed at the Monday meeting, qualifications on adequacy
.!

17 of-the plan. Could you describe what those qualifications

18 were?;
:

j 19 A Supervisor Jorgensen was the first probably to,

i

| 8 list a lot of them. Supervisor Kepper (ph) discussed20
- a

,

21 some along the line and then I responded to some of Jeff's.
t

: 2
*

22 Basically, I think.we're -- the majority of the board is

23 concerned that we have a timeline, in otherwords, don't
d

24 come to us and tell us Cal-Poly's plan is being done by<

(
| 25 OES and it's going to be done within a reasonable period of
i

.-- - - - -
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1

'

3-10 1 time. We want a figure. Is it March, is it April, is it

2 January?

3 If we're dealing with equipment, now that we

I 4 -know that we're fairly comfortable with emergency workers-

. _

5 with emergency outfits, fine. How much does it cost?

6 When can those be available? Can we afford them in this
4

7 budget year or are we going to have to separate those over

8 a couple of years?

9 There was a discussion, and of course, all of these
-

10 comments, if you want to go back to voorhees, for their
,

11 comments back to us on their significance .but issues like
i

12 earthquake safety -- should that sinultaneous earthquake;

13 be considered in be plan? Supervisor Jorgensen believes

(t

| 14 that it should be. I'm not comfortable that that's necessary
.

I

: 15 and I qualify that on the basis that we have the TERA

16 Corporation report which basically says that the most

h 17 credible earthquake, maximum credible earthquake on the
:

is Hosgri fault right off of Diablo Canyon is going to leave,

-i
j ,9 it standing and it's going to mess up some roads and

i

! ridges but basically nothing is going to happen to the20
3

,

'd
21 plant.*

.!
*

22 Now, if we go out and finance a half a million
,

( -

23 dollar study tnat tells us nothir is going to happen,

24 I'm not sure that's the way to go. Also, we had several

O- pieces of information gathered as to evacuation times.25
i

.

-n - , - - - - - - , - - - , , . --
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i3-11 1 Ona firm says 10 hours, the. next firm says 12 hours -- my

concern is that we be able to evacuate or do whatever2

O
3 is necessary to protect the health, safety and welfare

4 of the public. I asked Voorhees about what they felt about

O-
5 earthquake safety. Their comment was well, we need to

study the issue and I said well, rather than go into an
6

extensive study, let me give you a scenario. Let me take
7

a community and destroy all the roads and bridges going out8

of it. What are you going to do? And they said, well,
9

under that circumstance, we would shelter or we would try
-10

to move people out through other vehicles or helicopters
,,

r what have you, but the primary thing would be shelter.
12

I don't need a half million dollar study that's going to'

33

O'-

come back and make those kinds of comments.
34

The board in any jurisdiction needs to be able
,

16

-{ any kind of an emergency whether it's an over-turned propane
! I

tank car which is going to require evacuation or toxic
18t g

l 2

| i 19
*

*
\

I Other items that we discussed as we felt that
! 20

,

i
*

| 4 there should be some more work with the lower echelon's
|j 21

| $ people -- we're saying a lot of jurisdiction, that the
22'

|. upper echelon is saying that the plan is just fine and

we approve it. We're hearing from a lot of parents. They
24

are concerned about the school children. They are. concerned
25
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I about the handicapped and there is not - :there doesn't

I . . . 2- appear to be a workingness~between some of'the jurisdictions

. .O
' 3 on those levels. Voorhees may disagree, I. don't know but-

4
'

that was a concern we definitely put out there and there

5
; are probably some other factors, administration of Potassium

'

6 Iodide, Dr. Mitchel who is the head of our health agency

:
7 is saying no, we should not distribute it to the public.

8 Dr. Smilavitz (ph) and Dr. Gates are saying yes, we should.

9 I commented.-that I'm kind of up in the air'as to one way

[ 10 'or ~the other. 'I_have one set of doctors saying one-thing

i 11 and one the other. I would probably be leaning more toward
,

12 the public having that, but I want to hear more information
i

13 on it. There is concern by some of'the public that that's

O
14 a controlled substance. Whether or not radiation badges

15 should be issued to the public is another issue. That

16 is something I'd like tu think more about and ask for

!
- 17. PRC Voorhees comments and there are some others that you

18 . may have access to there. If you want to ask me' questions
g

j 19 6n them I'.d be happy to answ5r thein but that's what .I
e

! can remember off hand.20
a

f 21 Q Have the board of supervisors members seen all
'

..i
*

.

22 the standard operating procedures that will be prepared

23 for the plan?
-

,

24 A I believe that there are a couple of outstanding

x
'

25 operdting procedures, Cal-Poly is one of those. There is a

.
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1 list on the front of the emargency plan that has a list
'3-13

2 of those that are pending and those that are coming. We

,O-

3 have not seen all the standard operating procedures at

4 this time.

S
5 Q Is it your view that before the plan can be

6 finally approved, those standard operating procedures

7 will also have to be approved?

8 A It depends on what stage of the preparation

9 they are, it will depend upon and my own vote as to what

to that particular jurisdiction is doing. As an example of

ti that, if Cal-Poly just says we're not going to do one,

12 I'd be weighing that against their responsibilities to

'

13 feact in evacuation under any circumstances.

14 Q Has Cal-Poly said they wouldn't do one?

A No, they haven't, but I'm giving you the hypo-! 15

,

16 thetical case since you asked what would I do if I don't
,

3'j 17 have -- do I have to have all standard operating procedures
2

18 to approve the document.-

; ig Under that scenario, I would not. If they
,

| e

could say that within the next two months all documents20

$ are going to be befdre us, fine. I have no problem
21

.g .

2 waiting a couple of months. If it's going to be a couple
22

bs/ f years, that's something else.
23

Q They haven't told you one way or the other?
24

( A No, they haven't told us at this time.
25

,

. . _ _ . - _ __ . - . . . . _ . . _ . - - - . . - . _ _
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I,3-14 Q Isn't it true that a-number of the cities within

2 the county have not yet approved standard operating procedures?

O '
3 A I don't know the exact number. I know there

4
f- are some communities.that havel.not been involved.
b)

5 Q Is San Luis Obispo'one of those?

6 A We have seen a draft document from them. Whether

7 the city has approved it, I'm not sure.

8 Q I wonder if I could show you a document and

9 have you identify it?
.

10 .(pause)

11 MR. REYNOLDS : I'd like to mark this Joint

12 Intervenor's Exhibit 122 for identification.

13 (The document referred to

O
14 was marked for identification

15 as Joint Intervenor's Exhibit

16 No. 122.)
!

17 (Pause)g

18 BY MR. REYNOLDS:-

i
j 19 Q Mr. MacElvaine, can you identify this document?
i

.! 20 A (WITNESS MacELVAINE) The first letter is the
a

f 21 letter from Melanie Billig, the city of San Luis Obispo,
:
*

22 which is basically asking that --

23 Q Excuse me, who is she?

24 A She is the mayor of San Luis Obispo.

O
25 Q Thank you.
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1 I. Asking that the city of San Luis Obispo
3-15

2 be allowed further time to review the standard operating

3 procedures.

4 Q That would imply, would it not, that they hadn't

O
5 approved one, would you agree?

6 A It would imply that, yes.

7 Q You're familiar with the County Plan, I take it?|

8 A Yes. -
.

9 C On page ii, it's called plan adoption. Let

10 me give you a copy of the plan, please.

11 A I'm not that familiar.

(Pause)12

g3 Q I wonder if you would read the top paragraph.

A The title of the paragraph is Plan Adoption --34

JUDGE WOLF: Pardon me. Do you want him to read
15

it to himself or into the record?
16

:'j BY MR. REYNOLDS:
37

2

Q If you could read it for the record, then18-
**

everybody in the room would know what you were' talkingig

;

| # "*
20

a

d A (WITNESS MacELVAINE) The title is plan adoption.g
!
E' This plan is the official San Luis Obispo County city's

p) plan f r resp nding to the radiological accident orq, 23

emergency at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power plant. The

' O' 25 plan's responsibilities and authority's are effective as
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i indicated below.
3-16y

2 Q No, you don't have to read the entire thing.

O
.3 Below are signature lines for various jurisdictions

4 within the county, is that correct?

O
,

5 A That's correct.

Q. I wonder if you could tell me which of these6

7 jurisdictions, if any, have signed off on the plan?

A None to my knowledge.8

~

Q Would those jurisdictions be called upon to9
,

10 assist in response to an emergency at Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power plant?
33

A Pr bably, yes.
12

Q I'm a little confused basically as to the purpose13

of the approval. It's not a final approval, is that right?g

A That's correct. I hate to use the word. What

we're looking at is the conceptual approval which the

I board beat to death for hours as to what concept means.
17

2

If we do not adopt some -- whether it's conceptual and,g
.

}
- I wish there was a better word than the word conceptual --g

! .:
j some document. The cities are really in no position to,

20
| i.

f do any final work on their plans or prepare any educational.,

i 21.: -

i programs in conjunction with the plans, because we. haven't'

O ee1d whet the eveceeeion roetee conceivab17 cou1d ee.m

We could have county people going north while city people '

!'O ere seine south. 1eeme rike ehee. The grens seid there
,Si

,

t

i
e

-- . _ _ - .. -. -. .-. .
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s u e pr e ve gear. ere a e some form of|3-17
2- statement that said the board believes that we need,

3 protective gear for emergency workers and you can't

4('y do that by just letting the staff bring a document before
\)

5 us and then we receive and file it. The staff has to-

6 have direction as to what the board feels is the right

7 direction they're going.

|
8 Q So does the approval mean that there won't

9 be any changes in that plan?

10 -A No. As a-matter of fact, the discussion we made

11 after that motion has to be considered by PRC Voorhees

12 and that company has to come back and comment on it.

13 Q So if there will be more changes, what purpose
(O
'~'

14 does the approval serve in terms of certainty for the

15 other jurisdictions in devising public education programs?

16 A I think if you look at the comments we made,

' e
17 we did not condemn every piece of paper that's in the

18 document. I don't know of anything other than one commentp
a

j 19 I made about the evacuation route going toward the.

i

i 20 Santa Maria river where public testimony claimed that
a
i

21 all four routes were going south under a given scenario.
!
*

22 How do you get something back this way? Now, we had

23 provisions in the Cuesta grade area for closing traffic

24 and making it flow in both directions if you need

25 emergency vehicles, but I do not recall personally in the'

i

, . , , . - . , - - . . - . . . . . . . . , . _ . , . , -- , , , . , --
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1

2-18 plan where that was being done in the south county so
- 2 in that area, we're going.to1have.to come back and respond

3 but the general evacuation plan route is acceptable to
4(~'y the board.

U
5 Q Up to this point if I can deduce from what you
6 said, the 'ther jurisdictions, the county has noto

7 been able to go ahead with the public education program
8' because there has not been this sort of conceptual approval
9 or whatever you want to call it by the Board of Supervisors?

.

10 A The staff has been working on be assumption

11 that there are certain things contained within this that

12 are boing to be acceptable by the board.

. 13 The problem they run, unless the board looks

14 at a document and gives some sort of approval and here
;

;

15 again I wish there was a better word than conceptual, they

16 really did not know that if they went out and printed
!

17 those documents tomorrow, they wouldn't be found wrong and
i

| g they had to come back and throw everything else, because18

a

| j 19 the board took a draft document and said these areas
i a

20 are wrong,
t

3
; 21 0 So they haven't done it? I mean that's really-, 8

1
E

22 the reason -- .
1

23 A Just in the draft form, yes. They haven't

24 gone into the fancy printing to my knowledge. It would

()'

25 be risky if they did so.

- ._____._J
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|

3-19 1 Q And would you agree then, that the vast majority-

2 of the residents of the county really don't know what

3 the evacuation routes are?

( 4 A I'd say that that's probably a safe assumption.

5 0 And they really don't know -- they really

6 wouldn't have any idea what to do in the event of an

7 emergency then? At this point?

8 A I'm sure there are some people, but I would

9 say that your comment, probably the majority right now,

to are not familiar with^ wha't-the procedures would be.

.

11
i

e

,

12
,

''

(:)
14

,

{ 15

t

16

I
: 17
2

.I
:

) I9

i

.! 20
.

f 21

i
:

23

)
25'
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T14.1 1 Q Mnybe I could just ask you a couple of gancral

2 cpestions about San Luis Obispo County, just for the record.
(lV

3 Would you agree that nuclear power, and

4 specifically the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, are

5 controversial issues in this county?

6 A They definitely are in my district.

7 Q In fact, what was the vote on Monday night, the

8 vote count for this conceptual approval, was it unanimous?

9 A Oh, no. The vote was on, I believe, Wednesday.

10 Q I-am sorry, Wednesday.

11 A Monday. That is right. It came back for --

12 0 Yeah, the night before this --

13 A Continued it from Wednesday until Monday.
. 'T'

\' ')
14 0 The night before the hearing.

15 A That was a 3-2 vote.

is Q All right. You were present at the August 19

:
17 drill, were you not?

,

1 e

18 A The EOC -- the training drill?:
*

!
19 0 Yes. Yes.q

!:

! 20 A Yes.
.

T

Q Did that drill give you confidence that the
21

3
: public in evacuating would know where to go or what to do?22

.

(''J
S

' A Tae primary function of that drill was thes
23

upper echelon people. I think that right now, with the
24

()
| \~' educational level that we have with the public, that

25

!

!

!
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l'14.2 really wasn't an issue, because I am not sure that they

2 have, since we do not have evacuation routes published in

O
3 phone books, and what have you, they are not in a position

4 to have reacted at that point in time..,

's)
5 Q In fact there, there was no public evacuation

6 attempted in that. drill. It was in that sense a very

7 limited drill, because it did not include the public, is

8 that right?

9 A Well, there was the token movement of Boy Scouts,

to I. guess it was.

11 O It was 40 of them?
,

12 A Yes.

13 Q Does the County plan any public evacuation

O
14 drills of any kind or exercises?

15 A Not to my knowledge . I am not sure of the legal

16 ramifications of that. The Board may do something like that

!
: 17 for -- within volunteers in the future, but at this time
:

18 that is not planned, to my knowledge. It may be planned byg
a

j 19 the Staff, but they have not brought that to my attention.

i

i 20 Q Thanks very much.
*

|

f 21 MR. REYNOLDS: No further questions.
i i
' *

22 MR. LANPHER: Mr. MacElvaine, I believe you --

23 JUDGE UOLF: Before you begin, Mr. Lanpher, what

24 book did the supervisor read from?

o\'# 25 MR. REYNOLDS: He was looking at page 11 of the|
!

!

|
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I14.3 County draft plan, revision B, in evidence, I guess as what?

2 PG & E's Exhibit 80.
O

3 JUDGE LOLF: Very well.

4 MR. REYNOLDS: One moment. I don't believe that

5 the document which I had Mr. MacElvaine identify has been

6 moved into evidence, and I will do that at this time.

7 JUDGE WOLF: Any objection to the acceptance of

8 Joint Intervenor's Exhibit 122, which is now marked for

9 identification, which consists of a letter to the Board of

10 "Jupervisors from the Mayor of San Luis Obispo, and two

11 letters attached thereto, or one letter and a resolution,

12 rather?

13 MR. OLMSTEAD: I have no bjection.

O
14 MR. LANPHER: No objection.

15 MR. NORTON: No objection.

16 JUDGE WOLF: Without objection, Joint Intervenors
*

17 Exhibit 122 will be received in evidence.g,

18 (Joint Intervenors Exhibit No.g
a

j 19 122 was thereupon received

i

! 20 into evidence)
,

=
!

21 MR. LANPHER: May I proceed, sir?
! 2
| :
|

'
22 JUDGE WOLF: Yes.

i

'
'

23 FURTHER CROS3-EXAMINATION

24 BY MR. LANPHER:

O
25 Q dupervisor MacElvaine, I believe you stated that

|

|

. ._. _ _ _ _ -. ,_
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1_ 4.4 in your opinion, there'is a need to obtain the additional1

2 equipment, ring-down system, et cetera, before you personally

3 believe that the plan is workable, is that a fair statement?

4r^3 A (WITNESS MACELVAINE) It may not have to be on

O
5 hand right on the day of adoption of the plan, but it ic

6 going to have to be there within a reasonable period of time,

7 and unlike most County documents that set policy that are

8 never followed up on, I believe that should not be the case

9 with this document.

10 Q t;ould it be fair to say that you would certainly

11 want to see the equipment you have referenced in place and

12 operative before the plant operates?

13 A Before any full power license, I would say, yes .
,

()
14 Q Now, you were discussing with Mr. Reynolds, sir,

15 that I believe you viewed the action of the Board on Monday

16 night, the so-called conceptual approval, as more or less a

!
17 legal-step to keep the -planning ef fort continuing, is that ag

18 fair characterization?.g
I :

j 19 A Well, I think it was a -- I look at that as a

i

direction to Staff that there are parts of the plan that wei 20
a

:

21 find acceptable, there are parts of the plan which we find
i '

22 need some work. The PRC Voorhees contract is up with this*

I

(s'd) 23 last meeting. Before they go off, we want their comments

on whatever laundry list of issues we brought up that time.24

O'i

25 Q So, by the Board's action, you have directed'
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114.5 further ' work to be done for the revision of the draft plan,

2 is that correct?g~
U

3 A We have asked for their comments back, and in some

4 cases that may result in an actual revision to the plan

5 before the final adoption, yes, sir.

6 Q Now, who asked you to come here to testify today, |
!

7 sir?

8 A PG & E.

9 Q You were not directed to do so by the County

to board of-Supervisors, is'that correct, sir?

11 A No.

12 Q So you are appearing in your -- you are not

- 13 appearing on behalf of the Board of Supervisors today?

14 A Nor on behalf of PG & E.
'

15 Q Okay.

16 MR. LANPHER: No further questions, Judge Lolf .

!
17 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Olmstead?j
18 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

g
:

j 19 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

3

j 20 BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

a

: 21 Q I have handed Mr. MacElvaine a copy of dtaff

i'

22 Exhibit 30,.which.has been placed in evidence in this*

,q
23 proceeding, and Mr. MacElvaine, that is a copy of a' ''

24 procedure that would be included in the County plan, and I

k 25 r would like you to read the cover letter, and take 'whatever jl

|
i

i

f
,

!
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'
14.6 time you need to look at the procedure.

2 (A pause)

O
3 A (1ITNESS MACELVAINE) Okay.

4
Q I have been led to believe, and maybe I just

O.
6 misunderstand the timing of events before the County, but I

6 don't believe that this particular operating procedure was a

7 part of the plan that the County Board of Supervisors gave

8 conceptual approval to, is that correct?

9 A I have seen a document very similar to this, unless

") ,this is a very minor change within the department's

11 procedures.

12 Q Okay. The significance of this particular change

13 is' identified in the letter to the NRC from Mr. Crane, which

O 14 indicates that the Sheriff's SOP now authorizes the watch

15 commander to activate the emergency warning system sirens
,

i

16 and the emergency broadcast system.
!

17 My question is really a very simple one. This

18 would not -- a change in a procedure of this type would nott

_g
:
j 19 af fect the conceptual aoproval that the County Board of
i

j 20 Jupervisors gave, in your opinion?

.

; 21 MR. LANPHER: I object to that question. That is
a

'

22 calling for speculation as to what four other superrisors

2 23 might do.

24 JUDGE 1|OLF: Do you have an opinion on it?

25 UITNES3 MACEUTAINE: It */ould be -- here again, I-

!
,

,, -- . . -,
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I14.7 am one vote. If we are operating in a situation where none

2 of the main characters within the decision and control group,

3 are available to activate the siren, obviously the watch
4 commander should have that authority. For us to sit around

5 and not take an action -- and I personally question whether
6 or not he should wait five minutes to make that decision,
7 which is part of this document that I have read, I think
8 that is very appropriate for that to be done.

9 BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

10 g Okay. As I understand it, prior to the work that

11 *mnt into the development of the San Luis County plan, there.

12 was a previous -- what has been characterized in this

13 proceeding earlier by one of your colleagues as a paper plan.'()
14 There was another plan, was there.not?

15 A (WITNESS MACELVAINE) There is currently a

16 unanimously adopted plan sitting on the books, that was
!
= 17 adopted-in 1976-by the" Board.
!

18 0 In your opinion, if we were to hypothesize a,

i
j 19 nuclear emergency in San Luis Obispo County today, uhich
i

I 20 plan would the County follow?
a

Y
21 A I think the decision and control group wou3d use

s
:
*

22 the knowledge gained in the draft plan, and the 30Ps that we
.

23 have to date, and combine those with the appropriate

24 portions of the other plan to make it work.

O
25 Q Thank you.

. . _ . . - - - . - . _ .,
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'
T14.1 MR. OLMSTEAD: No further questions.

2/ A JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton?
V

3 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

4 BY.MR. NORTON:

5
Q You responded to a question earlier about

~

6 equipment being in place. I assume your concern is that the

7 equipment be in place before the plant goes to full power

8 operation.

' 9 A (WITNESS MACELVAINE) That is correct.

0 Issuances of pieces of paper aren't as important10

11 as actual activity, is that correct? In other words, if the

12 plant isn't operating, it doesn't make any difference what

13 the paper says.

14 MR. REYNOLDS: Clarification . bhat are you

15 talking about a piece of paper? What piece of paper?

16 ME. NORTON: Well, for example, a license. A

8

17 license presents -- it is the plant being in operation thatj
18 counts, not the fact that a license is issued, correct?j

:

j 19 BY MR. NORTON:
i

20 0 In other words, if there was no license, and the|
;

j 21 plant were operating, you would be concerned, right?
? $

22 A (WITNESS MACELVAINE) My concern, and this is my'

O
23 personal concern, is that the day the plant turns on the

24 switch of a full power license, that we have adequate

25 equipment to operate this plan as is specified in the

t
.-. - - . . _ . . - ,_- . _ . -
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,

I

14.9 1 do cuments .

2 O And I believe before, you said your concern was.

ss
3 about the license, but your concern is really then about

4 the operation, not the piece of paper itself ? The

5 operation of the plant?

6 A Personally, that is correct.

7 Q All right. And likewise, the County plan, whether

8 it has a formal approval, be it 3 to 2, 5 to Q or what, that

9 isn't as important as having the plan in place in operation,

10 correct? I mean, what the vote is, or whether it is

11 conceptual or final or what, it is the plan being in place

12 and operable that counts, correct?

'

13 A In my mind, yes.
' f\

'#'~
14 MR. NORTON: Nothing further.j

15 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds?

16 MR. REYNOLDS: Just one questions.
:

(:$ 17 RECROS3 EXAMINATION

'

18 BY MR. REYNOLDS:-

,!
*

1

; 19 Q Would you f avor a recommendation to this Board that|

:'

in the event any license were to be issued that it be'

20

f conditioned -- that operation, actual operation, be
21,

! i
! r conditioned on final approval by the Board of Supervisors

22
O,
(_) f a e unty plan?23

A (i.ITNESS MACEL7AINE) I really couldn't even begin| 24
! ~

to respond to that. This has become such a political issue,~

25

|
:

| |
|
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114 .10 throwing the licensing of the plant onto the Board of

2 Supervisors, I couldn't give you an appropriate response.

3 Q Thank you.

4 A I think I should provide a good emergency. plan,

5 whether it is licensed or not. If it wasn't even ever put
J

6 on line, I think we need a better plan for evacuation of

7. people under tidal waves, what have you.

8 0 Thank you.
- -

9 MR. REYNOLDS: No further questions.

10 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Olmstead?

11 MR. OLMSTEAD: No further questions.

12 MR. LANPHER: No questions.

13 JUDGE L'OLF: Thank you. You are excused.

14 MR. REYNOLDS: Could we take just a brief break?
i
!

15 JUDGE WOLF: Ten minutes.

| 16 MR. IANPHER: Well, Judge Wolf, I -- you know,
i

'

:
17 ve have heard a lot of -- I don't mean to give Mr. Reynolds

18 a hard time, but we have heard a lot of talk about how we-

- !.

j 19 have a tight schedule. Hopefully Mr. Olmstead doesn't have

too much examination for this panel --20

|d Maybe we could inquire of Mr. Olmstead how much21 .

i
* examination, because if he could complete that, then this

22

panel can step doun, we can get the other panel up there23

during the break.24

O MR. REYNOLDS: That is a good idea. I favor that.
25

|
|

|

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ - . . --
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14.11 1 MR. NORTON: Well, except you have got half the

2 people who have already run out of the room since you said

3 let us take ten-minute break.

'

4 JUDGE WOLF: I am afraid we have got to go ahead

5 with the break. Off the record.

6 (Brief recess)

7 JUDGE WOLF: On the record.

8 Mr. Olmstead, are you ready ?

9 MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes.

10 JUDGE WOLF: Please proceed.

11 MR. OLMSTEAD: I have a few questions for Dr.

12 Mileti.

13 . FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

O
14 BY OLMSTEAD:

| 15 Q In your testimony for Panel 6, you have a section
i

16 entitled " role conflict ,"

*

h 17 A (WITNESS MILETI) .Yes.
2

18 0 Could you give me a definition of role conflict?,

j 19 A That is being put in a situation where one is
a

i forced to decide about playing two different roles that are20
a

,

typically played through the course of life. For an
21

i
example, a wife at any one -- a woman at any one point in|r 22

time may be forced to choose between playing the role of
[

. 23
'

mother and playing the role of wife, when her husband and24

children make conflicting demands on how she perform.
| 25

.

,

.

.__ _ _.
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I14.12 Q Okay. In the situations that we are talking ,

2 about, would it be correct to say that a role conflict would,

3 be whether to leave the area of the disaster to take care

4 of your family or perform your of ficial duties?

5 A Yes, that would be a role conflict.

6 Q And would it be normal for a person who is in

7 that situation, a person who had of ficial duties 'who was

8 concerned about his family --

9 A To engage in that conflict? Yes.

10 Q Well, my question -- let us make sure we are

11 understanding, and let me finish my question.

I 12 Would it be normal for a person to contemplate

i 13 acting in one or the other of the two roles that were in
.

'

14 conflict?

15 A Yes, in fact the definition of that conflict is

16 the deciding about which one to perform.

!
17 0 So it would not be unusual, in your opihion, for

g

18 workers, say, at Diablo Canyon, to consider leaving the,g
:
j 19 job?

i

20 A That would definitely enter their mind, yes.
|

+.

| 21 How they actually behave, what they actually decide to do,
<

*
22 is another question.

('

23 Q And in your opinion, what is normally observed

in situations of hazard, when a person works out that role?24

O
' 25 A People in those sorts of situations do experience

1

f.
, , - -
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lT14.13 conflict, do want to know that their family is safe. If

2
they are able to find out that their family is safe,,O

3 tppically continue and play out their emergency roles.
4

That is after they know that their family is safe. At the

5 same time, there are some exceptions to that. Some few

6 people may indeed opt for leaving their job and going home,
7 and at the same time, many people who are home and off

8 duty, who have as soon as they found out about the event and

9 if they have seen to the safety of their family, volunteer

10 'and ' report to work.

11 Q What about the situation where the person is

12 unable to find out about the safety of their f amily?

13 A That would impose a severe conflict, and I Nould

14 imagine if a person is unable to find out about their

is family, that would be on their mind, and o f those, whatever

16 portion it is that does leave to go home rather than
i

17 perform their duty, that is probably where they would comeg

18 from.g
, a

19 Q Okay. Is it common in disaster scenarios that

20 you have studied, for a worker who is out of the area of

; 21 concern, but who is called to duty in the area of concern,
i'

I'

22 to respond?

23 A Yes. In fact, what is typical is that a worker
,

24 who'is out of the area of duty, i.e. not at their place of

25 work, what is typical is for them to volunteer and report to'

,

!
-.

_ _ _ _ -
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14.14 I work without even being called up. For example, a fireman

2 who is home and off duty, and there are massive fires,
O 3

reports to work without being called in.

4
The same in hospitals . In fact, that is aO 5 phenomenon that is typically observed in all sorts of

6 different disaster events.
7 Q Another role conflict that I would like- to
8 discuss with you and ask you about is the situation where
9 the family unit is separated. For' purposes of these

10 questions assume that none of the family members have any

11 of ficial duties to perform. They are merely being

12 instructed by radio, television, sirens, whatever the

13 alerting network is, to behave in a normal uay.
'

14 The question I have 'is, will they follow those

15 ins tructions ?

16 A Ehat typically occurs in a situation where a
i

g 17 family -- and this is not considering work roles -- is not

18 united and they are asked to evacuate, and this has been-

-i
j 19 explored largely by a sociologist named Tom Draybeck at the
i

! 20 University of Denver, some of the first studies were done
'

a
:

3
21 in the '65 Denver floods, and then subsequent to that in,

i >

*
22 Rapid City, and subsequent to that, Tom Draybeck has had a

() very major grant to study that, is that families try to
'

23

24 find each other, families evacuate by and large as units.

() People don't evacuate as individuals . That is not to say25
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'14 .15 '
that they don't evacuate as individuals . 'It is to say that

2g- if a mother is in a grocery store, and her child is next
V

3 door in the five and dime, and an advisement comes out that

4'

says evacuate, she will go get that child before she

5 evacuates. There is no question about that.

6 Q So that you would expect a mother who is

7 directed to evacuate on a northern route, who has a child

8 in a school which is going to be bussed out on a southern

9 rou te , wou ld , rather than go north, attempt to locate the

10 child?

11 A Some mothers would do that. I would suspect that

12 some mothers would also get in contact Qith the school, or

13 be provided information from the school. If that is an'(
14 option I would suspect many mothers would go and try to

15 get their children.

16 If it were not an option, if the children were

!
i : 17 in a bus and being bussed out, then that would be probably

:

18 what would be needed to free that mother from leaving-

! !
|j 19 without her child.

a

! 0 Okay, let us take another hypothetical in terms20
a

:

21 of the conflict in instructions that one might get.
3
:
8

22 If the evacuation route had a short span, of the

23 route, heading in a direction that seemed to be toward the

24 disaster, before it veered off and went in another

25 direction, do you think that the studies would show that'-
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14.16 1 people would be likely to use that route?

2 A. I just don't know of any evidence on which to

3 base a judgment to answer that question.
4 Q So there is no data, as far as you know, to

5 indicate how people would behave in that circumstance?

6 A As far as I know, I don't know.

7 Q Going back to the statements you made about

8 notification messages and verification, you indicated that
9 the alerting system here, which I believe in response to

10 lir. Reynolds was the sirens and the radio messages and the

11 telephone verification systems, the total package of
12 information that people get, you indicated that you thought

.

13 it was a reasonable way to provide accurate information.
t'

In these circumstances that we have been talking about,14

15 where there are role conflicts, is it your opinion that

16 people are more likely or less likely to follow the
:

$ instructions where they have accurate information, than where17
2

18 they have less accurate information?-

i
j 19 A That is a pretty broad question. I will try to

20 answer it.
I
r

3 21 By and large -- I will answer it in stages.
i *

2
22 By and large, people fare better in deciding what

O
23 to do in a warning situation if the information they are

deciding what to do with is accurate and consistent and they24

O
- 25 come to believe it, and it has been confirmed. So just

i

_ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
.

..
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14.17 1 generically, I would say, under all circumstances, if that
2 is the information that they get, the decisions they make

O
3 and what they subsequently do would probably in hindsight be

4(^) better, than if they were making decisions on the basis of
U

5 confusing, conflicti'ng information.

6 0 I guess what I am getting at is, if what one wants

7 to do is minimize the stress ca'used by role conflict, to the
8 maximum degree that one can, would that be more likely
9 where the information source was more accurate?

-10 A Absolutely, yes . That'is not to say it would be

11 totally eliminated. It could still exist.

12 MR. OLMSTEAD: Thank you. No further questions.
|

13 JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton?

! -

14 MR. NORTON: No questions.

15 JUDGE GOLF: Anything further?|

16 MR. REYNOLDS: No questions.
E

g 17 -JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Lanpher?
.

18 MR. LANPIIER: No questions..

E.

j 19 JUDGE WOLF: Dr. Kline has some questions.
s'
E 20

I G

i
t 2

22

0
23

24

1

25

l'
i

_

,_ ._ _.__ _______
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T15-1 1 JUDGE KLINE: Dr. Mileti, in your testimony, you

2 refer to -- in the section labeled "Causes of Public
&
kl Respnonse," you use the word " perceived risk." And I3

!
~

thought I understood you to say before that public-response4

1

in the face of hazard was, at least, sufficiently consistent5

that one could predict it without the necessity of doing
6

special surveys or studies in each locality. Is that correct?
7

i

WITNESS MILETI: Yes.
8

JUDGE KLINE: And this is not affected by9
1

perceived risk?to

WITNESS MILETI: What I was saying was that theg

causes, what the factors are or the variables to cause ag

pers n t do something in a warning situation are known and
13.

() are transferable across different sorts of events. But
34 ,

one of the key causes happens to be the perception that

they form at the time about what the risk is. For example,
6

if someone is -- if a group of people are warned that a

2

fl d is coming and five people don't believe that the flood
18-

'$
will-hit them, they'll likely decide not to evacuate.6

39

j. Another five, who believe that they'll end up drowning if
20j

d they don't leave, will decide to leave. Their definition
21g

3 of the situation at the time is of critical importance.
i e
I 22

() JUDGE KLINE: Is it your opinion that people

|

perceive widely radiation to be a high risk?'

() e p e per e ve r sks in differentM :
25

r
I

,-, , w w
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TlS-2 ways. And one thing _that seems to b3 trua of tho human,

animal is that those perceptions are by-in-large biased
2

A
\J and not logical.

3

JUDGE KLINE: Perhaps they are, but do they i
4

O perceive it to be risky? Just -- whether well-founded or
5

not, do they perceive it to be that way?

WITNESS MILETI: Yes. Many people do perceive it
7

* **
8

JUDGE KLINE: Does that perception or is that
9

perception likely to alter their behavior in an evacuation?
10

WITNESS MILETI: That perception will affect the

perception of risk they have at the time which will affect

their behavior, yes.
13

) JUDGE KLINE: And do you have any basis or any
14

studies which would show whether or not that perception of
15

risk specific to radiation would alter people's evacuation

I behavior?
'17g

, .

WITNESS MILETI: Specific to radiation, I know
.

18i -

| 1
of no studies that would point that out.*

d 19

Y JUDGE KLINE: Are there studies related to other
j 20

f hazards -- and here I'm not relating -- or I'm not asking
21 |

!
E

about natural hazards, like floods or earthquakes or any-
22

() thing -- other releases of toxic substances which might be

parallel. For example, would people wisely perceive'a
24

() large_ chlorine release to be hazardous?
\ 25

|

,
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15-3 1 WITNESS MILETI: Yes, I imagina psople would.
|

JUDGE KLINE: Would they perceive it that way?2

O
3 WITNESS MILETI: Yes.

JUDGE KLINE: And are there -- there have been, I4

O
5 suppose, opportunities to study public behavior where

chlorine has been released. Is that true?
6

WITNESS MILETI: That substance, I would imagine,
7

is included in a host of others that have been studied8

extensively, yes.9

JUDGE KLINE: Yes, I only mean to use that as an
10

example. But in terms of toxic releace, has public behavior
33

been studied where the people's perception of risk for that
12

toxic release is one of a very high risk?
13

i
,' WITNESS MILETI: Yes, it has.

34

JUDGE KLINE: It has been studied.
15

e Msasur Research Center
16

:
; at. Ohio State University.

37
8

JUDGE KLINE: In those cases, has the public
18-

'! response been different than you might predict from they jg
.

4

i general natural hazards that you've been referring to?'

20
a

5 WITNEliS MILETI: It depended on the sorts of
g

I
: information that they were provided at the time. And in

cases where the information was provided well and soundly,
g

public response was a reasonable one. And in places where
,g,

''O it was botched up, public response was nc.: a sound response.
25

- - -. - - .. ,
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!

15-4 i JUDGE KLINE: Arc thora actual casas whore it wa:

2 botched up?

' WITNESS MILETI: There are, unfortunately, too few3

studies done on cases where it went well. Most of the events

e i

4

5 I that people have studied about how people respond to warnings

!
are where it was botched up and the response didn't go well,

6

because it drew attention to that particular disastrous event
7

and therefore generated interest in doing that research.
8

JUDGE KLINE: How does it get botched up. I mean,
9

if, for example, hypothetically, a tank car ruptures and3g

releases chlorine, wouldn't you just tell people to move?
11

WITNESS MILETI: That's a good example of how itg

can get botched up, thinking that all you have to do is teJ1
13

( i
\s' people that they have to move, simply because there's sog

mu h more that needs to go into a warning information system.
5

JUDGE KLINE: Well, my real purpose is to determine

s whether these incidents have anything to teach us related
,,

.

to radiation or radiation releases and how the public will
g

-

respond. So let me just ask that. Do they?
3g

\ a

| j WITNESS PiILETI: Yes, absolutely. I don't think
20I g

s that there's a warning event, regardless of which is the i

21 <

2 ,

!*

E disaster agent, that doesn't have some lesson to teach us,
22

7s
< .

simply because human response to those sorts of events in(_)
23

terms of what causes it is transferable across them. |

24 j,,.
.

JUDGE KLINE: Is it your view then that the !
{

.

25 j
| I

I
|

;
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15-5 understanding that, let's say, the field of sociology has,
;

2 derived from studies of spills of other toxic substances is

O 3 sufeicientty erensferebte to redietion reteeses thee we

4 could predict what the public behavior is going to be --
| C)

V or that it would be similar to what it was in these other
'

5

! cases?
6

WITNESS MILETI: I would prefer reasking that7

question before I answered it.8

l
JUDGE KLINE: Ohay.9

'

WITNESS MILETI: And what I would prefer saying is10

that the behavioral and social sciences have accumulated
11

enough evidence about what the different causes of human
12

response to warnings are to suggest how to deliver warnings
33

O end how to desien e wernine eveeem in such e wev thee vom
'

,.

axi ize the chances that everybody forms accurate percep-
15

i tions of risk at the time and everybody has equal chances,g

f of deciding to do the most prudent thing. That cannot takeg
| 8

into account, for example, that in the midst of that warningjg,

'!
system, dat dere were groups of people who were ejec ungj 19

! massive amounts of false information into the system at the
20g

| $ time - .and.I mean, the social system -- or massive nuclear
s
t
* protests that were going on at the time that could alter

22

people's perceptions. There are a lot of variables that are

beyond the control of a warning system.

O 3000c xt1ar: 1 m aoe ~1 11ne -- r m not ready --
n

.

*

|
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15-6 1 I don't want to hypothesize any deliberate botching of the
2 system. I just want to know how it can inadvertently go,

3 wrong or how reliable it is to transfer behavior from one

4 situation to another.

5 WITNESS MILETI: I think the social sciences --

6 in fact, I'm confident the social sciences know enough of

7 the variables and enough of the principals to design a

8 system to warn a public in this country about the impending
. .

9 threat of just about anything.

10 JUDGE KLINE: With the fair confidence that the
.

4

it warning will be heeded in an orderly way?

12 WITNESS MILETI: We know how to do that, yes.

13 JUDGE KLINE: Okay. I have one other question

'O
14 for you and that has to do with the question of planning

for disaster. We've heard testimony related to a number of15

16 contingencies and the contingencies seem to be large in
a

k 17 number, that is, the more one thinks about disaster planning,
2

18 the more contingencies wet can come up with. Is there a point-

i
j 19 or does sociological theory on disaster planning have--

a

! anything to teach us on where the value of planning for20
2

d contingencies might no longer be effective and one would,21
t
2
2 in a sense, transfer responsibility to the discretion of22

the decision makers at the time? That is, on one hand, there
23

seems to be a clear value to planning for some body of24

contingencies; on the other, one has to rely on the good'
25
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1 cento of decision makers on the spot. Do we have any theory

2 or practice that tells us where we ought to be stricking
.O .

3 the balance?

4 WITNESS MILETI: Yes. And if I could be permittedO
5 to answer in a somewhat colorful way, Dwight Einsenhower

6 told us once that planning is essential and plans are useless,

7 And what he meant by that and what has been borne out by

a those who have compared how emergency organizations responded

9 to an emergency, vis-a-vis the plans that they had on board

to beforehand, is that what's actually done and what the plan

33 says how things should be done,-rarely are comparable. What

12 the value and utility.of planning _ is is that it trains

13 persons to address the kinds of issues and problems that

O
i4 they're going to encounter in a real situation. An no matter

.

| what scenario one contrives for some hypothetical future35
1

event, when that event becomes a reality, it rarely conforms16,

t
' ; to any of the options that you.had. So the flexibility and;7

!
18 the training to make decisions is what's important. And

i -

.gt

that is transferable and that is useful. And when that's
'

) 39

a

j been in place, it's helped. So to that degree, plans and
20

a'

i
d different contingencies in plans are extremely useful. To

21
:

. E arry contingencies in plans to an absurdity where you
12

|_
have eight thousand different contingencies in the future is'

23

somewhat of a waste of time.
24

l'),

's "/ JUDGE KLINE: Well that's what's troubling me,
25

i .

L
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1 that if one did sort of writo down all of tha contingencics

, -
2 one could think of, it would be very difficult just to

3 | index it to find the right contingency.'

!

4 WITNESS MILETI: Uhat it would be possible to

0 index is all the different kinds of decisions that would5

have to be made given a range of contingencies. And that's
6

what's important to train people about. And with sound
7

plans, it's still important to have good people who could
8

make good decisions on board at the time.9

JUDGE KLINE: Are there any studies which tend
10

to show the reliability of decision makers under stress as
i,

how often they make decisions versus faulty ones, say, in
12

hindsight.
~ 13

/ WITNESS MILETI: The studies that I know of, and
j4

there may be others, that have studied decision-making in
15

mes of emergencies have found that decision makers some-
16

I what emerge and often people who make key decisions and
: 17
2

play key roles are persons who for some reason have an
g

r
innate ability to make good decisions and play out those

g

f roles at that time. And they step forward. And they are
20

3

s followed and they take charge. And an absence of leadership
21,

:
$ is something that rarely occurs in a disaster. However,

22 -

,

e s

k
-

it is somewhat typical that persons who have been assigned|

roles of responsibility get replaced by persons who are
,,

(s better able to fill them during an actual event.

I
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1 JUDGE KLINE: Okay. Thank you. That's all I have

2 for you.,

3 (Laughter. )

- 4 JUDGE KLINE: A couple of questions for the high-

5 way people. In the management of highways or traffic flows

6 during a disaster, do the highway patrol or the highway

7 crews, do they have special instructions as to how they would

8 clear highway blockages and so on, or accidents, which are

9 different from the way they would in ordinary day-to-day

to -activity?

i m A M I: I think the answer to that depends
11

on the emphasis you place on special instructions. Certainly,12

in a disaster situation, they would have instructions about13

O
'

i4 the allocation and deployment of resources, such as wreckers

or emergency repair facilities, things of that kind.
15

JUDGE KLINE: No. I'm speaking specifically about
16

:
; blockage. That is, if a police officer encountered an

37

i I
,

accident, would he stop and block traffic himself and writeI 18-

!'E
a ticket and write an accident report and that sort of thing?j 19

.;
WITNESS WINSIN: I would expect he'd be told not toji 20a.

s write a ticket, but he would stop and direct traffic and
.

21

i generally handle the accident situation in very much the:
22

same manner that he would do it in a rush-hour traffic'
23

accident or during the peak traffic exiting from a football
24

game or something of that kind.' 25
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1 JUDGE KLINE: Would ho have authority to just

2 summarily clear the highway, even though he might not
(

3 ordinarily do that. He might wait for a wrecker or something

4 during normal conditions. Could he act more arbitrarily7-
V

5 than that during a disaster?

6 WITNESS WINSLOW: I think generally speaking, a

7 police officer at the scene of an accident has the authority

a to take whatever measures necessary in order to provide

9 access for emergency vehicles and things of that kind. And-

10 he'd be.expectec to make similar decisions and act in a

similar way during an evacuation. Your question raises3j

12 another question. The large number of cars that are on the

13 road, how much action of that kind he could reasonably take.

i

g He'd have to temper his judgement according to what was

possible and practical and what his range of communication
15

with the_ motorists was. It would generally be the same16

; type of response that he would use if there was an accident,
37

!
18

say, in the aftermath of the Rose Bowl.
-

!
JUDGE KLINE: The traffic flow models that youj 39

a

! use, have they been validated with actual data? That is,
20

a

5 do you know that the model actually models real trafficg
2'
t flow?

22 ,

WITNESS WINSLOW: We know that the models are
23

somewhat conservative compared to what has been observedg

\ n rep r e nstances, such as practice evaluations ordered
25

I
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1 in civil defenco by civil defenso personnel and things of

2 that kind. The traffic models, though, do tend to model

3 a rather unique situation. The typical evacuations that

4 have been conducted don't have the same set of circumstances

5 that we encounter here, given the scenario for the evacuation,

6 the terrain of this area which is unique, and various factors

i 7 of that kind. So I wouldn't say they're validated in that

8 sense. I think there is a confirmation or a kind of valida-

9 tion in the fact that approaching the problem with somewhat

to different> analytical techniques, why, we got comparable

results between the two studies that were run, TERA's and
11

P.R.C. Voorhees.12

JUDGE KLINE: In looking -- in terms of -- what13

I *

I'm searching for here is the degree of reliance that should34

be placed on models as opposed to, let's say, experiment.
15

WITNESS SMITH: -I might add in that regard that
16

:
the relationships that we utilized in the models in termsj 37,

t 2

| f how many cars would go how fast and at what density, is
18-

ij
based in fact on observed data, situations in the field.j 19 ,

'

a

| | JUDGE KLINE: So observed data generates parameters
20

l 3

d f the model, is that --
21

t
X
2 WITNESS SMITH: In terms of traffic flow

22

O'

characteristics, that's correct. In fact, as Mr. Winslow
23

indicates, it's, in our judgement, perhaps possible tog

O- generate even more traffic capacity than has been assumed.
. 25
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1 But ws feal very confident and comfortable that the ranges

2 ! we've utilized have been observed in the field and could, in
)>

'~'
3 fact, be realized.

I

4 { JUDGE KLINE: Thank you. That's all.

5 JUDGE WOLF: Judge Bright.

6 JUDGE BRIGHT: I just have one short thing for

7 Dr. Mileti. There's been quite a bit of talk about basic

8 human nature and how, of course, the woman would go from

9 the drug store to the five-and-dime to get her daughter and

to all tnis. My question would be about the emergency workers.

it Let's hypothesize. School busses are needed to evacuate the

12 school. The people who drive those busses are off doing what-

_ 13 ever bus drivers do during the day. And however, they know .

'
34 that they are being depended upon to get the kids out of''

is school, evacuate them. They know what the danger is. They've

16 been told what needs to be done. Can sociology shed any
a

j j7 light on perhaps their behavior might be a little different
2

ig than just your common person in the street in terms of_

$

; ig scurrying around family evacuee as a group and all of this?
.

i WITNESS MILETI: Some light. One thing that I20
z

think is true for sociology is you can never say anything! 21

i
: with 100 percent certainty. However, I would have to say22

(
1,,~ that based on the accumulated evidence, my hypoth< sis would j23

!be that those folks would go and drive the bus and take
24

,,
,

' ~J the children and ovacuate them, simply because the evidence
f

25
!
i

|

|
|
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1 that does exist suggests that that's what they do. I think

that's the most prudent hypothesis. At the same time,
2

O
3 however, one could take into account the fact that that

person, doing whatever bus drivers do during the day, called4

O in to evacuate the children, would do something else. That
5

is basically a finding in sociology and that is people who
6

have roles of responsibility perform those roles of
7

responsibility. I think that they'd report to work after
8

th0y checked to see that their own family was safe or were9

provided with information that their own family was safe.-10

I don't think the human being who's in charge of evacuating
,,

40 fifth graders would leave and abandon those fifth graders
12

to selfishly take their wife out instead or husband out
13

instead as the case may be. I think that they would perform
y

that role after they were assured that their loved ones
15

were safe, however that assurance has to be provided.
16

:
JUDGE BRIGHT: Thank you.j 37

JUT >E WOLF: Anything further, Mr. Norton?
18-

!
MR. NORTON - Yes.j 19

4

.| 20
=

i BY MR. NORTON:
g

:
E Q I have a question of Mr. Winslow or Mr. Smith, I

Is there any reason -- is there anything to be gainedguess.g

by modeling an evacuation time and coming up with a numberg

that's short or long of realistic. I think the number that
25

_
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1 you cama up with for ono was six hours, for examplo. Is

- 2 there anything to be gained by that number versus seven

O
3 hours or versus five hours, is there any motive for you to

4 do that?

O
5 A (WITNESS SMITH) I believe, it's our judgement

6 that the actual scenerio that may be played out in an

7 emergency may be different than the one we may have modeled

8 shich is 100 percent evacuation in the fastest time possible.

j 9 To have the decision makers who are making the evacuacion

decision versus sheltering or some other decision to have10

some awareness of the sensitivity of that time estimate
33

in terms of how long could it be if conditions were some-
12

what worse, how short could it be if we, for. example, only13
I
'

(
wanted to evacuate the 10-mile radius. Having that range34

and sensitivity, if you will, on the number, I think, is
15

useful to them when they get into an actual decision-making
i 16

:
situation.'

, , 37
!

0 So your charge wasn't to go out and do a study
18-

!
that showed evacuation as quick as possible or anything,jg

|. but simply to come up with ranges of numbers to assist
20

i ,

d decisions makers, ranges of realistic, probablistic numbers.
21.:

E Is that correct? '
22

() A That's correct.|
! 23
i

! C All right. And you had nothing to gain by

shortening it from one time to another. There's no gain~

25
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j there?I
:

- 2 A No, sir.

3 MR. NORTON: All right. I have nothing further.

4 JUDGE WOLF: If there are no further questions,

5 the-panel may be excused.

(The panel was excused.)6

_7 MR.,NORTON: Your Honor, as I understand it,

8 we're now-having Mr. Lanpher's panel. And fro'm the looks

9 of the paperwork and books and everything, it's going to

10 take a couple of minutes to change people. He have to get

all their documents off the table.3,
J

MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, may my witnesses take
12

,

their place.;3

JUDGE WOLF: Yes. Off the record.34

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)
| 15

16

I
. j 17
.

'

18g
3

$ 19

i

| 20

| 2i

- 2

23

''

(2)
25'
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'16.1 JUDGE WOLF: Back on the record.

2 Mr. Lanpher, are you ready to proceed with your
G,c3

3 panel?

I

4 MR. LANPHER: Do you want them to stand, Your

5 Honor?

6 JUDGE WOLF: Yes. Would you gentlemen stand,

7 please ? State your name and occupation for the record.

8 MR. HUBBARD: Richard B. Hubbard of MHB Technical

9 Associates, Consulting Engineering, San Jose, California.

10 MR. MINOR: Gregory C. Minor, also of MHB

11 Technical Associates, in San Jose, California.

12 Vhereupon,

13 RICHARD B. HUBBARD,-,

\-)
14 GREGORY C. MINOR

15 were called as witnesses and, having been first duly sworn,

16 were examined and testified as follows:
i

17 DIRECT EXAMINATIONg

18 BY MR. LANPHER:_g
a

| 19 0 Gent lemen , do you have in front of you a document

i

! 20 entitled " Prepared direct testimony of Richard B. Hubbard
a

4

y 21 and Gregory C. Minor on behalf of Governor Edmund G. Broun,

! '

/-
22 Jr . , regarding contention 1, dated January 11, 1982?'

T

23 A (hITNESS MINOR) Yes.'

24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

)

25 Q Do you have any additions or corrections to that
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16.2 1 testimony?

2 A (WITNESS MINOR) No changes to make at this time.

3 Q And are your professional qualifications attached

('' 4 to the testimony in attachments A and B?

5 A (UITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

6 Q Are there any additions or corrections to those

7 Statements of professional qualification?

8 A. (WITNESS MINOR) No.

9 Q And is your prepared testimony, together with

10 the attachments thereto, true and correct to the best of

11 your knowledge?

12 A (WITNESS MINOR) Yes.

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.f .,

14 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, I request that the

i

15 prepared testimony of these witnesses he bound into the

| 16 record as if read.

!
17 JUDGE WOLF: Any objection, Mr. Norton?

18 MR. NORTON: Yes, I would like to do some voir,

$

j 19 dire.

i
i 20 JUDGE 1.0LP: Very well.
a

d
21 VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

i
8

22 BY MR. NORTON:

)
23 Q Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Minor, although Mr. Hubbard I

24 have seen you at hearings for so long now, we have become

I ()
25 very familiar. Neither of you are a lawyer is that correct?''

!

_ _ - . . ,, _ - . _ . , , . . . . ,
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'16.3 A (WITNESS MINOR) That is correct.

2
MR. NORTON: Your Honor, I am going to move to

3
strike one or two port 37ns of the testimony, based on the

4
voir dire. I would like to ask the questions -that go to

5 the piece I would like to strike, and then move to strike
6 that piece at that time, and then go back and ask additional
7 questions for'the next piece, rather than do it the whole
8 .iay through..

9
I think it would be a lot simpler, and that is the

10 only' question I have preceding the motion to strike that I
11 have at this time, and I would like to direct the Board and
12 parties' attention to page six of the testimony.
13 And I would refer to -- it 'is the, numbered
14 paragraph, there, seven, and then there is a sub(a), the
15 second sentence of that 7(a), it is about two-thirds of the

| 16 eay down the page, reads, "such revisions should have been
!
j 17 submitted by PG & E to the NRC within 30 days af ter the

,

18|g changes made were proposed," and then footnote six says, see

| j 19 10 CFR Section 50.54(g), part 50, Appendix E, paragraph 5.
1

i
'

!
.

20 No' < , I don't knou if the Board has a Code of
3

| 21 Federal Regulations in front of it, but I would read - -lell,

e -

'

22 if the Board has a copy of that code section in front of it,'

O
23 if , Judge 1;olf, if you would take notice, that first of all,

24 I as a lawyer totally disagree with that conclusion.

O
25 Now, obviously Mr. Lanpher and/or Mr. Brown and/or
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16.4 1 Mr. Reynolds presumably agree with the conclusion contained

2 in this test!. mony, but it is a legal argument, not a fact,,,

ks)
3 certainly not a fact or a legal argument that either of the

4 witnesses on this panel are qualified to make. It is not a

5 fact. It is a legal conclusion, and I would ask that it be

6 stricken.

7 And Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Lanpher and Mr. Brown are

8 perfectly. free, of course, to make that argument in their

9 proposed findings, but it clearly is a legal conclusion.

10 (A pause)

11 MR. NORTON: Incidentally, Your Honor, I am not

12 arguing the correctness of that statement at this point in

13 time. I think that is a subject of a legal memorandum.,s
)>

14 That is a very complicated paragraph, and I am not

15 suggesting that we argue the correctness of what it means at

16 this point in time. My simple position is that these
8

: 17 gentlemen are not qualified to argue what it means.
*
.

18 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf ---

[
q 19 JUDGE WOLF: We are reading something. be will be
?

with you in a second.20

MR. LANPHER: Fine.21
j,
t (A pause)22

(''')
\/ JUDGE UOLF: Yes, Mr. Lanpher. j

,

23

MR. LANPHER: First, a matter of inquiry. You24
7"3

25 have no questions of these witnesses on this matter, is that

|
|
!

!
I
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t16.5 correct, in terms of voir dire, as to their statcmsnt?1

2 MR. NORTON: I did. I asked them if they were

3 lawyers.

4 MR. LANPHER: You have no further questions, as to

5 this matter, on voir dire?

6 MR. NORTON: I am sorry, Judge Uolf, is he

7 rddressing yod or me?

8 JUDGE LOLF: Well, I think --

9 MR. LANPHER: Excuse me, Judge Wolf . I was trying

to -to get a clarification.

11 JUDGE WOLF : I think he is asking you at this

12 moment if you have any additional questions before he makes

13 a statement.

14 MR. NORTON: No.
;

15 MR. LANPHER: I would like to ask my witnesses a

16 question, with respect to this statement.

!
: 17 JUDGE WOLF : Yes, you may.
:

DIRECT EXAMINATION (Resumed)18! -

!
j 19 BY MR. LANPHER:
a

| 0 Gentlemen, your qualifications are set forth in
20

a

f the attachments. Both of you have worked for many years
21

I <

in various positions with the General Electric Company, isE
22

that not correct?23

A (WITNESS' MINOR) That is correct.
24

O Q And in the course of your work, did you have
25

I

!
- . - . , . . _ _ . . _-
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1 1

16.6 occasions, not as lawyers but as managers, and in your I

2
technical positions, to review regulatory requirements, to

3
your understanding for the purpose of making submissions to

#
the NRC and for other such purposes?

5 A (WITNESS MINOR) Yes.

6 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

7
SR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, I have no further

l
8 questions of these witnesses. They are testifying to their j

l9 understanding. This is my understanding. I have ;

10 consulted with my witnesses about this, and in the nuclear

11 industry, techr.ical persons are of ten required to review the

12 Code of Federal Regulations for submittals to the NRC

13 countles s times.
,

14 It is not something that people turn to lawyers

15 all the time about. This is their understanding. If it is

16 wrong, Mr. Norton is right, that can be addressed in a legal
i

17 memorandum, but this is their understanding of the

18 regu lations , it'is something which is quite normal in theg

j 19 nuclear industry, and I think their statement should be

$
j 20 allowed to stand.

21 JUDGE WOIE: Hell, what do you propose, fir.
I

22 Norton?

O
23 MR. NORTON: Simply that that sentence, uhich is a

24 legal conclusion, be struck. That is all. And I don't

O
25 mind the material in front of it, or the material af ter it,

i
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T16.7 1 tzhich is factual in nature, but the legal conclusion, I

2

O don't believe they are qualified -- it is not that big a
3 deal, because agsin, Mr. Lambert can make the argument.
4 The problem is, I don't want it cited as an uncontroverted
5 fact in the record, that legal conclusion.
6 JUDGE WOLF: Well, let us have the record show

7 that you do controvert it, and that you will argue it when
8 you submit your findings and so forth.

,

9 MR. NORTON: Well, Your Honor, unless it is
.

10 struck, we will put on our licensing witness to give
11 testimony as to why it wasn't due in 30 days, and then we

12 will of course --
|

13 JUDGE WOLF: You may do that, but I don't think

14 it is necessary to go any farther than you have already gone,

in order to preserve your right to raise the question that15

16 you have raised here.

I
t

g 17 MR. NORTON: Well, except it is an uncontroverted
.

18 fact in the record at the moment if it stands, and we can-

i
j 19 rectify that.
.

! JUDGE WOLF : No, I believe you are controverting20
1

5 j it right now.21

i -

E
22 MR. NORTON: Except I can't testify, Your Honor.

23 JUDGE UOLF: No, but you are objecting to it on I

|
24 that ground, and I think that is sufficient for the record.

|' Q'
25 We will look upon it that way, if it becomes

i

!
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116.9 necessary to rule in connection with it when we come to rule

2 on it, that you controverted it, and that we will then_s
i \
L.)

3 explore whether your version of it is correct, or the

4 version of the Governor's witnesses.
5 MR. NORTON: The next sentence, and I don't have

6 to ask any questions on this to move that it be stricken,

7 is the last sentence of page ten. 'Further, Mr. Kearns,"

8 Deputy Director of State OES, confirmed in his December 7,

9 1981 deposition that FEMA had not formally reviewed the

10 State' plan."

11 That is hearsay, and we would ask that it be

12 stricken.

13 MR. LANPIIER: Judge Wolf, is it my turn?cs

I !
''

14 JUDGE WOLF: It is your turn.

15 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, first of all, the

16 hearsay rules , as you are well aware, do not apply
8

: 17 ctrictly.
I :
|

| 18 Number two, Mr. Kearns is going to be here on~

!
; 19 Monday morning, and if Mr. Norton wants to go through this
.

| 20 |
matter, he easily can with Mr. Kearns when he is here to

*
i

21 testify. We are bringing Mr. Kearns at Mr. Norton's

i
E s pecific request.22,,

'J JUDGE WOLF: Well, I -- you know, I think it can'w
23

he straightened out that way, but I do think it is hearsay,24
r'T

| and le t u s leave it until Mr. Kearns can come and''l
25
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I16.9 straighten it out.

2 MR. LANPHER: I would like some guidance then,
)

3 Mr. Chairman. We have had an awful lot of hearsay.

}
4 JUDGE h0LF: That is true.

5 MR.LANPHER: Could I finish?

6 (Laughter)

7 MR. LANPHER: No, in all seriousness -- I want to

8 be very serious on this because the general rules that have

9 applied in every proceeding that I have been before this

~10 Board and other Boards, whencver I object on hearsay grounds,

11 they say well, we take it for what it is worth, or we don't

12 apply the rules of evidence strictly, and for that reason,

f~g 13 I haven't objected to various pieces of hearsay. If we are

\_)'

14 going to apply that, we are going to -- I am going to have

15 to start interposing objections, and I think this is a

16 proper statement for this witness to have made.
8

17 MR. NORTON: ' Excuse me. Excuse, Mr. Lanpher. I| g

18 am going to help you. I will withdraw my motion to strike,g
1 3

j 19 in light of Mr. Langher's statement, and we can move on.
e

! MR. LANPHER; We need the guidance of the Board.20
a

f 21 Now Mr. Norton makes me terribly worried.

I
*

22 (Laughter)

O
23 MR. LANPHER: Would the presiding of ficer please

24 make an inquiry?

25 JUDGE WOLF: I am well aware of the rule in

!
I
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16.10 1 administrative law regarding hearsay, but it is not an

r 2 inflexible rule. We don't have to accept hearsay if it

3 doesn't fit the purpose of the moment. Here we have a

/~ 4 situation where a man is coming to testify who can clear up
V)

5 the hearsay, so I think that we ought not debate it at this

6 point, but leave it open until Mr. Kearns can either state

7 it is true or not true when he comes .

8 I don't think you could possibly --

9 MR. LANPHER: Well, since Mr. Norton withdrev his
-

10 objection,' fine.

11 JUDGE WOLF: Okay. Very well, let us proceed.

12 I take it, then, you do not object to the

13 document offered --
'

l 14 MR. NORTON: No, I have some more voir dire now,
|

15 on the ending section. I wanted to take it piece by piece

16 so we wouldn't forget.--

3

h 17 JUDGE WOLF: Very well.
:

18 MR. NORTON: -- what the answers to the questions
,

!
; ig were.
;

| | VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION
20

a

d BY MR. NORTON:
21

i
E 0 I am asking these questions of the panel, either

22

one f y u can answer. First of all, could you define
23

chi over 0724

O
A (UITNESS MINOR) Chi over Q is a distribution of'

25'

I
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'16,11 radiation intensity in the plume. .

2'

Q And how does Chi over Q relate to radiation dose?,

~)
A You have to operate on that with a formula of

4

(} exposure, and mainly duration and having to do with the

5 energies involved.

6 0 Can you give that relationship for us?

7 A I don't recall it. I can find it in the Appendix

8 J of the emergency plan.

9
Q Are either of you trained as health physicists?

10 A (WITNESS MINOR) No, I am not.

11 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I am not.

12 0 What is a germanium detector?

13
. A (WITNESS MINOR) Germanium, you mean?

|

| 14 Q Uh-huh.
I

15 A A germanium detector is a solid-state detector

16 used for detecting low energy particles .
!

17 JUDGE LOLF: Is that referred to in the written
2

18 testimony?, g

i 3

| 19 MR. NORTON: Yes,'Your Honor, they have a -*
i

| 20 I am voir dire-ing on -- excuse me -- Section 3.F, which has

4'

| 21 to do with accident monitoring instrumentation guidance. It
3 '

*
22 is the last two pages of the testimony, which deal with

O
23 health physics, if you will, monitoring, instrumentation,

24 et cetera.

O
25 WITNESS MINOR: I don't believe I mentioned

i

. - . ,
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16.12 1 germanium datoctors in there.

2 MR. NORTON: No, that actual word is not in
/

"'
3 there. I am inquiring as to their knowledge in the area

4 of health physics, which they are attempting to testify in

5 the last two pages.

6 JUDGE LOLF: Yes.

7 BY MR. NORTON:

8 0 Uhat parametera are monitored by a plant vent

9 monitor?

10 A (b'ITNESS ~ MINOR ) I believe on Diablo Canyon there

ti are four different parameters monitored. You monitor noble

12 gas, particulate, iodine, and there is another, gross gamma.

_ 13 0 What kind of detector do you use to monitor
,s

-

14 gamma radiation?

A Normally you use a GM tube. (ph)15

16 Q What is used at Diablo Canyon?

:
$ 17 A I am not sure whether they use GM tube there, or
:

is another type, a siralation or --,

!
; ig Q !!ow about, what kind of a detector do you use

f r beta radiation?20

A I believe the beta radiation you vould use an
21

i
e i n chamber. Beta particles having f airly low penetration

22
_s,,
I

\_)' capabilities, are usually measured on a device that has
23

i

f airly 1 se contact between the sample and the monitoring
24

(~b |s(J surface, and I believe a germanium lithide crystal, or
25

!

I
i

1

l

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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I16.13 something like that, is often used for this.

2
/ O What is used at Diablo Canyon?

3 A I am not sure I recall which particular

4 detector they use for that.

5 0 1; hat kind of detectors do you use for specific

6 isotopes?

7 A You would probably use a scanning device that

8 would produce a spectrum of distribution for dif ferent

9 energies associated with different isotopea.

'10 Q What is used at Diablo Canyon?

11 A I am sure it is one of those, but I don't know

12 which brand.

13 0 How do you measure iodine?

14 A Iodine is generally measured on a filter, and

15 you backflush it with air to get rid of the noble gasses ,

16 and then count it.
!

17 Q What instrumentation is used at Diablo Canyon

| 18 for that purpose?jt

j 19 A I don't know the exact product that was used there.

i

,$ 20 Q What is Brownian diffdsion?

21 A Gosh, I wouldn't know how to define that right: ,

i
'

*
22 nou. It is a term related to the motion of particles.

23 Q Mr. Hubbard, I notico you are not answering any

24 of the questions. 'Mr. Minor is. Do you know answers to

25 these|
--'

|
!

I
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'
16.14 A We have been discussing some of these, and I am

Q just answering for us.

3
Q Well, I just want to make sure. Do you know

#
ansvers that you are not giving us, in addition to what he

5
is giving, or is --

6 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) This is an are> we are

7 somewhat familiar with. At General Electric, one of the

8 things we manufactured there, in the group that both Mr.

9 Minor and I worked in, was process'and area radition

to monitoring, so for some of the things like gross gamma, we

11 manufactured that equipment, radiation sensors and the

12 counting electronics, or the micro-microamneters, things of

13 that sort, we manufactured. We also purchased this
U^

14 equipment from people like TracerLab and Victorine for
,

15 installation, and I had quality engineers who went out and'

16 inspected this before we -- it was shipped.
!
! 17 We also made stack gas monitors at General

18 Electric, that my people tested, in terms of that, so it --

i
2

| 19 so -- I don't remember all the details about some of this,
,

Y
j 20 but I am generally familiar with it.

4

y 21 0 kell, then perhaps you can tell me what Brownian
!
'

22 diffnsion is.
i

| 23 A I don't recall anything other than what Mr.

24 Minor uaid.

!'
25 Q What did Mr. Minor say?

!
- , - 1
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I '

16.15 A He was saying it i's just a general dif fusion. I

2 don't recall those terms .

3 0 Why must one take iso-kinetic samples?

4 A (UITNESS MINOR) Because you are trying to
[

5 measure the particulate going up a stack, and if you don't

6 extract the sample at the same velocity the sample -- the

7 volume is moving up the atack, you will distort the sample

8' and get an inaccurate indication, either too high, or too

9 109 We used to manuf acture those also.

10 Q And what do~you have at Diablo Canyon for taking

11 isokinetic samples?

12 A Let us see, I believe I have read that they have

. just recently installed some new isokinetic probes in the13

14 main plant vents. I don't know the manufacturer..

15 Q Are you familiar with the EAR 3 system at Diablo

16 Canyor?

!
17 A To the extent that I am familiar with its basic

18 function, yes.y
s

-

j 19 Q Could you explain how it works, who it is

i

i 20 manuf actured by, what its specifications are, anything like
a

t
*

21 that?
2
*
*

22 MR. LANPHER: Judge holf, this is Mr. Lanpher.

O
23 JUDGE LOLF: Yes.

24 MR. LANPHER: I haven't interposed an objection

O
25 so far. None of this equipment that is being talked abcut is'

k

Q_ __ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' ___- _ - _ . --_
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16.16 1 specifically mentioned in these gentlemen's tastimony. I

2 think if Mr. Norton is trying to establish a point, I thinkr

3 he has probably gone as far as he needs to in terms of

4 making an argument. I think we are getting repetitive, and I

5 don't understand the point of it.

6

7

8
.

9

10

11

12

l

14

15

16

I
i 17
.

18j
~.

) 19

i .

h
,

$ 20
i

f
21 !, t

f$
1s

23 !
l
;

24 i

|
25 '

i
t

l
|

|
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7-1 JUDGE WOLF: Are you near the end?

2 MR. NORTON: Yes, I have a few more questions.7

- 0
3 What I'm getting at is the conclusion of this section,

4

G(~T
while he says none of these specific things are mentioned

5 that's true. The conclusion says that we conclude

6 that PG&E has failed to demonstrate that adequate accident,

7 monitoring instrumentation equipment to support the
8 emergency response is provided, so I'm going over some
9 of the equipment. With that conclusion, it's as broad

10 as it can be so I'm trying to find out what they know
11 about the equipment and so far I haven't found out much.

12 MR. LANPHER: We can do without that kind of

.

13 statement, I think.

14 JUDGE WOLF: I think that w e don't need. those

15 kinds of statements to be in.

16 MR. NORTON : I'm sorry, Mr. Langher asked me
!

17 where I was going and I was -- all right.

18 BY MR. NORTON:g
3

j 19 Q All right, getting back to the EARS system.
i

| 20 Who manufactures it7
t

8
21 A (WITNESS MINOR) In reviewing the EARS system,3

i
E

22 I reviewed it in terms of it's function and I was paying
D)\- little attention to the manufacturer because I'm not judging-23

24 whether or not it's installed or not, in this testimony.
| I'i

V
25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) We might add, Mr. Norton, we

''
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1 have a letter that PG&E sent into the NRC Staff on.7-2

2 November 6, 1981 where there is a description of the EARS

O
3 system. It's monitors and supplies data specified in

4 Reg Guide 123 and NUREG 0654 and it goes in and talks(')
%/

5 about REG Guide 1957.

6 A (WITNESS MINOR) But in answer to your question,

7 it is a mini-computer based system that takes data from

a meteorological powers and plant monitors and off-site

9 monitors does a calculation of plume distribution and

io preliminary dose assessments.

ij Q How does it relate to the PICS?

12 A (WITNESS MINOR) Well, the PICS are the

13 ionization chambers that are some of the measurements that

14 are used for measuring radiation levels in certain areas.

15 Q How does it relate to those was my question,

not what PICS were. But how does it relate to the PICS?16

s

k A I don't know how specifically unless the PICS -17
2

18 are used in particular and I'd be glad to review some-

'I
; ig of the specs on it if you want me to determine that for

i-

j | 20 YOU*

$ A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Table I of the November 6
21

3-
2
* letter gives a list of the plant variables that are transmittedg

O
(,_/ to EARS and there are things lika the containment area

23,

monitors, containment air particulate monitors, plantg

ent. gross-gamma monitors, things of this sort. It lists|- 25

|
| r

|

|
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1 the ones that-are inputted to EARS.

2 0 All right, one last question. What does constitutef

3 adequate accident monitoring? Instrumentation equipment.

4 MR. LANPHER: I object to the question on voirr3

5 dire. That's certainly a proper question once the testimony

is admitted. That has nothing to do with voir dire.6

7 MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor. It certainly

8 does. If they cannot answer _ that question as to what

9 does constitute adequate accident monitoring of instrumental

10 equipment, which is what they're conclusion is, the power

11 plant doesn't, then they're not qualified -to give that

12 opinion. If they cannot answer that question, they're

not qualified to arrive at that opinion.i3

O MR. HUBBARD: Are we still.awating an answer?34

MR. NORTON : I think we're waiting for a ruling
15

rom e oard.
16

*
; (Pause)37:
.

JUDGE 7 WOLF: Mr. Norton?
18-

$
'

MR. NORTON: Yes?
_ jg

a
i JUDGE WOLF: The board has decided that the last

i j 20

i question you asked in which you adopted part of the conclu-
21g

E sion drawn here, should be asked when you cross-examine
. 22

I')'

! (- these people and we think that they have shown a general
23

engineering knowledge and they apparently do not have'the

() knowledge of a health physicist but I don't think they're ons' 25

i n

,_._ ---- - . _ _ _ _. - - , . .
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7-4 here for that purpose. S o , --i

2 MR. NORTON : In that case, we'll move directly
,a

- 3| to cross-examination.
I

4 JUDGE WOLF: Yes, well, we have to first find

e i

5 out if we can bind this written testimony into the record

.

if y u haven't done that.
6

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, that's correct.
7

JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Reynolds, do you have any voir8

dire? Any comment?g

MR. REYNOLDS: No voir dire and no comment.10

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor.
33

MR. REYNOLDS: I have no objection to this testimony.
12

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor, for the record
13

[7
I appreciate you denied my motion to strike pages 17 and 18' >

_ 34

but I hadn't made it so let me make it for the record and
5

I appreciate -- I'm not trying to be cute, I just want

to have it in the record that I did move to strike section

i !
3.F which is on pages 17 and 18 of the testimony.,g

:

$ JUDGE WOLF: Thank you.; 19

I. MR. HASSELL: Mr. Chairman, the staff has
j 20

f a few questions it would like to ask for voir dire.
21.:

| E JUDGE WOLF: Very well.

O
f ; VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

23

BY MR. HASSELL:
24

'

Q Mr. Minor, do you consider yourself to be an expert

i

-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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:17. 5 . 1 in cmergency planning?

2 A (WITNESS MINOR) Emergency planning is a very
',.

(~)
'~'

3 broad field and I have not attempted to testify on every

4 aspect of emergency planning,but particularly on,those-

\_ '
5 areas where I felt I had expertise khich would include

6 some of the implementing charactistics of emergency
.

7 plans as well as the general nature of the plan.

8 0 Would you please be more specific about what

9 implementing characteristics you are referring to?

10 "A In the emergency plan, it calls for both the

11 establishment of a basic plan and the implementing procedures

12 to carry out the plan and in the implementing procedures

13 are involved the necessary equipment to enact the procedure

and carry out $he plan. It's more of that area that I
*

' '

14

15 have chosen to testify on than the entire plan per se.
:

16 Q Mr. Hubbard, do you consider yourself an expert
,

5 17 .in emergency planning?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, I do in the aspects we-

:
3

j 19 discussed in this testimony. >

a

| Q Mr. Hubbard, have you had any formal course work20
a

d in the area of radiological emergency response planning?21

'' !
: MR. LANPHER: Excuse me, could I get a clarification*

22

23 what you mean -- that's a broad term. Radiological

| 24 emergency response training?

'f) MR. HASSELL: Response planning.- 25

.

- --, - , - - - - , ,
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17.6 1 MR. LANPHER: Does that include dose assessment,

2
~

risk calculation, and consequence modeling, all that?,

,O
3 MR. HASSELL: I believe Mr. Hubbard has
4 answered that he considers himself an expert on aspectsfs

(
5 of emergency planning. It's my understanding we're

6 dealing with a radiological emergency response plan here.

7 I'm trying to get at whether he's testifying as

8 an expert and I'm trying to explore his knowledge, skills,

9 experience, training.

10 MR. HUBBARD: Well, there's a number of areas.

11 Part of the testimony goes to procedures and as manager of

12 quality assurance for G.E.'s nuclear division, I was

13 responsible for auditing and conformance to a. number of

[JN
; 14 procedures particularly as required by criteria 5 and 6 of
, -

15 the 18 criteria that there is documentation and the-

16 documentation is adequate and it's at the right place

$ 17 and it's distributed properly and that out of date documents
2

18 aren't there, so that's one aspect, covering documentation.-

!
j ig Also, in terms of consequence modeling, the firm
;,

'

! I'm with, MHD, we did approximately a S200,000 study for20
a
t i

8
21 the Swedish government on doing a risk assessment on

,

i
:

22 accidents at the Barseback plant .here we did consequence

() 23 modeling of what -- you know, putting in things from the|

24 safety analysis report in terms of plunie characteristics,

A
s(/ p pulation distribution, health effects modeling, for example25

;
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1 Wash-l'400 and various shielding assumptions to estimato

f , 2 the ' consequences of accidents so as my resume will state,
O

3 .I have also had engineering responsibility for the application

4 in proposing radiation monitoring systems for General Electric.

5 BY MR.1 HASSELL:.

6 Q The reason I was trying to stop.you Mr. Hubbard

7 is that I thought you may have forgotten the pending

8 question. The pending question was have you had

9 any formal course work in the area of radiological

10 emergency response planning and you went on to tell me

ij about your experience, that's why I was trying to get

12 your attention, to get you to focus on the question, because

13 I've got some other. questions that deal with the nature

i4 of your experience.v

t s

JUDGE WOLF: Can you repeat the question now15

so that he'11 have it fresh in mind?16

:
; BY MR. HASSELL:'

37
I

18 Q Have you had any formal course work in the area-

!
j 39 of emergency planning?

A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I'll have to answer the20

'$ way I did before. I have not attended a two day course
21

3

E called emergency planning, but I'.ve had years of experienceg

A,

! (J in the items that are addressed by my testimony.
23

Q Have you had any training in the area of. emergencyg

0 response g1enning2
,,

,

L
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1 Do you feel that's been subsumed in your prior

2 answer, Mr. Hubbard?7s

! .'
3 A I could go on and go through my list of

4 qualifications. To go through studies I have done on

5 risk assessments, the German government, papers I have

6 written about emergency planning for regional authorities

7 in Italy, studies done for the department of energy where

8 I looked into ways for improving safety by reducing

9 accident consequences and if there was another section

10 on operative effectiveness which would go into such things

11 as having good documented procedures and things of that

12 sort, so I feel I have done a lot of work in areas that

j~ 13 are represented by today's testimony.

-

14 Q Other than the areas that are set forth in

15 your statement of professional qualifications which I've

te read, other than risk assessment procedures, can you

j 17 identify any of the technical areas which you may have
:

18 had any experience in for emergency planning?-

!
j 19 A I have also done work in NRC licensing proceedings
a

$ on emergency response planning. I worked for the Massachusetts20
! a

Attorney General on the Pilgrim 2 emergency response| 21

31

: planning, however, that particular proceeding, Pilgrim-2
- 22
/N

i

was cancelled before it ever came to hearings but participated23

by answering interrogatories and discovery and things of24-
f
'

that sort. I also have done work for Suffolk County on25

:
I
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-

7.9- Long Island and the NRC proceeding on Shoreham related

2- {j among other things to emergency response planning.,

3 Q Have.you ever testified in the area of
.

'[v] emergency planning _in any NRC Licensing proceeding?4

5 A I don't recall that I nave. I may have on Black

6 Fox but I don't' remember. I've also worked with the

7
i Oklahoma Attorney General on Black Fox but the testimony

'

: 8 I gave'there a couple of years ago, I don't recall what

9' the subjects were.*

;.
~ 10 Q Have you reviewed any emergency planning?

|

11 A I have reviewed the Diablo Canyon 1 emergency

12 response plan. I've reviewed the Pilgrim emergency

13 response plan. I reviewed the Shoreham emergency. response. p-,

i i \J

; plan and I've reviewed some of the preliminary plans for14

15 a construction permit at Black Fox among others. Also,

16 for the State of Minnesota, MHB did a study in which
-!

17 I participated in which we did a study after the Three

.g Mile Island accident on how to assess the safety of the18

2

| j 19 two operating plants in the State of Minnesota and as part
i i

! 20 of that I reviewed the Monticello and Prairie Island
-a

f
I *

21 Emergency response plans as well as the state and local
. s
I *

22 plans.- You know when I use the word review, there are

),

23 kinds of levels of detail of review, so I would with that

- 24 in mind, these are what I might call a general review of

x- 25 these sorts of plans.
,

.

, , - . , , .-. .e_. , , ,._y _m , _, - - , , , - - - y , ,-
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1 Q Have you had any experienco in;* revicwing

2 emergency plans for natural disasters?

3 MR. LANPHER: I object to that question. The~

4 testimony doesn't go to natural disasters wnatsoever.

5 MR. HASSELL: My voir dire is not with respect

6 to these specific areas ----

7 JUDGE WOLF: I think he could just answer yes

8 or no, but let's move on.
_

__

9 MR. HUBBARD: No.

10 BY MR. HASSELL:

11 Q Have you ever develooed or conducted simulated

tests or. drills or exercised state or local government
12

13 emergency response plans?
,

k_)
14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No.

15 Q Have you ever developed any standard operating

procedures for implementing emergency plans for state or16

:
; 37 local governments?'
!

A I have not done it specifically in the development
18~

'$
of operating procedures for emergency plans, however asj 19

a

| stated in my testimony, I think that the emergency planning
20

a

3 is very much like the procedures for quality assurance.
21

3 An emergency plan says who does what when and the implementation2
22

is how and that is exactly the way a quality assurance
23

pr gram g es together and I developed such programs at
24

O
,k> G.E., both to meet the 18 criteria of the NRC and also for

25

. .

. _ _
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17.11 the ASME code staff so I'm very familiar with constructing
<- 2 a procedural system that says who does what when and how.
O

3 MR. HASSELL: I have some more voir dire but
4g- I think at this noint es the staff has no objection with,

V
5 respect to : risk assessment --

. 6 JUDGE WOLF: I didn't understand the word you
).
; 7 said.

8 MR. HASSELL: I'm sorry. In the area of the

9 QA procedures, in the other specific technical areas,
to Mr. Hubbard has said he has addressed his testimony,
11 we would have no objection to, but I guess the staff

12 would have an objection if he's qualifying himself as
13 an expert with respect to all of the matters that are

~ . /]'''
1-4 covered by the 16 planning standards.

!

15 I have no further questions for voir dire.

16 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, this is Mr. Lanpher.
8

I have responding voir dire if it's necessary, but I don't17
!

believe that these witnesses in their testimony address18.

$

the 16 planning standards specifically their testimony; 19
>

a

! 20 speaks for itself and as to that, if it makes Mr. Hassell
a

$
21 feel better, I'm not planning any rebuttal testimony ups:

2
22 front in terms of that, but I will ask my voir dire if

23 that's necessary. I personally don't think it's necesary

24 in light of the response to the questions. I think they're

fully qualified but if the board needs further persuasion,25

-
. . . . . --
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7.12 1 I'll ask it.

_ 2 JUDGE WOLF. 11 overrule the staff's objection
,

'~'
3 as stated by Mr. Hassell to qualifications of these

4 witnesses for the purpose of their being placed on the

5 stand here.

MR. LANPHER: May their testimony be bound into
6

,

the record as if read, sir?
7

JUDGE WOLF: I beg your pardon?8

MR. LANPHER: Excuse me. May their testimony9

then be bound into the record as if read, sir?
10

JUDGE WOLF: Well, I think -- I don't understand.g

I think counsel said he had additional voir dire.
12

MR. HASSELL: I have no further questions,
13

f b

JUDGE WOLF: All right. May I ask, you already'

34

have stated, Mr. Reynolds that you have no objection?
5

MR. REYNOLDS: That's correct.
6

s
JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Norton, would you state your-

z 17
e

p sition regarding the binding into the record of
18

c
written testimony of Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Minor?g

N MR. NORTON: I have no objection, other than
j 20

,

! f those motions to strike I previously made and were denied.
21.

3

$ JUDGE WOLF: Right. Those are preserved.

'
' ) MR. FORTON : Yes, I understand.

23

JUDGE WOLF: What's the position of the staff
24 |p

1

4 >
_

regarding the written testimony?

i

L m
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* l' MR. HASSELL: -It should come in. We don't

2 have any basic objection-to the admission of evidence.

3 JUDGE WOLF: Very well. Then without objection,

4

4 save for the reservations made by Mr. Norton, the

5 prepared direct testimony of Richard Hubbard and Gregory
i

6 Minor on behalf of Governor Brown will be received and
*

,

7 bound in the record as if read.

8 (Whereupon, the written testimony of Richard
: . _~

9 Hubbard and Gregory Minor was received and bound into

!

10- "the-record as-if read.)

11

12

1

''

0>

14
i

t

i 15

16

: 2
' *

,,

i *17
2

18I i
;

,

j 19i-

| i
*

, .
20

5
'

.'
w

21*

2
.~

'(

|O
23

''

O,
25

;-

4
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m PREPARED DIRECT TESTIMONY
')

OF RICHARD B. HUBBARD AND GREGORY C. MINOR
-

-m REGARDING CONTENTION 1
l )

-

I. INTRODUCTION

1. My name is Richard B. Hubbard. I am a technical con-

sultant, and a founder in 1976 and vice president of MHB Technical

Associates, a corporation engaged in the business of technical

consulting on energy and environmental issues, having its princi-

pal office at 1723 Hamilton Avenue, San Jose, California 95125.

I hold a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from the University of

Arizona (1960) and an M.B.A. from the University of Santa Clara

(ggg (1969). I have seventeen years experience in the design, manu-

facture, construction, and operation of nuclear power generation

facilities including eleven years experience in responsible

managerial positions in the Nuclear Instrumentation Department

(1965-1971), Atomic Power Equipment Department (1971-1975), and

Nuclear Energy Control and Instrumentation Department (1975-1976)

of the General Electric Company (GE). For the past five years,

I, along with my co-founders of MHB Technical Associates, have

conducted numerous studies pertaining to the safety, quality,

reliability, and economic aspects of nuclear power facilities.

,e 1 A statement of my qualifications and professional experience is
' )

-

appended to this testimony as Attachment A.

2. My name is Gregory C. Minor. I have twenty years of,s

! )
"

experience in the design, development, research, start-up, and

t
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management of nuclear reactor systems. I worked for sixteen
g
i !

years for GE and for the past five years as an independent' '
-

technical consultant. I was a founder in 1976, and I am now

vice president of MHB Technical Associates. I received a B.S.-

in electrical engineering from the University of California,

Berkeley, and an M.S. in electrical engineering from Stanford

University. My sixteen years with GE involved the design, devel-

opment, and testing of safety and control systems for nuclear

plants. My responsibilites at GE included qualification of

equipment, systems, and instruments. Since 1976, I have

participated in a variety of reactor studies addressing nuclear

|||| safety issues for DOE /Sandia, the Swedish Government and 'the

- of fices of several states ' Attorney General. I am presently a

consultant on several nuclear plant cases concerning the adequacy
,

of current designs to meet existing regulations. I am a member

of the Nuclear Power Plant Standards Committee for the Instrument

Society of America. Also, I participated in a Peer Review Group

of the NRC/TMI Special Inquiry Group investigating the TMI accident.

A statement of my qualifications and professional experience is

appended to this testimony as Attachment B.

''s II. STATEMENT OF CONTENTION
)

3. The purpose of our testimony is to respond to Contention 1-

(
'' -1/'

as restated by the Board as follows:

1/ ASLB Memorandum and Order, Aug. 4, 1981, p. 1. ,
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PG&E and the combined onsite, state and

'~N local emergency response plans and prepared-
' '

- ness do not comply with 10 CFR 50.33 (g) ;
50.47 and revised Appendix E to Part 50.

The results of our review are summarized in the following

paragraphs.

III. DISCUSSION OF ISSUES

III.A.: Background - The NRC's Evolving Emergency Pre-
paredness Regulations

4. In June, 1979, shortly after the TMI-2 accident, the

NRC began a formal reconsideration of the role of emergency

|||h planning and preparedness to ensure the continued protection of

the public health and safety in areas around nuclear power plants.

On December 19, 1979, the NRC published in the Federal Register

proposed amendments to its regulations on this subject for public

comment. The final rule, effective November 3, 1980, was published

in the Federal Register on August 19, 1980 (45'FR 55402). The new

regulations for applicants for operating licenses contain major
changes from past practices:-2/

(1) In order . to receive an operating. .

license, an applicant will be. . .

required to submit its emergency plans,
as well as State and local governmental

,_s

, ') emergency response plans, to NRC. The
NRC will then make a finding as to
whether the state of onsite and offsite
emergency preparedness provides reasonable

(~N assurance that adequate protective measures
can and will be taken in the event of a'

radiological emergency. The NRC will base
its finding on a review of the FEMA findings

2/ 45 FR 55403, August 19, 1980. ,
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(') and determinations as to whether State and
\' local emergency plans are adequate and

capable of being implemented and on the
NRC assessment as to whether the applicant's

. emergency plans are adequate and. .

capable of being implemented.

(2) Emergency planning considerations must be
extended to " Emergency Planning Zones,"
and

(3) Detailed emergency planning implementing
procedures of . . applicants for operating.

licenses must be submitted to NRC for review.

5. In issuing this rule, the NRC recognized that signi-

ficant responsibilities were assigned to FEMA. For example, the

responsibility for the review of the implementing procedures

described herein in paragraph 4 is divided between FEMA and

NRC. Thus, FEMA is

To verify that State and local emergency
plans are capable of being implemented
(e.g., adequacy and maintenace of pro- s
cedures, training, resources, staffing .3/ 'N'
levels and cualification, and equicment) .'
(Emptiasis added).

The NRC is:

To verify that licensee emergency plans
are adequately i::plementM (e.g. , adequacy
and maintenance of proceditres , training,
resources, staffing levels and qualifi-
cations, and equipment). 4_/ (Emphasis
added).. ~ .

(v)

'I 3/ 45 FR 55406, August 19, 1980.

4/ 45 FR 55406, August 19, 1980.

m
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The following portions of this testimony set forth our assess-,s

\ ;
" ment of the adequacy of the implementation, and of the NRC and

FEMA reviews, of the emergency preparedness measures developed

by the Applicant (Pacific Gas and Electric Company), State and

local governmental agencies for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant

(DCNP).

III.B.: The PG&E Emergency Plan Documentation is
Incomplete and Out of Date

6. Documentation of the DCNP emergency preparedness measures

appears to be very similar to the two tiers of documentation ofgggg,

a typical Quality Assurance (QA) program. First, there is an

emergency plan which essentially describes in general who is

responsiale to do what and when to satisfy the regulatory require-

ments.~5/Second, there are implementing procedures which specifi-

cally describe in detail how the emergency planning measures are

to be implemented. In addition, the implementing procedures

generally contain examples of the forms and checklists which are

to be utilized.

,m

(,) -5/ PG&E acknowledges 'that the DCNP Emergency Plan "is a summary'

document which describes the general manner in which PG&E
Company corporato and plant staff personnel will respond
to an emergency at the site. Their responses are detailed

~

| ( ') in the Emergency Plan implementing procedures." (See PG&E
Emergency Plan, Rev. 3, p. 2-1).'

m
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(} 7. The Diablo Canyon Emergency Plan, Revision 3, dated

August 31, 1981, was submitted by PG&E on September 10, 1981,

as Amendment No. 86 to the operating license application. The

State of California Emergency Plan, dated March, 1981, is included

as Appendix C of the PG&E Plan, while the draf t San Luis Obispo

(SLO) County Emergency Response Plan, dated May, 1981, is appended

as Appendix B of the PG&E Plan. The PG&E submission of State and

local Emergency Plans is deficient in that:

(a) To date, PG&E has not revised Appendix B of

the PG&E Plan to incorporate any of the more

recent revisions to the SLO Plan, including

the October,1981, Revision B to that Plan. -

Such revisions should have been submitted by

PG&E to the NRC within 30 days after the

change is made or proposed.-6/ In fact, the

SLO County Emergency Plan has undergone con-

siderable development since the FEMA review of

the May draft in June,1981, and the FEMA evalua-

tion findings resulting from the August 19

exercise.-7/

,. m
-

( ;

6,/ See 10 C.F.R. S 50.54 (g) ; Part 50, App. E, ?! v .

7/ See FEMA Region IX, Evaluation and Status Report on State

(~ ' and Local Emergency Preparedness Around The Diablo Canyon~

Nuclear Power Plant, November 2, 1981, pages 1 and 2.'

-
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(b) The Santa Barbara (SB) County Emergency

K.) Plan is not included as an Appendix to the

PG&E Emergency Plan, nor is the omission of

the SB Plan acknowledged in Revision 3 of

the PG&E Plan. The State of California has

identified an Extended Emergency Planning

Zone for DCNP which includes areas in SB

County for which SB County will be deve. lop-

ing plans to be coordinated with those of

SLO County. In addition, there may be a

need for support to SLO County in terms of

|||| added resources and hosting of evacuees

- --- heading south into SB County. For these

reasons the SB County Plan will need to be

developed in coordination with the SLO County

Plan and agreements for support between the

two counties will need to be developed.-8/

8. The PG&E presentation of detailed emergency planning

implementing procedures is also deficient. The listing of pro-

cedures is also deficient. The listing of procedures which PG&E

g
L)

8/ SLO County Emergency Response Plan (Draft), Revision B,
October, 1981, page I.l(4). In addition, it should be
noted that Santa Barbara County planning has not progressedem

() to a detailed level at this time, despite the fact that the
San Luis Obispo planning effort and Plan have identified
the need for inter-governmental agreements which will be
incorporated as they are achieved.

>
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utilizes to implement its emergency response activities is set
7,

h- forth in Appendix F of Revision 3 of the PG&E Emergency Plan.

The PG&E implementing procedures are contained in Volumes 3A

and 3B entitled " Emergency Procedures." The PG&E Emergency

Plan is deficient in that:

(a) No implementing procedures nor even a listing

of such procedures with applicable revision

numbers are provided in the Appendix B of the

PG&E Plan for SLO County activities.

(b) Likewise, in Appendices A and C, no implementing

procedures nor a listing of such procedures with

|||| applicable revision numbers are provided for

activities of the State of California and of

PG&E corporate personnel.

(c) No implementing procedures or a list of such

procedures with applicable revision numbers are

provided for SB County.

(d) No current revision number is provided for

the implementing procedures listing set forth

in Appendix F. Such a reference to revision

numbers-is necessary to ensure that the correct

() revision of the implementing procedures is being

utilized and to assure that the implementing

procedures are consistent with the Emergency Plan.g~,
( ,

In addition, procedures OR-1 (Off-Site Support

m
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and Assistance) and RB-1 (Personnel Dosimetry)
73
(-) listed in Appendix F are not included in

Volume 3B but rather are listed as "Reserv.ed."

9. PG&E has also failed to revise the PG&E Emergency Plan

and implementing procedures in a timely fashion to correct

deficiencies that it has identified. For example, in response

to Joint Intervenors' Interrogatory 9. PG&E acknowledged that

"the Applicant's plan is in substantial compliance with all

applicable regulations. As a result of the full-scale FEMA /NRC

exercise of August 19, 1981, there is some question as to

whether the Applicant's plan complies with Table B-1 of NUREG-

(||| 0654 with regard to staffing of the EOF eithin one hour. In

addition, the Applicant's plan will be modified to address or

further clarify the following emergency planning criteria."-9/

PG&E then sets forth nine of the planning criteria from NUREG-

0654 where PG&E emergency preparedness measures required modifi-

cations. PG&E contemplated that the non-compliances would be

resolved "by revision of procedures and/or the plan."-~10/ To date,

there is no indication that PG&E has implemented the required

modifications nor has PG&E provided an updated response to the

Interrogatory.

()
N -|

_9/ PG&E's Response to Joint Intervenors' First Set of Interroga-
tories, dated September 2, 1981, pp. 13-14.es

i
\ ,/

10/ PG&E's Response to Joint Intervenors' First Set of Interroga-
tories, dated Septenter 2, 1981, p. 15.

,
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10. Based on the foregoing deficiencies, we conclude
, 3,

k-- that Revision 3 of the PG&E Emergency Plan and its associated

Appendices describing the State of California and local emergency

plans and procedures provide inadequate documentation.

III.C.: The FEMA Finding is Incomplete

11. FEMA's " Interim Evaluation and Status Report" as set

forth in the Memorandum of November 17, 1981, and the November 2,

1981 attachment thereto, to Brian Grimes of the NRC from Richard

W. Krimm of FEMA has been offered by the NRC Staff as the " FEMA

Finding" needed to carry out the NRC's emergency preparednessS -11/
regulations.

12. The November 17 FEMA Finding is deficient in that it

does not make any finding regarding the adequacy of the State of

California Emergency Plan or whether the State plan is capable

of being implemented. Indeed, the FEMA Finding specifically

states that the " State Plan is tentatively scheduled for formal

submission under the FEMA Rule process in July 1982" (p. 2 of

Attachment) . Further, Mr. Kearns, Deputy Director of State OES,

confirmed at his December 7, 1981 deposition that FEMA had not

formally reviewed the State Plan.--12/
m
( i
\._ , '

11/ The Diablo Canyon Licensing Board accepted the NRC Staffm

position in its Memorandum and Order dated December 23,s /

1981.

12/ Deposition of John Kearns, Tr. 122.

I

2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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13. The NRC Staff has long recognized the necessity for

() FEMA findings on State and local emergency plans. Thus, in

Safety Evaluation Report (SER) Supplement 14, the Staff stated

in part that:--13/

Upon satisfactory completion of the items
identified below, the staff will issue a
favorable finding with respect to emergency
preparedness matters for full power
operation. . . .

4. NRC review of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency findings and deter-
minations as to whether State and local
emergency plans are adequate and capable
of being implemented (10 C.F.R. 50.47a).
(Emphasis added).

14. While passing refere'nce is made to the State Plan, the

November 17 FEMA Finding involves only an evaluation of the SLO

County Plan.--14/ Further, the November 17 FEMA Finding fails to

set forth any evaluation of the status of emergency preparedness

of Santa Barbara County. Thus, FEMA's " Interim Evaluation" is
15/
--

as follows:

--13/ DCNP SER Supplement 14, page 2-26. Also, see repeated
references to the need for a FEMA finding with respect
to State activities in Appendix B to SER Supplement 14.
In addition, Staff responses to interrogatories were con-
ditioned upon the FEMA Finding (see Staff responses 21 and
68 to Governor Brown Interrogatories, for example).

q
(_/ 14/ NUREG-0654 also demonstrates the importance of findings on

the State Plan. Indeed, pages 31-79 of that document list
over 100 evaluation criteria which apply to the State Plan.
It is also clear that State Agency Standard operating Pro-

/ S cedures (SOP's) are still under development and therefore
,,

their adequacy is also not addressed by the FEMA Finding
(see November 17 FEMA Findings, page 2 or attachment) .

15/ November 17, 1981 FEMA Finding, pp. 2 and 3 of attachment.

m
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The FEMA Rule requires a detailed planning process

(^'s for the development and maintenance of off-site
Ns' emergency response plans. This process includes plan

development, training, drills, exercise, and plan
revision culminating in a formal review by FEMA with
a regular repetition of this cycle to ensure mainten-
ance of response capability. The San Luis Obispo
County Plan is well underway on this process, although
[it] has not yet arrived at the point of a formal
review by FEMA. Progress to date has been satisfactory,
and unless something goes dramatically awry during
the remaining portion of the process required by the
FEMA Rule, this evaluation will remain valid. To
assist in this evaluation the NRC-FEMA planning
objectives from the FEMA Rule and the FEMA REP-1/
NUREG-0654 document are provided here. The informa-
tion available to FEMA Region IX at this point in
time indicates that the planning objectives have,
for the most part, been met. The planning ob7ectives
are shown here to highlight the significant remaining
corrective actions that need to be accomplished. Most -

of these actions involve. croviding hardware or eauic-

|||h
~

ment that is needed to establish the necessarv response
capability. When these corrective actions are
accomplished to the satisfaction of FEMA Region IX,
and the County plan is completed and submitted to the
State for formal review, we believe with reasonable
assurance that an adequate level of emergency
preparedness will exist in San Luis Obispo County.
(Emphasis added).

15. The FEMA avaluation then goes on to address briefly

the Section 50.47(b) planning standards with reference to 12

items requiring corrective action with respect to the SLO County

plan. In a subsequent letter, FEMA has projected that the

| completion of the 12 items of corrective action would occur|

16/
--

between January 30, 1982 and June 20, 1982. The FEMA schedule
,

( )
v

) m
, ~~16/

FEMA Memorandum for Brian Grimes, NRC, from Richard W. Krimm)

of FEMA, December 29, 1981, and attachment thereto, dated
December 15, 1981.

<

4
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projection is inscrutable in that the dates are presented in a
s

'_ conclusionary manner with no referencesto the underlying bases

and assumptions.

16. Based on the foregoinf deficiencies in the FEMA

Finding, we conclude that the Finding does not address whether

the State of California's-cmergency preparNness measures, as

set forth in the State .%T.ergency Plan andzidplementing procedures,
~ '

are ' adequate and capable of beinri implemented'. Further, the

FEMA finding is also deficient in that it_ fails to address the
,

,

adequacy and capabili ty of Santa Barbara Cou'nty emergency pre-
_. - , .

paredness. '

'

III . D'. : The NFC Review of Diablo Canyon Preparedness
z_

A. is Out'of Cate -
4

17. The NRC Staff evalaaticy. of the compliance of the onsite
s -

and offsite eme*gency preparednes's, at DCNP with the current

regulatory requirements was set forth in Supplement 14 of the SERy

which was issued in April, 1981..-17/ At the t'ime of the 1981 Staff
.

review, Revision 2 of the PG&E Plan, dated February, 1980, was in.

,

Appendices 2 and 3 od that revision of the PG&E Planeffect.

contained the SLO County energency preparedness measures dated

(] December 22, 1976, as well as some County operating proceduresi

\ /
-

. ,
,

,

s

/

, . - L.

'

|
17/- DCNP SER Supplement 14, page 2-26 and pages B-1 to B-ll.

,
-~ , ,

,
'

,-t_ ag
8 9 * 4,.

fm.,

| \

,

6( . =

', .

.
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which were issued in early 1977. The State of California

xJ Emergency Plan, as revised in August, 1978, was provided as

Appendix.4 of Revision 2 of the PG&E Plan.

18. The Staff recognized that its April,1931, review was
18/
-~

incomplete:

After receiving the findings and determinations
made by FEMA on State and local emergency response
plans, and after reviewing the revised site plan
from PG&E, a supplement to this report will provide
the staff's overall concluq1ons on the status of
emergency preparedness for the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant and related Emergency Planning Zones. The
final NRC approval of the state of emergency
preparedness for the Diablo Canyon site will be
made following implementation of the emergency
plans to include development of procedures, train-
ing and qualifying of personnel, installation of

j||h equipment and facilities, and a joint exercise of
all the plans (sita, State and local) . (Emphasis
added).

19. No supplement to the SER which addresses the regulatory

compliance of the current onsite and of fsite emergency prepared-

ness measures has been issued to date by the NRC Staff. The failure

of the Staff to supplement the SER in a timely fashion is also

in direct conflict with the Staff's statement in a September 1981

response to Joint Intervenors' Interrogatory 4 that relative to

Contention 1 the " final conclusions of the NRC will be published
19/
-~

in SER Supplement No. 15." Instead, Supplement 15 of the SER

() was entirely devoted to environmental qualification of safety-

() 18/ DCNP SER Supplement 14, page 3-11.

19/ NRC Response to Joint Intervenors' First Set of Interrogatorier
to the NRC Staff, September 2, 1981, page S.--

,
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related electrical equipment and no subsequent SER Supplement
g() has been published.

20. Based on the foregoing, we conclude that the NRC Staff

has failed to make a finding as to the compliance with regula-

tory requirements of the overall and integrated state of the

current emergency preparedness at DCNP.

III.E.: The PG&E Emergency Procedures Instruct the
Operators to Rely on Non-Saf ety-Related
Equipment

21. The detailed procedures which implement the PG&E areas

of responsibility for the DCNP Emergency Plan were formally

transmitted to the NRC in a May 13, 1981 letter from Mr. Crane

of PG&E to Mr. Engelken of the NRC.--20/ Subsequently, in

September, 1981, PC&E provided the parties with two current

volumes of emergency procedures in documents enticled " Emergency

Procedures - Volume 3A" and " Emergency Procedures - Volume 3B."

Included in volume 3A are over 40 emergency operating procedures.

22. PG&E has acknowledged a significant deficiency in DCNP

emergency operating procedures as follows: --21/

g)(, 20,/ PG&E stated that the emergency procedures were being furnished
"in accordance with Paragraph V ' Implementing Procedures' of
10 CFR 50, Appendix E."

*# --21/ Revision 1 to PG&E's Environmental Qualification Report,~
'

:

- September, 1981, page III-2. Also see Table 4 attached
|

thereto.

.

_- __
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PGandE has conducted a review of its revised
g7 and expanded emergency operating procedures to
(,) identify all of the equipment included in

these procedures. (See Table 4.) PGandE is
in the process of ensuring that its operators
are aware of which instruments mentioned in
its revised and expanded emergency operating
procedures (other than primary instruments)
may not be available due to lack of qualifica-
tion. This is part of tne human factors review
and work related to Reg. Guide 1.97, which is a
separate effort. (Emphasis added).

23. We believe that the current PG&E emergency operating

procedures are inadequate in that the procedures do not provide

the operator with information describing the equipment qualifi-

cation status. Likewise, the qualification status is not pro-

vided on the equipment (for example, a status identification

symbol on an indicator or near the indicator) . The result is

that during an emergency, the operator is instructed to rely

on non-safety-related equipment which may not be available.--22/

24. We have not been informed by PG&E as to whether or

how it plans to demonstrate that the preceding deficiency has

been corrected. Based on the foregoing, we conclude that PG&E

has not demonstrated that the current version of the DCNP emergency

operating procedures is adequate and capable of being implemented

during a radiological emergency.

p
ij

--22/ In testimony by Messrs. Bridenbaugh and Minor addressing
Contentions 10 and 12, examples are set forth describing

,_

( ) where non-safety-related equipment such as pressurizer
heaters may be relied upon by the operator in performing''

the activities called out in the emergency operating
procedures. Other deficiencies are also noted in the
emergency operating proceduras.

w
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III.F.: Compliance with Accident Monitoring

Instrumentation Guidance is not
( ') Demonstrated
V

25. Item 2.C(7) of the DCNP Low Power License required

?G&E to submit within 30 days from issuance of that License

a proposal, including an implementation schedule, for compliance

with Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.97 partaining to instru-

mentation to assess plant conditions during and following an

accident. The resulting PG&E review indicated that nearly one-

third of the variables listed in the Guide, 21 of 69 items,

require work to bring the DCNP equipment into compliance.
23/
-~

According to PG&E, the werk required is as follows:

|||h (a) Eleven variables require qualification of the

existing equipment.

(b) Four variables require changing the ranges.

(c) One variable requires upgrading of the indication

loops.

(d) Five variables require new indication loops. For

example, new indication loops are needed to monitor

radioactivity concentration on radiation levels in

the primary coolant and radiation rates in buildings

or areas.

[) In addtion, PG&E promised to complete this work prior to the June,
~a

,,,

( !
-

23/ Letter from Douglas A. Oglesby of PG&E to Frank J. Miraglia,
Jr. of NRC, October 22, 1981, and Tables 1-5 attached thereto.
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1983, implementation date established in the Regulatory Guide.

() 26. During our depositions, we informed PG&E that we
_

intended to evaluate both the adequacy of the proposed accident

monitoring systems and components, as well as the timeliness of

the implementation schedule. Because of the cursory and con-

clusionary nature of PG&E's October 22 submittal, our independent

review of the details of the PG&E submittal was precluded. How-

ever, it is clear that compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97 was

promised rather than demonstrated. --24/

27. For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that PG&E has

failed to demonstrate that adequate accident monitoring instru-

ggg) mentation equipment to support the emergency response are

provided and maintained and that adequate systems and equipment

for assessing and monitoring consequences of a radiological

emergency condition are in use.
s'

IV. CONCLUSION
s

.

28. Significant progress has been and is being made by PG&E,

the State of California, and San Luis Obispo County in developing

and implementing onsite and offsite emergency preparedness measures.

,
,

x __ ) .

5

24/ We note that the Staff has issued no SER analysis of PG&E's,

(v) proposed response to the post-accident monitoring requirements.

^1
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However, based on the deficiencies in the planning measures for

,

(a) DCNP described in the foregoing, we conclude that at this time

PG&E has failed to demonstrate that the Applicant, State and

local government emergency plans and implementing procedures

are adequate and capable of berr.g implemented. Further, we

conclude that the FEMA Finding and the MRC's Safety Evaluation

are currently incomplete and thus fail to demonstrate that the

state of onsite and offsite emergency plan.:ing and preparedness

provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures

can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency

at DCNP.

!

l
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ATTACHMENT A

EXPERIENCE AND OUALIFICATIONS OF RICHARD B . HUBBARD
'i
v

Richard B. Hubbard is a Professional Quality Engineer
licensed by the State of California (license number QA 805),

c', a technical consultant, and a founder (in 1976) and vice
(_f president of MHB Technical Associates . Hubbard holds a B .S.

in Electrical Engineering from the University of Arizona (1960)
and an M.B.A. from the University of Santa Clara (1969) . He has
seventeen years experience in the design, manufacture, construc-
tion, mad operation of nuclear power generation facilities
including eleven years experience in responsible managerial
positions in GE's nuclear division. Product areas encompassed
during his tenure at GE included radiation sensors, as well as
area and process radiation monitoring systems and components.

Hubb'ard is familiar with the evolution of the Diablo
Canyon emergency preparedness measures as a result of his
service since 1976 as a technical consultant to the Center For
Law In the Public Interes t, attorneys for the Joint Inte rvenors
in the Diablo Canyon Operating License proceeding. Since 1980,
Hubbard has also served as a technical consultant to attorneys
representing Governor Brown in the Diablo proceeding. In the
latter capacity, Hubbard attended the LP hearings on emergency
planning in May, 1981, he toured the Diablo facility with NRC
Chairman Palladino and NRC Commissioner Gilinsky in 1981, and

(||h he also participated in a speci,al tour of the PG5E emergency
facilities in October, 1981.

In addition, during 1981, Hubbard provided consulting
services to the Massachusetts Attorney General's Office in
the NRC licensing proceeding related to the adequacy of
emergency preparedness measures including accident conse-
quence modelling at the proposed Pilgrim 2 plant (plant
eventually was cancelled) . Similar services were provided
in 1981 to intervenors in the Black Fox and Shoreham proceeding
be fore the NRC. Also in 1981, Hubbard authored a report
entitled " Summary of Emergency Response Planning Criteria
For Regional and Local Authorities Near Nuclear Generating
Stations" in a study sponsored by Friends of the Earth-Italy.

Hubbard has testified on safety-related aspects of
nuclear power facilities as an expert witness before the
Nuclear Regulato ry Commission Atomic Safe ty and Licensing
Boards; before (and at the reques t o f) the NRC's Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards ; be fore the Joint Committee7s

() on Atomic Energy of the United States Congress ; and before
'"

vario us federal and s tate legislative and administrative
bodies. Additional information setting forth the professional
qualifications of Richard Hubbard is set forth in the following.

J
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PROFESSIONAL Q UAL'I FI CATIO N S OF RI CH ARD 3 . HUBBARD
-,
QJ

RICHARD B. HU3 BARD
MHB Technical Associates

(~luite
'723 Hamilton Avenue

'c K
Sen Jose, California 95125
(408) 266-2716

EXPERIENCE:

9 / 76 - P RESENT

Vice-President - MHB Technical Associates, S an Jos e, California.
Founder, and Vice-P resident of technical consulting firm. Special-
1s ts in independent energy assessments for government agencies,
particularly technical and economic evaluation of nuclear power
facilities. Consultant in this capacity to Oklahoma and Illinois
Attorney Gen erals , Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, German
Ministry for Research and Technology, Governor of Co lo rado , Swedish
Energy Commission, Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate, and the U.S.
Department of Energy. Also provided studies and testimony for9 various public interest groups including the Center for Law in

_ _ .the Public Interes t, Los An g el es ; Pu blic Law Utility Group,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Friends of the Earth (F0E), Italy; and
the Union of Concerned S cien tis ts , Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Provided tes timony to the U.S. Senate / House Joint Com=1ttee on
Atomic Energy, the U.S. House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, the Calif ornia Assembly, Land Use, and Energy Committee,
the Ad viso ry Committee on Reac tor S af eguards , and the Atomic S af ety
and Licensing Board. Performed comprehensive risk analysis of the
accident p rob ab ilit ie s and consequences at the B ars eback Nuclear
Plant for the Swedish Energy Commission and edited, as well as
contributed to, the Union of Concerned S cientis t's technical
review of the NRC's Reacto r S af ety S tudy (WASH-1400).

2/76 - 9/76

Consultant, Project Survival, Palo Alto, California.
Volunteer wo rk on Nuclear S af eguards Initiative campaigns in Cali-

(~N fornia, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, and Colorado. Numerous
(j presenta tions' on nuclear power and alternative energy options to

civic, government, and college groups. Also resource person for
public service presentations on radio and television.

t/
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5/75 1/76-,~

(Jx
Manager - Quality Assurance Section. Nuclear Energy Control and
Instrumentation Denartment, General Electric Company, San Jose,

.

California.
(3) Report to the Departssnt Gener'al Manager. Develop and implement''

quality plans, programs, methods, and equipment which assure that
products. produced by the Department meet quality requirements as
defined in NRC regulation 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3, AS ME B oiler and
Pressure %ssel Code, cus tomer contracts , and GE Corporate policies
and procedures. Product areas include radia tion s enso rs , reactor
vessel internals, fuel handling and servicing tools, nuclear plant
con trol and pro tection ins trumentation sys tems , and nuclear steam
supply and Balance of Plant control room panels. Responsible for
approximately 45 exempt personnel, 22 non-exempt personnel, and
129 hourly personnel with an expense budget of nearly 4 million
dollars and equipment investment budget of approximately 1.2
million dollars,

,

11/71 - 5/75

Manager - Quality Assurance Subsection, Manufacturing Section of
Atomic Power Eauipmen t Department, General Electric Company, San
Jose, Calif o rn ia .

Report to the Manager of Manufacturing. Same functional and# product responsibilities as in Engagement #1, except at a leser
'

organizational report level. Developed a quality system which
. received NRC certification in 1975. The sys tem was also success-
fully surveyed f or AS ME "N" and "NPT" symbol authorization in 1972
acd 1975, p lu s AS ME "U" and "S" symbol authorizations in 1975.
Responsible for from 23 to 39 exempt personnel, 7 to 14 non-exempt
personnel, and 53 to 97 hourly personnel.

3/70 11/71-

Manager - Application En g in ee rin g Subsection, Nuclear Instrumen-
tation Department, General Electric Co mo any , San Jose, California.

) Responsible for the post order technical in terf ace with architect
engineers and power plant owners to define and schedule the ins tru-
mentation and control systems for the Nuclear S team Supply and
Balance of Plant portion of nuclear power generating stations.
Responsibilities included preparation of the plant instrument list
with approximate location, review of interface drawings to define

| gm functional design requirements, and release of functional require-
) ( ,j ments for detailed equipment designs. Personnel supervised

included 17 engineers and 5 non-exempt personnel.
|

g
v

|
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12/69 - 3/70
s ,

(' ) Chairman Eouinment Room Task Force, Nuclear Ins trumen tation-

'~'
Department, General Electric Company, San Jose, California.
Responsible for a special task force reporting to the Department
General Manager to define methods'to improve the quality and7_

( ) reduce the installation time and cos t of nuclear power plant
' " ' ' control rooms. Study resulted in the conception of a factory-

f ab ricated control room consis ting of signal coaditioning and
operator control panels mounted on modular floor sections which
are completely assembled in the factory and thoroughly tes ted
for proper operation of interacting devices. Personnel supervis ed
included 10 exempt personnel.

.

12/65 - 12/69

Manager - Proposal Engineering Subsection, Nuclear Instrumentation -

Department, General Electric Company, San Jose, California.
Res'ponsible for the application of instrumentation systems for
nuclear power reactors during the proposal and pre-order period.
Responsible for technical review of bid specifications, preparation
of technical bid clarifications and exceptions, definition of
material list fo r cos t es tima tin g , and the "as sold" review of
contracts prior to turnover to Application Engineering. Personnel
supervised varied from 2 to 9 engineers.

8/64 12/65-

Sales En ginee r, jijp._ lear E le c tronics B us ine s s Section of Atomic
Power Equipment Decartment, General Electric Cocoany, San Jose,
California.
Responsible for the bid review, contract negotiation, and s ale 'o fs
ins trumen ta tio n sys tems and components for nuclear power plants, 'N
tes t reactors, and radiation hot cells. Also res po ns ib le for
industrial sales of radiation sensing systems for measurement of
chemical prop erties , level, and density.

10/61 - 8/64

Application En'gineer, Lov Voltage Switchgear Department, General
Electric Comoany, Philadelohia, Pennsylvania.
Responsible for the application and design of advanced diode and
s ilic on-c o n tr o lle d rectifier constant voltage DC power systems and

9 variable voltage DC power systems f o r indus trial applications .
Designed, followed manufacturing and personally tested an advanced
SCR power supply for product introduction at the Iron and S teel Show.
P ro j ec t Engineer for a DC power system for an aluminum pot line scid

es to Anaconda beginning at the 161KV switchyard and encompassing all
( )s the equipment to convert the power to 700 volts DC at 160,000 a m p e r t.;_
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9/60 - 10/61

() GE Ro tational Training Program

Four 3-month assignments on the GE Rotational Training Program
for college technical graduates as follows:,s

(J)w
a. Installation and Service Eng. - Detroit, Michigan.

Installation and startup tes ting of the world''s
largest automated hot strip steel mill.

b. Tester - Indus try Control - Roanoke, Virginia.
Factory testing of control panels for control of
steel, paper, pulp, and utility mills and power
plants.

c. Engineer Light Military Electronics - Johnson-

City, New York.

, Design of ground support equipment for testing the
auto pilo ts on the F-105.

d. Sales Engineer Morrison, Illinois.-

Sale of appliance controls including range timers
and refrigerator cold controls.

@E DUC ATION :

B achelor of S cience Electrical Engineering, University of Arizona,
1960.

Mas ter o f Bus iness Administration, University of Santa Clara, 1969

PRO FESSIONAL AFFILI ATION :

Regis tered Quality Engineer, License No. QU805, S tate o f Calif ornia.

Member of Subcommittee 8 of the Nuclear Power Engineering Committee
of the IEEE Power Engineering Society responsible for the prepara-
tion and revision of the following 3 national Q . A. Standards:

a. IEEE 498 (ANSI N4 5. 2.16) : Requirements
for the Calibration and Control of Measuring and Tes t
Equipment used in the Construction and Maintenance of
Nuclear Power Generating S tations .

g

v
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION: ( Con td)
r,() b. IEEE 336 (ANSI N45.2.4) : Ins talla tio n , Inspection,

and Testing Requirements for Class lE Instrumentation and
Electric Equipment at Nuclear Powe r Genera ting S tations .

,

c. IEEE 467 : Quality Assurance Program
Requirements for the Design and Manufacture of Class
IE Instrumentation and lectric Equipment for Nuclear
Power Generating S tations .

I am currently a member of the IEEE"Ad Moc Comnittee which
recommended the 1:aues to be addressed in the development of a
standard relating to the selection and utilization of replace-
ment parts for Class IE equipment during the construction and
operation phase. I am also a member of the work group which
will prepare this p roposed s tandard.

PE RS ON AL DATA:

Birth Date: 7/08/37
Married; three children
Health: Excellent

gg% PUBLICATIONS AND TESTIMONY:

1. In-Core System Provides Continuous Flux Mac of Reactor Cores,
R .B . Hubbard and C.E. Foreman, Power, November, 1967,

2. Quality Assurance: Providing It, Proving It, R .3 . Hubbard,
Power, May, 1972.

3. Testimony of R .3 . Hubbard, D.G. B rid enbaugh , and G.C. Minor
before the United States Congress, Joint Commit tee on Atomic
Energy, F eb rua ry 18, 19 76, Washing ton, DC. (Published by
the Union of Concerned S cientis ts , Cambridge, Massachusetts.)
Excerpts from testimony published in Quote Without Comment,
Chemtech, May, 1976.

| 4 Testimony of R.S. Hubbard, D.G. Bridenbaugh, and G.C. Mino r
to the Califo rnia S ta te Assembly Committee on Resources, Land
Use, and Energy, Sacramento, California, March 8, 1976.

| 5. Testimony of R. 3. Hubbard and G.C. Minor before California
i S tate Senate Committee on Public Utilities, Transit, and Energy
| Sacramento, California, March 23, 1976.

~

|
| 6. Testimony or R.3. Hubbard and G.C. Minor, Judicial Hearings

|i) Regarding Grafenrheinfeld Nuclear Plant, March 16 & 17, 1977,,ex

Wur: burg, Germany.s_
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PUBLICATIONS AND TESTIMONY: ( Con td)

,e , 7. Testimony of R .3 . Hubbard to United States House of
() Representatives, Subcommittee on Energy and the Environ-

ment, June 30, 1977, Washington, DC, entitled, Effectiveness
of NRC Regulations - Modifications to Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Units.

8. Tes timony o f R.3. Hubbard to the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards, August 12, 1977, Washington, DC, entitled, Risk
Uncertainty Due to Deficiencies in Diablo Canyon Quality
Assurance Program and Failure to Imolecent Current NRC Practice,..

9. The Risks of Nuclear Power Reactors: A Review of the NRC
Reactor Safety Study WASH-1400, Kendhll, et al, edited by R.3.
Hubbtrd and G.C. Minor for the Union of Concerned Scientists,
August, 1977.

10. Swedish Reacto r Saf ety Study: BarsebHek Ris k As s essmen t, MH3
- Technical Associates, January 1978 (Published by Swedish Depart-
ment of Industry as Document DSI 1978:1).

11. Testimony of R.B. Hubbard bef ore the Energy Facility S iting
Council, March 31, 1978, in the matter of Pebble Springs Nuclear
Power Plant, Risk Assessment: Pebble Serings Nuclear Plant,
Portland, Oregon. -

||fk 12. Presen ta tion by R.3. Hubbard before the Federal Minis try f or
Research and Technology (3MFT), August 31 and September 1, 1978.
Meeting on Reactor Saf ety Research, Risk Analysis, Bonn, Germany.

13. Tes timony by R.3. Hubbard, D.G. Bridenbaugh, and G.C. Minor
before the Atomic S af ety and Licensing Board, September 25, 1976
in the matter of the Black Fox Nuclear Power S ta tion Cons truc ti.,n
Permit hearings, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

14 Testimony of R.B. Hubbard before the Atomic Safety and Licensins
Board, November 17, 1978, in the matter of Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant Operating License Hearings, Operating Basis Earth-
quake and Seismic Reanalysis of Structures, Svstems, and Com-
ponents, Avila Beach, California.

15. Tes timony o f R.3. Hubbard and D.G. Bridenbaugh before the
Louisiana Public Service Co mmis s io n , November.19, 1978, Nuclear
Plant and Power Generation Cos ts , Baton Rouge, L ou is iana .

16. Testimony of R.B. Hubbard before the California Legislature,
h Subcommittee on Energy, Los Angeles, April 12, 1979.

-
i( )
v
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PUBLICATIONS AND TESTIMONY: (Contd)77
e

^ >t 17. Tes timony of R.3. Hubbard and G.C. Mino r b efo re the FederalTrade Commission, on behalf of the Union of Concerned
S cie n tis ts , S tandards and Certification Proposed Rule 16

E CFR Part 457, May 18, 1979.

18. ALO-62, Imoroving the Safety o f LWR Power Plants , MH3 Technical
Associates, prepared for U.S. Department of Energy, Sandia
National Laboratories, September, 1979, available from NTIS.

19. Tes timony by R.3. Hubbard before the Arizona S tate Legislatur e,
Special . Interim House Committee on Atomic Energy, Overview of
Nuclear S af etv, Phcanix, AZ, S ep t emb er 20, 1979.

20. "The Role of the Technical Consultant," Practising Law Insti-
tuteeprogram on " Nuclear Litigation," New York City and Chicago,
November, 1979. Availab le from PLI, New York City..

21. Uncertainty in Nuclear Risk Assessment Methodology, MH3 Technical
Associates, January, 1980, prepared for and available from the
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, S tockholm, Sweden.

22. Italian Reactor Safe ty Study: Caorso Risk Assessment, MH3
Technical Associates , March, 1980, prepared for and ava11aSle-

ggg from F,riends of the Earth, Rome, Italy.
23. Development of Study Plans: Safety As s e s s men t of Mon ticello

and Prairie Island- Nuclear S tations , MH3 Technical Associates.
August, 1980, prepared for and available from the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency .

24. Affidavit of Richard 3. Hubbard and' Gregory C. Minor before
-

the Illin o is Commerce Commission, In the Matter of an Inves ti-
gation of the Plant Cons true:Lon P rogram of the Commonwealth
E dis on Co mp any , prepared for the League of Woman Voters of
Rockford, Illinois, November 12, 1980, ICC Cas e No. 78-0646,

25. Systems Interaction and Single Failure Critcrion, MH3 Tech-
nical Associates, January 1981 p rep are d for and~evailablefrom the Swedish Nuclear hower inspecto. rate, S to cknols,
Sweden.

26. Summary of' Emergency Response Planning Criteria for Regional
and Lo cal Au tho ri ties Near Nuclear Electric Generatine Statio:.
MH3 Technical Associates, June, 1981, prepared for and availabic
from Friends of the Earth, Rome, Italy.

27. Economic Assessment: O wn e rs hin Interest In Palo Verde
g Nuclear Station, September 11, 1981, p rep a re d for and
(_/ available from the City of Riverside, California.
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ATTACHMENT B
-

t

EXPERIENCE AND OUALIFICATIONS OF GREGORY C. MINOR
gs

)
'"

Gregory C. Minor is a technical consultant and a founder
(in 1976) of MHB Technical Associates and is currently a vice
president o f MHB .. Mr. Minor received his degree in Electrical
Engineering from the University of California at Serk l in
1960 and his Masters degree in Electrical Engineeron. e eyg from ~~

_

Stanford University in 1966. He has been workinj in the
nuclear industry for 16 years and as a consultant in nuclear
energy matters for the las t 6 years . His industry experience
was with General Electric's Nuclear Energy Division, where he
held engineering and management positions. The areas of
responsibility included design, development and field imple-
mentation of reactor safety and radiation monitoring equipment,
as we.'1 as control room design, control systems designs , and
computer systems . He was responsible for the design of
radiation gas sampling systems, area monitoring systems , and
reactor core monitoring equipment.

Mr. Minor has been familiar with the regulatory and
design changes resulting from the TMI-2 accident as a result
of his involvement on a peer review committee of the NRC
Special Inquiry Group (Rogovin Committee) related to Accident
Sequence and as a participant in the initial meetings to revise
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97 dealing with post

gggg accident monitoring.

Mr. Minor has served as a consultant to the Center For
Law in the Public Interest and to the attorneys representing
Governor Brown in the Diablo Canyon hearing process . Through
this involvement, he has been familiar with the development
of new requirements in accident and post-accident monitoring
equipment as well an the new operator training and procedures
requirements.

In addition, Mr. Minor has served as technical consultant
in other reactor cases involving post-TMI requirements and
licensing proceedings . He has also testified before various
State and Federal bodies such as the Joint Committee on Atomic
Ene rgy o f the U. S . Congres s , and has appeared as an expert
witness in licensing hearings before the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.

Additional information regarding the professional
qualifications o f Gregory C. Minor is set forth in the

,_

(] following pages .
y. .
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PROFESSIONAL OUALIFICATIONS OF GREGORY C. MINOR

g
-Y

G RE GO RY C. MINOR
HB Technical Asso ciates
723 Hamilton Avenue
uite K

San Jose, California 95125
(408) 266-2716

E XP E RIEN CE :

19 7 6 - P RES ENT

Vic e-P re s iden t - HH B Technical Associates. San Jose, California.
Engineering and energy consultant to state, federal, and private
organizations and individusals. Maj o r activities include studies
of saf ety and risk involved in energy generation, providing tech-
nical consulting to legislative, regulatory,.public and private
groups and expert wi tne s s in behalf of state organizations and
citi: ens' groups. Was co-editor of a critique of the Reactor

- S af ety S tudy (W ASH- 140 0) for the Union o f Concerned S cientis ts .

and co-author of a risk analysis of Swedish reactors for the
ggf( Swedish Energy Commission. Served on .the Peer Review Group of

the NRC/TMI Special Inquiry Group (Rogovin Committ ee) . Actively
involved in the Nuclear Power Plant standards Committee work for
the Instrument Society of America (ISA).

1972 - 1976

Manager, Advanced Control and Ins trumen tation Engineering,
General Electric Consany, Nuclear Energy Division, San Jose,
California.

Managed a design and development group of thirty-four engineers
and support personnel designing systems for use in the measurement,
control and operation of nuclear reactors. Involved coordination
with other reactor design organizations, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and cus tomers , both overseas and domestic. Responsi-
bilities included coordinating and managing the design and
development of control syste=s, safety systems, and new control
concepts for use on the next generation of reactors. The position
in clud e d re s p on sib ili ty for standards applicable to control and

f'Wj instrumentation, as well as the design o f short-ters solutions toi

( field problems. The dis cip lin e s involved included electrical and
mechanical engineering, seismic design and p ro ces s computer control /
programming.

,
,

!,,j

_
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1970 - 1972

( ) Manager, Reactor Control Sys tems Design, General Electric Comoany,
'

Nuclear Energy Division, San Jose, California.

Managed a group of seven engineers and two support personnel in
the design and preparation of the detailed system drawings and
control documents relating to safety and emergency systems
for nuclear reactors. Re s p o n sib ili ty required coordination with
other design organizations and interaction with the customer's
engineering personnel, as well as regulatory personnel.

1963 - 1970

Design Engineer, Gene ral Electric Company, Nuclear Energy Division.
San Jose, California.

Re s p o n s ib le for the design of specific control and instrumentation
systems for nuclear reactors. Lead design r e s p on s ib ili ty for vario e
subsystems of instrumentation used to measure neutron flux in the
reactor during startup and in t e rm e d i.a t e power o peration. Performed
lead system design function in the design of a maj or sys tem for
measuring the power generated in nuclear reactors. Other responsi-
bilities included on-site checkout and testing of a complete reactor
control system at an experimental reactor in the S ou thwes t.. Received
patent f or Nuclear Power Monitoring Sys tem.

1960 - 1963

Advanced Engineering Program, General Electric Company; Assignments
in Washington, California, and Arizona.

Rotating assignments in a variety of disciplines:

Engineer, reactor maintenance and instrument design,-

KE and D reactors, Hanford, W a s h in g t o n , circuit design
and equipment main t en an c e coordination.

- Design engineer, Microwave Department, Palo Alto, Cali-
f o rn ia. Worked on design of cavity couplers f o r TW T ' s .

Design engineer, Computer Department, Phoenix, Arizona.-

Design of core driving circuitry.

Design engineer, Atomic Power Equipment Department, San-

Jose, California. Circuit design and analysis.

- Design en g'in e e r , Space Sys tems Department, S anta Barbara,
California. Prepared control portion of satellite
proposal.

I g,
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_ - Technical S taf f - Technica* Military Planning Operation.(,) (TEMPO), Santa 3arbara, California. Prepare analysis of
'~'

mis s ile exchanges.

During this period, completed three-year General Electric program
-of extensive education in advanced engineering principlec of high-
er mathematics, probability and analysis. Also completed courses
in Kepner-Tregoe, Ef f ective Pres entation, Management Training Pro-
gram, and various technical se=inars.

EDUCATION

Univ e rs ity of California at B erkeley , BSEE, 1960.

Advanced Course in Engineering three-year curriculum,-

General Electric Company, 1963.

S tanf ord University , MS E E , 1966.

HO NO RS AND AS SO CI ATIONS

- Tau B eta Pi Engineering Hono rary S ociety . .

- Co-holder of U.S. Patent No. 3,565-760, " Nuclear Reactor
Power Monitoring S ys tem," F eb ruary , 1971.

- Member: American Association for Advance of S cience .

- Member: Nuclear Power Plant Standards Committee, Instru-
ment Society of America, y,

N'
~

P E RS ON AL DATA
,

Born: June 7, 1937
Married, three children
Res id en c e : S an Jose, California

o
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P U3 LI CATIO NS AND TES TIMO NY
g
(j 1. G.C. Min o r , S .E . Moore, " Control Ro d S ignal Multiplexing ,"

IEEE Transactions on Nuclear S cience, Vol. NS-19, February,
1972.

k 2. G.C. Mino r , W . G . Milan, "An Integrated Control Room Sys tem
for a Nuclear Power Plant," NE DO-10 6 5 8,. pr es en te d a t In-
ternational Nuclear Indus tries Fair and Technical Meetings,
October, 1972, Bas le , 'Switz erland .

3. The above article was also p ub lis h e d in the German Technical
Magazine, NT, March, 1973.

4 T es timony o f G .C. Minor, D.G. B rid enba u gh , and R.3. Hubbard
before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Hearings held
February 18, 1976, and published by the Union of Concerned
S cientis ts , Cambridge, Massachusetts.

5. Testimony of G.C. Minor, D.G. Bridenbaugh, and R.B. Hubbard
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1 MR. LANPHER: This panel is available for
.7.14

2 cross-examination.

3 J0DGE WOLF: Very well.

f 4 Mr. Reynolds, would you care to begin the

5 cross-examination?

6 MR. REYNOLDS: I believe the procedure that we

7 followed earlier in this proceeding -- I think we went
,

8 through this before, was to have PG&E go first and then

9 we would just follow the normal order.

10 JUDGE WOLF: I think that you're going to have
,

11 to take the ball, Mr. Norton, however, I don't see that

12 there's any disadvantage in view of the fact that you

i3 have the right to question.em

. . -

14 MR. NORTON: I don't mind, it's just that --

15 it's just that we keep switching back and forth so I always

16 end up first but I don't care. In this particular case,

3

{ it makes no difference.j7

2

18 CROSS-EXAMINATION-

!
.

j 19 BY MR. NORTON:
a

j 0 In your testimony, page 10, that last sentence20
3

.

f referring to what Mr. Kearns said in his deposition,
21

3
:'" gentlemen, I take it that you both reviewed Mr. Kearns'

22

~

deposition in great detail in order to make such a statement
23

in y ur testimony, citing page numbers of his testimony,24
t )
-

correct?
25
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1

.7.15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I had a copy of Mr. Kearns

. 2

) testimony or his deposition and so I got generally familiar

3
with it. I wouldn't say it was an in-depth review but

I did look it over.

5
Q You r.ead it well enough so that you were able

6
to draw facts from it for your testimony and quote the

7
transcript page numbers, correct?

8
A In the review I did. I remember that particular

9
statement.

10
Q Do you remember his statement in his deposition

11
when he said that in his capacity as the deputy director

12
of the California State Office of Emergency Services,

I
that he felt the level of emergency planning for Diablo *

14
Canyon was adequate.

I6 A I don't recall that exactly. Would you like

16 to give me the page number in the deposition?
,

:
17

! Q If you don't recall it, I'll just read it

18i for you to refresh your memory. It starts at page 13 of

19,

i the deposition. We'll start with line 3. Mr. Lanpher
i

I'

j 20 says, could I have a clarification of questions please?
d

{ 21 Mr. Norton, sure. Mr. Lanpher, when you I think maybe -
E

i * _
22 obviously I haven't talked to Jack, Jack being Mr. Kearns,'

(
a

23 but maybe he doesn't know exactly what you mean by " adequate",
|

whether it meets all applicable criteria, is that what you |24

25

!

i
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1 mean? Mr. Norton, no. In his opinion as the DeputyF.16

,n 2 Director of the California State Office of Emergency
V

3 Services. Mr. Lanpher, okay. Mr. Norton, continuing,

4 is the level of emergency preparedness adequate for those

5 two facilities to be operating? Those two facilities

6 were from the preceeding page, being San Onofre and

7 Sacramento, SMUD, if you will and then Mr. Kearns, answer,

8 well, a plan does not exist, nevertheless, they could

9 respond if an accident occurred at either of those

10 plants in a reasonable manner. Again, those plants being

11 SMUD and San Onofre. Question, all right. I take it

12 you feel the level of emergency preparedness at those

f~1 13 two sites is adequate for them to be operating at this
(j

14 point in time. Answer, yes. Question, then based on

15 the previous questions I asked you, I would assume the

16 same answer would hold true for Diablo Canyon? Answer, yes.

:
i j 17 If that refreshes your memory, that is indeed

2

18 what Mr. Kearns testified to, correct?
-

s
:'

; 19 A Nhat you have read is correct.
a

| 0 All right. And prior to that Mr. Kearns stated20
3

that the amount of emergency planning at Diablo Canyon21

:
that the State OES has put as much as 10 times the amount

e
'

22.'

f eff rt in emergency planning at Diablo Canyon than the23

other two nuclear power plants in the State of California
24-

()
| combined. Do you recall that?25
I
i

i

!

_ _ _ . _ _ _
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2 Q Fine. Let's go to page 11. Excuse me, we'll

3 go back a little further, page 10, line 21. Question,

4 this is by me. All right. From the standpoint of the

5 state OES, which facility has OES spent more time on in

6 the past several years? Answer, Diablo Canyon. Question,

7 by what factor, order of magnitude would you say that is

8 the case, you know, have they spent 2% more time on that

9 plan than each of the others or twice the effort on that

10 plan than the other'two combined, you know, something like

ij that? I don't know how you might'best describe it but

12 use your own words. Answer, well, recognizing that Rancho

13 Seco is just now starting the planning process. Question,

d
14 I'm not concerned with reasons, just -- Answer, yes, I

would say at least ten times. Question, as much effort?
15

Answer, yes. As Diablo Canyon, the other two put together?
16

. s
; Answer, as-the other two put together, yes.; 37
!I

Is that correct?18-

!
A That's correct. I think my last answer could havej 19

been a 1 M le mis-lead ng because I would apee w M you,
i 20

3

i. how you're reading it. I think it's important to know, you
21

3

E know your question, is the level of emergency preparednessg

O adequate and he answeredryes.
23

Q That's correct.
3

A He didn't say that it fully met all the 16 criteria
25

|
|
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-

* *

'7.18

/m 2 Q I didn't ask that question of him.
'd

3 A I don't -- you know, I would not want to speculate

4 on what he meant by the word adequate. That's something

5 you could ask Mr. Kearns.

6 Cur testimony today is based on the planning

7 criteria and the regulations.

8

9

10

11

12

/S. 13
\ \v

14

15

16

I
: 17
2

.I
3

j 19

i

f 20

f 21

i
Z l

{N 22 i

v
23

ps. 24

Q
25

1
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O Oh, it is. Well, then would you tell me, well,
- 2g] turn to page 15, okay, Roman Numeral III.E.U

3
| . JUDGE WOLF: Is this in the prepared --
t

4
MR. fjORTON : Yes, page 15, Roman Numeral III.E.

5 The heading that is underlined, the initial caps, the PG & E
6 emergency procedures instruct the operators to rely on
7 non-safety related equipment.
8 BY MR. NORTON:

9 Q And then you go on, and you conclude, do you not,
10 that that is improper, correct, that the reliance upon
11 non-safety related equipment in emergency procedures I. s

12 improper, correct? That is the conclusion of this section,

(^ 13 that is the gist of this section, if you will?
V

14 A (LITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct.

15 Q All right.

16 A Le conclude what we conclude in paragraph 24.
2
-

: 17 Q Sure. And, if you will, the gist, and I am trying:

'! to sum it up rather than go through each sentence you have18,

; 19 in there, the gist of the Section III.E is that because
E 20 emergency operating procedures at Diablo Canyon require thea

21 operators to rely on non-safety related equipment, that that
Es 22 is improper, that that is urong. That is your conclusion?( \

\-
23 A (UITNESS MINOR) I think you have to read that I

i

ientire section to get the gist of what that conclusion means. '24

(JI

Paragraph 24 refers to based on -- it says, in the second25

!
.

__ _
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I18.2 sentence, excuse me, based on the foregoing, and the

2{} foregoing does not say specifically that you can never

3 rely on non-safety related equipment. That is the impressior

4 you are giving. I don't believe that is correct.

5 g well ..

6 A What it says is that there is a reliance placed

7 on non-safety related equipment in the procedures, wherein

8 the operator does not have information as to whether that

9 is safety-related or not, whether it is qualified for full

10 accident environment or not, and therefore it may not be

11 proper information to rely on.

12 Q Okay, fine. I don't quibble with your conclusion
,

^'

(O
I think we are basically saying the same thing.i 13 from mine.

14 So then, I take it you do believe it is improper for the

15 operator to rely on non-saf ety related equipment in

16 emergency procedures, that that is improper? If it isn't,
:

| [ 17 so indicate it, in the procedure that he is relying on non-
:'

| 18 safety..

!
; 19 A (UITNESS HUBBARD) I think our point was really
.

| two, and then I might add a third one, that our first point20
a

.

was that if he is going to rely on it, it would be better21

i
57' 22 to connotate that in the procedure, like with an asterisk

;
'- ) i

23 or something like that, saying this is non-safety related.

A second -- excuse me.r- 24

() :

25 Q Okay, excuse me. I just want to clarify that. I

!

!

I.
i
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, ~. ,

' '18.3 an not trying to intyrrupt. .I want him.to finish. Now, you~
f

---s / . , ,

2
,

-are going to list ' them. "w '
,

3 )|
,

Are t!iey' additive, os are they " ors" you are
\ -y

T '

s, ,

,

h ih listing? Thefirstpointisthh.'an:.asteriskinthe'

Es ,\
-

'
'

> ~
,

.
-,

.a ,,6'-f operating procedure saying that, it'21s n'Ot safetyIbdlated.N 'N '

,

.s -

,

'~ ' '6 Is that a -knosthesecond'onegoing-tobean"and"oran'

g
.

' '

- - 7' '

.
aor?" '

( '

;, . . t-
,

,

,

_

'
; # 8 ~ .1 MR'. S NPHER: Judge Golf, why don't de let the.-

.

9 witnesses answer, ar$. if it is not -Glear, then Mr. Norton
<-s ,

10 certainly can ' follow up and 'sey,[' is itt an ''and" or an "or?"
- ~ .. g

,

11 MR. NdRTON: Fine. Fine.' Fine.. ,

, , . -, x :, - >
,

,

I think th'at gauld be preferable.12 JUDGE WOLF:'
;

. . - n
,

~
,

~ ^' . .
~

13 't 31TNESS HUBBARD: !b Well, a second method would be
| .

>

' 13 to go ahead, rather than put asterisks in procedures, would-

9 x 15 be to go ahead, and qualify the non-safety ' rolated equipment.
. g

./
16 That woul,4 be'another way of dojng it, and so wa verc

,

'' ; '

,
' . you know, from a procedural standpoint, that17 saying.that,

: 18 . the operator should have some indication, we feel, in
!- J,

s

i j2 19 addition to training, of'what isispfety-related equipment,
i t

'

+

.*
^} s 20 and what isn't. W ,

3
>

1 4
' ! 21 BY MR. NORTON:i

i
I 22 D Okay, so you are in an "or" situation. You either
!" i

23 qualif y 8.t, or you put in the procedure that it is not

24 safety-related, but' your preferable way would be to qualify

'v 25 it, of course. Is that a fair statement?

t

u

- _ .- _ _ - -
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18.4 1' A (WITNESS MINOR) I think there would probably be

2

) less confusion if it were all qualified to one level, but we

are not saying that as an absolute.

I 4
/ Q All right, now what preceded this' statement, orb

5 this series of questions, was your statement that all of
'

n

6 your testimony was based on the regulations. The regulations

7 that involve emergency response planning are 10 CFR 50.47,
'

8 correct, the 16 standards, the 10 CFR 50.4 7? The 16

9 standards?

10 A Well, I don't believe said that you are going to

11 find the 16 standards each identified'in this testimony.
12 You are correct that the testimony responds to many of the

13 items in the 16 --

14 Q Right. That is where we find the regulations

15 for emergency planning. ' And then t'here is another document,

16 a NUREG document, 0654, which gives details to how to
i

h 17 implement how the NRC would guido you to implement those
:

la procedures, correct?,

!
j. 19 A Yes.

ia

! 20 Q All right. Now, would you take out those two
a

f 21 documents, NUREG 0654, and 10 CFR 50.47, and show us where
i
*

22 in those regulations it is required that procedures not

O '

23 instruct operators to rely on non-safety related equipment,

24 or where it requires that the operating procedures have ;

25 asterisks, footnotes, explanations, or whatever, detailing

.

. _ . _ . . _ .
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11.5 1 that it is non-safety related equipment, or where all

2 equipment to be relied on in operating procedures is to bep_
L)

3 c a f e ty-re lated . Just show us in the regulations where that

4 is, as your testimony is all based on the regulations.

5 MR. LANPHER: Judge Liolf, could we have that

6 question read back, or maybe Mr. Norton wants to repeat it.

7 It is proba'bly better to have it read back.

8 MR. NORTON: I think the witnesses understand it

0 fine.

10 MR. LANPHER: Well, it sounded like a multiple

11 question. I think there are at least three thingu you want

12 done.

13 MR. NORTON: None of which can be.

14 JUDGE 1:OLF: Mister reporter, would you play the
|

15 question back?

16 (Whereupon, the question beginning at line 20 ?

8

17 of the preceding transcript page was played back.
2

18 JUDGE tOLF: Ycu may proceed, Mr. Minor or Mr.-

'b

| ; 19 Hubbard.

:
1.ITNESS MINOR: One place you can find reference

| 20

to that is under Section i, and I am reading now from
21

i
I NUREG 0654, Section i is accident assessment --

22<,T
\ i'' BY MR. NORTON:

23

|
Q Excuse me, could you give the page number at the

24
1 (~\

25 top?~

s

!
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I18.6 A (WITNES3 MINOR) It starts on page 56.

2
Q OKay.-

\~/
3 JUDGE EOLF: 56 of what, Mr. Minor?

4
WITNESS MINOR: That is NUREG 0654. I don't

5 know what Exhibit this is.
6 JUDGE UOLF: Is it an Exhibit, Mr. Norton?

7 MR. NORTON: I believe NUREG 0654 --

8 MR. LANPHER: I think it probably is from our

9 previous hearing, or else ve just took notice of it.

10 MR. REYNOLDS: Yes, I think I tried to offer it

11 at one point, and we just decided to take notice of 0654,
12 instead of giving it an exhibit number.

13( ,\ JUDGE WOLF: That will be sufficient.,

( !''

14 UITNESS MINOR: Under evaluation criteria number
is one, it says that each licensee shall identify plant system
16 and effluent parmmeter value characteristics, values

!
; characteristic of a spectrum of off-normal conditions andu

18 accidents, and shall identify the plant parameter values or-

!
*

: o
I ; 13 other information which corresponds to the example

i

| 20 initiating conditions of Appendix one.

.

; 21 Such parameter values, and the corresponding
i
*

22 emergency class shall be included in the appropriate(''y
\J-

23 facility emergency procedures. The f acility emergency

24 procedures shall specify the kinds of instruments being
(3
' '#'

25 used and their capabilities.'
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I19.7 I take those where it talks about the capabilities

I2
7, of the equipment to mean the capability of the equipment to
V

3 withstand the accident environment,,and the qualification

(') level thereof would be related to its safety-related4

O
5 classification.

6 BY MR. NORTON:

7 Q So that is the basis of your testimony that the

8 regu lations require it?
*

9

9 A (WITNESS MINOR) Just one second. I believe there,

-10 -is another addition we want to-make to that.

11 A (UITNESS HUBBARD) E' ell, emergency operating

12 procedures were turned in accordance with paragraph '1, the
i

l
13 implementing procedures paragraph of Appendix E. They are-

| \-)
l 14 also listed in Appendix F of the Diablo Canyon emergency

15 p lan , so there is a requirement that the implementing

16 procedures be reviewed, and so what we are doing here ie
!

,

17 reviewing these to see that they are adequate and

i 18 capable of being implemented, so the fact that the
> .:

| j 19 operator may rely on non-safety related equipment brings
i

i 20 into question in our mind whether they are capable of
3

f 21 being implemented, and whether they are adequate.
I i

E

22 Q That is the extent of your regulatory.

('T!

\"l
23 references, to requiring that the operators not rely on'

24 non-safety related equipment in emergency procedures, or

^

2s that all equipment in emergency operating procedures be

|
t

|
|
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13.8 1 safety-related. We have covered that, is that correct?

2 A (WITNESS MINOR) I have a little difficulty with,

3 your characterization of our c'onclusion, and I would like to
i
' A 4 read our conclusion again.

ks!'

3 Based on the foregoing, we conclude that PG & E

6 has not demonstrated that the current version of the

.

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant emergency operating procedure is7

8 adequate and capable of being implemented during the,

9 radiological emergency. The tern " demonstrated" is operative
,

10 there.

11 " Q But didn't you earlier say that -- either one of

12 two things, and you really, I guess didn't have a preference.

13 One was to say in the emergency procedures that it was

14 non-qualified equipment that we were relying on, or to make

15 it all safety-related, and I am asking you where in the

16 regulations that is required, and you have now given us that
!
: 17 . answer,'is that correct?

| 2

|g 18 A (WITNESS MINOR). That is correct.
a

| j ig Q Have you ever written an emergency operating
.-
*

j ! 20 procedure for a nuclear power plant, pressurized water
*

f 21 reactor?

i,

! 3 A I recall this question from the last time you22

O
23 cross -examined me, and the answer is still no.

Q How about Mr. Hubbard?24

O~
25 ,A (WITNE3S HUBBARD) No.
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113.9 Q All right. Does this concept of yours carry

2 through to technical support center, and emergency of fsite,-
'
s ,
'

3 facility and so on, should all of that equipment a lso be

4 safety-related or in that required to be safety-related, in

5 the emergency procedures, and so on, is all that equipment

6 the same thing?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Le had some opinions on that,

8 but that got into the earthquake and emergency planning

9 issue, and so --

10 Q Well, I am not talking about earthquakes at all.

11 I am talking about instrumentation and equipment and the

12 technical support center. Should it be safety-related?

13 Safety-grade? Ifiit is being relied upon in an emergency8 '

14 procedure?

15 (A pause)

16 A (UITNESS MINOR) Each of us probably has our own
i
g 17 personal opinions about what should be safety-related and
2

18 what should not, beyond that which we have testified to.y
't

j 19 However, we had tried to restrict our testimony to those
i

! 20 areas where we felt there was a clear concern expressed in
a

3
21 the regulations that had not been complied with.

,

3
*

22 O Okay. So you are telling me there is no

23 regulatory requirement that instrumentation and equipment

24 et cetera in a technical support center, the offsite
(',
\~'

25 nupport center, and so on, and the emergency offsite facility,

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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13.10 1 et cetera, be safety-grade?'

2 A I am not saying that. You can interpret the,,

3 words here in Section i, which says, adequate methods,

4 systems and equipment for assessing and monitoring actual

5 or potential offsite consequences of radiological emergency

6 conditions, and these criteria underneath there apply to
,

7 that, and certainly that can go beyond just the' plant.,

4

8

1

5

10

11

12

''

O'

14

| 15

16

E,

! : 17
2

t

)

; j 19

i

f! 20
'

> .
21> .

i,

t'

22

23
i

24

: .O
25

1

. , - - ,__-_,--_m.--...__ - - , _ . . . . . _ _ ,,.._,. _ . . . . . . . _ . . . . - - _ . - , . _ . . _ , . . _ , - _ _ . - . - , , . - , - . - - - - -
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T19-1 i Q I guess, I'm trying to find out; which is it?

, < - 2 Is it required or is it not required by the regulations?
'

( :xs

3 What is your position?

A (WITNESS MINOR) Our position is that the equipment4

identified in emergency operating procedures presently
5

ere y a as & Electric as being adequate to meet
6

the emergency implementation procedure requirements have
7

n t gone far enough in meeting this particular evaluation
8

I
criteria. That equipment includes equipment from both on

9

and offsite monitoring, I believe; and to the extent that
10

it goes beyond the plant, it includes TSC equipment that
g

would also be included.

0 All right. And it's your position that the
(~j 13

regulations require that, for example, the equipment at'"
g

technical support center?

MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, we've been through

I this several times now. And it's your position of regula-
! 17
i

tions required. I think that it's been asked and answered
18

.I
~

already by these witnesses.
| 19

Y JUDGE WOLF: I think this is correct.
j 20

J ItR. NORTON: Excuse me, Your Honor. We're talking
| 21 |
* i

! about two different places now. We were talking about
r"S 22
( )

' equipment and emergency operating procedures within the
23

control room. Now, I'm getting out into the technical !

24-3
? !

I support center to find out if they're making a distinction.\ ''

I
!

!
t

i i
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19-2 1 JUDGE WOLF: But I think you've asked it before as

2 to the technical support center.
(, )

3 MR. LANPHER: That's correct, Judge Wolf.

4 MR. NORTON: May I -- then everybody in the room

5 know that. I'd like to know what the answer is. Is it

required by the regulations? I still don't know whether6

7 that's their position or not. I may have asked it and they

8 may have answered it, but I apologize, I don't know what

their answer is.9

WITNESS MINOR: In general, the vast part of the10

TSC is not required to be safety related. The point we're
jj

making, that if the implementing operating procedures for
12

the emergency plan call for some of that equipment to be,"x 13

k'
used by the operator, that it should at least tell him what34

status as far as classification and qualification.
15

BY MR. NORTON:
16

j 0 Now, 3.E, you used the term non-safety-related
37

2

and obviously, the opposite of that is safety-related,
18g

'!

correct? In the heading there, you say, on non-safety-
39

a

i related, the opposite of which would be safety-related or
20 ,

3
.

safety-grade, correct?*
g

!
: A (WITNESS MINOR 1 That's correct.

22,/~
i >

- / Q M w, you defined safety-related and safety-grade
23

in y ur pri r testimony, did you not, on Contentions 10 and
_

24

12?s 25

-
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19-3 1 A Yes, we did. And we referred to the Denton memo

2 of November 20, 1981.,,

L)
3 Q Right. Now, what -- give me a piece of instrumenta-

4 tion, if you will, that's non-safety-ralated that's being

5 relied upon in an emergency operating procedure. Let's

6 take one out of your -- well, I don't know that in this

7 section you listed any.

8 A How about if we take an example from yesterday?
_

9 Q No. Let's stay in this area. We're not talking

10 about valves and so on. We're staying in this area.

11 A I wasn't speaking of valves.

12 Q Okay. I want to stay with emergency operating

13 procedures. What piece of equipment is being used in

14 emergency operating procedure that is, you know, non-safety-

1s related? I think you asked some questions on cross examina-

16 tion on emergency operating procedure. 'I1think, it was 33

3

: 17 if I'm not mistaken.
:

18 A Thirty-eight, I believe.;
c

j 19 Q Thirty-eight, perhaps. And you asked about a

i

| 20 couple of pieces of equipment and you asked whether or not
:

$ 21 they were safety-grade.
I

22 A As an example, in that procedure, the first

6
23 subsequent operator action in OP-38 on page 2 is to sound

24 the site emergency alarm. We learned that that's a non-
,--
! ,

25 safety device. We don't even know if that would be operative
,

'

1

|
'

h |
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19-4 i at that time.

Q Okay. Now, let's go to the definition of safety-2,

(~,

3 related and safety-grade that you had in your previous~'

testimony and tell me how that equipment fits either of

9 4

5 those definitions or would you concede that it does not?

A o concede that as far as the classification
6

of safety versus non-safety, that particular piece of
7

equipment does not fit the exact definition. However, it
8

can be used in sounding a warning which would alert peopleg

to the status of the plant and may then be effective in
10

helping to mitigate the consequences by the actions people
33

take from that point on. I believe the other aspect we've
12

been talking about here is both classification and qualifica-
13-

'(~ g tion. And if the device is not to be qualified as safety-

related -- excuse me -- classified as safety-related, it
5

should at least be qualified for the environments that it
6

.

has to withstand.
: 17
2

And as a matter of --
18

A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Just a moment. I'd like to
g

a
add to Mr. Minor's answer.

j 20

i Q Certainly.
21.

E A I think we have to go back to the PG&E quote at
22-,

\ I the top of page 16 of our testimony where, you know, your

own quote says that operators are aware of which instruments
,/3

25 ,
in emergency operating procedures may r.ot be available. I>
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19-5 1 mean, that implins that there are a large number of

2 instruments that are called out in these emergency operatingf
-

1,

3 procedures and some of them you can rely on and some you

4 can't. So in our testimony, we said, for the ones that

5 can't be relied upon, rather than just training, we thought

6 as a minimum, there should be something in the procedure

7 that denotes which ones cannot be relied upon.

8 Q The qualifications you're talking about, that comes

9 from Reg. Guide 1.97, does it not? That's, Mr. Minor, what

to you were just referring to?

11 A (WITNESS MINOR) Which qualification?

12 Q Environmental qualification in Reg. Guide 1.97

13 qualification.cs

( >

14 A No.

15 Q Which one were you referring to?

16 A I believe this document that's referenced here is

a

k 17 more of a general 0588 response, reg. 0588, which had to do
.a

18 with environmental qualification for the majority of the.

!

) 19 plant equipment that's safety-related. And it includes

a

! Reg. Guide 1.97.20
a

21 Q All right. Because you did refer to Reg. Guide

5
1.97 in this section of the testimony. I assumed that's

(--
22

1

23 what you were referring to.

A (UITNESS HUBBARD) The Reg. Guides for qualifica-
24

[b Environment-|
25 tion, as I recall, are Reg. Guide 129 and 1-100.'''

1

|
I
I
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19-6 1 al qualification is 1.89 and seizmic's 1 100. This, I

2 believe, was a specific response relative to environmental
l ,J

. ,

~

3 qualification and some requirements in NUREG-0588. And

4 this just mentioned there is equipment called out in Reg.

5 Guide 1.97.

6 MR.. IlbEEER: Judge Wolf, for the record, I do not

7 believe that they make a specific reference to Reg. Guide

8 1.97. However, it is the quoted language from the PG&E

9 letter, which -- in this portion of the testimony, which
,

10 makes that reference.

11 JUDGE WOLF: You're referring to the top of page

12 16 now.

13 MR. LANPHER: Yes, sir.
cs
! !

BY MR. NORTON:"'

14

Q And I guess if you go to page 17, where they say,
15

Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2 of that Reg. Guide, and
16

e

37
so on, I assume that is your testimony. Is it not, Mr.

{
:

Minor?ja,

a
:

A (WITNESS MINOR) Yes. I believe --; 39

a

j MR. LANPHER: That's a different section.
20

2

WITNESS MINOR: The statement that Mr. Lanpher
21

i
: made is correct with regard to Section E, where you were

'
,2'

/ 3,
l '

discussing this point and where we were quoting, on page 16' '
_- 23

of the PG&E quote, the reference to Reg. Guide 1.97 on page
24

,.

' 16 is PG&E's, not ours.'

25

I
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19-7 1 BY |1R. MORTON:

- 2 Q Reg. Guide 1.97 is a dated requirement. Is it not?
< ,m

3 A (WITNESS MINOR) That is correct. I believe it's''

4 referred to as such in our testimony. Have.you got your

5 page?

6 Q Yeah. I was just going to ask you about that.

7 Where?

8 A Page 17 and 18, the bottom of page 17 and the top'

9 of 18.

10 Q And then right after saying that, you say, it's

11 clear that compliance with Reg. Guide 1.97 was promised

12 rather than demonstrated. I guess -- that puzzles me a

13 little bit. If someone is given until June of 1983 to do

8 14 something, which is a year and a half away, how can they

15 have it instantly accomplished -- I mean, what can they do

16 other than say, yes , we 'll do it. I'm a little bit puzzled

:

h 17 as to what the point is there.
:

18 A Well, I think it is a lot like we heard from the
,

;
~~

supervisor earlier today that perhaps this is a good thingj 19

i
to consider when granting a license or going to full-power.! 20

I*

'

21 In my opinion, it would be appropriate to make a license
3
% condition on this since it is dealing with the emergency

22

23 plan, accident assessment and so forth, and it's equipment

that's intimately involved in that.
24

,.

''' 25 Q Well, in other words, it's your position you thinkie
'

i

,
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19-8 1 it would be a good idea, not that that's a regulatory

2 requirement, just that you think it'd be a good idea. Is,_s

i' )
3 that a fair characterization of what your position is?

4 (Pause.)

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think the testimony pretty

6 well states our conclusion that there's 21 of the 69 items

7 that have not yet been brought into compliance. So there's

1

8 work yet to be done. The ability to get that work done,

9 we couldn't independently verify. We acknowledge that it

to doesn't have to be done until June 1983. And so we thought

11 it was important to point out to this Board that there is

12 a lot of work yet to be done in this particular area. And

~x i3 I'd agree with Mr. Minor that if the Board should decide
i f
''"

14 to grant a license, this might be an item that, from my

Point of view, should be covered by a license condition.
15

And, you know, it was a condition on the lower-power license16

t

that additional information be provided and that's why wej 37,

'

3

18 got this October 22nd response tha_ the NRC Counsel put into
-

3

evidence. I can't recall the number.39

a

| Q Okay. So then paragraph 26 is not in any way
20

a

1 d intended to argue that there shouldn't be a license issued,
211 2

i R
but only that a license should issue with a condition that'

- 22
i

things that are supposed to be done in June '83 are done in i
23

|

June of '83, under Reg. Guide 1.97.
24

A I think that's a legal conclusion. This paragraph
25

,

,

,
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19-9 i does not maka a condition statement about the license.

2 Q No. I was going on what Mr. Hubbard just said.
-'

I

3 I was trying to get clarification --

A You're referring to paragraph 26.4

5 0 Yeah. And paragraph 26, unfortunately, didn't

make that distinction. Paragraph 26 was immediately followed
6

by paragraph 27, which said, for the foregoing reasons, you
7

shouldn't get a license, is what the bottom line of that8

paragraph is, because you don't comply with the regulations.9

A TWITNESS MINOR) I don't see those words in there.
10

Q Well, it says that PG&E has failed to demonstrate
jj

that adequate accident monitoring instrumentation equipment
12

to support the emergency response are provided and maintain-
,_\ 33
: >

'- ed and that adequate systems and equipment for assessing'

g

o g eq e es of a radiological emergency
15

|
9"* '

16|
,

}
that the license shouldn't issue until that's changed?

g
?

A o. Says just what it says, that these things
18

.*
s

are not in use and that's true.jg

i Q Then they don't have to be for the license to
20g

5 issue?
21

E A I have this strange feeling I'm being put in the
22^

position of the Board, trying to decide the license here.
23

And what I'm trying to do is ' point to a deficiency in the

( )
- plan and in the implementation of the plan that exists today.

25
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19-10 1 Q Okay. And that's what I'm trying to find out.

2 A deficiency. What is the deficiency? If it's not required |

f'8, |
g ,

''' until June of '83, how are we deficient now?3

A I think we've gone through this before. If the4

5 emergency plan requirements include the requirement that

there be implementing procedures and that these implementing
6

1

procedures include equipment, equipment that needs to be |7
|

qualified per the evaluation criteria we talked about and |8

properly classified and identified. And it's our opinion
9

|

that this is not complete.
-10

MR. NORTOM: Excuse me, Your Honor. We have to
3j

get a couple of exhibits. I'm not sure they have the
12

County Plan up there or our plan -- or perhaps they do.
13

(-\
We need the' Exhibit 77, which is a Corporate Emergency~ '

34

Response Plan. Do you have that? Revision 1, dated 5-11-81.
5

Could your Counsel provide them with a copy of that, se
16

}
I can read from my copy?g

2

MR. LANPHER: The Corporate Emergency Response
18-

t
-
'

Plan?j 19

a
: MR. NORTON: Yeah. Applicant's Exhibit 77.
j 20

d MR. LANPHER: No. I do not have that here with
21.:

E me right now.
'

22
7_s
i ! MR. NORTON: Oh, Mr. Hubbard has it. Fine.

'

23

The next one is,the PG&E Plan. Do you have that up there?
24

! ! I'm afraid this.is going to get a little confusing.
25

BY MR. NORTON:

Q On page 8 of your testimony, ! ;

i

|
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20.1 1 Paragraph A, now, it says, no implementing

2 procedured, nor even a listing of such procedures, with

3 applicable revision numbers, are provided'in the Appendix

(')) 4 B of the PG & E plan for San Luis Obispo County activities.
\,

5 Now, that is true, there is no such thing in

6 Appendix B, but aren't the procedures in Appendix F? In

7 other words, Appendix F, doesn't it have a listing of the

8 procedures that are contained in Volumes 3A and 3B? In

9 other words, I -- your statement is true, but I don't

10 understand the point of it if~the procedures are listed in

11 another appendix. You know, I -- and I wish you would

12 explain that. That is --

MR. LANPHER: Could I ask for a clarification,
13i

'

14 Judge Lolf?
!

JUDGE t|OLF: Yes.
15

MR. LANPHER: Is Mr. Norton directing the
16

*
, :

witnesses to find the county procedures in Appendix F?j g 37
2

MR. NORTON: No. No.
18-

i
MR. LANPHER: I thought that was what .yrni; 19

l i
asked.l ! 20

3

5 MR. NORTON: The statement says, no implementing
21

i I

pr cedures, nor even a listing of such procedures, with
, 22

applicable revision numbers are provided in Appendix B of~'
23

the PG & E plan for San Luis Obisbo County activities. Now,
24

that is a correct statement, no question about it, but my
25

.
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120.2 understanding is, is that all the procedures are contained
2

('''/) in Appendix F, or excuse me.
!s.

3 BY MR..NORTON:

f 4
Q A listing is contained in Appendix F, instead of

5 Appendix B. I mean, I don't understand the point of the

6 testimony. Is there something magical about having a
7 listing of the procedures in one appendix as opposed to the
8 other?

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Appendix F is the implementing
10 procedure for the PG & E corporatc plan, and the point of

11 the testimony was that Appendix B is the San Luis Obispo

12 County plan an of May, 1981, and there is no list of the

(-) 13 implementing procedures for that plan.;

i V
14 Q Okay. Now, has that problem gone away with the

, 15 filing that was made here in terms of exhibits in this case?
|

|
'

16 For revision B of the County plan?
| ?
| g 17 A Could we ha"e the County plan?
\ 2

18 Q I amt sorry, I thought you did have.-

!
.

; 19 A No.

20 Q Do you not have a copy of the County plan?
I :

21 MR. LANPHER: I have got one copy, if we are going
1 5
) 5'N 22 to do a lot of it, I would like to have a copy to follow

\ ;,

' ss

23 along, if you have got an extra. Do you?

,.m 24 MR. NORTON: I am sure we do someplace, but I am
i ,)t

25 not going to do a lot, Mr. Langher.

I
i
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I20.3 MR. LANPHER: Okay.

(~3 2 MR. NORTON: I am jus t -- I have a f eeling these
\_/

3 comments have gone away, and that is what I am trying to

f
4 clarify, and Mr. Hubbard is shaking his head yes, and so I

5 don't think it will take long.

6 MR. REYNOLDS: Dick, my copy of the plan, I think,

7 is right there on the table, because I gave my copy to .

8 Mr. MacElvaine earlier. I don't think I got it back.

9 BY MR. NORTON:

10 Q Uell, Mr. Hubbard, let me try and save some time

11 of you fumbling through all these documents, trying to find

12 a list here and a list there. Are your concerns that are

(~) 13 in page eight, in terms of the listing:of procedures, and so
%-)

14 on, are they pretty well taken care of as a result of this

15 most recent filing of Exhibits that have gotten all the

16 approved plans and so on, into evidence?
:
$ 17 A (UITNESS HUBBARD) Well,.we don't have a new
2

18 Appendix B yet, because I don't know what you are going to-

i
j 19 put in as Appendix B of the plan. I mean, you gave an

20 Exhibit number to the County plan and all the implementing
,

21 procedures, and I would assume you don't intend to put all

i
of that in as appendix B, so to correct what I -- the^

22

U
23 problem I was mentioning, you would need to put in certain

,x 24 parts of it, the first volume, I b.elieve, and then the

U
25 list of the implementing procedures with revision numbers .

|
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I think that information is available in the
2

O October revision of the County plan.em

3 0 In other words, the filing that someone from

4
j Pacific Gas and Electric said was going to be made in the

5 next two to three weeks, of the -- now that the plan, the
6 County plan did receive approval, that there would be a
7 filing with all the updated procedures and so. on in the
8 next, I think it was two to three weeks, you would expect.
9 because all that information is available, that those

10 concerns would be taken care of?

11 A (WITNESS MINOR) We may be willing to conclude

12 that. '4ould you help me with a question that I have

regarding that very thing that I was trying to find today?13

14 I would like to have you show me where in the new plan,

15 emergency procedure that is called out to be added on, Roman

16 II.3(8). It is entitled, " Development of dose projections ,
i

: 17 based on field survey data (standard operating procedures to
2

18 be developed)."-

!
; 19 I went to the new Section II.3, and I couldn' t

20 find it. So I am not sure that this is complete yet.a

f 21 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, could we get a
3

22 clarification --

23 MR. NORTON: Of who is questioning who?

24 .MR. LANPHER: -- of that answer? Lell, I think(h
\ ~J

it is going fine, on that, but what, on this plan? This plan,25

t

i

O
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1 were you -- was the witness referring to the PG & E plan?

,g 2 WITNESS MINOR: I am referring to the County plan.-

L)
3 MR. NORTON: Yeah, that was my question of him,

4 too, the County plan.

5 MR. LANPFER: Okay, fine.

6 BY MR. NORTON:

7 Q So you are asking about where a County procedure

8 is that you identifidd, but that is not something that you

9 are -- you have listed on page eight of your testimony, that

to missing procedure, is it?

11 (A pause)

12 All right, gentlemen. I woulu like to move on.

/~N 13 Somebody will find that procedure for you, Mr. Minor, or
iti

14 find out what it is and let you know.

15 On page -- well, before I do that, Mr. Hubbard,

u3 do you recall verifying answers to interrogatories on
:
k 17 behalf of the State -- on behalf of Governor Brown, in
e

uj August of 1981? In fact, I have your affidavit here. You,

a
a

; n3 verified them. You say, I the undersigned have assisted in

20 preparing and reviewing responses to the PG & E interrogatories

d filed August 7, 1981. To tha best of my knowledge, the
'

21

i
:'N responses are true and correct. It is signed Richard B.r 22
( l

Hubbard. It is before a notary public, dated August 13,23
,

. 1981 Do you recall ansuering those interrogatories, Mr.3O
'

Hubbard?25
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I A (WITNEdS HUBBARD) I have not looked at those

(') 2 answers in a long time, but if I recall, I have writtenv
3 affidavits and. prepared a number of interrogatory

f 4 responses.

5 Q Well, you were the only one that affirmed these.

|6 You were the only whose af firmation was attached to them.

7 And do you recall the interrogatory which said, state in

8 detail each and every f act that you believe evidences that
,

I

9 the State of California's emergency response plan will not

10 comply with 10 CFR Section 50.33(g), by October 1, 1981?

11 Do you recall that interrogatory?

12 A Could you give me a copy of the interrogatory

(~] 13 response, and I will refresh my memory?
' (-)

14 Q Not the response. The interrogatory. Do you

| 15 recall answering that question, that asked ycu if there

i
16 was anything wrong with the State of California's plan. Do

!
: 17 you recall that?
?

18 A I recall the question..

!
1 *

19 Q And do you recall your conclusion being that withg
:

i E 20 the exception of their f ailure to consider earthquakes,
a

.

d
21 there was nothing wrong uith the state plan?

2
:
5^^ 22 A Well, that is what I recall the answer being, but

| k_
| 23 I would like to be able to look at the answer, to --
1

Ix: _
That indeed is what your ansuer waa, but you are24 Q|

'

u>
! welcome to reverify that.25

,
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l A Yes, I think we went on and the complete answer --

{'}/ Q Well, let us not get into the earthquake --2
x-

3 A It wasn't the earthquake that --

4 Q Okay, fine.

5 A Further, we went on to say that in conjunction --

6 well, further, section 50.33(g), when read in conjunction

7 with the NRC's August.19, 1980 energency preparedness ru le ,

'

8 clearly requires that the state plan be fully implemented

9 and integrated into the onsite and offsite energency response

10 plans of PG A E and the local jurisdictions.

11 As of this time, particularly since the results

12 of the August 19, 1981 emergency response exercise are not

[~))
13 complete, and since revised and fully implemented PG A E

%

14 a rd County plans are not available, it is impossible to

15 predict whether the implementation and integration of the

16 Jtate of California plan will be adequate by October 1,
*

: 17 1981
2

18 Q Right. But that has nothing to do with the
.-*

a

; 19 adequacy of the State plan. You at that time were saying

i

20 because the County and the PG A E plans weren't adequate,
|
:

} 21 but the State plan was adequate as of August of 1981.

i
MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf ?k~T 22

N)
JUDGE WOLF: Yes.23

MR. LANPHER: I would like to prof f er anr 24

(w)
25 objection to this line of questioning. These witnesses have

I
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1 not testified or provided an opinion in their prefiled

2gg tentimony as to whether the State plan is ad-quate or not,
Q)

3 or whether the County plan in adequate or not. Their

4 testimony speaks for itself. I am sure the Board'has

5 reviewed it. |
,

1

6 So, I think while Mr. Norton obviously has some 1

7 leeway, this is outside the scope of the direct testimony,
1

8 and I don't know where it is taking us.

9 MR. NORTON: Well, Mr. Wolf , I find it puzzling

to that Mr. Lanpher would argue that these gentlemen are

11 qualified, and Mr. Hubbard is qualified as an expert in this

12 area, and yet not want me to ask him about whether or not

13 one of these plans is okay, and that is what we have done,

14 and he had previously answered under oath. I would think it

15 vould be very beneficial for this Board to hear an expert say

16 that the State plan is indeed all right.
:

h 17 MR. LANPHER: Well, Judge Golf, I think there are
2

is lots of people that it might be beneficial to call as.

:
a

; 19 witnesses, but these people haven't been called as
4

witnesses for that purpose. Mr., Kearns sill be here on
20

:

Monday, and he is the Deputy Director of State OEd, and I21

$
~

think that is a perfectly proper question for Mr. Kearns,22

23 obviously. These witnesses just didn't offer testimony on

that.24(~h i

"

MR. NORTON: Your Honor, that is --

25
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1 JUDGE WOLF: It sounds to me as though you have

f N. 2 gone beyond the scope of the direct testimony here. I thinkV
3 you have got to limit yourself to the written testimony. You

4 csn cross-examine on that, but I don't recall -- if you can
5 point out wherein they arrived at the conclusion --

S MR. NORTON: Their conclusion is so board, Your

7 Honor, that I can't imagine a question about any of the

8 plans that wouldn't be covered by their conclusions. Their

9 conclusion is so broad.

10 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, I would like Mr. Norton

11 to point to their broad conclusion that he is referring to,

12 then we can make a proper --

13 MR. NORTON: Fine.

14 MR. LANPHER: -- ex cu se me , proper argument,

15 because I think their conclusion is very narrow. In each

le case it is based on the foregoing deficiencies, and none of i

'
8

17 the foregoing deficiencies with respect to emergency planning
:

18 state that the State plan is adequate or inadequate.,

3
s

j 19 MR. NORTON: Well, Judge Wolf, this is
i1

| 20 incredible. Page 10, paragraph 10. " Based on the foregoing>

:

21 deficiencies, we conclude that Revision Three of the PG & E
i
5'N 22 emergency plan and its associated appendices describing the
\ .jb+

23 , state of California and local emergency plans and

g- 24 procedures provide inadequate documentation." Page 13,

V
25 par agraph 16, " Based on the foregoing deficiencies in the

|

| |

.
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1 FEMA finding, we conclude the finding does not address

2(-] whether the State of California's emergency preparedness
u .,

3 measures as set forth in the State Emergency Plan and

f
4 implementing procedures are adequate and capable of being,

5 implemented."

6 Page 19:

7 "Further, we find the FEMA finding and the NRC

8 Safety Evaluation - " oh, excuse me, it is above that.

9 "However, based on the deficiencies and the

10 planning measures for Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant

11 described in the foregoing, we conclude that at this time,

12 PG & E has failed to demonstrate that the Applicant, State

13 and local government emergency plans and inplementing

14 procedures are adequate and capable of implemented." That

15 conclusion covers all three plans, saying we fail to

16 demonstrate they are adequate.
*

,

| 17 He has testified under oath the state plan is
*

1
1

|g 18 adequate, and to argue I can't cross-examine him on that is
t z

| j 19 totally inconsistent.

| i
| @ 20 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, where was that last --

; 2
.

f 21 could I ask Mr. Nbrton to direct my' attention again to the
3
*

'(T 22 last quote that he was --

i 3
x_,/

23 MR. NORTON: The last quote is the first line of

,, 24 page 19 of the testimony, and it is as broad a conclusion as
( )
tj

25 it could possibly be. It covers all three plans.
I

i
:

i
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JUDGE LOLF: Well, I will withdraw the1 '

2 observation I made earlier, in view of what you haveyS
\_/

3 pointed out, and you may go ahead and cross-examine on the --
,

'

4 MR. NORTON: Well, that is all I had on the State

5 plan, but I did want that question and answer to stand'.

6 (A pause)

7 BY MR. NORTON:

8 Q Gentlemen, would you take out 50.4 7, please?

9 (A pause)

10 All right. Now, in light of your conclusion on

11 page 19 of your testimony, which'is that none of the three

12 plans are adequate and capable of being implemented, and in

(") 13 light, Mr. Hubbard, of the fact that you said in the
'

),v

14 interrogatories that the state plan uas, with the exception

15 of earthquakes, I guess I will just let that inconsistency

stand, but I would like to ask you some questions about the16

| } 37 County and Applicant plans.
I e

is I want you to tell me in what ways the County
,

.:,

; 19 plan is inadequate, if other than as set forth in your

e

| testimony? Is there anything else that isn't in your
20

a

21 | testimony that makes the County plan inadequate, that you*

I|
are qualified to testify about? I don't want, you know,f's 22

( i
~ ~ '' s peculation or something, but in your area of expertise, any-

23

thing else in the County plan?
| 24

(-)L
A (UITNESd HUBBARD) ((begins next page))

25

!.
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'1.1 A I would not add anything to what I have in the

2 testimony. I think that again the key word here though is

3 on page 19, PG&E has failed to demonstrate, because we

4) go back to 5033, it said the applicant shall provide the

5 state and local and on-site plan and so when were making

6 this testimony, all we had in front of es was revision

7 3 of the PG&E plan which had the May 1981 version of the

8 County plan.

9 Q So you feel a lot better now that revision B

H3 has been submitted as evidence and the procedures that

11 go along with revision B?

12 A That is correct and that's what we said on

13 page 18, that significant progresa.has been made by the

14 State and the Ccunty in developing but there -- our point

15 is we're still not there. We haven't demonstrated it

16 yet, so a lot of progress has been made, but in putting
!

17 toge ther mis testimony, it was like working on a moving.g

18 target, because we have what is in revision 3 of the PG&E --g
c

j 19 plan on discovery we had found other documents which had never
, a
| N

j 20 at the time we put the tnstimony together gotten into the
'

d

; 21 PG&E plan and hence, we can -- and then there was no

5
'

22 revision of the SER inspite of the fact that it had been
'

i

23 promised and our involvement in oth 3r li censing proceedings !

24 we had expected to see that and so what we're sayingc~
: s

.-

25 here is that -- and likewise a lack of Santa Barbara plan
,

%
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which is a local lant and when we say local we're not.2
2

) ( .
including just San Luis Obispo County, we're also talkingg-

-

! 3 about Santa Barbara County and so that's why we said

4 in our opinion while a lot of progress has been made,

5 you haven't demonstrated yet that it's capable of being imple-

6 mented for,4 again, the reasons we gave in our testimony

7 and no more.

8 Q Would you say that FEMA -- the FEMA Organization

9 is in a better position to judge adequacy of overall plans

10 than yourself? Could you answer please?

11 A I think FEMA has more experience clearly. At

12 the same time I think the points we made are, that looking

13 over the FEMA whatever it's called preliminary evaluatien

14 or interim evaluation, in our opinion, they don't address

15 the adequacy of the State plan nor the adequacy of the

16 Santa Barbara County Plan. It's all directed to the

!
17 County activi' ties.

2

18 Q But addressing the adequacy of the State plan,-

~$

j 19 given your testimony that it's already adequate, it's not

20 really necessary in your opinion, is it, because you

d believe it to be adequate?21
2

$
'T 22 A I think FEMA has the responsibility to see that^

4 %

23 the plan really is integrated and they haven't done that

24 yet.
-

I I

25 Q I would like to ask you and I hate to go back
.

-- . ._ _
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121.3 to paragraph 27, page 18 but I'm going to have to for
2 a moment. I have a little problem with the wording there(~T

\~)
3 in understanding the words and I'm not being argumentative,
4 I just don't understand -- you say demonstrate and this
5 is on the second line in the middle of the sentence, I'm

picking out a clause -- de.nonstrate that adequate accident6

monitoring instrumentation equipment to support the7

8 emergency response are provided.

9 What we're talking about then is adequate accident

10 monitoring instrumentation equipment -- that's a mouthful,

it that's jusc equipment, right? All the adjectives are

12 in frcnt of it but it's equipment, right?

13 You've got adequate and accident and monitoring,-

( l' '

instrumentation and the final word is equipment.''
14

15 A (WITNESS MINOR) Well accident monitoring and

16 instrumentation equipment might be a little bit better,
s

k 17 but yes. It's all equipment.s

'
.

18 Q Okay, all right. Now, what, I started to.

*
-
.

39 ask you at the end of voir dire that I never did ask
a

before, was, could you tell us what is an adequate accident20

d m nitoring and instrumentation equipment? You said that21
3
-

: we failed to demonstrate that ours is, could you tell the22,

[ Board what in your opinion is an adequate -- I'll leave all23

those words out, equipment?g

(~h
(_) A This section that you're talking about, starting on25

|

|

e
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it . 4 paga 17, talks about compliance with accident monitoring1

2 instrumentation guidance and one of the' key guides

3 for that is REG Guide 197. However, what we're talking

4 about here in general are those pieces of equipment which

5 are callad for in the implementing of procedures, many

6 of which are REG Guide 197 items used to monitor the develop-

7 ment progress of an accident. It's the adequacy of that

8 entire set of equipment that we're talking about.

9 Q No, I asked you what would be adequate, but

10 I know what you're talking about. I'm asking you what

11 would be an adequate accident monitoring instrumentation

12 equipment to support the emergency response.

13 JUDGE NOLF: Mr. Norton, it didn't come clear

9
34 to me whether you're asking him to state what is inadequate

or what is adequate.15

MR. NORTON: I want him to define what would be
16

s

k 17 adequate.

JUDGE WOLF: Okay.18| :
1 g

(Pause)
i

j 19
,

MR. MINOR: As I understand your question, it is
20

d what would be an adequate set of equipment to support
21

! I
the emergency response plan, is that correct?'

22

BY MR. NORTON:
23

!

Q Yes. You said that we failed to demonstrate
24

and then all the words you used. You used the word adequatej
25

l
i
i
i

i
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11 . 5 1 I'm just saying what would it take to be adequate?

- 2 A (WI'lNESS MINOR) I think at a minimum you'd7
'

(
_

3 have to have a fully operational REG Guide 197 set of

4 equipment and it would have to be properly integrated into

5 the implementing procedures and properly qualified and

|| identified as to it's capabilities.6

7 Q Ia that required by law or regulation? Right now?

e A (WITNESE HUBBARD) That's why we put in in

9 the earlier sentence, that it was required by June 23rd

to 'so that what~we have new is only a promise with a promise

11 it hiso has with it, that a lot of work has to be done.

12 Q Are you aware of any nuclear facility in the

13 United States that has by your definition an adequate

14 tadatadtada(ph) equipment?

A .(WITNESS MINOR) We're aware of other plants15

16 where they have made more progress toward resolution of

3

, h 17 the 197 problems and have fewer outstanding items let's
| 2

| say and they're closer to being completed.18~

t
c,

; ig Q But they are deficient?

:

! A The one I'm thinking of is also not operating.
20

t &

d Q S the ones that are operating are more deficient
21

i
e than the ones that aren't cperating, is that your point?

22
|

A That may be a ccnclusion you could draw from that,
23

I
yes.

24.rm
); t'"

Q Could you answer my question? Could you name one
25

!

|
!

!
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,21.6 nuclear facility in the United States that is not deficient?

2
Under your definition?

_

MR. LANPHER: I object to the question. The

other facilities of the United States are not relevant.

JUDGE WOLF: It doesn't seem to me, Mr. Norton,

6 you've made the point.

7 MR. NORTON: Fine.

8 I'll withdraw it.

9 BY MR. NORTON:

10 0 I hate to do this to you, gentlemen, but the

11 Judge did not strike our sentence on that legal conclusion

12 so I'd like you to turn to that paragraph if you would

13 where you cite, I think it's footnote - was it 6? Yes.

14 Footnote 6, 10CFR50.54G, Part 50, Appendix E, paragraph 5.

15 Paragraph E-5, I'm not sure which it is. H, then it goes

16 to V, ri ght? All ight.
!

17g JUDGE WOLF: Before we begin, would you verify

18
3 whether or not that citation is correct?
:

| 19 MR. HUBBARD: Judge Wolf, I believe it should
| b

j 20 be Q and I'm looking at --
.

j 21 JUDGE WOLF: Q?,

'

; '7y 22 MR. HUBBARD; Well, I think it is G and the
i

'

|
'

23 l correct citation is Q and it must have been a mistake in
I,

i

| 24 typing.
(s)
-

''
-

25 MR. NORTON: It is Q.

1

1
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1 BY MR. NORTON:1.7

ry 2 h Q Now, Mr. Hubbard, which of the two of you
LJ f

I
3 is the one that went through this process and arrived at

4 the conclusion on page 6 of your testimony? There's

5 no sense in three of us fumbling with it if we can just

6 have two of us fumbling with it.

7 It will be a lot quicker.

8 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) We both collaborated on that.
t

9 Q Let's collab' orate on it right now. Explain

10 to me line by line, and start at the beginning how

11 you arrived that PG&E should have submitted that they

12 were required to submit under that regulation any changes

g 33 and any revisions to operating procedures?
i
'~'

y Start line by line. Let's read it line by

line and tell me what that means to you in arriving at your15

conclusion?
16

:
; A Well, the sentences of importance are near37
8
.

the end of the paragraph.
18.

.*
c

Q Well, but they're modified, Mr. Hubbard, byig

.

j the sentences which precede them, as is the case with
20g

f most statutes.
21

2

MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, the essence of Mr._
,

L' 4 Norton's question is clear. How did you get this conclusion
23

'
in your testimony. I think it's fair to let the witness

,-m 24
! )
' I point out what his thought process was and that's what he

25
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1 was atttmpting to do.
1.8

2 MR. NORTON: Excuse me. Your Honor, my question
t
''~

3 was, let's go line by line and start with the first line

4 and you tell me how that influenced your decision all the

5 way through until we get to the conclusion and that's the

way I'd like to do it, is line by line.6

MR LANPHER: Judge Wolf, I'd like a ruling7

on my objection. I think it's a waste of time.8

.

JUDGE WOLF: I don't think that -- I think wa9

ought to ask them how they came to the conclusions and10

let it go at that.
33

MR. NORTON: Okay.
12

M ORTON:.
7, 13

! I
'# Q Mr. Hubbard, I believe you started to say the,4

ssence was and in some lines towards the end, would you con-_
5

tinue with your answer please or start over?

! A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes. There is a requirement at
: 17 ,

:
the bottom that within 30 days there's a change to be

g
-
*

made that that shall be provided to the NRC.j 19
e

i Q That's correct.
j 20

A Up above, well, then there's also in paragraph V.

21
,

! this particular one, 50.54 applies to people that have a
,m 22
t i

'

license and so arguably you had a license with that.

Q Would you stipulate thcc we have a' license?
_ 24

kJ A That's right, so at the time that the month could
25

1
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i have bann up, and the county plan was revised in October
41 . 9

2 and that was not provided like in early November. At that
.

9'
3 time, you had a license at Diablo.''

4 Q Was that a low power license or a license to

5 perate at full power?

A That was a low power operating license that6

says what it says. So this applies to a person that has7

a license. Then, there was another part on Appendix E,8

implementing procedures?g

Q Yes, okay.
10

A Which says 3 copies of any changes to maintain

these implementing procedures up to date, you know,

shall be submitted within 30 days of each such changes.

8 Q Does that also apply to licensees? If you will

read the sentence immediately preceding the sentence that

says prior to March 1, 1981, read -- oh, it's about a

! third of the way down, where it says in cases where a
: 17
3

decision on -- do you see where I'm referring you to? Read
!
* from *.here down to where you drew your conclusion. Andj 19

i tell me if you'd still have the same conclusion after,

1 2 20
a'

rereading that. Do you still maintain that that sections

N
j requires PG&E to have submitted it within 30 days, Revision

22'

i B of the County Plan?
|23

24
| f^3
- ( /
| 25

'''

|

|
1

i

i
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T22-1 1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I still believe that's true.

2 And I still think that if you look at the part that -- I_s

-

3 think it's 8.3.2 or -- I could refresh my memory on that --

4 of the PG&E plan that talks about distribution of the plan.

5 There is no mention in there of any requirement to provide

6 this information to the NRC. So I think dua comment is

7 valid, that changes were going on and the NRC was not

d

8 provided with copies of it.i

9 Q As a practical matter, Mr. Hubbard, do you think

to it would make sense, in light of the August 19th exercise

11 and the revisions that were being done and the procedures

12 that were being written, to -- in fact, the plant was not

13 operating -- to be making fiiings sporadically as opposed

14 to getting a rather complete document together, particularly

15 in light of the discovery process that was going on and

16 all of these documents were being furnished to you and to

!
= 17 everyone else at the same time?
?

18 A I think it makes a lot of sense. We did receive
-

!

19 some of the implementing procedures. We'd get a letter that
a

! would say, here is one copy of a changed implementing20
a

:

3 p rocedure . He got a couple of that sort. But something
21

3
3 as signiftcant as a new County Plan was never sent to us.7

S
23 Q You never received the Courty Plan, Mr. Hubbard,

Revision B?24
<-.S

~

25 A I received it through the process of discovery.
i

!

!

!
!

i

!

_
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22-2 i But I kn w it was still being changed and it was, you know --

it's still being changed right now. So it was hard to2

| 1
'

critique the status of your emergency planning because the3

documents were not included in your emergency plan. I

# 4

think back to when I would have, like the ASME come in to
5

audit our quality assurance program at GE. I presented
6

them a manual and said, this is our quality assurance
7

plan and implementing procedures. And they, then, reviewed
8

it. And that's what we were trying to do here. And if
9

a frustration comes out, that's how I feel. It is a moving
10

target.
11

Q And whenever a change came about -- you were
12

referring to quality insurance, for example, in 1971, when
139 changes were required under the regulations and changes
34

were made under the regulations, you weren't instantly in
5

Y Y'

16

:
changes required ---

i 17
,

' :
A Well, I'm thinking of -- I'll give my own -- to,g,

8

}
continue the preceding example. Once the ASME code approved

3g
'

a
j our quality assurance program, if I wanted to change parts

20
3

f of that program, I had to get their approval before I did:
21| .

1

E it.
22-w

( \ \

' _. ) Q But Mr. Hubbard, my question was when the regula-
23

tions changed that required you to change your quality
i 24:

,a
kJ assurance program, you were never instantly in compliance.

25

|

|
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22-3 1 There was a period of time when you made a transition from

(
, 2 the old to the new, wasn't there?

,

_.

3 A Yes.

4 Q And if somebody had walked into your office --

5 asked to see the entire thing, you'd have been hard-pressed

6 to do it, wouldn't you?

7 MR. LANPHER: Judge Wolf, I object. What Mr.

8 Hubbard in 1971 is far afield.

9 JUDGE WOLF: I think the point is obvious. I

10 don't think you have to belabor, sir. Norton.

BY MR. NORTON:11

12 Q One more thing about your statutory construction,

13 Mr. Hubbard. If you will go to page 6 and read the first

34 sentence above A, you say, the PG&E submission of state and

local plans is deficient, correct? You're talking about
15

state and local plans, okay? You say, we're deficient in
16

a
our submission of state and local plans. Is that what it

h 17
:'

I is says, that sentence?
,

.!,

A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.I ; ig

.

Q All right. And then, you -- the last paragrapinI
|20

z|

|

3 | y u referred us to, that t>esn't apply to state and local:

| $.
21

| ?
\

||

P ans at all, does it? It deals with procedures, implement-l ;| z- 22
;

' ing pr cedure of the applicant, doesn't it, that paragraph?
23

;

||

It doesn't -- that paragraph you just were reading in the
24,r'8

; }
,

statute.
25

!
!

!
I

_
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22-4 A In my opinion, when I'm using the word '' plan" hero,i

P an includes the implementing precedures.l
2

,,.
'

Q For the Applicant's plan, right, but not Revision' '
3-

B of the County Plan.

8
4

A The County Plan is in Revision 3 of the manual5

as the May 1981, not the October 1981.
6

MR. NORTON: Your Honor, it's 6:00 o' clock. I
7

believe I'm about done, but I need a few minutes to lookg

over my notes. I think I'm done. We could take three org

f ur ;ainutes now and let me look over my notes.
10

JUDGE WOLF: Would you do that please.g

MR. NORTON: -- or we could continue in the

morning.

JUDGE WOLF: Off the record.g

(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

T 23 JUDGE WOLF: On the record. Mr. Reynolds, do you
16

I have any cross examination?
! 17
2

| MR. REYNOLDS: No, I don't.
18

I
JUDGE WOLF: Mr. Hassell.

3g

| N MR. HASSELL: It's very short. None to really
| j 20

d speak of, but I do have a particular area of --
21g

.

E JUDGE WOLF: Very well. Proceed.
22

FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION
23 |

|BY MR. HASSELL:
24

n
-i ) Q I'd like to direct your attention to page 6.

'-- 25

i
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1 paragraph 7-A, just spnnd some time discussing, let's cea,
_

the second full sentence here beginning with, such revisions.2,_

3 Ant you've got that footnote 6. Basically, I just have

4 one question here. In the footnote, you referenced it's

5 10CFR50542. And for purposes of clarification, would you

kind of explain to me why you thought that was relevant
6

!

given the contention that's been admitted by the Board7

that just refers to 5033-G and 5047 and Revised Appendix E?8

A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I first found this in
9

,

Appendix E when Mr. Minor and I were doing our review. And
10

then as we looked more closely at the regulations, knowing
33

tha*. PG&E at that time had an operating license for low-
12

Power operation -- we did also find it in 5054-Q. But as
13

your well aware in the statement of contention on page
34

number,3, there is no reference to 5054.
15

MR. HASSELL: I was just curious. I have no
16

a
further questions.j g

2

JUDGE WOLF: Thank you. Are there any further
18-

8

| questions?
39

f MR. NORTON: No, Your Honor. There is one or
20

4

d two things I would like to care of though before we dismiss.
21.

3

E It has to do with witnesses and in terms of notice to the
p
( i

parties, I think it would be wise to do that now as opposed'' -

,3.

to tomorrow.
24,-

! /i
' JUDGE WOLF: Very well.'

25

l
*

1

,
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23-2 1 MR. MORTON: de do not -- we will withdraw our

2 request to have Mr. Kearns provided. We do not feel thatcs

_

3 we need to have Mr. Kearns come and testify at this point.

4 In other words, you don't need to have him come down here

5 Monday, and I wanted to tell you now so you could get ahold

6 of him. As long as we were able to get his deposition

7 testimony in the record, in evidence, that was the only
~

8 purpose we had -- was to ask him those two or three questions

9 anyway. So we don't need to have him come on Monday.

10 MR. LANPHER: It seems to me that we ought to

11 also talk about what order we're going to be doing things

12 tomorrow morning. We've got a number of witnesses, I kncw

13 that --

i4 MR. NORTON: We only have three tomorrow as I

understand it.15

JUDGE WOLF: Well, let me ask you -- before we
16

3

17 get of f on that -- are you satisfied that Mr. Kearns won'tj
t

18 appear?-

!
ig MR. LANPHER: Well, I'm a little shocked. I'd

e

$ like the opportunity to think about it over nigh :. I had
20

a

s already arranged for him to come, of course. I apprecia*:e
21

2
2

{c. Mr. Norton informing us. We may want to call him
22

! i,

independently now. We were sort of counting on him being''

23

here for certain purposes. If I could inform you in the
3

!,,I
m rning, Judge Wolf.''

25

i
!
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23-3 1 MR. LANPHER: Yes, I would ba happy to.

,

MR. OLMSTEAD: We did have some questions for Mr.2

II
''~

3 Kearns. And since the Governor is going to wait until in

4 the morning to decide. I'll discuss it with the technical

5 people here and prepared with a position tamorrow.

6 JUDGE WOLF: Thank you. What about the witnesses

7 for tomorrow? Who do we have?

8 MR. NORTON: My understanding was the Staff was

9 going to put on Mr. Urbanik first. And the Joint Intervenors

to and Governor Brown said they thought that would be relatively

11 short of their cross examination of him. And then Mr.

12 Reynolds wanted to put on Dr. Erickson and Dr. Johnson

13 tomorrow. And that was the full schedule for tomorrow.

9
14 There would be no other witnesses because I don't think

15 your other witnesses are here, are they, Joel?

16 MR. REYNOLDS: No, they're not,here. And that's

.j 17 right. I agree. I think all three witnesses are in the

18 position of having to be on tomorrow because they can't,

3
3

; 19 be here at other times. So if there's any question about

i
whether or not they'll be done by closing time here, which! 20

2
.

8 I understand is midday, then we ought to think about
21.

i
starting earlier. But based on my conversations with other{ 22

| Counsel, it seems to me that we should be able to get the'--

23

three in without having to come here any earlier.
24

p
! I

JUDGE WOLF: Very well. Let's try to do it that~

25 |

!

!

!
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23-4 i way. What about -- what's the rest of our schedule for the

2 beginning of the week?
,

('D |
MR. REYNOLDS: Well, what day is Mr. Ness coming? |3

MR. NORTOM: I don't know.4

MR. REYNOLDS: You said early in the week.5

MR. NORTON: Yeah. I have not talked with Mr. |6

Ness. All I know is someone called his office and they
7

said he was available early in the week.
8

MR. REYNOLDS: Maybe we o.lght to talk about itg

tomorrow because there were a couple of things that mayto

affect this. One is whether Mr. Ke rns is still going to

be coming Monday. And the other is when Mr. Ness is going

to be coming. And Bruce, if you could find that out, thatg

9 would be useful. And then third, once those things are

figured out, it'll affect when my other panel comes to
5

San Luis Obispo.

.

JUDGE WOLF: You have one more panel, right?

:
MR. REYNOLDS: That's right.

8
-

MR. NORTON: Well, I would suggest that the panel
g

| be here on Monday, because I'm not at all sure now that
20g

we need to call Mr. Ness either at this point. I haven't
3|

i 21
' .

::

E made that decision final yet, as I had with fir. Kearns.

But my inclination is we don' t need to call tir. Ness either.

l

! In which case, you know, it would be silly for us to be

I

' / sitting here without any witnesses.
' 25

.
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1 MR. LANPHER: Why don't we talk about it tomorrow?

2 JUDGE WOLF: Well, it's kind of important that
-x

!
'

3 I know how long we're going to run next week.

4 MR. NORTON: Well, Your Honor, we will have a

5 rebuttal panel. And we will spend as much time as we can

6 this weekend prepari"g that panel. But we will have not.

7' yet heard from Dr. Plotkin and Mr. Pulido. So I don't

8 think we'll have to take too much time to add that to our

9 rebuttal panel. But we do have -- I would guess, we will

10 have something less than a half day with the rebuttal panel.

ii It would be a full morning, but less than a full afternoon

of rebuttal. And I, frankly, don't know how long the12

13 Staff's witnesses are going to take. But I do, you know --

S that should be taken into consideration in figuring time.14

JUDGE WOLF: Governor Brown, you don't have any
15

additional witnesses other than wanting to examine, perhaps,
16

8' j Mr. Kearns and I don't know who else.37
,

MR. LAMPHER: That would be our only additionalig.

.gt

witness. We completed all of our prefile testimony, Judgej ig

WUlf*
20

\ r

JUDGE WOLF: And Mr. Olmstead, what do you have?
'

21

| $
{- MR. OLMSTEAD: Well, the whole Staff panel and

22

. ( \ the FEMA witnesses have not been on. I mean, I can put them' '
t- 23

in and they can be on and off with their testimony in about j
24

/~'T
15 minutes. But I suspect there are going to be some'

-'
25

!

!
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1 people with some questions, so --

2 JUDGE WOLF: I suppose that's true.,-

Li
3 MR. NORTON: I still think, Your Honor, we're

4 looking at Wednesday as the most probable closing day with

5 the next most probable closing day being Tuesday.

JUDGE WOLF: Very well. Thank you. We'll meet in
6

7 the morning at 9:00.

8 (Whereupon, at 6:15 p.m., the hearing in the

9 above-entitled matter was adjourned unt i.1 9 : 00 a.m. ,

jo Saturday, January 23, 1981, in the same place.)

11
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